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Abstract 
Breast screening requires film readers to exercise considerable expertise when 

examining breast X-rays (or 'maimnograrns') for signs of malignancy. Under-

standably, errors are sometimes made, and the screening programme is continu-

ally investigating ways to improve detection performance. In recent years, interest 

has grown in using computer based prompting systems to assist with reading. 

Prompting systems use image analysis techniques to identify possible cancers 

within a digitised mammogram and cue fun readers to their location with the 

aim of preventing cancers from being overlooked. 

Conventionally, quantitative methods, such as ROC methodology, have been 

used to test whether prompting can improve film readers' performance in a labor-

atory setting. Recent studies suggest, however, that a purely quantitative ap-

proach to the evaluation of medical decision-support systems is inadequate. Sat-

isfactory laboratory benchmarks are not, by themselves, sufficient to guarantee 

user acceptance 	of equal importance are the system's impact in the workplace, 

and users' subjective appraisal of its utility. This thesis describes the application 

of qualitative methods to the evaluation PROMAM, a prompting system intended 

for use in the UK Breast Screening Programme. 

A qualitative analysis of clinic work practices show reading to he a situated 

activity with important collaborative dimensions. Tensions were found to ex-

ist between making decision-making visible (hence rendering it accountable and 

providing a reference by which performance call be monitored) and the possibil-

ity of being biased by exposure to the decision processes of others. It is argued 

that use of PROMAM offers a similar mix of advantages and pitfalls, and that 

lessons can be learned for prompting from how these tensions are managed for 

conventional forms of evidence. In subsequent investigations of prompting it was 

found that readers' interpretation and use of PROMAI\I were often problematic. 

Readers often had difficulties understanding prompts, and used them in ways 

contingent on the particular problem at hand rather than purely to aid detection. 

It is argued that effective prompting is not only a problem of achieving suffi-

cient system performance. but also one of ensuring prompts are comprehensible. 

accountable, and appropriately used. Achieving the latter requires an understand-

ing of how readers make sense of prompts in the context of their conventional 

reading practice. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis explores human factors issues relating to the use of prompting systems 

to assist with cancer detection in the context of the UK Breast Screening Pro-

gramme (UKBSP). The work was conducted as part of a requirements capture 

and evaluation programme for the PROMAM 1  prompting system. Detection 

aids, like PROMAM, are computer systems that use image analysis techniques 

to locate cancers within a digitised image of a breast X-Ray. Film readers (typic-

ally trained radiologists) are 'prompted' for any suspicious findings made by the 

system, with the aim of prevent ig cancers froin being overlooked. 

Statistical methods, such as HOC methodology, are widely advocated for the 

evaluation of prompting systems [93]. Their application involves testing whether 

particular system configurations are capable of enhancing an observer's ability 

to distinguish between benign and malignant features [92]. The use of statistical 

methods can be equated with an engineering' approach whereby the complex 

interactions between human observer, system and X-Rays are treated as if con-

cealed within a 'black box'. The processes by which a decision is arrived at are 

glossed over, and only the results of decision-making are examined. 

An engmeering approach maintains tacit assumptions relating to both the 

nature of radiological expertise and the properties of prompting systems them-

selves. Expertise is treated as if it were a purely mechanical phenomena, residing 

within the brain of the expert, which can be reproduced on demand in an experi-

mental setting. Different prompting systems with similar numerical performance 

characteristics are treated as equivalent, even though systems based around differ-

ent image analysis techniques are likely to produce different patterns of responses. 

In consequence, expertise is stripped of its social setting, and qualitative differ- 

1  PROMAM is an acronym for PR011ipting for MAMmography. The PROMA M system was 
developed in a Joint venture between the Royal Observatory at Edinburgh and the computer 
science department at Edinburgh University. 
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ences between prompting systems are ignored. 

Quantitative methods, by their nature, preclude certain types of interpretation 

and promote others. By using quantitative methods it is possible to record success 

or failure in terms of some chosen performance metric. If a system is found to 

be unsuccessful, then without the possible recourse of examining how readers 

actually use and make sense of prompting information, the failure is most readily 

framed in terms of inadequate system performance. It becomes difficult to explore 

alternative explanations, for example, that readers are not using the system as 

intended, or are misinterpreting the system's responses. 

The motivation for the work described in this thesis was to address the onus-

sions of a strictly quantitative approach to evaluation by using a combination of 

quantitative and qualitative methods. Rather than focussing solely on system 

performance, the aim was to develop an understanding of both the collaborative 

features of screening work, and readers' interpretation of individual prompts. In 

this way wider human factors issues might be addressed, including: the format 

and timing of prompt delivery, training requirements of readers using the system, 

and how prompting can be effectively integrated into existing reading practices. 

The remainder of this chapter is in four parts. The first sets the scene by 

giving an overview of breast screening in the UK and of the PROMAM system. 

The second considers known problems with time deployment of decision-support 

systems into medical practice. The third provides an overview of methods for the 

evaluation of decision-support systems in medicine, and provides a justification 

for the qualitative approach adopted in this study. The final section gives an 

overview of the remainder of this thesis. 

1.1 Breast cancer screening 

1.1.1 Overview 

Breast cancer is the commonest form of cancer in the U.K. Each year there 

are about 24.000 new cases and 15,000 deaths from the disease, accounting for 

one-fifth of deaths among women fromall forms of cancer [46]. Mammography 

(radiological imaging of the breast) remains the best method for early detection of 

breast cancer, and niammography screening programmes operate in many coun-

tries. In the UK, women between the ages of 50 and 64 are invited to attend a 

clinic for screening mammography every three years. 

Iii general, screening tests are not intended to be diagnostic. Instead a test is 

used that is minimally invasive and that can he rapidly applied to make a provi- 
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sional assessment of suspicion. For test positive cases, more specific procedures 

are then employed to establish the truth of the initial findings [95]. Where a 

suspicious finding is made during screening mammography, the woman is then 

invited to an assessment clinic where additional procedures are conducted, which 

may include additional radiographs, ultrasound and biopsy. 

Figures from the UKBSP show that in the prevalent round (first screening 

visit) 6.4% of women screened are recalled for assessment, and in the incident 

round (later screening visits) this figure falls to 3.0%. More cancers are detected 

in the prevalent round 	6.3 per thousand, compared with 3.4 per thousand in 

the incident round [22]. The task of reading films is a difficult one, not least 

because the small number of cancers present is hidden in a background of largely 

normal cases. A high level of perceptual and interpretive skill is required to 

ensure that as many cancers as possible are detected, whilst limiting the number 

of unnecessary recalls for assessment. 

1.1.2 Signs of cancer 

Screening mammography is an X-ray procedure for visualising breast tissue. A 

mammogram is a projection of these three dimensional structures resulting in a 

composite density map of the breast in two dimensions. As a consequence cancers 

are sometimes partially or completely obscured by overlapping normal tissue, and 

overlapping normal tissue can present as regions of high density and thus mimic 

time presence of a cancer. Furthermore, it is possible for benign processes to have 

an appearance similar to those that typify tumours, and conversely, for tumours 

to masquerade as benign processes (some examples of these are described below). 

Thus the degree of certainty about whether a feature within a mammogram is clue 

to a malignant process can vary considerably 	some lesions appear as unequi- 

vocally malignant, others might only he mildly suspicious, and some tumours are 

occult' 	they are not visible on a screening mammogram at all. Mammograms 

are examined for evidence of an abnormality by one or more experienced readers. 

The types of feature that are indicators of malignancy include [31, 32, 1171: 

Micro calcifications These are small deposits of calcium visible on a mammo-

grain as tiny bright specs, often described as having an appearance similar 

to grains of sand or salt. Breasts will often contain some calcification due to 

benign processes, for example, it is common for vessels to calcify 	giving 

a characteristic 'train line' appearance on the mammogram. An assessment 

of the number, shape, size, distribution, variability and stability of micro-

calcifications is used to characterise a presentation as possibly malignant 
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or benign. Malignant presentations are typified by a sniall, focal cluster of 

niicrocalciflcations that have a variable size and shape, and irregular mar-

gins. In contrast, benign presentations usually have smooth margins and 

are diffusely scattered in both breasts. Microcalcification clusters are an 

important sign of malignancy as they are often associated with an early, 

pre-invasive stage of tumour development. 

Ill-defined and spiculated lesions These are areas of radiographically opaque 

tissue, often called "masses", appearing as a bright patch' on the mammo-

gram that might indicate a developing tunli)Ur. Typically, lesions that are 

circumscribed (having a visible border), with a bright halo and of a low 

density are often the result of benign processes 	for example, cysts have 

this appearance. However, a small number of cancers will present as well-

defined masses. Lesions that do not have a well-defined edge, that are 

of medium to high density with a heterogeneous texture are characteristic 

of a malignant process. Often the density is surrounded by fine radiating 

tendrils (or spicules') clue to the infiltration of surrounding tissue, giving a 

stellate appearance. Some types of cancer will infiltrate the surrounding tis-

sue without producing a central mass, and present as an area of spiculation 

or distortion. 

Architectural distortion Infrequently a cancer may present as a disturbance 

of the alignment of normal tissue to the nipple, or as a disturbance to the 

edge of the glandular disk. There may also be spiculation present without 

an associated niass. 

Asymmetry Focal areas of asymmetry between the left and right image are 

common and in the main benign. However, if an asymmetry has a similar 

shape on two views, is opaque or associated with other signs, then this may 

be indicative of a cancer. Very few cancers are detected on the strength of 

asymmetry alone. 

Secondary signs A tuniour may cause the contraction of ligaments that sup-

port breast tissue, leading to focal areas of skin retraction. If the tumour 

is located centrally nipple retraction or inversion may occur. A tumour 

extending to the skin may cause skin thickening or ulceration. 
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1.1.3 Reading 

When mammograms have been developed, they are checked for technical qual-

ity and are loaded onto viewing boxes for reading. Typically each clinic will 

have a number of automated viewing boxes that can hold between 250 and 800 

films, depending on the model. Films are illuminated by a strong back light, 

and extraneous light is occluded using blank, exposed, films. Each niammnogram 

is examined by at least one trained film reader who typically is also a radiolo-

gist. Many clinics operate the practice of 'double reading', where the opinion of 

two or more readers is combined to give a final decision for each case. Within 

clinics 'film readers' are often referred to as 'radiologists'. However, members 

of other medical specialities may also be employed as film readers if given the 

appropriate training, so in this document the generic term 'film reader' is used. 

Typically the involvement of non-radiologists is limited to centres that practice 

double reading [129]. 

The number of cases read in a single session is highly variable, and will depend 

on the availability of readers and the workload in the clinic. Films are typically 

grouped together in 'batches', corresponding to all the women who attended a 

contiguous screening session. There is typically some paperwork associated with 

each of these batches, describing, for example, how many cases are in each batch, 

who loaded the films onto the viewer, the date time viewer was loaded, the (hates 

when the films were read, and who performed the reading. For each batch the 

record bags are piled in the order that the films are displayed on the viewer. The 

film reader will work through the cases on the viewer and mark his/her decision 

on the screening forms. Some readers mark each decision as it is made, others 

defer marking decisions until they reach a case they wish to recall. In the latter 

case, intervening normal decisions are then marked as a 'batch'. The number of 

cases examined consecutively in this way will vary as recalled cases are randomly 

distributed. Some film readers might batch up an arbitrary number of cases, 

rather than waiting for the next recalled case. If the cases are being double read, 

it usually falls to the second reader to ensure that the cases are removed from the 

viewer before the normal cases are taken down 2 

Lesions with one or more properties sufficiently different from background tis-

sue (if they are relatively large or bright, for example) may be conspicuous to 

a film reader 'at a glance when an initial appraisal of the films is made. Less 

conspicuous lesions may require systematic searching of the mammogram to bc- 

2Tlie above description is informed by an investigation into the work practices in 6 UK 
screening centres. Details of this investigation is reported fully in chapter 3 
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ate [98]. Typically, film readers first examine the mammogram in overview and 

make a global comparison between different views and with previous films [53]. 

This serves to identify any 'pop-out' features (those that immediately capture at-

tention), and also to provide orientation for the subsequent focussed search [20]. 

Various magnification aids might be used to assist with this examination. Film 

reading is thought of as comprising two distinct steps: detection - locating po-

tential lesions on the mammograni and classification - determining their clinical 

significance [87]. 

1.1.4 Reader error 

Film readers are prone to making two categories of error: false negative (FN) 

decisions, where a cancer is overlooked or misclassified, and false positive (FP) 

decisions, where a 'normal' case is recalled for further investigation. Both types 

of error can be consequential. There may be psychological morbidity associated 

with recalling a women to an assessment clinic, as well as a financial cost [119]. 

If a cancer is missed then it might present clinically prior to the subsequent 

screening round as a so-called 6 iliterval cancer'. Delays in treatment lead to a 

worse prognosis and increased treatment costs [46]. 

The performance of a screening test is usually expressed in terms of two met-

rics: sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity is defined as the ability of the test 

to detect all of the occurrences of the disease in the screening population, and 

specificity as the ability to correctly identify those without the disease [95]. Sens-

itivity and specificity are defined in the following way: 

TP sensitIvIty = TP+FN' spec,ficity = TN±EI' 

Where TP refer to true positive decisions, and TN to true negative decisions. 

The formulae assume that the test set contains at least one cancer and at least 

one normal case respectively. 

In breast screening, the sensitivity of individual readers, of clinics, and of the 

programme as a whole is difficult to assess at any given time because information 

about FN decisions is not immediately available. An assessment of interval can-

cers provides the only means of establishing FN rates, however, complete data is 

only available at the end of each screening interval. Care is required to distinguish 

interval cancers arising from false negative decisions from 'true intervals' (cancers 

that have developed quickly between screening rounds), those that are occult' 

(not appearing on the original screening films), and those that are due to sub- 
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optimal technique (for example, if part of the breast had not been imaged). False 

negative interval cancers are defined as occuring where there was sufficient evid-

ence on the original screening mammogram to warrant further investigation [114] 

Methods for identifying FN interval cancers are described in [37, 114]. Simpson 

reports that out of a total of 167 cancers presenting between screening episodes 

in three screening centres, 26% were due to FN decisions, 51% were true inter-

vals, 3% were clue to inadequate imaging, 4% were occult, with 14% remaining 

unclassified [114]. 

1.1.5 ROC methodology 

A useful metric of observer performance should be independent of the frequency 

at which a looked for disease entity naturally occurs, and also of all observer's 

subjective bias in setting the criteria for making a positive decision [92]. Met-

rics with these properties are available through ROC analysis, which describes 

the inherent ability of all observer to distinguish between normality and disease. 

Unless the observer can perform this discrimination perfectly then there will he 

cases where evidence of disease will be perceived where disease is absent, and vice 

versa. In these cases a decision is macic according to the observer's confidence 

that the signs are sufficiently significant to warrant further action. This decision 

will depend on an appraisal of prior probabilities and value judgements about the 

costs and benefits of making a particular decision (that is, how many FP and FN 

decisions to allow). Where the probability distributions for confidence in positive 

and negative decisions overlap, then the sensitivity and specificity achieved will 

be dependent on the confidence threshold employed. This is shown schematically 

in Figure 1.1. 

Since confidence thresholds are labile (they can be intentionally changed, and 

may be influenced by the particular circumstances or setting of the trial), then 

comparisons of sensitivity and specificity (between different observers, or between 

the same (human) observer at different times) will not be a true comparison of 

diagnostic accuracy. 

It can he seen from Figure 1.1 that if the confidence threshold is continuously 

adjusted tlieIl an inverse relationship holds between specificity and sensitivity. If 

sets of values for sensitivity and specificity are determined for differing confidence 

thresholds over repeated observations and are plotted in a unit square, then all 

ROC curve is obtained by fitting a line through these points (Figure 1.2). A 

ROC curve shows all the possible tradeoffs between sensitivity and specificity 

as an observer's confidence threshold is varied, and thus represents the inherent 
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Less confidence 	 I 	 Greater coafidence 

Confidence that disease is present 	
[] 

Sensitivity (TP fraction) 

Specificity (1-F1' fraction) 

El' frocüaoi (1—Specificity) 

Figure 1.1: Shows the overlapping probability distributions of an observer's con-
fidence that disease is present or absent. This is only schematic, the method does 
not require that the probability of observer's confidence be iioriiially distributed, 
only that the distributions overlap. One possible confidence threshold is shown 
by the solid horizontal bar. All cases to the right of this bar would be called 
positive, and all to the left would be called negative. Adapted from Metz [92] 

0 	 01 

Fake piw Live Irivetiuri 

Figure 1.2: The hold line shows all example ROC curve. The dotted line line in-
dicates the ROC curve produced by chance performance. Adapted from Metz [92] 

ability of an observer to discriminate between the presence and absence of a 

disease. The area under the curve is often used as a index of performance and 

represents the average sensitivity achieved if the specificity is sampled randomly 

between 0 and 1, or alternatively, the average specificity if sensitivity is similarly 

sampled [92]. Other indices are available, and are discussed ill [91]. As described, 

ROC methodology is applicable where decisions about abnormality correspond 
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to a film as a whole. Variations in the technique have been developed to allow for 

the correct localisation of an abnormality (localised ROC or LROC) and in cases 

where there might he more than one abnormality per film (free-response ROC or 

FROC) [93]. 

In a typical HOC experiment to determine the performance of human observ-

ers, subjects are asked to rate their confidence on a rating scale, forcing them to 

simultaneously maintain a number of different decision criteria. The technique is 

also applied widely to assessing the performance of computer based detection and 

classification systems. In this case, a range of sensitivity and specificity values 

are obtained by varying the operating parameters of the system. 

1.1.6 The PROMAM system 

The PROMAM system has three key operational stages. First, mamrnograis 

are digitised after being exposed and developed in the normal way. Second, 

the digitised images are analysed by two specially-developed image processing 

algorithnis designed to recognise mnicrocalcification clusters [69] and ill-defined 

lesions [96]. Third, the results of the analysis are then incorporated into the 

reading process as prompts. Time aim is to draw the reader's attention to specific 

areas of the mnanimogram that are judged by the system to merit close visual 

inspection. 

The introduction of digital techniques into screening mammography automat-

ically opens up options for employing sonic formof soft-copy image presentation 

interface. Time use of soft-copy images for diagnosis purposes is growing in many 

medical areas, but the requirements for screening mammography are especially 

stringent. The resolution requirements, for example, exceed the capabilities of 

the current generation of soft-copy displays [137]. These limitations might be 

overcome by exploiting time various options that soft-copy imaging provides for 

image manipulation and enhancement, but their use typically adds to time time 

required to inspect the image. A feasibility study conducted prior to the incep-

tion of the PROMAM project established that the time and effort required to 

use the prompt interface was a key factor in its acceptability [109]. Film read-

ers involved routinely in breast screening would be unlikely to accept a prompt 

user interface which increased significantly the time spent on the unambiguously 

normal breast. For this reason. readers liked the simplicity of paper, form-based 

prompt user interfaces which have, in addition, the virtue of fitting in easily with 

current reading practices; paper is handled routinely during the reaching session. 

Accordingly, this was the option that was eventually selected [109]. 
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The aim of the detection aids like PROMAM is to improve the sensitivity 

of film readers without compromising their specificity. Within the project it 

was recognised that enhanced performance could be treated as a resource that 

might be applied in a number of different ways. A prompting system might not 

only be used to address performance issues, such as reducing interval cancers 

and detecting cancers at an earlier biological stage (hence improving prognosis 

and reducing costs), but also to maintain the same level of performance whilst 

using fewer, or less skilled, human resources. For example, by substituting double 

reading with computer assisted single reading, or by supporting non-radiologist 

film readers [28]. 

1.2 Decision support systems in medicine 

Prompting systems are tiesigimec both to emulate the expertise of human film 

readers, and to elevate the performance of those film readers who use them. 

Prompting systems can therefore he thought of as a type of expert or 'knowledge 

based system designed to enhance the quality of film readers' decisions. This 

section briefly considers the difficulties previously encountered in the design amid 

implementation of medical decision support systems (MDSSs) and how they might 

apply to prompting systems such as PROMAM. 

The early promise,  that expert system,,  would master the intellectual aspects 

of medical practice [113] remain largely unfulfilled. Of the many MDSSs imple-

mented, few have found routine use. A consistent finding is that a demonstration 

of effectiveness in the laboratory does not guarantee successful deployment in 

the workplace . Explanations for the failure of MDSSs fall broadly into three 

categories: 

Expert system technologies have not met performance expectations [118]: 

MDSS developers have been unable to deliver systems that meet promised 

operational specifications. 

Design and development methodologies have been inadequate [47]: MDSS 

developers have misunderstood how human and MDSS performance may 

he best combined. 

3
lntelligent systems have been produced for 20 years for use in medicine. They have not, 

searcher in time field has estimated only 10 or so however, been widely adopted. One senior re  
are in routine use, iimcluding ones used by a single doctor only a few times a week [47]. 

A survey carried out in 1989 reveals that out. of 25 European organisations involved in the 
development of diagnostic systems only three were in use outside of their site of origin. Also a 
survey carried out in May 1992 of an Al in medicine mailing list with over 600 subscribers was 

only able to identify 6 systems that had been or were in routine use. Cited in [631.) 
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3. There have been broader methodological failings: MDSS developers have 

been unable to grasp that the culture and values of practitioners may be 

such that they will be resistant to using MDSSs [75]. 

These problem categories can be equated with three specific issues: scope, 

role and work practice. 

1.2.1 Scope 

The technical difficulties associated with meeting operational specifications are 

typically more severe for MDSSs that target general application domains. This 

is because the knowledge base for general domains is often less well defined: 

knowledge from many sources may he integrated under a variety of different 

reasoning strategies to reach a. decision. In more specific application domains, 

the knowledge base is often better formalised, and the reasoning process limited 

to a few well-defined strategies, thus both knowledge and reasoning become more 

amenable to computer representation [16]. There has been a move away from 

systems that try to duplicate the general diagnostic capability of a physician 

towards systems that focus on more specific problem domains [97]. 

1. 2.2 Role 

Some MDSSs support decision-making by simply providing information that can 

assist physicians to reach their own conclusion, for example, performing a literat-

ure search. At the other end of the scale there are MDSSs which offer their own 

interpretation of the facts. i.e., automated diagnosis. In general, the latter are 

more difficult to design, more difficult to deploy in a working environment, and 

often are difficult to use. An issue of particular importance is control. For ex-

ample, the physician may have the power both to decide when to use the MDSS, 

and to decide how to act on its advice. On the other hand, MDSS use may be 

compulsory. In general, the latter tends to be resisted by physicians [76], whereas 

MDSSs that give useful reminders or alerts have been well received [27]. 

1.2.3 Work practices 

W'ork practice issues in MDSS applications are inevitably multi-faceted, and prob-

lematic for designers. Despite their complexity, it is not that issues of work prac-

tice and social change are necessarily intractable, but rather that they are often 

ignored by MDSS developers. Heathifield and Wyatt argue that a pre-occupation 

with computer artifacts and Artificial Intelligence (Al) techniques prevents the 
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development of a useful and coherent philosophy for the design and implementa-

tion of decision aids, claiming that the systems which might be the most rewarding 

to develop are not necessarily ones that doctors would find most useful. Heath-

field and Wyatt urge a more problem centred, rather than an artifact centred 

approach [63]. Forsythe is concerned that culture of the (Al) community also 

serves to restrict the possible approaches to time evaluation of systems. Technical, 

formal, quantitative modes of thought and problem simplification are useful dis-

ciplines for the construction of knowledge bases and inference engines. However, 

such approaches tend to be habitualised and applied to other areas of system de-

velopment. Social phenomena, which tend to be complex, qualitative, subjective 

and resistant to formal analysis, are often ignored. Consequently little consider-

ation is given to how systems are perceived and evaluated by users, if systems 

are compatible with user micecis, or how well a system fits into work patterns and 

organisational structure [47]. 

1.2.4 Scope, role, work practices and prompting systems 

On the surface, issues of scope and role do not appear to be problematic for 

prompting systems. Prompting systems focus on a specific problem domain 

that of distmguisiung certain types of malignant presentation from benign struc-

tures within a breast image. Their role is to aid detection, so prompting might be 

positioned with systems providing alerts and reminders which have found wider 

acceptance in clinical practice. The use of prompting information is discretion- 

ary 	in fact, the rationale for prompting states that the decision to recall a 

lesion for further assessment should rest with the film reader and not with the 

system. However, a clear definition of a system's intended purpose and capabilit-

ies should inform the use of that system as well as its design. Work presented in 

later chapters examines the accuracy of readers' judgements about the role and 

scope of PROMAM, and how these jucigements are informed by exposure to the 

system. 

The acceptance of MDSSs is often as dependent on social factors as it is on per-

formance issues. Despite this finding, work practice issues have remained largely 

unexplored with respect to the deployment of prompting systems. One of the 

ainis of this thesis was to ground investigations of prompting in an understanding 

of how reading is socially organised. In order to anticipate the types of difficulty 

posed by work practice issues, the following section explores further those barri-

ers to the adoption to medical technologies that are rooted in the social nature 

of medical practice. Social dimensions to the interpretation of medical evidence 
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are particularly relevant to the implementation of MDSSs, and are discussed in 

detail. 

1.3 The medical context 

1.3.1 Technology and social change 

The adoption of a new technology by an organisation often results in changes to 

work practices, sometimes in ways that are difficult to predict [110]. In practice, 

a new system often not only affects the work of its primary users, but also hues of 

communication, the distribution of power and status, and co-operative working 

practices [80]. 

These issues are illustrated in a case study of the introduction of a medical 

record system called PROMIS [76]. PROMIS was designed as an embodiment of 

PROMR (Problem oriented medical record) - a novel approach to organising the 

medical record winch attempts to address sonic of the problems inherent in the 

traditional format. PROMIS was intended to provide corrective feedback on the 

licalth care provided by physicians. It enforced compliance with PROMR, and 

actively volunteered iftiorniati011 to instruct and guide clinical decisions -- requir-

ing justification from users for deviations from the protocol. The philosophy of 

the developers was that physicians should relinquish control to the computer in 

order to improve practice. During formal evaluations house staff were found to 

he hostile to the system. They resisted attempts by PROMIS at direction and 

tried to circumvent its inflexibility. Furthermore, they claimed that the system 

adversely altered their relationship with patients, that it changed staff cominu-

nication patterns and increased the time they spent performing record keeping 

activities. However, the results of the evaluation revealed that these claims were 

substantially untrue. PROMIS was more readily accepted by nurses, patients and 

pharmacists, as it demanded greater participation than was traditional by these 

C' 	thereby enforcing greater use of clinicians' professional skills. House staff 

saw this as a threat to their professional status and autonomy and felt that their 

professional judgement was being undermined. In reaction, house staff resented 

the nurses, pharmacists and PROMIS [76]. 

Evaluating organisational change as a consequence of the introduction of a 

new information system can be problematic. For example, it can be difficult to 

disambiguate transitional from long term effects, between changes due to actual 

use of the system, and those clue to users thinking about the domain in a dif-

ferent way. Furthermore, if the system is a component of sonic wider strategy 
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of organisati01 change, then it may be difficult to distinguish between changes 
rate changes that are part of the 

brought about by the system, and other deliberate 

 

cal decision support systems have 
same strategy. Finally, because SO very few medi  

been used routinely for a long period of time, little is known about the longer terni 

consequences of their use (which, for example, might include de_skilling) 

1.3.2 Values and practices 

Success at introducing coniputer a
pplications into m edical contexts is not uniform. 

Young differentiates between systems that are used 
routinely to help provide 

improved clinical services (for example. radiotherapy dosage, laboratory systems, 

vaccination and inununisatiou recall) and systems that while having the potential 

to improve quality of care, are much less widely (lissenunated (for example, for 
aking). He argues that 

drug Prescription,,diagnosis, medical audit and history t  

ms seek to support a doctor's role 	
not to replic 

time successful syste 	

ate it, nor 

rk, or cause them to incur any new 

(10 
they interfere with the way the doctors wo  

burden. Unsucces5f' systems, however, often demand doctors change their work 
eek to replace some of 

practices increase the perceived burden o doctors and s n  

theision_mak111g role of the doctor ss boundaries delineated by medical 

Where new technologies are applied acro  

dis
ciplines then acceptance may not he uniform. For example, Kaplan reports a 

case study of the iinplem 	hm entatbo of a Medical Information System (MIS) called 

Technicolm 76). A major goal of Technicon was to facilitate nursing activities by 

reducing nurse's administrative duties and 
assisting theni in health-care planning 

and management. Typically nurses were entlmsiastic about the system, 
however, 

physician responses were mixed. The introd
uction of Technicon was viewed more 

fav
ourably by surgeons than by internists. Surgeolms see themselves as incisive 

it' de for technology. Internists are inclined to view 
decision makers with an apt  
themselves as thinking doctors", and were resistant to a t

echnology which they 

perceived as c
hallenging this role 761. 

At an individual level Kaplan araues that t
echnology is more likely to be 

the nature of a physicia 
accepted if it neither change 	

n's work, nor challenges 

what a physician considers to be the essence of medical practice 7.5). Kaplan 

summariSes some of time values held by medical practiti0n5 which are important 

in this respect: 

Quality of patient care. 

One of the core values held by 
physicians is a concern for the quality of 

patient care. Thus physicians are receptive to new 
	hnologie5 which they 
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see as improving outcomes, reducing risks and making invasive procedures 

unnecessary. For acceptance, it is less important whether new technology 

actually does improve the quality of care, but whether it is perceived to do 

so. 

Art vs Science. 
Medical applications which make medicine more scientific ( eg increased 

accuracy and precision ) are more likely to be accepted. However, it is 

believed that medicine is ultimately an art, and technologies which challenge 

a physician's Judgement or which dictate practice are likely to he rejected. 

Physician - patient relationship 
Applications are more likely to be rejected if they are seen as interfering 

with the doctor--patient relationship, or are seen as dehumanising medicine. 

Technology can move the locus of patient care away from the patient to the 

conference room thus increasing social distance [17]. 

Professional autonomy. 
Physicians see themselves as autonolilOus, responsible and self-governing 

and believe that only their peers are competent to judge their actions. Ap-

plications which check physicians actions against protocols or which attempt 

to direct or constrain the physicians action would be seen as violating their 

professional status and are likely to be rejected. 

Ost argues that the introduction of new technologies engenders a tension 

whereby the innovation works both for and against a physician's autonomy and 

status. On the one hand, status is enhanced by increased reliance on the physi-

cians' esoteric and specialised knowledge built around the adoption of a particular 

innovation. On the other, status can be adversely affected by the tendency of 

major innovations to fragment specialities. conipartmentahise knowledge, and to 

create a greater dependence on the medical authorities supplying the capital for 

the innovation [107]. 

1.3.3 Medical evidence 

Of particular importance for the deployment of MDSS are the existing mechan-

isms for establishing the credibility of medical evidence. Information pertinent to 

diagnosis is compiled by physicians from a number of different sources and is rep-

resented on a variety of different media. These might include oral accounts from 

patients and other physicians, written accounts in the form of medical records and 
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laboratory reports, and information embedded in visual representations, such as 

X-rays and CAT scans. The selection and integration of information to achieve a 

diagnosis is a socially complex task as well as a cognitively demanding one. For 

example, diagnosis can be a collaborative activity and is typically grounded in 

hospital routine [13]. Medical evidence is rarely taken at face value, rather its 

validity is judged according to the perceived credibility of its source [26]. For 

example, patients may be perceived as good or bad historians and the validity 

attached to the account they give will vary accordingly. Evidence obtained from 

colleagues is appraised in a similar way -- the opinions of someone recognised as 

a •good doctor' may he highly valued, while those of someone less well regarded 

may he given less weight. Even the validity attributed to lab reports and im-

age data may dependent on the reputation of the laboratory or the technicians 

associated with its production [77]. 

The process of establishing credibility is not carried out in isolation, often cred-

ibility (as well as meaning) will be negotiated between physicians, and between 

physicians and technicians. Other criteria used to ascribe validity will include 

personal experience and personal values, as well as values established at a group 

or organisational level. Typically the latter are embedded in the hierarchical and 

social organisation of a hospital, so, for example, the opinion of a student doctor 

will carry less weight than that of a consultant. Given that status is associated 

with credibility, participants in the diagnostic process will seek to mnaxi nise their 

reputation in this respect. In an analysis of the discourse between physicians, 

Cicourel states that encounters involve more than a simple transfer of informa-

tion. participants also seek to promote their credibility by using tactics designed 

to demonstrate their competence [26]. 

Judgements about credibility are one way that evidence from a given source 

might not be taken at face value. Another is that interpretation depends on 

a wider understanding of the physical process that the evidence only partially 

describes. For example, in an ethnographic study of the use of an interpretive 

facility on an echo-car(liogram (ECG) machine, Hartland recognised that a normal 

cardiogram is not purely a function of traces on a readout, but an "achieved 

state" [61]. That is, diagnosis is arrived at by application of further information, 

including, in the interpretation of ECG traces, the patient's age and physique, 

and also the considerable experience of the cardiologist. There is no set definition 

of what constitutes a normal' cardiogram and a cardiologist may classify several 

conspicuously different traces as being normal. The interpretative facility lacked 

the ability to apply this 'common sense' knowledge to its diagnosis, and was thus 
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prone to error. Occasionally the machine would interpret a normal cardiogram as 

being indicative of an abnormality and as a consequence physicians' would often 

edit patients' records so that an erroneous readout was not included. In hospitals 

with plentiful cardiology experience the performance of the system was judged 

sufficiently poor to he largely unused. 

In a social milieu where maintaining and establishing credibility is of consid-

erable importance a decision support system is likely to be at a disadvantage. 

While in essence a MDSS will he performing a task similar to that of a colleague, 

it will not possess the social skills employed by more regular colleagues to negoti-

ate meaning and assert competence. One of the findings in a survey designed to 

examine physicians attitudes to medical consultations was that physicians pref-

ered time concept of a sstem \vhidll functioned as much like a human consultant 

as possible [121]. 

Where establishing the credentials of a system proves difficult there is the 

potential for users to make 'errors of trust' or 'errors of mistrust' [100]. An error 

of trust occurs if the faith someone has in a system is unwarranted by system 

performance with the effect that erroneous system results might be accepted. 

An error of mistrust refers to treating the results from a relatively accurate system 

with skepticism. Muir suggests that an attempt should be made to 'calibrate' a 

users trust that strategies should he employed to ensure that users have an 

appropriate level of trust in a system's functions [100]. This may take the form of 

explaining, as far as possible, how time system works, its operational constraints, 

how these night he affected by changes in the system's operating environment, 

to make explicit the system's domain of competence, it's history of competence 

and what criteria have been set for acceptable performance. Thus users will he 

in possession of the information required to make an informed judgement as to 

the appropriateness of system output. 

Users of the system will have their own criteria for acceptable system per-

formance with expectations that may be too high (perhaps because of fear that 

time machine will usurp the user's role) or too low (if the user is unskilled, or finds 

a task tedious and thus prefers to abrogate responsibility to the machine). Muir 

argues that the root of this problem is that people find it difficult to cope with 

situations where a users authority may be delegated to a machine, but where the 

user is still held responsible for the decision. She suggests that people ought to 

he respected as the ultimate decision makers. and that decision making systems 

should be designed and presented as tools that users can choose to employ in the 

process of solving a problem [100]. 
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However, according to Holinagel it is inevitable that some responsibility is del-

egated to the computer when decision support systems are used [66]. He suggests 

that responsibility in decision making requires that one has knowledge of "what 

the decision is about.. .the conditions, the alternatives, [and] the consequences", 

and that "the problem of responsibility, therefore, becomes one of understanding 

correctly the information and knowledge that describe the situation". 

Usually the role of a decision support system is to overcome limitations in 

human cognition and so promote more effective action within some problem do-

main. The advice generated (or decision made) is produced by a transformation 

of the available raw data. The imnian agent with notional responsibility for the 

decision may neither have access to the original data available to the system, nor 

to a full understanding of its decision-making procedure. Even where the raw 

data is available. the time frame for time decision might preclude a human agent 

from making a thorough assessment. Hollnagel argues that providing support for 

information processing in this way necessarily entails surrendering some degree of 

control over time situation, and hence also some degree of the responsibility [66]. 

He suggests three possible approaches to this problem. Firstly, to define pre-

cisely divisions of responsibility according to a functional decomposition based 

on task analysis. Secondly, to make the decision-making process employed by 

the system transparent, so that the quality of its decisions can he assessed. Fi-

nally, if decision support systems are to have responsibility, then they should also 

incorporate rules describing the limitation of its applicability. 

The first approach has been adopted in the development of decision support 

aids for mammography. A distinction is drawn between detection and classific-

ation aids [58] which is broadly in line with the (notionally distinct) perceptual 

and analytical tasks involved in image interpretation [87]. Detection aids give 

the location of features or regions that the system has identified as potentially 

suspicions with the aim of ensuring a more complete examination of the main-

mograni. A judgenient about whether any action should be taken remains solely 

with the reader. In contrast, classification aids give an indication of the degree 

of suspicion associated with a feature or region with the express aim of assisting 

a reader decide the most appropriate course of action. This distinction and its 

rationale is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 2. 

In the case of time application of detection aids, the original data is available, 

the human decision-maker is skilled in its interpretation and the use of the aid 

is discretionary. However. responsibility issues are still of importance. The film 

reader must choose whether or not to consult time system, and they must be 
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aware of the scope and limitations of the system's abilities when interpreting its 

response 

The work presented in later chapters suggests that the distinction between 

detection and classification aids is difficult to maintain in practice, that users form 

a (sometimes erroneous) model of the system's credentials based on observations 

of its behaviour, and that the system's actions need to be accountable in order 

for an appropriate interpretation of those actions to he made. 

1.4 Evaluation strategies 

Both quantitative and qualitative approaches are advocated for the evaluation of 

MDSSs. The former are concerned with enumerating outcomes, for example, dia-

gnostic efficacy and cost effectiveness [93, 136]. The latter with broader social and 

contextual issues, such as implications for work practices, and user acceptance, 

and to enable a critical appraisal of design rationales (for example, by identifying 

discrepancies between intended and actual usage) [52, (52]. 

Recently it has been argued that evaluation in Medical Informatics should 

involve a complementary synthesis of these approaches [52]. The evaluation of 

time PROMAM system has proceeded according to this model. In the following 

sections the advantages and limitations of both qualitative and quantitative ap-

proaches are discussed. The discussion of qualitative methods focusses on the 

evaluation of aids for mammography, however, time principles are similar for other 

types of MDSS. The discussion of quantitative methods has a broader focus. 

This, in part, is because qualitative methods have not hitherto been applied to 

the evaluation of decision support systems for mainniography. 

1.4.1 Quantitative 

Quantitative evaluation of detection aids for maimnography encompasses a broad 

scope of activities with a variety of aims, from laboratory benchmarks, small scale 

experiments with clinicians through to clinical trials. 

Laboratory testing involves a comparison of performance of a system against 

some previously determined standard. In these types of investigation, ground 

truth' is defined according to pathology data obtained at, assessment clinics. 

Where certainty about normality is required, then older films may be used to 

avoid the possibility of interval cancers being present [70]. Laboratory testing 

allows performance bench marks to he established. This might be done as part 

of a training-test cycle, or to establish minimum requirements for clinical test- 
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ing [93]. A further goal might be to make comparisons between different al-

gorithmnic approaches, however, care has to he taken interpreting results obtained 

from different data sets [19]. 
Clinical testing involves comparing film reader performance with and without 

ne advantage of laboratory evaluation over 
the assistance of a decision aid. O  
clinical evaluation is that many trials can he performed without the involvement 

of fun readers 	
sparing their time and any associated cost. A major disadvant- 

age is that it is difficult to relate system performance to potential gains in the 

performance of readers when using the system. Typically, laboratory tests are 

sinply used as a metric for comparing systems when using different parameters 

or techniques. However, with the prospect of clinical evaluation, it is particularly 

important to he able to choose an operating point that would be most likely to 

improve film readers' performance. The option of repeating clinical tests for many 

operating points is often not a tenable one. The principle method for assessing 

laboratory and clinical performance involves ROC analysis, however, qualitative 

methods have also advocated for laboratory testing. For example, Humne suggests 

all approach whereby the types of system response (for example, FP prompts 

for, say, vascular calcifications) are emuneratedl for different operating paraniet-

ers and used as a heuristic for determining a setting that might be acceptable in 

clinical trials [69, 681. A suggested heuristic for deterruinimig that a system might 

effect improved sensitivity in practice is its performance at detecting interval 

cancers [64]. 
A further related problem is that it is not possible to know what minimum 

level of system performance is required to effect an improvement in reader per-

forniance. This makes it difficult to establish realistic goals for system develop-

ment and laboratory benchmarks. One solution is to perform experiments using 

simulated prompts with the desired performance characteristics [707 41 . Such 

'small-scale experiments, where the both the system's responses and the test set 

used is carefully manipulated, also help bridge laboratory testing and full cliii-

ical evaluation. A disadvantage of this approach is that some degree of 'realism' 

is necessarily sacrificed. For example, the incidence of breast cancer in the UK 

screening population is approximately 0.5% [46], SO to achieve a statistically sig-

nificant result, either heavily biased test sets must he used, or a full clinical trial 

iuiust be conducted involving at least 90,000 women [131]. 

1Thcse and other studies are discussed in greater detail in chapter 2 
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1.4.2 Qualitative 

Initial approaches to the evaluation of clinical information systems (includ-

ing MDSSs) involved the adoption of the Controlled Clinical Trials (CCT) 

paradigm [136]. Heathfieki et al. contend that the underlying assumption for 

using CCTs is flawed, that is, that an information system is somehow compar-

able to a drug, and it should be evaluated in the same way. While CCTs give 

an indication of relative performance gains due to the use of a system, they do 

not reveal why a system has succeeded or a failed [62]. Understanding 'why' is 

essential if deficiencies in a system are to be identified and repaired. Forsythe 

argues that the 'double-blind' nature of CCTs specifically preclude the possibil-

ity of qualitative investigations being undertaken [51]. Given that many of the 

difficulties associated with the successful deployment of MDSSs have a contextual 

or social basis (as argued in section 1.2), much is precluded by neglecting to take 

a qualitative approach. 

The question remains of identif yi ig appropriate niethods for qualitative evalu-

ation. Ethnography has achieved prominence in the field of Computer Supported 

Collaborative Work (CSCW) and is finding an increasing role within medical 

informatics [52]. 

Etlinograpliy is a naturalistic social science technique initially developed by 

anthropologists for studying native cultures. It involves the prolonged engage-

ment of a field worker who takes on the role of 'participant observer'. Ethnography 

utilises the strategies people naturally use to niake sense of novel social situations, 

where there is the need to consciously reflect on the meaning of the behaviour 

of co-participants, build models of roles and an understanding of relationships. 

Generally, this process results in an acclimatisation, where modes of interaction 

become habitualised, cultural values accepted, and where conscious reflection be-

comes largely unnecessary. The ethnographer maintains an objective distance by 

formalising this reflective process. for example through note taking and model 

building [60] 

Although ethnography is often concerned with generating a 'thick' description 

of a culture, it is not a purely descriptive technique. An element of analysis is also 

involved both to situate findings within existing social theory, and to generate 

further theoretical descriptions. The balance between description and analysis is 

dependent upon the goals of the research. Analysis in ethnography is an activity 

which occurs before the investigation begins, to generate an initial focus for the 

research, and continues throughout the course of the field work. In practical 

terms periods of field work are interspersed with periods of reflection. where the 
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gathered data is organised, inferences made, and explanatory models constructed. 

Further field work is directed by the salient issues uncovered. This iterative 

process gives ethnography its characteristic 'funnel' structure as the investigation 

becomes progressively more focussed with time [60]. 

Forsythe draws a parallel between the utility of anthropological techniques for 

systematically uncovering how knowledge is distributed and organised within a 

culture and the requirements of Knowledge Acquisition (KA) for expert system 

development [50]. Another strength of ethnography is that it can reveal the tacit 

and often complex constructs which underpins work and working practices, and so 

may be used to challenge the a-priori assumptions of systeni developers [48] and 

to inform design [44]. For example, Forsythe reports on a requirements elicitation 

exercise to inform the design of an intelligent information system for migraine suf-

ferers [48]. Ethnographic techniques were used, including 80 hours of documented 

observations of doctor patient conmiunication in five different clinical settings, as 

well as senu-formal interview with patients. The results of this work challenged 

niany of the tacit and explicit assumptions made by the designers and, indeed, 

the physicians participating in the project. For example, that the explanations 

demanded would be in the form of 'textbook knowledge'. The investigation re-

vealed that patients were far more concerned to understand with the condition 

would affect their everyday life, and whether it was life threatening, rather than 

with the physiology of the condition. 

Typically there are some problems associated \vitll using ethnography for in-

formation system design. Ethnographies can be voluminous, and are generally 

of a discursive nature. This makes it difficult to integrate information from an 

ethnography directly onto into the design process [115]. Ethnography as a tech-

nique is best suited to small, self contained, confined environments where there 

is a clear focus of attention for participants and a visible differentiation of tasks. 

Scaling up to provide information concerning large. diffuse organisations which 

have many functions is difficult, and would almost certainly lead to a loss of 

representativeness and depth [67]. 

Ethnography is based on a non-iliterruptiomlist and non-interventionist philo-

sophy. However, if the purpose of an ethnographic study is to inform the design 

of a system which will replace labour. then the position of a field worker as a 

'guest in the workplace may be difficult to maintain. Furthermore, a good eth-

nography is likely to depict workplace practices as comprising a balanced web of 

critically interdependent activities, thus making objectivity when instrumenting 

change difficult [115]. 
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1.4.3 The evaluation of the PROMAM system 

Previously, the evaluation of prompting systems has largely involved the use of 

quantitative methods in order to demonstrate performance gains for assisted read-

ing. In contrast, a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods are applied to 

the evaluation of PROMAM in order to explore how prompts are interpreted and 

used in practice. Initially an ethnographic investigation was conducted into read-

ing practices in six UK breast screening centres. This enabled the interpretation 

of prompting studies to he informed by an understanding of how unsupported 

reading is organised. Three separate investigations into prompting were then 

conducted using prompts generated by the PROMAM system and film readers 

recruited from the UKBSP. The primary means of data collection were qualitative, 

and included: audio taped debriefings following prompted sessions, questionnaires 

designed to capture reader's subjective appraisal of time system, the use of 'think 

aloud' protocols where subjects were encouraged to verbalise their reasoning, and 

observations of subjects' use of the system. 

1.5 	Overview of thesis 

Chapter 2: Psychological accounts of radiographic expertise The literat-

ure concerning the perceptual and cognitive mechanisms underpinning visual 

expertise is reviewed. This psychological description is used in later chapters 

to explain particular sorts of accountability that fihn readers are shown 

demonstrate for the content of mammograms they examine. Also con-

sidered are how theories of reader error are used justify the development 

of tools to independently support the notionally distinct (in human observ-

ers) processes of detection and classification. It is argued that two widely 

used empirical approaches to deciding whether and error of detection or 

classification has occured may be inconsistent, casting doubt on the valid-

ity on this distinction. Finally, previous quantitative studies of prompting 

are discussed, with particular reference to studies designed to show how 

good prompt generators need to be in order to be effective. 

Chapter 3: Work practices in breast screening An ethnographic investig-

ation into work practices in six screening centres was conducted. The aim of 

this investigation was to ground the interpretation of subsequent prompting 

experiments in an understanding of how praxis and the working ecology of 

screening artefacts supports the decision-making process. Although it is 

often assumed that the primary goal of collaborative practice in screening 
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(double reading, for example) is to enhance the sensitivity of the screen-

ing test, other rationales were also identified, including: training, provid-

ing reassurance, performance monitoring and demonstrating accountability 

within a community of practice. Readers demonstrated a reflexive approach 

reading by seeking to address perceived weaknesses in their reacting skill and 

by responding mammograms in a manner commensurate with the particular 

difficulties posed by each individual case. Readers also recognised that some 

types of practice may bias decision-making, and demonstrated approaches 

to organising their access to evidence in order to minimise potential biases. 

Chapter 4: Subjective responses to prompting Experiment were designed 

to evaluate three different prompting regimes generated by the PROMAM 

system. Rather than testing the effect of PR.OMAM on readers' perform-

ance, the an was to elicit readers' subjective appraisal of the different sys-

tem configurations. One specific goal was to examine how readers respon-

ded to FP burdens which, according to previous quantitative work, would 

preclude an improvement in performance. The results suggested that read-

ers' interpretation of prompting information was more complex than had 

previously been thought. Readers appeared to be able to make inferences 

about the sensitivity of a system from only a limited number of examples 

of malignant cases. Despite this perspicuity, however, they developed only 

a naive understanding of the system',; function, leading to an inappropriate 

interpretation of some system responses. 

Chapter 5: Detailed analysis of prompted cases The aim of this exercise 

was to explore in greater detail the issues raised by the previous investiga-

tion. In particular, to further understand how subjects use, make sense and 

learn from the prompting information supplied by the system. This was 

clone by eliciting a verbal commentary from three subjects concerning their 

interpretation of prompted cases. Although prompting systems aim to ad-

dress the perceived need for assistance with detection, it became apparent 

that readers used prompting information to resolve many different types of 

context dependent difficulties which they routinely encounter. Tolerance to 

FP prompts was demonstrated when prompts corresponded with features 

for which readers held themselves accountable, for example, where their at-

tention is warranted so that some apparent suspicion might be discharge. 

Similarly, subjects cleinaiiclecl an account of the system's responses. and 

were dissatisfied with the Prompts where an account of system behaviour 
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was not readily apparent. Cominon misapprehensions concerning the role 

and scope of the PROMAM system were identified, and used to inform the 

creation of a training package. 

Chapter 6: Pre-clinical trial of the PROMAM system Pre-clinical trials 

provided an opportunity to examine the validity of the conclusions drawn 

from the previous work under more realistic reading conditions. Interview, 

questionnaire and observation data were collected during the course of a 

prompting experiment involving 2000 archive cases and 5 screening film 

readers. The data revealed strategies employed by readers to manage the 

FP burden of the system, and also confirmed that readers used prompting 

information to support their classification decisions, indicating that the dis-

tinction between detection and classification aids may be difficult to sustain 

in practice. 

Chapter 7: Conclusions and further work This chapter exaiiiines the comi-

tribution made towards an unproved conceptual understanding of prompt-

big and discusses value of qualitative methods in achieving this end. 
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Chapter 2 

Psychological accounts of 
radiological expertise 

In this chapter the literature pertaining to the perceptual and cognitive median-

isins underpinning radiological expertise is reviewed. Much of this work has its 

roots in studies of human vision and attention, and so a brief account of these 

topics is presented first. Expertise in the interpretation of nieclical images is 

considered with respect to the influence of prior information, the organisation of 

visual search and the criteria for its termination. One of the goals of studying 

radiological expertise is to better uiiiierstaiid the reason for observer error and 

thereby effect changes in practice that improve performance. A rationale for coni-

puter decisioll-aid" is given in respect of psychological accounts of observer error. 

Finally, investigations concerning the effect of the use of computer decision-aids 

are considered. 

2.1 Human vision 

The limits of visual acuity does not necessarily determine the ability of an observer 

to process information for some region of a visual scene. Mackworth defines the 

'useful field of view' as the angle about a fixation point from which visual informa-

tion can be processed or stored [90]. Depending on the visual task the useful field 

of view may be much smaller than the limit implied by the physiology of the eye. 

By comparing the performance of human observers in detection tasks involving 

the identification of a target from a background either sparsely or densely popu-

lated with irrelevant detail. Mackworth found a relationship between the useful 

field of view and the density of the items composing the irrelevant background. 

He suggests that the area over which visual data can be processed is dependent oil 

how crowded the visual scene becoimies. and hence on the difficulty' of the visual 
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task at hand. He also found that the extent of the useful field of view differs for 

both task and observer, and speculated that for a complex visual task, an ob-

server's useful field of view would vary continuously depending on the component 

tasks necessary to achieve the overall goal. 

Peripheral vision is viewed as playing a role lit discriminating features of a 

visual scene that are worthy of detailed investigation. A distributed and par-

tial interpretation is performed automatically across the whole of the visual field 

yielding sufficient 'at a glance' information to direct attention to regions of in-

terest [7, 125]. Typically a shift of attention is accompanied by eye movements 

called saccades that bring the high resolution fovea to bear [53]. Saccades are 

under voluntary control, and take in the order of 250nls to plan and 501115 to 

execute 	during execution visual processing is suppressed. Because of their bal- 

listic nature, saccades will often overshoot or undershoot their target resulting in 

small corrective saccades to centre the fovea. 
An important paradigm used to investigate radiological expertise is the track-

ing and recording of an observer's pattern of saccades and fixations. This is taken 

to indicate how the search of a radiograph is organised, and where attention is 

directed. The duration of visual dwell (for some empirically determined useful 

field of view) is often taken as a measure of the degree of'processing afforded to 

a feature or region [87]. 

2.2 Visual search 

Human visual search has been studied using experiments whereby subjects are 

asked to identify simple targets embedded in a background of distractors. Typic-

ally both targets and distractors are discrete shapes often presented in a regular 

array on a featureless background. The response time (RT) between onset of the 

image and a subjects decision is measured as the size of the distractor set is 

varied over a large number of trials. 
An important finding of this work is that some combinations of targets and 

distractors produce no change in response time as the set of distractors is in-

creased. Discrimination of the target is perceived to be effortless, and subjects 

often report that the targets appear to pop-out' of the display. Other combina-

tions show a linear relationship between response time and set size. The former 

case typically occurs where the target's visual character is very different from that 

of the distractor, the latter where targets and distractors have features in com-

mon. A further finding concerns search for targets that are uniquely identified 
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by a conjunction of properties (e.g. a red square) in a set of distractors that con-

tain these properties singely (e.g. either square or red objects). Response times 

increase with clistractor set size, but not as severely as for a search for feature 

singletons amongst similar distractors (see [133, 135] for reviews of findings using 

the visual search paradigm). 

To account for these results it has been suggested that the visual system com-

prises of a series of channels' or feature maps' each dedicated to detecting some 

basic property of a visual scene (colour, size, orientation and so on) that operate 

in parallel [123]. For feature singletons (i.e. targets that can be identified by some 

single unique property) detection is simply a matter of checking the appropriate 

channel for its contents. Where the properties of the targets and distractors are 

similar, then a single channel niay have representations of a number of features 

that have to be attended to serially in order to make a discrimination. Titus a dis-

tinction is made between automatic and effortless 'pre-attentive' processing, and 

a serial process that requires attentional resources [123]. The greater efficiency 

demonstrated for identifying conjunction targets is explained if time information 

made available by pre-attentive processing can also be used in combination to 

guide attention. This would enable early consideration of the most likely candid-

ates [133]. 

An important question is one of ecological validity'. How well do the phenom-

ena discovered within the paradigm of the visual search apply to real world search 

tasks, such as the examination of a niamnmogram for signs of cancer by a trained 

observer? In contrast to the stimuli used in visual search experiments, natural 

targets' can be partially obscured and are often blended into an irregularly ar-

ranged heterogeneous background. Wolfe reports on a series of experiments that 

try to replicate the results of visual search using more naturalistic stimuli [134]. 

The stimuli consisted of computer generated images tiled to form continuous 

scenes that could be interpreted as stylised aerial views of a terrain with lakes', 

connecting rivers', mountains', cities' and obscuring clouds'. The basic results 

of visual search were confirmed. Search for feature singletons (a blue lake amongst 

polluted yellow lakes) give response times independent of the size of the distractor 

set. Similarly, conjunction searches, and searches for features with weak defining 

characteristics were also consistent with the visual search paradigm. 

However, one unexpected result was obtained for a search task that mimicked 

the detection of an 'S' in a clistractor set of mirror image "S' s. Where the 

targets and distractors formed part of a continuous river system performance 

was significantly worse than when the search was for discrete "S" shaped lakes 
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amongst mirror "S" lakes. In both cases the theoretical model of visual search 

would seemingly imply the same serial search task. However, Wolfe suggests that 

although in a typical serial search task all items are identified as candidates, at 

least their location is available pre-attentively, thus giving a definite set of features 

to be searched. He argues that in the continuous condition no discrete candidates 

are identified and so an attentive process is required both to locate and segment 

candidates, as well as to test for targets. 

2.3 Attention 

In the visual search literature a distinction is drawn between pre-attentive and 

attentive processes. The former are passive and automatic, the latter capacity 

hunted and effortful. In this section the literature on attention is briefly reviewed. 

The study of attention is concerned with the constraints upon human ability to 

process information, and in consequence, how perception is selectively organised. 

The difficulty of dividing attention (consider holding two simultaneous conversa-

tions), and the differential effort required by disparate tasks (compare the ease 

of reading with the difficulty of mental arithmetic) are familiar to all. Kahneinan 

accounts for processing restrictions by postulating a central processing inechan-

isin that has a fixed capacity [74]. This idea, is rejected by Neisser, who notes 

that effortful tasks can become automatic with practice. He suggests instead 

that the effort associated with particular tasks. and with divided attention, are 

proportional to how well practised the performer is [101]. However, one would 

presume that there are limits to skilled performance, and that the idea of limited 

capacity has value for the performance of a particular task at a given time by a 

given person. 

The idea that attention involves selective processing of sensory information is 

less controversial. Two important questions that are addressed by the literature 

concern the scope of selection (what can be attended to) and its organisation (the 

goverilillg of what is attended to). These aspects are considered in turn below. 

2.3.1 The scope of attention 

Theories of spatial attention draw an analogy with a 'spotlight that has a vari-

able beam and shape which can be moved across space independently of eye-

movements [108]. Thus what is selected by attention is the region in a. scene 

'illuminated' by the spotlight. Of interest are the limits of spatially deployed 

attention. For example, experiments reveal a spatial gradient in attellti011al ef- 
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ficiency. If an event is cued (sometimes incorrectly) then a relationship can be 

demonstrated between the spatial separation of the cue and the target event [36]. 

A spatial limitation can also be denionstratecl in dividing attention, for example, 

when observers are asked to attend to two stimuli simultaneously, efficiency is 

reduced as a function of spatial separation [65]. 

Within the attentional spotlight a further degree of selectivity is possible, 

based on the perceptual organisation of components of the stimuli. Where a 

distinction can be made between objects based on gestalt properties, contiiiu- 

ous features and perceptual similarities, then these objects may be selectively 

attended to even though they occupy the same location. For example, Rock and 

Gutman presented subjects with a series of stimuli consisting of two overlapping 

shapes, each drawn in a different colour. Subjects were asked to give an aesthetic 

judgement of shapes drawn in one colour, thus directing their attention to only 

one of the shapes in each pair. Afterwards subjects were given a surprise recogni-

tion test, and it was found that they scored significantly better for the attended 

to objects [111]. 

In another experiment, Duncan presented subjects with a number of images 

consistuig of a rectangle containing a sloping line [38]. The rectangle and line each 

had two distinctive properties. The rectangle was either tall or short, and had a 

gap in either its right or left side. The line was sloped either to the left or the 

right, and was either solid or dashed. Subjects were asked to report two attributes 

from each (hisplav. Their accuracy was improved if the attributes pertained to the 

same object (for exaniple the slope and texture of the line) rather than if they 

pertained to different objects (for example, the slope of the line, and the size of 

the rectangle). 

Thus attention can be selectively allocated to specific objects with certainspa-

tial limitations. Further issues concern the control and the guidance of attention. 

That is, the governing of what it is that will be attended to at a given moment, 

and of what will be attended to next. 

2.3.2 The control of attention 

A distinction is often drawn between endogenous and exogenous control of at-

tention. The former refers to the top down', or goal directed' allocation of 

attentional resources, the latter to the capture of attention by some salient prop-

ertv of a stimulus in a way that is at odds with the goals of the observer [39]. 

For example, .Jonicles and Yantis denionstrated that the abrupt onset of a clis-

tractor could interfere with the primary attentional task of the experiment [73]. 
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However, Folk et al. challenged the notion that attentional capture in this way is 

not entirely exogenous [45]. Their criticism of the paradigm used to demonstrate 

exogenous control is that typically both the distractor and the target are both 

signalled by an abrupt onset. The nature of the task (detection of an abrupt 

onset target) biases perceptual readiness in favour of abrupt onset events and is 

thus prone to interference by an abrupt onset distractor. Folk et al. showed that 

the detection of a target signalled by colour rather than by abrupt onset was 

not interfered with significantly by an abrupt onset distractor, concluding that 

involuntary capture of attention is not'hard wired' and inflexible, but dependent 

on the control setting' established by the nature of the task. They suggest that, 

in the absence of a pre-established control setting, defaults may be used that are 

based on "long term biases". The mechanisms of attentional control is viewed 

as demonstrating "a delicate and efficient balance between the rigidity necessary 

to ensure that potentially important environmental events do not go unprocessed 

and the flexibility to adapt to changing behavioural goals and circumstance" 

Wolfe assimilates these ideas in his 'guided search' model of attention [133]. 

Sensory information is encoded by a series of feature channels corresponding to 

I 	properties of an image (eg colour, orientation etc.) which are used to provide 

a measure of how unusual an iteni is in its current context (the difference in ba-

sic visual properties between an item and its neighbour). This gives a degree 

of 'bottom up' activation. Goal derived information is used to select which of 

the feature channels are most likely to contain an item of interest and thus con-

tributing top down' activation. These two sources of activation are combined 

in an "attention map" visualised as a series of peaks and troughs that indicated 

the likelihood that attention will be satisfied by examining a particular aspect 

of a scene. Attention is viewed as a serial process that searches each region of 

activation in turn, the magnitude of which governs the order of the search. In 

this formulation, the control of attention is directed by the goals of the observer, 

and by the properties of the image. 

So far, the control of attentional selectivity has been discussed with respect 

to momentary appraisal of briefly presented stimuli. The question remains of 

how the deployment of attentional resources is organised over longer time periods 

where there is more persistent involvement with a number successive stimuli. 

Guidance of attention can he thought of in terms of perceptual readiness, that 

is, a susceptibility to certain types of information based upon prior perceptual 

episodes. Priming is defined as occurring when one stimulus (the prime) affects 

the processing of another (the target) . Johnston. 	and Dark identify four types of 
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priming phenomena reported in the literature: modality, identity, semantic and 

schematic [72]. 

Modality Priming can heighten responses (inc to a particular mode of sensory 

input. For example, if attention is pre-engaged in a particular modality then 

responses to startle stimuli are greater for that modality than for others. 

Identity For example, prior exposure to a word improves detection in a sub-

sequent recognition test. The effect is reduced if the prime is presented via 

a different modality, if a different type face is used, or if the shape of the 

word is different. 

Semantic For example, processing of a target word can be improved if the sub-

ject is first primed by a semantically related word. (eg: Bread primes 

Butter). 

Schematic Refers to the representations of temporal or spatial relationships 

between objects or events. Active schemata can have biasing effects on the 

processing of test stimuli. 

As well as attention being directed moment by moment as an immediate 

consequence of interaction with a stiniulus, priming may be effected by chronic 

perceptual biases. Such biases also operate at different levels of processing. An 

example of a 'low level' bias is the emihanceci performance found in recognition 

tests found when frequently-occurring English words are used as targets [18]. At 

a higher level, chronically persistent schemata can reduce the attention given to 

stimuli in an experimental task, and direct it to stimuli relevant to the subject. 

For example, Bargh reports the results of a dichotic listening task for subjects 

who were categorisedi in a prior test to be ascimematic or schematic for the at-

tribute of independence. The latter group's performance was better when words 

relating to the attribute of independence were presented in the attended channel, 

and worse when independence related words were presented in the clisattencleci 

channel [6]. Chronic perceptual biases explain of some seemingly paradoxical as-

pects of divided attention, for example, a person can attend exclusively to a single 

conversation in noisy and crowded room, and yet have their attention captured 

by mention of their name in a different conversation within earshot [72]. 

Neisser phrases this model of the guidance of attention with respect to visual 

stimuli in the following way: 

"In my view, the cognitive structures crucial for vision are the anti- 

cipatory schema that prepare the perceiver to accept certain kinds of 
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information rather than others and thus control the activity of look-

ing" [101]. 

He describes a perceptual cycle whereby an observer's exploration of sensory 

information is directed by an anticipatory schema, which is in turn modified by 

the resultant perceptions. According to Neisser, the 'selectivity' of attention is 

governed by a observer's active schema determining what information they are 

able to accept at a given moment. Information pick-up is directed by expectations, 

but not entirely controlled by them. Thus it is not the case that observers literally 

see only what they expect to see 	it is possible to he surprised by the unexpected. 

However, if no active schema is available for a particular type of information, then 

that information will not he perceived, surprising or not. 

2.4 	Conceptual models of radiographic interpret- 

ation 

Gale et al. recognise that the perceptual cycle of Neisser can Provide a theoret-

ical basis for understanding the nature of skill in the interpretation of medical 

images. According to this view, anticipatory schema are selected on the basis of 

prior information (experience, case history and so forth) which in turn serve to 

direct how an image is initially scamnied, and critically, what information is sub-

sequently Picked up [54]. Thus it is possible to explain reports of trained observers 

overlooking gross abnormalities (for example, [124]) if the observers' active anti-

cipatory schema did not allow for the possibility of their detection. In such cases, 

Gale et al. suggest '. . .it is time initial schema of the observer which overcomes the 

actual real data" [54]. Similarly, Lesgold et al distinguish between the perform-

ance of expert and novice radiologists on the quality and appropriateness of time 

schema triggered by examining a given radiograph [89]. 

Gale suggests a conceptual model for describmg radiologic expertise. A pool 

of possible hypotheses (or schema) conditioned by experience, prior knowledge 

and expectations are available to the observer. An initial hypothesis is selected, 

and is confirmed or rejected by an initial global impression. Here 'global im-

pression refers to the role information obtained at the periphery of vision plays 

in directing  attention. Further hypothesis may be selected, or a foveal search 

initiated to gather additional information. Continuing rounds of global impres-

sion. toveal search, hypothesis selection and rejection continue until the observer 

is satisfied that sufficient evidence is available to confirm one of the considered 

hypotheses [53]. 
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Similar models are proposed by Kundel [88] and Nodine [104]. Kundel dc-

scribes global impression in terms as a "pre-attentive filter" that "limits the 

number of image features or potential target sites receiving attention" and Nodine 

suggests that global analysis of the image leads to the detection of conspicuous 

abnormalities and to the identification of anatomical landmarks. Thus all agree 

that a global impression phase serves to orient attention to significant features 

within the image. Kundel, Nodine and others, through eye-movement studies, go 

on to investigate in detail the subsequent stages of visual search and are able to 

make a qualitative distinction between different phases of search, and between 

different types of purposeful glances. 

In the following sections the literatures relating to three important aspects 

of Gale's conceptual model are considered in turn. The first examines how ex-

pectations and prior knowledge influence the interpretation of nmedical images. 

The second explores how the visual search of images is organised. The third is 

concerned with criteria for the termination of search. 

2.4.1 Expectations 

2.4.1.1 The effect of clinical history 

Where supplied, a clinical history forms part of the information available to ra-

diologists to orientate their subsequent examination and interpretation of radio-

graphs. A history will typically consist of clinical facts derived from sources other 

than the inlage itself; these may include details of previously identified conditions, 

a fanuly history, the results of a physical examination and of previous of medical 

tests (which may may also have involved imaging) Of interest is the way this in-

formation influences decision-making, and in particular, whether decision-making 

tends to be enhanced or biased. 

In a study of the effects of clinical history on the interpretation of chest 

radiograph Doubilet and Herman covertly introduced seven test cases into the 

routine workload of a hospital radiology department on a number of separate oc-

casions [35] Six of time cases contained a single abnormality, and one contained 

two abnormalities. Cases were chosen carefully such that the abnormality was 

subtle. but easily interpreted if detected. Each of the six cases containing a single 

abnormality was read four times with a clinical history suggestive of the abnor-

mality present, and four times with an unrelated history. The case containing 

two abnormalities was reach four times with a history suggestive of one of the 

abnormalities. and four times with a history suggestive of the other. 

A significantly greater sensitivity was achieved when cases were read with a 
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suggestive history (72%) compared with when they were read with an unrelated 

history (16%). Although FP decisions were made, the design of the trial precluded 

the calculation of a FP rate. However, all of the FP decisions were consistent with 

the unrelated histories. 

Doubilet and Herman pose the question: 

"Does the suggestive history make the reader carry out a more careful 

visual search for abnormalities related to the history, or does it make 

the reader more likely to interpret a questionable finding as abnor-

mnal?" 

Since the abnormalities were specifically chosen to be perceptually cliallen-

ging but diagnostically unambiguous, the observed improvement in sensitivity is 

attributed to improved visual search. However, the authors recognise that us-

ing diagnostically unambiguous cases precludes attributing performance changes 

to an influence on sub,jects7  criteria setting, and so the possibility of this effect 

cannot be ruled out. In fact, the influence of unrelated histories on FP decisions 

night be explained in this way. 

An important question concerns what can be legitimately inferred about the 

effect of history on interpretation under normal clinical circumstances. In Doublet 

and Herman's study, a comparison was made between the effects of suggestive 

and unrelated clinical histories. However, the unrelated histories were carefully 

chosen to he suggestive of conditions that were not indicated clinically, or by in-

terpretation of the images, and therefore might be better described as nnsleading' 

rather than'unrelated'. It is plausible that radiologists may encounter misleading 

histories as part of their unnianipulated caseload, or that additional abnormalit-

ies may he revealed by imaging which are neither clinically manifest nor related 

to the initial reasons for performing the investigation. If such occurrences are 

relatively infrequent then radiologists may neither have the opportunity nor feel 

the necessity to develop skill in this respect. The effect observed may be clue 

to misleading histories degrading performance, rather than suggestive histories 

enhancing performance. 

Babcock et al also address the question of whether the effects of clinical 

history are clue to improved visual search, or changes in subjects' confidence 

thresholds for abnormal findings [5]. They examined experimentally how manip-

ulating clinical histories affected time interpretation of pediatric chest radiographs 

for childhood bromichiolitis. 

The results showed that significantly more features of bronchiolitis (in the 

order of 25% to 50'(;) were reported present on equivocal normal radiographs 
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when they were read with a positive history. compared with when they were 

read with a. negative history. Confidence ratings for the presence of bronchiolitis 

also showed a statistically significant increase for equivocal normal cases with 

a positive history. However, no significant diflerences between conditions were 

found for the interpretation of equivocal bronchiolitis cases. It appears that 

a positive history has the effect of increasing suspicion where the evidence for 

bronchiolitis is mininial, but that a negative history does not have the effect 

of lowering confidence where evidence of bronchiolitis is more pronounced. The 

authors suggest that overall, the effect of misleading histories was to decrease the 

overall performance by increasing the FP rate. 

These findings are discussed with reference to the distinction made by Douhi-

let and Herman between histories improving detection and altering confidence 

thresholds. Babcock et al. state: 

"Because our normal radiographs (lid not have any features of bron-

chiolitis, the reporting of these features in the presence of a positive 

clinical lustory could not be (line to a change in detection ability, but 

must be clue to an altered threshold for calling a questionable finding 

abnornial." 

It is worth considering the differing circumstances of the two studies. In the 

study conducted by Doubilet and Herman, the diagnostic task was an open-ended 

one 	subjects examined the radiographs in a context where they might expect 

to make many different types of finding. In contrast, Babcock et al. directed 

subjects to examine radiographs for evidence of one particular clinical entity. This 

was clone to time extent that subjects were asked to examine and rate specific 

features known to be associated with this condition. In consequence, subjects 

were not only told what to look for, but also where to look. Thus the results 

obtained do not rule out the possibility of clinical history improving radiologists' 

detection ability since the design of the experiment, largely precludes observing 

any such effect. Furthermore, suggesting that the effects were demonstrated on 

normal radiographs which chcl not have any features of bronchiolitis" night be 

a little misleading. Histories were actually manipulated for'equivocal normal' 

cases, and presumably some features of bronchiolitis must have been present 

for the initial eciuivocai' classification to have been made. The results might 

be more accurately stated as suggesting that ill the presence of minim'mial signs 

of bronchiolitis a positive history would make a judgement of the presence of 

bronchiolitis more likely. 
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A study by Elmore et al. reveals a similar effect where histories of niammo-

graphy cases are manipulated [41. This study differs from the two previously 

reviewed in that instead of testing suggestive' or positive' against unrelated' or 

negative'  histories, the effect of presence of history was compared with the effect 

of absence of history. Clinical history probably plays a different role in screening 

as opposed to diagnostic radiology. In diagnostic radiology the purpose of ima-

ging is to confirm a suspicion based on clinical findings. Because clinical history 

is actually part of the rationale for performing the test it also provides a basis for 

subsequent interpretation. In contrast, where imaging is performed as part of a 

screening test the idea is to discover disease entities that (10 not yet have a clin-

ical manifestation. In screening, interpretation may he conditioned by the range 

of disease entities that it is possible to detect, where as diagnostic radiology, it 

may be conditioned by the particular focus of the test. Although occasionally a 

screening case may be accompanied by a suspicious history which might influence 

interpretation, it would be undesirable for radiologists to he influenced by the 

absence of a suggestive history. 

Elmore et al. found that an alerting clinical history led to significantly more 

changes towards an abnormal rating, and to an increased number of recomniencla-

tions for work-up (i.e. for performing additional i ivestigations such as ultrasound 

or biopsy). In contrast, a non-alerting history lead to more changes towards a 

normal interpretation, but no significant differences in the type of management 

(leclsions Was observed. 

Non-alerting 	 Alerting history 
history 

Normal 	No significant change 
	Significant increase 

cases 	 in work-up decisions 
	in work-up decisions 

Significant decrease 
Cancers in work-up decisions 

No significant change 
in work-up decisions 

Figure 2.1: Suiiiiiiarises the comparisons made between work-up decisions for 
subeatagories of cases presented with and without a clinical history. (Elmore et 

al [42] 
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Although Elmore et al. do not attenipt to draw conclusions about the causal 

mechanisms of the observed biasing effects, it is instructive to examine their 

results in this way. Figure 2.1 shows some interesting relationships between subset 

categories. For normal cases there was a only a significant change in work-up 

decisions where there was an alerting history. Conversely, for cancers, there was 

only a significant change in work-up decisions where there was a non-alerting 

history. This suggests that the nature of the biasing effect is dependent on the 

initial suspicions of the observer. Where it is likely that suspicion is high (as one 

might expect it generally would he for cases showing a cancer) the moderating 

effect of a history appears to he towards making a normal decision. Conversely, 

where suspicion is low, the moderating effect appears to be towards abnormality. 

In conclusion, Elmore et al. explore the implications of these results for clinical 

practice. A reading protocol is recommended whereby time radiologist examines 

the film and reaches a provisional conclusion before attending to the history. It 

is suggested that by allowing an initial objective appraisal the biasing effects of 

history may he mitigated. 

2.4.1.2 Disease prevalence 

Clinical history is a type of prior information that is contingent and specific. No 

two clinical histories will be identical in detail (although there may be histories 

that are categorically identical), and a given history is only informative about the 

case to which it applies. There are other types of prior information that effect a 

more general orientation to the task of interpretatioll, one such is the frequency 

at which a looked for disease entity naturally occurs. 

Egglin et al. performed an experiment involving the identification of pulnion- 

ary emboli (PE) from puhimonarv arteriograms in which time prevalence of PE 

itions [10]. Statistical analysis revealed that sub-was manipulated in two cond

jects tended to he more suspicious of cases in the high  prevalence condition, and 

also demonstrated a higher sensitivity. No significant difference in specificity was 

observed between the two conditions. 
Three of the eight PE cases were apparently so obviously abnormal that a 

itions were confident that an abnormality was majority of subjects in both cond  
present. In the remaining PE cases, large changes in interpretation (for example 

two or more points on the rating scale) were made between conditions. Where 

such large changes in opinion were evident, they were usually made by three or 

more readers. The authors conclude that the results are case dependent, sug-

gestmg that context bias was therefore most likely to affect the interpretation 
ZD 
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of equivocal or difficult cases" 

An emerging theme from the work so far reviewed is that the measured effect 

of manipulating prior information depends critically on the characteristics of the 

stimuli and the nature of the task. Improved search can be demonstrated where 

abnormalities are subtle but unambiguous and changes in observers' confidence 

are shown where search has been eliminated and the signs of abnormality are 

ambiguous Babcock et al. showed that alerting histories affected normal cases 

and non-alerting histories abnormal cases. Finally Elmore et al. demonstrated 

that a manipulation of disease prevalence has its greatest impact on equivocal 

cases. 

2.4.1.3 Influence on search strategy 

The work reviewed so far demonstrate the effect of observers' prior knowledge or 

expectations on the interpretation of medical images. IKundel et al. demonstrated 

that prior information can also effect how visual search is organised [86] 

Three radiology residents examined two sets of five chest X-Rays, one con-

taining examples of lung nodules and the other examples of clearly visible, but 

diverse, abnormalities. Both sets shared two normal films in common. When 

searching the first set subjects were told to look for the presence of nodules, 

and when searching the second, that the films were either normal, or contained 

unambiguous evidence of disease. 

Eye movement patterns were characterised as either circuniferential, localised 

or complex. The circumferential pattern involves a broad sweep around the edge 

of the film returning to the starting point in about 15-25 fixations. The localised 

pattern involves closely grouped fixations 'sampling' a small area of the film. 

followed by a jump to another area. The complex category describe patterns of 

fixation that can be described neither as circumferential or localised. 

A predominance of circumferential and localised patterns were discovered for 

the nodule search task, whereas for general search the complex pattern dominated. 

This was true also for the normal films included in both conditions. 

The authors argue that the scan patterns are determined by both the inform-

ational requirements (obtaining additional detail, and the resolution of ambigu-

ities) current (luring any given point of the search 1  and also by the properties 

of the image itself. Where the task is constrained (searching for nodules) a con-

sistent pattern emerges since an observer can adopt a strategy that is efficient 

'For example, occasionally subjects made saccades to an equivalent region on the opposing 
lung, iiidicating that a comparison with normal structures was being made. 
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with respect to that task. The lack of any identifiable or consistent strategy for 

the general search task indicates the complexity inherent in searching for, being 

attracted by and resolving possible areas of significance when potentially many 

interpretations have to be considered. 

It is clear that prior information not only provides an orientation to likely 

findings and influences interpretation, but also has has a role to play in the 

organisation of visual search. The following section discusses in detail a literature 

that aims to identify and characterise the strategic approaches in observers' visual 

exploration of medical images. 

2.4.2 Guidance of search 

2.4.2.1 Peripheral information 

Conceptual models of visual search in radiology stress the importance of peri

pheral vision for organising subsequent search of an image. Investigations have 

been conducted to deternune the depth of information macic available from the 

peripheral visual field, and how this information is used to guide visual search. 

One iniportant paradigm involves tachistoscopic presentation to esti mate how 

much inforniation can be gleaned by a single glinipse of a radiograph. Images are 

displayed for a duration of around 200nis which falls short of the time typically 

required for a saccade to generate a second fixation. Studies by Kunclel and 

Nodine [85], and by Mugglestone et cii. [98] report time effects on performance of 

limiting search time in this way for chest X-Rays and manmniograms respectively. 

Nodine and Kundel showed that surprisingly good performance was possible 

froni briefly presented chest X-Rays [85] A sensitivity of 70% \va.s achieved for 

brief presentation, compared with a sensitivity of 97% for unlinutecl viewing. 

ROC analysis revealed better than chance performance for time interpretation of 

briefly presented images. The authors comment that as well locating potential 

abnormalities, occasionally enouuh information was available at a glance' for 

subjects to make accurate classification decisions. It was also found that subjects 

could selectively attend to and report abnormalities that were located as much as 

300 away froin the initial fixation point. Performance was reported to be better 

for larger, high contrast, circumscribed abnormalities, than for those that were 

smaller and less distinct, or where several disparate signs had to be combined for 

detection. The authors suggest that observers' attention was directed to regions 

of the image that show the greatest deviation from normal. 

In a similar experiment, Mugglestone et al. compared flash' presentation with 

unlimited viewing of a test set of normal and abnormal manimograms [98]. Sub- 
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jects' interpretation was compared to a previously established radiological stand-

ard for each of the cases. The results showed that there was a high agreement 

with the radiological standard both with flash presentation and with unlimited 

viewing where there was a greater degree of contrast between target and back-

ground (i.e. where the breast tissue was fatty, and where the target abnormalities 

were masses). Where there was low agreement with the radiological standard in 

the flash condition, but high agreement in the unlimited viewing, the breast tis-

sue tended to be dense, and the abnormalities tended to be subtle parenchymal 

distortions. Low agreement in both conditions tended to occur for microcalcifica-

tions. The method for tachistoscopic presentation involved transferring the films 

onto projector slides, resulting in a loss of definition that made nncrocalcifica-

tions difficult to detect in either condition. The authors suggest that although 

observers' performance is greater than chance for flash presentation, it falls short 

of the performance observed with tachistoscopic presentation of chest radiographs. 

This is attributed to the differing natures of chest radiographs and maniniograms. 

Background breast tissue is relatively homogeneous whereas chest X-Rays contain 

more readily identifiable structure. it is suggested the detecting deviations from 

normal structure plays a lesser role in the search and interpretation of manimo-

grams than for chest X-Rays. 

In another study Carmody examined the limit on detection of lung nodules 

presented in the peripheral visual field. This involved tachistoscopic presentation 

of filnis with nodules at increasing distances from a fixation point [20]. The results 

showed that observers' ability to detect nodules falls with increasing distance from 

fixation. With a displacement of 5°  the probability of detection fell by a half. An 

experienced radiologist and a less experienced film reader were used as subjects. 

Interestingly. the 1imnit of detection' for the experienced reader was 15°  and 10°  

for the less experienced subject. 

Kundel et al. devised an experiment to establish the role periphery vision plays 

in directing visual search [88].A method was devised of interactively adding or 

subtracting simulated lung nodules to a soft copy display of a chest radiograph 

depending on the direction of an observer's gaze. In this way it was possible to 

manipulate the presentation of nodules either to only occur in subjects' central or 

peripheral visual field. In the former cases the nodule would not be displayed until 

the centre of fixation subtends some minimum angle with the nodule location thus 

effectively reducing the subjects peripheral field of view for the nodule detection 

task. In effect, the nodule would appear when the fixation was close enough. In 

the latter case, they removed a nodule from the display if the centre of fixation 
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approached the nodule - the nodule would disappear if a subject's gaze were 

directed closely enough towards it. Using these paradigms two experiments were 

conducted. The first involved a series of trials where nodules were presented 

to subjects' central field of view with a series of decreasing apertures. If the 
central field of view was reduced below 50, 

subjects' ability to detect a target, 
and the time to detection were significantly reduced. The second experiment 

compared periphery only, central field only and full field viewing. The mean time 

to hit the nodule was significantly lower where periphery viewing was eliminated. 

The authors concluded that periphery vision assists in the guidance of search for 
nodules. 

2.4.2.2 Organisation of search 

From an analysis of a series of eye-movement studies, Nodine and Kundel suggest 

a model for observers' search strategy in a nodule detection task Consisting of a 

global impression phase. 'discovery search', and 'reflective search' [104]. 

If a nodule is detected within I00011ls of the onset of search, then this is 

attributed to detection made (hiring the global impression phase. A minority of 

nodules are likely to he detected in this way. Discovery search begins shortly 

after, and is characterised by an interplay between 'survey' and 'examination' 

fixations. The former are interpreted as playing a role in re-orientating attention 

(luring search, and typically have a duration of 100-200ms. The role of the latter 

is believed to be analytical and these typically have a duration of greater than 
GOOms. 

Where a potential target is fixated in the discovery phase, and where there 

is initially little immediate accumulated dwell on the target area, but a larger 

accumulation of fixations at a later time, this is ternied reflective search. 

In a comparison of the detection of lung nodules with phase of search Kim-

del and Nodine demonstrated that low contrast nodules are generally picked up 

by reflective search, whilst high contrast nodules are generally picked up in the 

global phase and by discovery search. The authors suggest that moving from 

discovery to reflective search indicates a change in strategy from dependence on 

perceptual mechanisms for detection, to dependence on cognitive mechanisms to 

disambiguate potential nodules from normal structures. 

Carmody et al. sought to test the hypothesis that the identification of lung 

nodules in chest radiograplis involved comparisons between candidate nodule sites 

and normal structures in order to resolve ambiguities [21]. They drew two con-

clusions: firstly, because ill tachistoscopic presentation nodule detection did not 
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increase with presentation times of 180ms or greater, all the information required 

to resolve a lesion is not present in the area of the image in which the lesion 

is embedded. Secondly, that less visible nodules received a greater number of 

comparative scans. They speculate that this is because radiologists' compare 

candidate targets with normal structures that might mimic nodules, citing rib 

endings and end on blood vessels as examples. 

2.4.2.3 Novice and expert performance 

One method of understanding how skilled search is organised is to make compar-

isons between the search patterns demonstrated by expert and novice observers. 

Kunclel et al. sought to examine the differences in scan paths between novices 

and clinicians with differing degrees of experience for a radiology search task [84]. 

There were some interesting differences. The initial (first sixteen) fixations of the 

radiologists were characterised as circumferential. In contrast, untrained subjects 

at first fixated some central portion of the image, and then made short jumps to 

other regions of the film in what is described by the authors as a strategy of local 

inspection'. Overall, fixations by the radiologists (leniolistratedi a broad coverage, 

whereas those of novice observers showed a greater degree of clumping around the 

central region of the film. However, despite the broad coverage, even the experts 

(lid not sample all of the film with the fovea. 

Scan paths used to examine abnormal images reveal how image properties can 

influence radiologists' search strategies. The experienced radiologist was able to 

rapidly fixate the abnormality, whereas the pattern exhibited by the untrained 

observer was similar to that for a normal film. Radiologists were able to locate 

lesions in fewer fixations on average than the inexperienced subjects. 

In a lung nodule search task, Noclinc and Kunclel compared a random walk, 

visual search by a novice observer and visual search by an experienced radiolo-

gist [104]. The random walk is modelled on eye-movement data from experienced 

radiologists, and involves generating a random sequence of fixations based on 

empirically derived probability distributions for dwell time and saccade length. 

Comparisons with the random walk model indicate the extent to which visual and 

cognitive guidance contribute to search. It was shown that the experts' search is 

more systematic and covers more of the relevant target area, but even the experts' 

search was not exhaustive and covered only 60% of the lungs. The authors con-

dude that the experienced radiologist draws on prior knowledge of likely nodule 

locations to direct (and limit) his/her search. 

In another experiment the random walk algorithm was compared with ex- 
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perienced radiologists searching for nodules in normal and abnormal films [104]. 

Time to hit 6 nodule sites (the nodules themselves in the abnormal films, and the 

the location of these nodules in the normal films) to within 3°  was found to be 

30% slower for the random walk model. The percentage of nodule sites fixated 

by the random walk model drops off sharply after 3 had been hit. In contrast, 

the number of nodule sites fixated by experienced radiologists for normal films 

remains high (>80%) for all six nodule sites. The authors suggest that the ability 

of experienced readers to consistently hit potential nodule sites even in normal 

films is driven partly by training and experience. Because these films are normal, 

there is nothing visually that would attract attention to produce this effect. Data 

from the abnormal films shows that the percentage of nodule sites hit by experi-

enced radiologists falls off earlier than the random walk model, but less steeply. 

This is attributed to a termination of search (lime to nodule discovery. 

Nodine et al. [105] report Oil an experiment comparing eye movement data 

of novices (T-E-), radiologists with training (T+E-), radiologists with training 

and experience (T+E+) and a randomly generated search path for a ivanimo-

graph.y task. The target lesions were masses, and two views (craniocauclal and 

mediolateral obli(jue) were shown for each case. 

Observers with training and experience hit the mass fastest in both the first 

and the second view. Unsurprisingly, the T+E+ group were faster than the T+E-

group, who in turn were faster than the T-E- group. Time simulated scanner was 

faster at hitting targets the than the T-E- group, and it is suggested that this is 

because the T-E- group may be distracted by plausible false positive targets. 

Those with training and experience took 1.4 seconds to hit time mass on the 

second view, whereas other groups took much longer than this (2.5 seconds on 

average). The authors suggest that experienced observers demonstrate a greater 

understanding of the locational relationships that hold between different views of 

a three dimensional breast. 
The authors conclude that the aim of search is to find something odd or 

perturbed about an image, but not to examine every intuitive target, or to ex-

haustively examine the entire image. They further suggest that thousands of 

trials of both normal and abnormal images are required to enhance mammo-

graphic performance. Experienced subjects were between 13 and 200 times more 

experienced than subjects who had training only. 
Krupinski performed a similar eye-movement study for mnamlliOgraPliY using 

three subjects who had experience of reading mammograms regularly, and three 

who were radiology residents with some experience of mammography [82, 82]. 
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Experienced readers tended to fixate the lesion almost immediately the image 

was displayed - on average in 0.6 seconds for masses and 0.9 seconds for mi-

cro calcifications. If more than one lesion was present, then experienced readers 

would proceed almost directly to the second lesion. Little systematic scanning 

was observed. In contrast, inexperienced readers fixated the lesion in 1.8 seconds 

for calcifications and 1.5 sec for masses, and tended not to proceed directly to the 

second lesions. Inexperienced readers demonstrated longer overall viewing times, 

and used systematic viewing patterns (for example, scanning the entire breast 

area and examining time skin line and nipple region). However differences in time 

to hit were not significant. 

Krupiiiski states that scanning patterns for the lesion-free films is similar 

for both experienced and inexperienced readers. She suggests that if nothing is 

located early on in search, then readers will search the image systematically. Ex-

perienced readers covered more of the breast area in lesion-free, compared with 

lesion positive, inlages, but still spent less time examining the image compared 

to inexperienced readers. It was noted that subjects gave bright patches of tissue 

prolonged attention. Krupiiski speculates that this is because it is more diffi- 

cult to disambiguate calcification particles where their contrast may be reduced. 

Search is viewed as adaptive, that is, dependant on the specific difficulties posed 

by the individual features present in the nuage. 

2.4.2.4 Time course of search 

Christenson examined how TP and FT decisions are (list rib utedi over time for 

a chest X-Ray search task [24]. Time course data for decisions macic by expert 

and novice radiologists was recorded for it set of chest X-Rays containing diverse 

abnormalities categorised by region (lungs, mediastmnmini, heart and great ves-

sels, chest wall, pleura, and upper abdomen). When decisions per unit time are 

plotted against time, then fast' and slow components of search are evident, 

represented by two linear components of the resulting graph with differing gradi-

ents. Responses in the fast phase are associated with at a glance' detections, 

and responses in the slow phase with more detailed examination (guided search). 

Observations made in the lungs, heart and pleura demonstrated this bi-phasic 

quality, but observations made in other chest areas showed only the slow com-

ponent of search. The more experienced observers were able to detect a greater 

proportion of targets in the fast phase of search. Christenson speculates that in 

time absence of clinical information that search is initially directed to areas that 

give a high return per unit time. 
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2.4.3 Termination of search 

This section is concerned with the question of how radiologists decide when to 

terminate their search of an image. Work in this area has largely focussed on the 

phenomena (known as 'Satisfaction of Search' or SOS) that occurs where there are 

multiple abnormalities in an image, but where search is terminated prematurely, 

or 'satisfied', when only one has been discovered [124]. Satisfaction of search has 

been demonstrated experimentally by Berbaum et al. in an exercise where artifi-

cial lung nodules were added to films containing subtle native abnormalities [12]. 

2.4.3.1 The nature of the SOS effect 

Berbaum et. al. 's initial experiment employed two test sets. The first consisted of 

normal and abnormal chest X-Rays. The second was a duplicated of the first but 

with lung nodules artificially added. The presence of artificial nodules was shown 

to iiterfere significantly with subjects' ability to detect native abnormalities. 

The authors offer two possible explanations for the observed effect. In the 

first they suggest that termination of search might be a strategic decision. For 

example, Christensen had previously reported that the probability of an observer 

making a FP decision increases with search time, whereas the probability of mak-

ing a TP decreases [24]. If a reader's confidence threshold for making positive 

decisions is lowered as search progresses, then an early termination of search imw 

serve to improve a reader's overall performance. Secondly, SOS may be due to 

perceptual set effects. 'Perceptual set' refers to the phenomena whereby an ob-

server primed to detect instances belonging to a particular category has degraded 

performance for instances falling in alternative categories [59]. The discovery of 

a nodule may prime readers for associated findings, but impair their ability to 

make disparate findings. 

In a follow-up exercise Berbaum et al. [11] examined the time course of SOS 

effects using the same film set and a similar experimental design as in [12]. In 

order to establish the time course of decisions an interruption technique was used. 

The authors were able to demonstrate the SOS effect under these new conditions 

performance for the detection of native abnormalities was significantly lower in 

the presence of simulated nodules. The total search time was independent of the 

number of abnormalities (both native and artificial) present in the images, and 

so the authors conclude that SOS effects are not due simply to early termination 

of search. The results suggested that on average nodules were detected earlier 

in the search than native abnormalities, which in turn were detected before false 

positive decisions were made. 
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Time course graphs showing the cumulative frequency of TP and FP decisions 

against time indicate that termination of search tended to occur when slopes for 

detections of FP, native abnormalities and nodules were equal. This is inter-

preted as suggesting that search is broken off before it is more probable that 

FP responses are made compared with TP responses, thus adding weight to the 

earlier conjecture that halting of search has a strategic component. 

Nodule et al. commented on the studies of Berbai.nn et al., relating experi-

mental data of their own from a nodule search task involving cases containing 

one, two or three nodules [103]. Eye movements were recorded in this investig-

ation. An analysis of gaze duration indicated that two thirds of missed nodules 

were fixated, even in cases where additional nodules were missed. Nocline et al. 

concur that the SOS effect is unlikely to be due to an early termination of search. 

However, an SOS effect was not evident for films containing multiple nodules. 

Nodine et al. contended that the SOS effect may be a probabilistic phenomenon, 

and compared the actual probability of nodule detection in cases where there was 

one, two and three nodules present with the probability of detection expected 

if nodule detections are independent events. The results showed that the ac-

tual probability of detecting a single nodule if two or three nodules was present 

nmtclied the theoretical probability for these events. 

Berbaum and Franken Jr suggested that it is unsurprising that a SOS effect 

is not shown for a multiple nodule detection task if the SOS effect is clue to 

perceptual capture [8]. This is because perceptual capture implies that fewer 

attentional resources are available for recognising alternative disease processes. If 

fact, detection of a first nodule might lead radiologists to search for confirmatory 

evidence of metastatic disease, thus enhancing the detection of multiple nodules. 

This niav explain a further result reported by Nodiiie et (ii.- the detection two 

of three nodules occurred more frequently than was expected by their theoretical 

model. 

2.4.3.2 Clinical history and SOS 

In a further investigation, Berbaum et al. sought to examine the effect of clinical 

history on SOS [9]. The film set and reporting procedure were the same as those 

used for determining the time course of SOS and direct comparisons were made 

with the results of this previous investigation [11]. 

It was shown by ROC analysis that native lesions were detected with equal 

accuracy in conditions with and without simulated nodules when a history sug-

gestive of the native abnormality was given. Under these conditions it appears 
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that the SOS effect is alleviated. In contrast, subjects performance for native 

abnormalities was worse in nodule containing films when a history of metastatic 

disease was supplied. Further analysis revealed this difference was most likely due 

to an appropriate history having a beneficial effect, rather than the presence of 

nodules and an inappropriate history being detrimental. Time course data indic-

ated that native abnormalities were detected earlier than nodules in the presence 

of appropriate history, but after nodules in the presence of a history suggestive 

of metastatic disease. 
The authors suggest that search must consist of two stages. In the first stage, 

specific 'feature analysers' are employed (i.e. those relating to the signs exhibited 

by a specific disease process) that have been selected and primed by the history. 

Iii the second stage, search is essentially the same as search without history, where 

many, presumably unbiased, feature analysers are available. They suggest that 

the effect of clinical history is confined to the initial, directed stage of search. 

Samuel et al. suggest an alternative explanation for lack of SOS effect in the 

presence of a native abnormality history and why a history of metastatic dis-

ease does not enhance the SOS effect [112]. In the absence of a history, SOS is 

mediated by time detectability of individual abnormalities. Thus obvious nodules 

caused a satisfaction of search where the native abnormalities were subtle. When 

an observer detects an obvious abnormality, lie or she "self prompts" for related 

features in a nimuiner that is similar to the effect of a received clinical history. 

SOS is alleviated because the subject is primed to examine the film for the native 

abnormality. Conversely, history relating to nietastatic disease does not contrib-

ute to the priming over and above the effect (Tue to rapid detection of the nodules 

themselves. 

In support of this hypothesis. Sammniel et at. were able to (lemonstrate a reversal 

of the phenomena reported by Berbaum et at.. whereby conspicuous native abnor-

malities interfered with observers' ability to detect; subtle artificial nodules [112]. 

2.5 The nature of radiologists' errors 

2.5.1 A taxonomy of reader errors 

Time development of systems to assist with screening mammography depends on 

an understanding of the nature of the errors they are designed to alleviate. A 

taxonomy of FN decisions. proposed by Kundel et at. for radiologists perform-

ing a lung nodule search task, has been widely used as a theoretical basis for 

understanding reader error [87]. 
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Kundel et al. characterise the discovery of an abnormality as a three stage 

process. First it is necessary for a potential lesion to enter a reader's useful field 

of View in order for it to be detected. Second, that recognition of a potential lesion 

also requires that it is disambiguated from background tissue. Finally, criteria 

have to be applied to decide whether the detected lesion is a true abnormality or 

a normal variation. Accordingly, they propose errors leading to FN decisions can 

be categorised either: 

Scanning errors where the lesion does not enter the useful field of view, 

Recognition errors where the lesion enters the useful field of view, but where 

the dwell time is less than some critical value for detection to occur, or 

Decision-making errors where the lesion is not reported though the dwell tinie 

exceeds the critical threshold for detection. 

Kundel et al. report an experiment designed to establish the prevalence of each 

of these error categories [87]. Eye-movements were recorded for four radiologists 

examining chest X-Rays for lung nodules. Test films were constructed by adding 

simulated nodules to two chest X-Rays (one of a man, the other of a women) so 

that anatomical background could be held constant and only the nodule position 

varied. 

It was found that TP decisions were associated with an initial average dwell 

tine of .560mns and an average cumulative dwell time of 960hns. The authors as-

sume that a nodule could be recognised if the initial dwell time is greater than 

48nis, or if the cuniulative dwell time is greater than two standard deviations 

below the mean dwell time values for TP decisions, i.e. 800ms. When lesion 

enters an observers useful field of view but is not reported then an error of detec-

tion is signalled if cumulative dwell time is less than 800ins, otherwise an error 

of interpretation is said to have occured. During this exercise, 30% of the FN 

decisions were attributed to search errors, 25% to detection errors and 45% to 

faulty decision-making. 

Krupinski [83, 82] reports on a similar study performed for mammographic 

images, comparing the errors made by experienced and inexperienced observers. 

She reports that the median cumulative gaze duration for both groups of observers 

is greatest for TP and FP decisions. and shortest for TN decisions, with FN 

decisions falling somewhere in between. 

Experienced observers made 8 FN decisions. 24% percent were search errors, 

24% recognition errors and 52% decision making errors. Inexperienced observers 
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macic 21 FN decisions, of which 29% Percent were search errors 42% recognition 

errors, and 29% percent decision-making errors. 

Following Kundel, Gale also draws a distinction between categories of FN 

decisions [55]. Instead of using eye-movement studies, the empirical basis for 

Gale's classification depends upon whether an observer reports the abnormality, 

but fails to recall it (a classification error), or whether they fail to report an 

abnormality (either a detection or a search error). This is clone in the context 

of the PERFORMS test, an assessment scheme completed periodically by the 

majority of the radiologists involved in the UKBSP. 

2.5.2 A critique of the FN error taxonomy 

The classification of radiologists' errors in this way requires a number of important 

clarifications. Some types of observer behaviour reported in the literature cannot 

be easily accounted for by the proposed taxonomy, for example, the ability of 

experienced readers to perform detection and classification at a glance'. Studies 

have shown that experienced readers can interpret tachistoscopically presented 

chest, images [85] and inainniogralns [132] with better than chance performance. 

Furthermore, comparisons of novices and experts eye-movements reveal that 

novices are more likely to be distracted by intuitive targets. Features of an image 

are not randomly selected for further consideration, with increasing experience at.-

t.ention is directed to the most likely candidates. This implies that the mechanism 

by which search is directed by periphery vision involves an implicit classification 

decision. When at a glance' classification occurs, this does not mean that ra-

chiologists have the opportunity to apply the full range of strategies available to 

thein for assessing the significance. Rather, the recognition process itself provides 

enough information for a classification decision to be accurate in some circum-

stances. 

Berbaunm et al. suggest that classification of error types by gaze duration may 

critically depend on the type of abnormality and the circumstances in winch it 

occurs [10]. Thus different abnormality types (and even different instances of a 

similar abnormality) might demand different degrees of effort for their detection 

and classification. Dwell times for recognition may depend on the mechanisms 

associated with different recognition tasks. They argue that some types of task 

may rely on the operation of a IlumlI)el of feature detectors' that may or may  

not work in parallel. Using dwell time to indicate the type of error made could 

be further confounded if the correct feature detector were not initially employed 

(since dwell time would accrue while the proper selection is made). 
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The distinction between classification and detection as suggested does not al-

low the possibility that an observer may spend time pondering whether a region of 

the image contains something, as opposed to pondering whether what it contains 

is significant. For example, there may be a difference between deciding whether 

a micro-calcification cluster actually exists, and a situation where an observer is 

certain of its existence, but unsure as to its significance 2  It is entirely plausible 

that radiologists employ a confidence threshold for reporting features, as well as 

for deciding if a reported feature is benign or malignant. This might blur the 

distinction between classification and detection errors in the methodology used 

by Gale and Kunclel. Where detection is effortful, but where the observer has 

decided has decided not to report a feature, this would be counted as a detection 

error by Gale. However, the niode of failure has more in common with a classific-

ation error, and would he recorded as such in methodology employed by Kundel 

because dwell time would accrue. 

Another possibility is that recognition may occur, but on this first appraisal 

the reader may decide that the feature does not warrant additional investigation. 

In this case, the feature would not receive a prolonged gaze, however, it does not 

seem proper to define the event as a detection error. If the feature is reported, 

then by Gale's methodology this event would be categorised as a classification 

error. but Kunclel would call it a detection error because little dwell time would 

have accrued. 

Some classification is implicit in detection; the distinction really being drawn 

is between the use of different classification strategies. To illustrate., a. parallel 

might be drawn with common strategies employed in the design of computer de-

tection systems. Such systenis can employ multiple and distinct processing stages 

with differing specificities to make the image analysis problem more tractable. For 

example, the mass detection algorithm employed by the PROMAM system uses 

two such stages. In the first low specificity step a. number of candidate 'bright 

blobs' are identified. The second stage has a greater specificity. A series of para-

meters are determined for each candidate (such as texture, shape, density etc.) 

and are used to make a benign malignant judgement based on the known para- 

21t niight be argued that this type of situation is of little significance. If a sign of malignancy 
is so slight as to make its recognition as a coherent feature difficult, then it would he unlikely that 
a positive decision would he made. However, Cowley reports occasions where trained radiologists 
failed to recognise (screen detected) architectural distortions even after their location had been 

pointed out 291. In this situation it would appear that detection is at least as eflortful as 
classification. Furthermore. results obtained by \Volfe (discussed earlier) suggest that when 
pre-attelitive mechanisms cannot be relied upon to locate potential targets, then detection can 

he particularly deniancling. 
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meters of actual malignancies. Both stages involve classification (bright 1)101)/not 

bright blob, and benign/malignant), and a loose analogy might be drawn with 

the detection/classification distinction in human observers. However, drawing 

this distinction for humans presupposes the existence of independent mechanisms 

within the brain that have a functional correspondence to low and high specificity 

processing steps. It may be that these 'steps' are are in fact tightly coupled, thus 

preventing a distinction from being clearly drawn. For example, Vecera and Farah 

describe feature segmentation in humans as an 'interactive' process, depending 

both on discrimination of visual primitives and on higher level object knowledge. 

They argue that partial representations are subject to interpretation, and if a 

correspondence is found with a high level representation of an object, then this 

in turn will guide how segmentation proceeds [126]. 

In summary, it appears that the detection/classification distinction represents 

the cud points of a contiiiumni (represented by cases where Gale's and Kundel's 

empirical measurements would agree), rather than hard and fast categories for 

defining error types. 

2.5.3 Reasons for errors 

It is not enough to know that certain types of error might be committed, it is also 

important to establish the reason for error. In addition to search, detection and 

classification errors, two further types of error have been suggested. The first may 

occur when there is a failure to recognise the significance of a lesion from an initial 

overview of the image. The second if an observer fails to recognise that a lesion 

is actually present after prolonged scrutiny of the lesion containing region. Both 

these error types have a basis in empirical descriptions of radiological expertise. 

The former can be understood in terms of how search is prioritised according to 

processing of information from the peripheral visual field. The latter according to 

Woolfe's description of effortful detection',where, imcler certain circumstances, 

the location of targets is not available pie-attentively. 

The case of classification errors is somewhat intuitive. If the observer is enga-

ging in a comparison of the feature properties with an internal representation of 

those properties which typically denote malignancy (which could be prototypical 

or instance based), or is making comparisons between other regions within the 

image, then this activity may not be carried out effectively or consistently. 

The case of detection errors is more problematic. What is it that prevents 

an observer from recognising a particular feature within ail image for what it 

is? Kuiuiclel et al. suggest an additional category of error 	"orientation errors".1.  
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where an observer is familiar with neither the object of search nor the properties 

of the background in which it is embedded, as would be the case for a novice [87]. 

However, there is the possibility of another type of 'orientation' error, where 

the object of search does not form part of the observer's 'anticipatory schema'. 

Studies cited in this review indicate that perceptions can be altered by history 

and prior experience. The SOS effect provides a convincing example of where the 

ecological properties of an image can influence the detection of lesions. Of course, 

it is possible that such effects might influence both detection and classification. 

In the former case, they might influence what is perceived, and in the latter, they 

may alter an observer's confidence that what is perceived is significant. 

An inappropriate orientation to an image (thus time, in the sense meant by 

Kundel et al.) can also be used to account for search errors. Studies of radiolo-

gists' eye movements reveal complex interrelationships between image properties, 

prior knowledge (such as locations where lesions are more likely to occur) and 

where a radiologist's gaze is directed during the course of search. This process 

of prioritising regions of an image for scrutiny niay itself be error prone where a 

lesion appears in an improbable location, or in an improbable relationship with 

other components of the image. Alternatively, the POCCSS night be adversely 

affected by constraints placed on the observer, such as fatigue. 

2.6 Decision aids for mammography 

Design rationales for decision-aids in mammography correspond to Kundel ct al. 's 

ta.xononiy of observer errors, in that detection and classification are perceived as 

distinct points of failure for a human observer and as processes that can be sup-

ported independently. For example. Giger draws a distinction between aids for 

detection - designed to reduce the number of FN decisions made by radiolo-

gists, and aids for classification --- designed to reduce the number of FP decisions 

macic [58]. Another way of phrasing this distinction is to say that the purpose of 

detection aids is to reduce the number of interval cancers, and so improve out-

comes by enabling an earlier detection, whereas the purpose of classification aids 

is to reduce 'unnecessary' invasive procedures (such as biopsy). In the former 

Giger eniphasises that the classification of a computer detected lesion is left en-

tirely to the radiologist. In the latter she stresses the importance of ensuring 

that the system does not bias time reader towards making a normal decision when 

this is inappropriate 	that specificity should hot he bought at the expense of 

sensitivity. 
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Possible undesirable effects of using detection aids have also been suggested. 

Nishikawa et al. 
express the concern that detection aids should not unduly increase 

the overall FP rate [102]. Here the purpose of detection aids is viewed as one of 

improving sensitivity without having an undue effect on specificity. Chan et al. 

recognise a further possibility, that the absence of a response from a computer 

detection aid might bias the radiologist into passing a film as normal [23]. 

Thus the conception of computer aids for mammography involves considera-

tion of a number of possible effects on the human observer, some desirable, and 

some to he avoided. It also depends on a cooperative synthesis of abilities between 

human and computer agents. Whilst detection aids can achieve a sensitivity coin-

parable with that of a trained radiologist, they typically have a relatively poor 

specificity. Benefits may accrue to the radiologist if the system is able to draw 

cancers to their attention that they may otherwise have overlooked, but only if 

FP pronipts can be effectively dismissed at a relatively low cost [70]. 

2.6.1 Detection aids 

Prompting studies are concerned with how the use of prompting aids affects ob-

server performance and behaviour. A rough distinction can he drawn between 

studies that pruiiarily seek to understand 110w observer performance is affected, 

and those that are concerned with determining the effectiveness of different proiiipt- 

ing regufles. 

2.6.1.1 Effects of prompting 

Nishikawa et al. conducted all experiment to determine if radiologists can easily 

chstiiguishi computer generated FP and TP prompts [102]. Two subjects were 

asked to circiunscribe three regions that might contain a inicrocalcification cluster 

on each of a test set of fifty manimograllis. For each annotation, they rated their 

confidence oil a 0-100 point that a cluster is actually present. In this way the 

subjects were forced to generate a large number of FPs, and ROC analysis revealed 

how well they could distinguish these from their own TP decisions. 

In the second part of this exercise, the subjects similarly rated both TP and FP 

regions identified by a microcalcification detection algorithm winch had analysed 

the the same set of cases. Performance by ROC analysis was similar to that for the 

first exercise, and it was concluded that the subjects were able to discriminate 

between system TP and FP decisions as well as the were able to distinguish 

between their own. 
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Chan et al. report on an experiment to test if observers' detection perform-

ance could, in principle, be improved by use of a microcalcification detection 

system [23]. Two prompted conditions were used. Time first consisted of the 

prompts generated by the detection system when operating at a sensitivity of 

87%, with four FPs generated per image. The second consisted of a simulated 

level of performance. The TP prompts were generated as for the first condition, 

but the FPs were produced by running the algorithm with a stricter confidence 

threshold, resulting in a FP rate of one prompt in every two images. The time 

available for examining each case was limited to 5 seconds. 

A statistically significant increase in performance was found for both promp-

ted conditions when compared to reading unaided. Performance using the en-

hanced prompting condition was greater than that for the native condition, but 

not significantly so. Iii the prompted conditions, subjects' confidence that micro-

calcification were present typically increased for abnormal cases, but remained 

the same for normal cases. This suggests that subject were able to recognise FP 

prompts. In 9 out of the 10 abnormal cases where there was a decrease in confid-

ence ratings compared with the unprompted condition, the system had also made 

a FN decision. This suggests that subjects were falsely reassured by the absence 

of a prompt and terminated their scarch early. The authors suggest that training 

prior to the introduction of a prompting system should make users aware of the 

system's deficiencies. 

Mugglestone et al. examined time effect of prompting on the eye-movement 

patterns of observers [991. They used 46 films, half normal, and half containing-

interval 

ontaining

interval cancers. The cases were presented in prompted and unprompted con- 

ditions. The prompts were simulated, and the FP prompts were chosen by a 

radiologist as areas that could he construed as being suspicious. 

The results indicate that prompting increased time number of FP responses 

on both normal and abnormal cases. However, an examination of subjects' TP 

decisions in both the prompted and unprompted conditions showed that there 

was no overall change in confidence ratings. indicating that the presence of the 

prompts was not making readers overall more suspicious of prompted cases. 

FP prompts generated by another radiologist might have a greater likelihood of 

influencing FP decisions than prompts produced by a detection aid. For example. 

Nishikawa et al. showed that human observers had little difficulty distimiguisliing 

computer generated TP and FP prompts, but also that there was little correlation 

between himinaim and computer FPs for the system they were using [102]. 

One of the unprompted lesions was detected by five of the six subjects in the 
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unprompted condition, but only by one subject in the prompted condition. In 

the prompted condition there were correspondingly more FP decisions made for a 

falsely prompted region. The authors conclude that under certain circumstances 

it may be possible for FP prompts to distract attention from an actual lesion. 

An analysis of eye-movement data suggested that subjects' search patterns 

were disturbed by the presence of the prompts. For example, subjects made fewer 

comparisons between left and right mammograms in the prompted condition. 

Furthermore, subjects spent a greater amount of time searching the prompted 

area at the expense of considering other regions of the film. 

2.6.2 Effectiveness of prompting regimes 

A question of particular importance concerns how good prompting systems have 

to be to effect an improvement in the performance of radiologists using them. 

To address this issue, Hutt performed an experiment to determine the effect on 

performance of prompting regimes with differing FP rates [70]. In each of three 

prompted conditions the action of a prompting system was simulated to give a 

sensitivity of 90%, and FPs were randomly placed to give differing FP rates. 

The results showed a statistically significant increase in performance as incas-

ured by ROC analysis for all conditions except that with the highest FP rate. For 

abmiormal cases no significant difference in work-up decisions was found. However, 

there were significantly fewer work-up decisions made in the two prompted condi-

tions where ROC analysis showed an increase in performance. This suggests that 

time improvement in performance was clue to subjects making better classification 

decisions for normal cases, rather than to improved detection performance (i.e. 

by picking up additional cancers). It is possible that, because FP prompts were 

randomly generated, it was easy for subjects to distinguish between TP and FP 

prompts. The simulated prompts might implicitly be giving information that 

enabled subjects to make better classification decisions. 

Because FP prompts were randomly placed (and so are perhaps less likely 

to correspond with regions that may be misinterpreted as significant) this may 

negate the effect observed by Mugglestone et al. whereby some prompted locations 

chosen by a radiologist increased subject's tendency to recall [99]. 

Hutt argues that the effectiveness of a prompting system might in part be re-

lated to the TP:FP ratio, that is, the likelihood of a given prompt being correct . 

He suggests that the results indicate that a prompting system is most likely to 

3Althoii Hutt states that the likelihood of a given prompt being correct is the TP:FP 
ratio, it is actually: 	TP 

TP+FP 
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be useful if the number of falsely prompted cases does not exceed by fifty percent 

the number of TP decisions. He further contends that all acceptable prompt rate 

in a clinical environment (where there are fewer abnormalities) might need to be 

lower than this 	that the number of FP prompts should not exceed the number 

of TP prompts. This is a particularly pessimistic result, as it suggests that the 

system would have to perform better than a radiologist to be of use. 

In an experiment using simulated mammography images and untrained ob-

servers, Astley et al. sought to test a number of hypotheses in a simulated miam- 

mography test [4], again to address issues of appropriate levels of system per-

forniance. Computer generated images and targets nnmicked a microcalcification 

detection task in a background with a visual appearance similar to that of breast 

tissue. Novice observers were used as subjects, and prompt delivery Was by means 

of a pie-cue shown immediately prior to display of the image. 

Two experiments examined the effect of observer performance 011 test sets 

where the number of targets was systematically adj usted. The aini was to show 

that results from prompting experiments containing sets biased with target cases 

can be generalised to screening conditions where the target prevalence is mmmcli 

lower. The first experiment examined whether performance is affected by the pre-

valence of a target containing inlages without prompting. No significant difference 

between conditions was found. The second experiment duplicated the conditions 

in the first with the simulated action of a, prompting system. The sensitivity of the 

system was maintained across conditions, and for each condition an equal 1111111-

her of FP prompts as TP prompts was produced, thus the specificity improved 

with decreasing target prevalence. Again, no significant difference was observed 

between conditions. A comparison between time conditions in the first and second 

experiment revealed that observer performance unproved in the prompted con-

dition. This appears to demonstrate that Studies involving biased test sets can 

be generalised to situations where there is a low target prevalence. However, time 

condition with the least number of targets had a target prevalence of 100/c, which 

is still far greater than the prevalence of breast cancer in the screening population 

(0.5%). 

Two further experiments sought to test whether time degrading effect of FP 

prompts is related to the ratio of true to false positive prompts (or the likelihood 

of a given prompt being correct), or whether it is clue to the overall prompt 

rate. In the first experiment a number of test conditions were generated where 

the prevalence of target images was kept the same, whilst the sensitivity of the 

prompting was varied (prompt rates of 70, 80 and 90% were employed). The same 
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number of TP prompts as FP prompts was produced for each of the conditions, 

and so the specificity of the system decreased with increasing sensitivity. A trend 

towards increased observer performance was observed with i
ncreasing prompt 

sensitivity, but this was not found to be statistically significant. In the second 

experiment, conditions with decreasing numbers of target images were used. The 

same pro
mpting sensitivity was maintained (thus the number of prompted targets 

fell in line with the number of available targets), and the number of FP prompts 

was kept constant across conditions. A trend was observed towards a reduction in 

performance as the proportion of images prompted increased. Again, this trend 

was not statistically significant. 
These results were counter to expectations. It was thought that performance 

would be greatest where the ratio of TP to FP prompts was greatest, in effect 

where the likelihood of a given prompt being a TP is greatest. Instead, it appears 

that observer performance is determined by the total number of proiilpts in a given 

Sill)] ects' use of prompts may 
or tha y t determines whether subjects 

not remain constant across 
condition. However, 

conditions. Astley et al. suggest that one fact  

respond correctly to a TP prompt is the their confidence in time system, which 

is turn related to time observed TP to FP ratio. That is, a subject's confidence 

iendent on the likelihood of a given prompt being correct. 
in the systems dep 
It is possible that subjects' confidence in the system will influence their search 

strategy. Where confidence is lugh, subjects may spend a greater proportion of 

their limited tinie examining prompted regiolls. Where confidence is low, they 
arch strategy, and may be less likely to be influenced 

may adopt a mc ore balanced se  

by FP prompts. 

2.6.2.1 Classification aids 

Getty et al. 
tested a classification system's ability to improve the performance of 

general radiologists. and to see if their performance could match that of main
- 

mography specialists when aided 	
A test set of 118 images (58 malignant, 

60 benign) was read by 6 general radiologists without decision aids, then after a 

short interval and after training, with use of the classification system- Iii both 

conditions the location of each 
abnormality was indicated to the subjects. A 

statistically significant improvement in performance was observed. 

This study raises in
teresting inethodoloo0cal questions. The system relied on 

time subjects themselves extracting and paranieterisilmg information about the le-

sion a
ccording to a checklist. The classification system then returned a likelihood 

that the lesion was indeed malignant The authors suggest that classification (as 
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performed by human observers) involves two steps 	time extraction of appropri- 

ate features from the image, and the merging of assessments about those features 

to reach a decision. It is possible that use of the checklist, and time discipline im-

posed by demanding the observers supply parameters themselves, has a beneficial 

effect on performance. A second problem with this particular study is that the 

training session held immediately prior to the assisted condition involved giving 

subjects detailed feedback about their performance (compared with that of the 

system and of specialist mnammographers) in classifying malignancies in a separ-

ate set of 44 films. This in itself may have improved subjects' ability to make 

diagnostic decisions. 
An interesting question is whether delivery of classification information is best 

achieved by reduction of assessed features into a probability of malignancy, or by 

indicating in a rule based or qualitative way the nature of time decision. Both 

approaches have been shown to be successful [120] [71]. 

2.7 Discussion 

2.7.1 Prompting studies 

There are particular methodological problems associated with determining the 

performance effects of detection aids for screening mammography. For example, 

the actual prevalence of breast cancer in the UK screening population (approx-

imately 0.5% [46]) makes it difficult to perform experiments that can yield stat-

istically significant results without using test sets heavily biased in favour of 

malignancy. Detection aids are a relatively new technology, and few systems cur-

rently are capable of a level of performance that might be acceptable in clinical 

practice. In prompting experiments it is sometimes necessary to simulate system 

responses where the level of performance required for the condition is not cur-

rently achievable with existing algorithms. Alternatively, the task of reading can 

be made more difficult by applying time constraints. Finally, experienced film 

readers are a limited resource, and it may be difficult to recruit sufficient subjects 

to perform the large number of trials usually required for visual search tasks. An 

analogous task using untrained subjects may be employed to overcome this diffi-

culty. For these reasons, care should be taken when considering the implications 

of prompting studies for actual clinical practice. 

One way of conceptualising the use of detection aids is to view prompting 

information in the same light as other sources of prior information, with a similar 

capacity to affect search and to influence decisions. As has been suggested for 
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more conventional forms of prior information (such as clinical history), reading 

practices may have a bearing on how decision-making is affected. Similarly, the 

method of prompt delivery used for investigating prompting, and in actual clinical 

practice, may he important. For example, presenting prompting information ac-

tually on the image [99], or as pre-cues [4], may subtlety affect reader's appraisal 

of the visual terrain, by both capturing attention and pruning for certain types 

of finding. Another commonality between prompting studies, and studies of the 

effects of prior information, is that the results obtained appear to be determined 

(in part) by the nature and setting of the experimental task. However, neither the 

literature on prompting, nor that on radiological expertise, addresses the nature 

or setting of actual clinical practice. The task of reading is often examined in 

a way that is insulated from the social context in which reading work is usually 

performed. In an experimental setting, decisions are not consequential, collabor-

ative practices are not accounted for, and consequences of shared values within a 

community of practice ignored. 

The point of departure for the work comprising this thesis was an ethnographic 

investigation of work practices in UK breast screening clinics. The aim of which 

was to provide a contextual grounding for interpreting the prompting studies 

subsequently conducted as part of the evaluation programme for the PROMAM 

system. 

2.7.2 Rationales for decision aids in mammography 

A distinction is often drawn between perceptual and cognitive skill in image 

interpretation. It is argued that detection of features within an image is a distinct 

and prior step to reasoning about whether those features are significant. Detection 

is regarded as a watershed event that allows time possibility of a report being 

made. Furthermore, this event also enables a qualitative change in strategy from 

a dependence on automatic processing to a consciously guided appraisal of the 

properties of a detected feature. 

Detection aids are designed to play a role in overcoming search errors (where 

the radiologist has failed to fixate a lesion) and detection errors (where a lesion is 

fixated, but not recognised). If the latter are viewed as a failure of an observer's 

anticipatory schema, then, by giving the location and the type of lesion prompted, 

an observer's perceptual orientation may he altered sufficiently for him or her to 

perceive a lesion that might otherwise have gone unrecognised. However, this 

rationale for detection aids explicitly excludes any assistance for readers making 

classification decisions 	they are not designed to assist in rectifying classification 
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errors (in as much as the classification error is not itself attributable to a failure 

to apply an appropriate anticipatory schema). In fact, there is concern that 

prompting aids could degrade performance if readers' classification decisions were 

influenced. For example, if prompts increase readers' suspicion for benign lesions, 

or if they decrease suspicion for unprompted malignant lesions. On the other 

hand, the rationale for classification aids does allow for some influence in the 

radiologist's own decision-making. It is plausible for classification aids to assist 

with reducing both FN decisions clue to errors of interpretation as well as reducing 

FP errors, although an emphasis is usually given to the latter role. 

The position that detection and classification can he supported independ-

ently requires a tacit assumption that these processes are functionally distinct 

for a human observer. However, in section 2.5.2 it was argued that this assiunp-

tion may be unwarranted. If this is so, observer errors cannot be characterised 

unambiguously as failures of either detection or of interpretation, casting doubt 

on prompting systems' role as merely detection aids. Indeed, prompting studies 

reviewed in this chapter reveal a number of departures from the model usage for 

detection aids. While FP prompts (10 not appear to uniformly increase suspi-

cion [102], they can result in a recall decision in sonic specific cases [99]. The 

absence of a prompt may falsely reassure [23], and the co-presence of FN and FP 

prompts may distract attention from the abnormality [99]. 

One motivation for the experimental work described in this thesis was to 

examine how prompting information is actually used in practice, and in doing so, 

contribute to a clearer understanding of the conceptual basis for decision aids in 

niamnniogra.phy. 

2.7.3 Visual search 

Investigations into the visual search of medical images contribute in a piecemeal 

fashion to an understanding of what is a highly complex activity. Patterns of 

eve-movements appear to he less amenable to characterisation with increasing 

experience of the observer and decreasing specificity of the search task. Expert 

search appears to be defined by its efficiency, rather than by completeness or 

systematicity. Search is driven by a complex series of interactions between dif-

ferent types of prior knowledge, niomentarv hypotheses and the properties of the 

iniage itself. Experience itself may be thought of as prior information in the 

form of heuristics that, encode likelihoods about the possible location of abmior-

malities. and the likely significance of possible image features. Furthermore, with 

increasing experience there appears to he an increasing degree of automaticity; 
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experts can hit targets faster and make greater use of information available in 

their peripheral visual field. 

Another way of interpreting the complexity of visual search is to view it as 

being an 'adaptive' response to image variations. Although images produced 

using a similar modality and technique will demonstrate a broadly consistent 

visual terrain (they can be can he readily identified as being a chest X-Ray or 

a mainmograni etc.), the details of the features that define the terrain can vary 

considerably. Specific features may he more or less difficult to interpret and 

may require differing analytical approaches. Indeed, a qualitative distinction can 

he drawn between glances that gather information for different purposes (for 

example, for comparison, analysis and orientation) and the situations in winch 

they are applied. Experience enables observers to bring to bear and organise 

efficiently strategies that are commensurate with the nature and difficulty of the 

tasks at hand. The frequency and location of different types of purposeful glances 

depends on the demands made by individual image features and their relationship 

to the image as a whole.. The ordering of depends on the priority assigned by pie-

attentive processing, the results of prior focussed examinations and on knowledge 

of likely target locations. 

In a comparison of visual search between random 2D scenes and naturalistic 

3D scenes by recording subjects' eye-movements, examination of the 2D scenes 

was found to be exhaustive and systenmatic. in contrast, inspection of the 3D 

scenes was less exhaustive, but more efficient, suggesting that spatial (lies were 

used to organise the search [116]. Thus visual scenes often not only contain 

information that describes targets (sought after components that have some rel-

evance to the observer), but also information about how to explore the scene 

efficiently. Where use can he made of this orientating information then, appar-

ently, this is clone quite naturally, that is, without a conscious decision to do 

so. 

In summary, for expert observers, inspection of medical images can be de- 

scribed as effortlessly adaptive 	regions of an image are scrutinised to differing 

degrees in a way that is dependent on the properties of the image, the experience 

of the observer, and the orientating information available from the image itself. 

In this thesis it is argued that this adaptive approach implies that readers are 

accountable to the task of reading in certain specific ways, and that this in turn 

has implications for the way information supplied by detection aids is interpreted 

and utilised in practice. 
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Chapter 3 

Work practices in breast 
screening 

3.1 Introduction 

The basic,  principle behind lllallllllOgraplly as a screening test is that the appear-

ance of breast tissue on a maininogram reveals in all objective way the underlying 

causal processes. More specifically, sighs of malignant processes should be suf-

flcieIltiv distinct SO that a reasonable sensitivity and specificity call be achieved 

by visual inspection. Psychological accounts of visual skill and radiological ex-

pertise are reviewed in Chapter 2. However, a psychological approach necessarily 

attempts to identify the lflechaliism by winch a single human observer locates 

and interpret features within an image. A more complete description of expert-

ise should also include all account of how the mechanisms underpinning skillful 

behaviour are socially situated [43]. 

This chapter describes the results of an ethnographic style investIgation of 

work practices in two Scottish and four English screening centres (referred to with 

the letters A through to F to preserve anonymity). The study was not intended 

to precisely catalogue the significance of each component of the evidence used by 

readers in decision-making (knowledge acquisition). Rather, the aim of examining 

110w the task of reading films is organised was to explore the context in which 

radiological expertise is brought to bear. 

3.2 Methods 

Both observational and interview data were collected during a 2 month period 

of investigation at centre F, and during one week period in each of the other 

five centres. Each of the six centres studied had agreed to participate in clinical 
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trials of PROMAM, and access for the purposes of this study was negotiated 

as a contribution to the on-going development of the PROMAM system. Tints 

centre selection was governed by suitability for clinical trials, rather than rep-

resentativeness of screening practice. Significant qualifying criteria for selection 

for clinical trials include having a predominantly double reading practice, and 

sufficient capacity to screen the numbers required over the period of the trial. 

Ethnography involves a systematic and structured approach both to the gath-

ering and interpretation of qualitative data that is often grounded by the use of 

various types of triangulation. A researcher will attempt to identify discrepancies 

between what people say they do and how they actually behave, thus uncovering 

tacit assumptions held, for example, about the nature of a task or relationship. 

Comparisons can he made between the activities of an individual over time, and 

in different settings, and between different individuals in similar settings, both to 

challenge the researcher's own working assumptions, and to guide further obser-

vations. Ethnography typically depends on a protracted period of involvement

with the subject matter (often in the order of months or years) SO that detailed 

and representative data my be collected. In the context of supporting design, 

some, have found shorter field studies - so called quick and dirty' ethnography 

to be useful [67]. Others argue that to contribute more to design than could he 

achieved by traditional approaches to requirements capture, the full force of eth-

nographic methodology should be employed, including the lengthy involvement 

of trained practitioners [2, 49]. 

One weakness of the investigation described in this chapter is the relatively 

short duration of the fieldwork. This has implications for both the representative-

ness and detail of the data collected. For example, only twenty reading sessions 

were observed in the six clinics studied. It would have been desirable to have 

made a greater number of observations that included all the possible coiiibiiia-

tions of practice (for example, observing each reader reading first and reading 

second). However, one strength of this investigation lies ill the natural' trian-

gulation made available by contrasting similar practices carried out in different 

centres. 

Both screening and assessment clinics are usually held within breast screening 

centres. Additionally, in the English centres studied (clinics B to E), symptomatic 

work is also undertaken. When a diagnosis of cancer is made at an assessment 

clinic, the woman is referred to other hospital services for treatment, although 

typically there is continued involvement of screening radiologists and clinicians. 

The investigation focusses on clinic activities related to screening work, ill particu- 
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lar, on the preparation and interpretation of evidence used for making a screening 

decision. 
Where data is presented, the mode of data collection is indicated (e.g. in- 

terview, field notes). Observations of reading sessions were conducted by asking 

the film reader to indicate and explain their reasoning when they encountered 

something interesting' while reading. Where a comment or observation is attrib-

uted to the statement or activity of a film reader, the reader is identified by a 

number and the screening centre by a letter (A-F). Thus fri-C refers uniquely to 

a particular film reader in centre C. 

3.3 Variations in clinic practice 

Although all clinics within UKBSP do screening', there is often considerable 

variation in how this is practically achieved. Some of the observed variations in 

practice that can be consequential in decision-making are summarised in Table 3.1 

and Figure 3.3. This section discusses how differences in practice are related to 

both the broader pattern of practice innovation within the breast screening ser- 

vice and to the constraints imposed by local circumstances. In the remainder of 

the chapter it is argued that these differences also illustrate how working arrange-

ments of artefacts and procedures are used to support decision-making. 

Screening practice in the UK is based on the recommendations of the Forrest 

Report [46], Ili particular, that women between the ages of 50 and 64 should be 

screened every three years using single View mammography. However, screening 

practice has not refrained static since the programmes inception in 1988. The 

autonomy given to individual screening centres has enabled innovation to pro-

ceed by the independent adoption of new practice. Innovative practice may be 

regularised (with the concomitant national resourcilig implications) in the light 

of formal studies demonstrating clinical amid/or cost effectiveness. An example of 

this is the adoption of two view mammography for incident round screens. The 

practice was initially adopted 'unofficially* by a number of screening centres in 

En0--1and and a prospective study followed that demonstrated its effectiveness 

in reducing both false negative arid false positive errors [127]. This publication 

precipitated the adoption of two view mammography for incident round screens 

as standard practice by the UKBSP. 
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Previous films Radiographer 
Clone HRT Blinding Reca~deci~sioiiDouble reading 

interval opinion 

A Yes No 
3rd reader 

All cases 3 
Arbit rat ion 

B No No Worst opinion Most cases  3 No 

C No No 
Discussion 9 Most cases 3 No 

of disagreements  

D Yes No Worst opinion All cases 6 No 

E No Yes Worst opinion 507 of cases 6 Yes 

F No'N o Worst Opinioli All cases 3 No 

Table 3.1: Variations in practice between the clinics studied. Differences in the orgaiiisation of films on viewers are shown in 

Figure 3.3. ' This clinic does not ask about HRT status, but the radiographer will make a note if this information is volunteered. 2 

Some cases may be single read clue to leave or sickness. 



This is a noteworthy example because it also clenionstrates how the distinc-

tion between screening and assessment tests can change. Typically, screening 

involves a single test that has a high sensitivity and relatively low specificity. In 

contrast, assessment of screen positive cases involves the progressive application 

of a number of different tests that have an increasing specificity (for example, ad- 

ditional mammography, ultrasound, fine needle aspiration, core biopsy, surgical 

biopsy). Craniocauclal view mammography is often the first test performed as 

part of an assessment clinic. Extending the incident round screening test to in-

dude craniocaudal view mammography represents a tradeoff between increasing 

its complexity and improving its specificity. 

At the time of this investigation, the clinics studied were involved in more or 

less fornial studies of practice innovation. For example, clinic E was examining 

the logistics of performing two view mammography in the second and third round 

by dedicating one of its mobile units to this procedure, and has just completed 

its involvement in a trial to study the efficacy of reducing the screening interval. 

The practice of double reading represents an innovation of uncertain status. 

It has been adopted as standard practice in Scottish screening centres [33], and 

by a number of English centres [129]. This is partly because there are methodolo-

gical problems in ascertaining performance gains due to double reading, resulting 

in widely varying estimates for its effectiveness [130]. and also because of local 

shortages of trained film readers [129]. 

In addition to iniovation, differences in practice may be a response to vari-

ations in local circumstances. For example. clinic A changed from a s steni of 

worst opinion recalls' 1  to a system of third reader arbitration because their re-

call rate became unmanageably high. In contrast, centre D discontinued a policy 

of discussion of disagreements because individual readers held out for their own 

recall decisions. In centre E. the practice of double reading only 50% of cases is 

in part a practical consideration. In common with centre C. centre E operates a 

satellite screening centre where, in contrast with centre C, both mammography 

and reading are performed. Due to the location of this satellite centre, it is 

convenient for one film reader to attend to the workload of this clinic alone. Fur-

thermore, two of the film readers in centre E got used' to single reading films 

during a period when they were the only two readers available. Centre E was 

the only centre to solicit the diagnostic opinion of radiographers. and this is seen 

as supportive of their single reaching practice. Centre E was also the only centre 

'Where a decision to recall a case for assessment by either reader in a double reading pair 
guarantees an invitation to attend an assessment clinic. 
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to operate a system of blinded double reading (where the opinion of the first 

reader is not easily available to the second reader). Although blinding is often 

acknowledged as being desirable, it is difficult to implement easily and safely as 

it requires a duplication of paperwork. In centre E, an electronic system of re-

cording screening decisions is used, with the advantage of making blinding easier 

to implement. 

In contrast to the variations in practice observed between centres, practice 

within individual centres is surprisingly homogeneous - for example, how main-

magrams are arranged on the viewer (Figure 3.3). This can be explained in part 

by how reading is organised. Many of the activities involving film readers require 

coordination with other participants (for example, supervising clinics, attending 

meetings etc), and SC) are difficult to re-schedule Or to interrupt. In contrast, 

reading cleniancis less commitment, and so can be more flexibly attended to. In 

consequence, reading tends to be organised around other activities; it is often 

done 'iii a quiet moment' or at the beginning or end of the working clay. The 

availability of a given film reader at a given time often cannot be guaranteed, 

nor can the time they have available for reading be predict(,([. Thus artefacts 

have to he arranged in a way that is neutral with respect to who will be reading 

the films, leaving little scope for tailoring the selection and organisation of arte-

facts to suit individual preferences. This also mitigates against collaboration in 

screening decision,,,  as this would increase the level of commitment inherent in the 

reading task. Although reading is a relatively low commitment activity, it is not 

entirely commitment free. Obligations associated with reading include ensuring 

that women are informed of the outcome of screening in a timely fashion. The 

level of commitment associated with reading may therefore increase if there is a 

backlog of cases to be read. For example, in centre B cases may he single read if 

double reading would result in a delay of more than a week. 

Thus a combination of local circumstances and innovation can lead to vari-

ations in the screening practice between clinics, but the nature of screening work 

often demands that within clinics homogeneous practice is established by con- 

sensus between film readers. 

3.4 Preparation of evidence 

The record of the prevalent and incident round screens, consisting of the mam- 

mograms and associated paperwork, undergo a series of preparation steps before 

I 	niacle available for reading. Additions are made to the record's content, 
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and the components of the record are organised to facilitate both handling in 

later preparation steps, and ultimately their examination by a film reader. Taken 

together, these artefacts contain the evidence available to a film reader for mak-

ing a decision. This section discusses in turn, the production of mammograms, 

the subsequent preparation of mammograms and other screening artefacts, and 

finally, the arrangement of these artefacts for reading. 

3.4.1 Mammography 

It is possible to image the breast using combinations of a variety of angles and 

positions to give different views. The mediolateral oblique view, taken by com-

pressing the breast diagonally in a line from the shoulder to the stomach, visualises 

most breast tissue and for this reason is the primary view used in screening ina.m-

mography. A cancer may be mimicked, disguised or absent in a single view, thus a 

second view taken from a (hifercilt angle may help to resolve any ambiguity. The 

recommended second view is the Craniocaudal (CC) view, taken by conipressing 

the breast horizontally. If a woman has large breasts or is difficult to position, 

then additional views may be taken at the radiographer's discretion to ensure full 

coverage. 

Mamniographic inmging is performed by a trained radiographer. Good tech-

nique is important to obtain maximum coverage of the breast and to ensure the 

image is free from obscuring or confusing artefacts. The radiographer pulls the 

breast away from the chest wall and applies firm compression, avoiding skin folds 

and overlapping extra- mammary structures. The breast is spread as compression 

is applied to separate glandular tissue, thereby reducing composite shadowing. A 

large component of a radiographer's skill lies in adapting the basic techniques to 

cater for physical variations in time women screened. 

Film readers may recall a case for a 'technical repeat' if they feel that im-

perfections interfere significantly with their ability to interpret a mamnmogram. 

Considerable emphasis is placed on the quality of the mammography. In all of the 

centres studied radiographers were involved in weekly self and peer assessment of 

their work to ensure that national guidelines are met 	technical repeats should 

comprise less than 2% of screening cases. When screening in static units, except 

in centre F, usually a radiographer will ask the woman to wait until the films are 

developed in case a repeat is necessary. In centre F cases are pre-read for tech-

nical quality by a radiographer and manlmogm'amns that may warrant a technical 

repeat are displayed on a dedicated viewer for final judgement by a film reader. 

However, even in centre F. if it is felt, that there may have been a problem at the 
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time the mammogram was taken the WOlIlàfl may be asked to wait. Similarly, if it 

is known that the woman has made a long journey (for example, if she has missed 

screening on a mobile unit in her locality, and in consequence has travelled to 

the screening centre itself) the mammograms are developed and technical quality 

ascertained before she is discharged. 

There can be a discrepancy between national guidelines that describe the 

characteristics of technically acceptable mammograms, and what a film reader 

will find acceptable in practice: 

A radiographer is talking to a trainee about a case where skin folds 
are visible on the mammogram. She states that the importance of 
skin folds depends on the radiologist: "our radiologists do not mind 
skin folds as long as they don't obscure.. 

Ob.seivatzori in processing room (field notes C) 

Although technical repeats in centre F will always involve an additional ap-

poimitnient and therefore inconvenience for the women involved, the overall nmn-

ber of repeated cases might be reduced because here technical quality is assessed 

by hini readers, rather than by radiographers. The former are concerned with 

'diagnostic' quality, and the latter often with more abstract definitions of 'tech-

nical' quality embodied by collegiate guidelines. 

Where repeats are taken at the time of the initial screening there are often 

limits to the number of retakes performed, and after the first repeat the woman 

is often told that she can go. Again there can he exceptions to this rule, for 

example, if the films have been taken by a trainee radiographer further repeats 

may be required. 

Radiographers strike a delicate balance between comfort. convenience, radi-

ation close. and achieving quality mnanimogranis: 

A radiographer tells the trainee that she doesn't have to put so much 
compression on as she did for the last case. She states that it is im-
portant that the ladies do not find the process too painful as they 
want them to come hack. She adds that it is different with sympto-
matic ladies as they have something wrong with them and so greater 
compression can he given. 

Observation in processing room (field notes B) 

Technical quality is not solely dependent on the skill of the radiographer, but 

also on the physiology of the women screened. For this reason it is sometimes 

only possible to produce an imperfect mnammogram. In these cases the radio-

grapher will make a note for the film reacher explaining the difficulties so that a 
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technical repeat is not inappropriately requested. The woman is also advised that 

the radiographer has not been able to image all of her breast, and consequently 

screening may be less thorough in her case. 

Screening in outlying areas is often performed on 'mobile units'. These are 

usually vans equipped with changing facilities and X-Ray sets, but not with pro- 

cessing facilities 	films are transferred to the screening centre to he developed. 

Radiographers therefore do not have an opportunity to examine the inammo-

grams as they take them. In the static units continual monitoring of performance 

is available as a matter of routine, whereas the lack of immediacy in mobile units 

can be disconcerting: 

A radiographer stated that when first working 'blind' (i.e. not being 
able to see inmediately the films that had just been taken) on the 
mobile units it felt very uncomfortable, and that she was very keen to 
get back to the screening centre to see what the films were like. 

Observation in processing room, (field notes C) 

Radiographers claimed that screening on mobile units typically generates 

greater numbers of multiple films because radiographers may be uncertain that 

they have achieved sufficient coverage. 

3.4.2 Preparation of artefacts 

Paperwork and films for each case are kept together in a 'film bag'. A screening 

forum is produced for each woman for each screening round attended. In the 

current round, this form is usually attached to the outside of the film bag until 

after data entry for that case has been completed. The screening form not only 

helps to identify the case, but also acts as a temporally organised record of each 

screening episode. The layout and information collected oil a screening forum 

varies between centres, but commonalities include: screening ID. name. address, 

elate and location of screening, number of films taken and in what view, comments 

made by the radiographer, and the film reader's decision. Some of this information 

is redundant, for example, the number of tunis taken and the view can serve as a 

failsafe check to ensure that all the relevant mammograms are available to be read. 

The form provides a link between time temporally and spatially separated screening 

activities. For example, radiographers use the form to convey information that 

may he pertinent to a film reader's interpretation, such as difficulties experienced 

performing imaging. 

Radiographers will also take a brief history of each woman screened and re-

cord this information on the screening  form. This might include: whether the 
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woman has had previous breast surgery, whether there is any family incidence of 

breast cancer, and whether she herself has noticed any lumps or changes. The 

radiographer will also note the location of any scars or blemishes that might 

masquerade as a lesion on the mammogram. 

Before they are developed, mammograms are marked to identify them as be-

longing to a particular woman. The marking usually consists of the woman's 

name and her screening number (or 'screening ID'). This is achieved in most of 

the centres studied by use of a 'light-stamp' - a device that transfers informa-

tion on a typed or handwritten label to the film photographically. In centre E the 

name is typed onto a lead strip 	this is placed onto the X-Ray set and exposed 

as the inamnmogram is taken. Both methods create a permanent and integral 

means of identification. It is usual also to place lead markers on the X-Ray set 

that indicate the view (e.g. CC' or 'Obi') and the breast (I' or 'R') so that this 

information too is traiisfered to the films as they are taken. Again, centre E is 

exceptional in that markers identifying a view are seldom used (this is discussed 

further below). After the films have been exposed and then processed, adhesive 

labels are used to indicate the screening round. Name., side and view markers are 

checked and corrected if necessary with hand written labels. It is at this point 

that films are checked for technical quality, and where repeats are necessary the 

substandard films are labelled as being technically inferior -- in centre C this is 

clone by cutting off one corner of the film. 

As with the screening forms. some of this information is redundant as it is 

often available from other sources. For example, the view can usually be identified 

by examining the films themselves, and the screening round by examining the 

screening form. In fact, the view is mostly not identified on the mammograni in 

centre E because this is believed to he overly redundant. Here only 'fronts' 2  are 

labelled as these can sometimes be confused for CCs. This redundancy' does, 

however, serve to make some types of information available at a glance', for 

example, technically poor films where a corner has been cut off are immediately 

obvious if placed on a viewer. This facilitates the selection and arrangement of the 

appropriate films for reading and also enables a film reader to quickly ascertain 

that they are using appropriate evidence to make a decision, for example, that 

previous films and current round obliques have not been transposed, that 'fronts' 

are not interpreted as obliques. etc. 

2 'Fi'onts are additional views taken of the front of the breast where it is thought that the 

whole of the. breast niav not fit on a single film. 
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3.4.3 Selection and arrangement of artefacts 

Films are loaded onto automated viewing boxes for reading and are typically 

grouped together in 'batches', corresponding to all the women who attended 

a particular contiguous screening session or 'clinic'. There is often paperwork 

associated with each of these batches describing, for example, how many case 

are in each batch, who loaded the films onto the viewer, the date the viewer was 

loaded, the dates when the films were read, and who performed the reading. For 

each batch the record bags are piled in the order that the films are displayed on 

the viewer. 

Two types of automated viewer, Planilux and RadX, were observed in use 

in the clinics studied. The RadX viewer (Figure 3.1) consists of two independ-

ent horizontally moving bands on winch the films are mounted. Hand or pedal 

controls can be used to position the films on the viewer 	films not in view are 

wound onto drunis in the body of the machine. The Planilux viewer (Figure 3.2) 

consists of a series of frames for displaying films. Hand controls are used to select 

a frame from a cassette located in the base of the viewer. Table 3.2 shows the 

number and types of viewer l.ISedl in each of the centres studied. 

Figure 3.1: A schematic: of a RadX viewer. 

Figure 3.2: A schematic of a Planilux viewer. 

All centres except centre C employ an X-Ray helper, whose role appears to 

be one ofoiling the wheels' of screening. X-Ray helpers will flexibly assist radio- 
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Viewer type Clinic 
A B C D E F 

RadX 3 3 2 3 2 1 
Planilux 0 0 1 0 	1 1 	1 3 

Table 3.2: Types of film viewers available at the clinics studied 

graphers by processing films, and they are responsible for placing films on viewers 

for reading and for taking them down again afterwards (with the exception that 

film readers assume responsibility for removing any cases recalled for assessment). 

Additionally, X-Ray helpers play a role in ensuring the integrity of the decision 

making process by checking both that only cases referred for routine recall remain 

on the viewer, and that there is a valid decision associated with each case. In 

centre C all these tasks are carried out by radiographers. 

Although readers can access any of the artefacts in the screening record, a 

selection is made from the available artefacts which are then organised on and 

around the viewer in a specific fashion. In this way, the evidence considered to 

be the most relevant to interpretation is made the niost easily accessible. X-

ray helpers are assisted in this task by the labelling in the preparation stages 
described above.. 

Technically poor films are not usually used as evidence for screening decisions, 

and except in clinic B, are not placed on the viewer for reading. Not displaying 

technically poor films reduces both the overhead on reading and the possibility 

that inappropriate evidence is used for making a decision, whereas displaying 

them may make additional evidence available to the film reader. Technically 

poor films are seldom discarded, partly because if a women does not re-attend 

for a technical repeat then the nperfec't films may be the only ones available for 
making a decision. 

In centre B, the X-Ray helper checks each case to see if the woman has at-

tended an assessment clinic previously, and will orientate the assessment form 
SO 

that it protrudes from the film bag, thus drawing the attention of the film reader. 

Figure 3.3 shows the arrangement of films employed by each of the centres 

studied for typical incident and prevalent round screens (when multiple films 

are taken, then these layout strategies may be modified). Choice of film layout 

appears to he influenced by a number of factors. It is notable that in clinics A 

and D. where films are arranged linearly, only RaclX style viewers are in use. 

Use of Planilux viewers often reduces a film reader to stretch or change position 

to examine films located of different parts of the viewing frame, thus the more 

compact arrangements demonstrated in clinics B, E and F may he easier to attend 
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H 	 L 

CC 	 CC 

Figure 3.3: Shows how films are presented on viewers in the clinics studied. 
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to. In addition, readers in clinics other than A and D often make use of electronic 

devices that synchronise the movement of the viewing bands thus making this 

compact arrangement manageable on RadX style viewers. So in centres that 

use a combination of Planilux and RadX viewers, a similar layout style can he 

easily maintained on each. An exception to this is centre B, where a compact 

arrangement of films is employed solely on RadX type viewers, with no additional 

control for synchronising the viewing bands. In centre F, the sole RadX viewer is 

used for films identified by radiographers as potentially technically imperfect 

a purely linear arrangement is employed on this viewer. 

Generally artefacts are organised according to how a reader will attend to 

them, but the specific arrangement of filnis on the viewer serves also to accentu- 

ate significant relationships between different views. Centre D employs a novel 

arrangenient whereby the previous left oblique and the current right oblique are 

mounted with the face of the film turned towards the viewer. This allows a juxta- 

position that enipliasises asyninietry over time at the expense of an emphasis on 

asymnnietry between breasts. The arrangement of CC views relative to obliques 

in centre A facilitates comparison between different views of the same breast. In 

centre A, incident and prevalent round screens are displayed on different view- 

ers. The reason given for this is that because the position of craniocandal and 

previous films relative to the obliques is sinniar, there is a concern that CC films 

may be accidentally neglected as previous films are not always attended to. The 

potential for this type of error may be exacerbated by the greater number of 

incident compared with prevalent round cases typically generated by screening. 

Centres C and F also routiiiely separate prevalent awl incident, cases, but rather 

than employing different viewers these are sorted within a batch so that incid-

ent cases are examined first, and prevalent round cases later. In centres B and 

D organisation of prevalent and incident round cases is dependant to a greater 

extent on how invitations for screening are organised. This sorting is achieved 

apriori in centre D, as each clinic, and therefore each hatch, consists entirely of 

either prevalent or incident round cases. A similar pattern holds for screening on 

mobile units in centre B, although a clinic in the static unit would typically con-

sist of both prevalent and incident round cases intermixed. In centre E, prevalent 

and incident round cases are intermixed for all clinics, and are not sorted when 

they are put up on the viewer. This may account for the discontinuity in the ar-

rangement of films in centre E, where the oblique view films are placed above CC 

view films, or below previous obliques thus facilitating a 'context switch' when 

prevalent round cases are encountered. The layout of films in centre F represents 
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a 	
a linear arrangement is used for incident round cases, 

hybrid approach. Here  
and a compact arrangement for prevalent round cases. It may be that there is 

ent on the Planilux viewers, and 
a tradeoff between having a compact arrangem  
maintaining a lateral arrangement between previous and current round obliques 

to aid comparison. 
The point here is that the arrangement of evidence for screening is subject 

to a number of constraints. These are due to both how screening is orga
nised, 

and the physical properties of the artefacts involved. The final arrangement of 

artefacts inevitably entails several tradeoffs, including: the emphasis given to 
ogra11is, the ease of establishing 

different sorts of relationships between anini  

the identity of cases (e.g. as either 

 
from the incedent or prevalent round) and a 

regard for the comfort and physical limitations of the reader. 

3.5 Reading 

Each nianilnograin is examined by at least one medically qualified fun reader 

who typically is also a trained radiologist. The number of cases read in a single 

session is highly variable, and will depend on the availability of other readers 

e cli me. A film 

	

	
e reader will work through the cases on th 

and the workload in th  
viewer and mark his/her decision on the screening form. The decisioll of a film 

reader may be one of'- 

Return 

f:

Return to routine recall 
When the reader decides that the case is normal the 

for screening after a three year interval 
woman will he invited again  

Recall for assessment 
When a possible abnormality has been detected the 

nding an assessment, 	for further tests. 
reader will recommend atte  

reader 
Technical recall 

When the fill"decides that a diagnosis may be inaccur-

ate because of imperfect mammography then repeat screening films may be 

requested. 
form, others 

Some readers mark each decision as it is made on the screening  
isions until they reach a case they wish to recall. In the latter 

defer marking dec  
arked as a 'batch'. The number of 

case, intervening normal decisions are then m  
in this way will vary as reca 

cases examined consecutively 	
lled cases are randomly 

distributed. Some film readers mighttch ba 	up an arbitrary number of cases, 

ase. If the cases are being double read, 
rather than waiting for the next recalled c  
it falls to the second reader to ensure that the cases are removed from the viewer 

before the normal cases are taken down. 
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Many English and all Scottish screening centres practice double reading. This 

involves the separate examination of each case by two film readers who each give 

their opinion. A final decision to either recall the woman for further tests, or to 

return the case to routine screening is made by combining the decisions of the 

individual readers. In the clinics studied, three different strategies were employed 

for deciding the final outcome (Table 3.1). Clinics B, D, E and F use a system 

of worst opinion recalls'. By this method, if either or both readers recommend 

that the case requires assessment, then the case is recalled. Centre A uses a 

system of'third reacher arbitration', where a reader not involved in the initial 

reading decides cases where there is disagreement. In centre C, disagreements are 

decided through discussion between the two initial readers. 

Where screening decisions are recorded On a screening form, the second reader 

has access to the first reader's decisions as a. matter of routine. This is because 

the screening form is attended to as a source of various types of evidence, (for 

example, HRT status, radiogra.phers comments etc.) and so that the second 

reader may record his/her own decision. An exception to this is centre C, where 

the first reader's decisions are written on the back of the 'hatch slip'. Although 

this method of recording the first readers decision could easily serve as a. blinding 

inechanisum, a second reader was observed to examine first reader decisions before 

reading the batch themselves, so apparently it is not, aiwa s used in this way. 

However, double reading in centre C is viewed as serving a particular purpose, 

which is discussed in more detail below. In centre E reading is blinded. This is 

facilitated by the use of an electronic system for recording screening decisions. 

Comments made by readers suggest that they are alert to the possibility that 

access to the first reader's decision may bias the decision of the second reacher, 

for example: 

Sometimes the second reacher suppresses a potential recall on the 
basis that the first reader thought it was nothing. Therefore recalls 
go up with blinding" 

Corn rn eat made while reading (field 'notes fri-D) 

[I] believe that blinding will prevent bias when reaching. For example, 
if the first reader indicates a feature is benign then the second reader 
might be biased into non recall. \Vhen blinded [you] have all entirely 

fresh opinion.' 

Jim teri'te'w (W'I7ttefl notes fri-B) 

In a double reading teamil there is a tendency for radiologists to con- 
verge in their performance characteristic's, maybe clue to personality 
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dominance. Feedback on performance occurs at review clinic and at 

review of interval cases." 

Interview (written notes fni-E) 

One reader suggested that the degree of influence that access to first reader 

decisions has might be a function of experience: 

Reader: "...and the fact that [someone] had already first read it nor-

mal, you see that should not make a difference." 

Observer: "Do you think it does on occasion?" 

Reader: "I think that perhaps did when I first started, but in (...?) 
I've been at it for a while so I've never thought it would, it shouldn't 

(10." 

Comments made while readmng (transcript fri-A) 

There is some empirical evidence to suggest that this lack of independence 

can indeed affect decision-making. Data taken from a published double readiig 

study [1] indicates a strong relationship between the reported sensitivity of each 

of the participating radiologists and the percentage of time they are second reader 

(Figure 3.4). One interpretation is that time second reader is 'prompted' by time first 

reader and thus picks up cancers that they would otherwise have been overlooked. 

However, this relationship inight also he accounted for by inter-observer variation. 

In the absence of a blinding procedure, readers may seek to maintain in-

dependence in their decision-making by employing strategies that decrease the 

accessibility of the first readers decision. The simplest approach involves "trying 

not to look" (fri-A) at the comments made by the first reader before making 

their own. Another approach is made possible by the practice of 'batchmg up' 

cases when reading: 

"When reading first, [I] maybe batch 7 or 8 films before scoring them. 
when reading second only batch three or four. This is because if the 
first reader has written something then have to go back and examine 
the films to see what they were referring to." 

Comment made while reading (field notes fr2-A) 

Although 'batchung' cases when reading may be used as a time-saving measure, 

it also delays a reacher from attending to time evidence on the screening form until 

a decision has been made. This practice may therefore also serve as an ad-hoc 

blinding niecimaniSill. 

In centre D. readers generally have a preference for reaching first, and it was 

suggested that one reader had a notably strong preference in this respect in order 
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Figure 3.4: Shows the relationship  ip between readers' sensitivity and the percentage 
of time each reader read second. The letters A, B and C denote the readers 
participating in the study. The data is I1DI1I [1], and is discussed in [130] 

to get "a clear run at things" (frl.-D). Reading first may he desirable because 

independence is guaranteed. However, in centre D there are further potential 

benefits for the first reader. Here assessment clinics are organised so that the 

radiologist conducting the clinic is usually given cases recalled from batches of 

cases for which they were the first reader. This provides an Opportunity to receive 

feedback on screening decisions: 

"This makes assessment clinics more interesting. For example, if see 
something unusual, and don't know what it is, then get a chance for 
this feedback. [I] may not see anything similar for a number of years." 

Comment made while reading (field notes frl-D) 

In contrast, two readers in centre A (fr1-6 and fr4-A) maintain an informal 

arrangement whereby they contrive to be first and second reader an equal number 

of times. Thus they seek to establish a balance of experience between reading 

independently, and being exposed to the first reader's decision. Furthermore, 

when second reading one reader (fr4-A) reads the batch in 'reverse order'. This 
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is done with the assumption that the first reader is likely to be more fatigued 

towards the end of his/her reading session and may therefore he more likely to 

make mistakes on cases towards the end of the batch. As a second reader, this 

reader tries to avoid the same pattern of fatigue. Such practices do indicate that a 

distinction is made between the properties of the first and second read. However, 

some aspects of clinical practice serve to minimise this distinction. In the clinics 

studied that use a 'worst opinion recalls' decision pathway it is the responsibility 

of the second reader to remove cases recalled for assessment from the viewer. 

The practice is notable because if the first reader recommends recall then this 

guarantees that the case will actually be recalled 	the opinion of the second 

reader is of little practical consequence. Furthermore, the removal of recalled 

cases by the first reader is arguably a less error prone handling strategy. Leaving 

cases on the viewer gives the second reader an opportunity to exaniine the case 

an(i reach his or her OWII conclusion. This practice also helps maintain a similar 

context for decision-making for the second reader, who may be working with the 

expectation that lie/she will chance upon significant cases at a particular rate. 

A double reading system involving discussion of recall decisions demands a 

greater degree of coninutnient from readers. Readers in the clinics studied not 

only acknowledged the logistical difficulties associated with implementing a sys-

tem of discussion, but also expressed concerns that explicit collaboration could 

bias decision-inakiig. For example, when a reader in centre E was asked if they 

ever discussed cases, lie replied that this Was only clone at the review session and 

at the interdisciplinary meetings. He stated that they were "worried about the ef-

fects of dominant personalities" (field notes fr3-E). A reader in centre B expressed 

similar concerns: "...if you have a system of discussion to decide recalls then the 

process nnglit he biased by the dominant personality" (field notes fri-B). 

In clinic D, a system of discussing recall decisions had been in place, but this 

practice was discontinued. One reader suggested wily: 

"[Discussion meetings] rapidly became a waste of time as each reader 
has a particular feature that they are able to detect well (patchy 
asymmetry, distortion, microcaics are my own) and would hold out 
for recalls that they are convinced are something (usually falling into 
these categories)." 

Comment made while reading (field notes fri-D) 

Notionally the purpose of double reading is to improve the cancer detection 

performance of screening. For example, published studies that testify to the 

benefits (or otherwise) of double reading are typically concerned with its effects 
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on the sensitivity and specificity of the screening test [1, 3, 25, 34, 33, 122, 1281. 

Only one makes a passing reference to other potential roles (that it places an 

emphasis on teamwork [331) However, in the centres studied the practice of 

double reading appears to fulfil a number of roles that are arguably as important 

as any performance effects. These include: 

a means of training film readers, 

to give a measure of reassurance, and 

to provide feedback on performance. 

Although there may be acknowledged disadvantages to imbli icled double read-

ing, and although readers appear to value their autonomy as decision-makers, the 

unbliided nature of double reading facilitates the activities listed. These are 

discussed in detail below. 

3.5.1 Training 

In clinic C double reading is used primarily as a mechanism for training. Typically 

a trainee will be paired with an experienced reader and disagreements about recall 

decisions are decided by discussion. For the purposes of training the potential for 

bias' inherent in a system that relies on discussion is actually desirable - here 

the aim is to influence the decision of the trainee. Use of discussion enables the 

degree of autonomy given to the novice reader to be actively managed 

"With the locuni reading.the recall rate has one up... [I feel] that 
is important not to always override the decisions of junior readers as 
this can be a learning experience." 

Comirient made while reading (field notes P-1-0 

In centre C, an experienced reader (fri-C) was observed to be reading second 

following a trainee. The trainee had flagged a case for recall. but had left a 
ZD 

comment stating that the case was'probably OK'. After examining the film the 

senior reader scribbled the request out, and the case was returned to routine recall 

(i.e., it was not removed from the viewer for discussion). Thus managing novice 

decision-making may be effected before the discussion stage is reached. 

Centres B and E were also involved in training film readers at the time of this 

study. Both centres employ a system of worst opinion recalls' and both have 

a similar polY of incrementally introducing novices into the reading process. 

Trainee readers initially attend a recognised training course. They may then 
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spend a period of time reading films in the screening centre and discussing their 

opinions with experienced readers, but at this stage, they do not contribute to 

recall decisions. Novices are introduced into reading proper as a first reader, and 

then as either a first or second reader as they gain experience. A number of 

reasons were suggested for limiting novice readers to reading first initially. These 

included: 

Providing a learning environment where the novice has to make decisions 

independently. (fr3- B) 

So that any'unnecessary' recalls can be stopped by the second reader. (fr3-

E) 

So that the second reader can act as a check and detect any missed al )nor-

IIlaliti(s. (fr1-13) 

Thus training is organised to take advantage of the structure of double-reading 

to provide a safe and supportive enviroiunent, where novice readers can he encour-

aged to niake iiidepeiideiit (ledisi011S. The second reacher is able to monitor and 

manage time novice readers decisioii-niaking, and also serves to provide a degree 

of reassurance that any cancers overlooked by the first reader may still be detec-

ted. One experienced reader from centre C suggested that she was particularly 

careful when reading following a registrar" (fri-C). 

Moving from reading first to reading first or second may not necessarily be 

viewed simply as a response to a reader's growi ig experience. One reader (fr3-D) 

suggested that it is important for novices to gain experience as an independent 

first reacher, and also by examining the decisions of other film readers made avail-

able by reading second. Tins distinction between the roles of first and second 

reader is emphasised in centre B where the second reader is seen as being the 

most important', and as having ultimate responsibility for decision-making. 

3.5.2 Reassurance 

One advantage of double reading is that the responsibility for decision-making 

is not shouldered entirely by a single reader. Thus, as one reader from centre C 

suggests: 

"Double reading can take away some pressure. People can have off' 
clays" 

Response to questionnaire (fri - C) 
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Readers are often concerned to ensure their performance is consistent on a 

day by day basis 	that they are not unduly affected by fatigue, distractions 

etc. For example, after returning from maternity leave, one reader from centre E 

felt that she was tired at some points and stated to the clinical director that she 

wanted all the cases that she read to he double read (field notes fr2-E). 

She sought to monitor her performance by comparing her cancer detection rate 

with others. She stated that after returning from maternity leave she missed' 

three that another (senior) reader (fri-E) had detected, but since that time, has 

only 'nussed' one that the senior reader had detected. She stated that double 

reading provides "reassurance" in these circumstances. 

Another reader from centre E used a similar mechanism to monitor his clay 

to day performance. When reading second, he compares his decisions with those 

of the first reader to see if he has missed a lesion, or classified one differently. He 

states that when there is a difference of opinion then 3/4 of the time he has also 

seen the lesion and has clisnussed it, and in the renlaining 1/4 he has overlooked 

the lesion. Where there is disagreement, it is usually over less suspicious features, 

and that typically there is a large degree of agreement between readers over 

"actually malignant" features (those with a '4' or '5' classification). 3  He further 

stated that if lie ever discovered that lie had missed an obvious cancer then he 

would go back and reach all the cases in that batch again. He recalled an occasion 

when he discovered (by checking the first reader recalls) that he had missed an 

"obvious" spiculated lesion. He stated that on this occasion he did read this set 

again (field notes fr3-E). 

3.5.3 Feedback 

One role of double reading closely related to that of providing reassurance is to 

give feedback about a reader's performance. The first reader's opinion on each 

of a set of cases effectively provides a standard against which the second reader 

might compare their own decisions. Even in centre C, where double reading is 

seen primarily as having a training function, one experienced reader suggested: 

.the two consultants like to read against each other as well as against 

the inexperienced radiologists." 

Comment made while reading (field notes f7-1-C) 

Unbhinded double reaching provides a framework where this type of comparison 

may be routinely made. Additional effort is required to access the first reader 

"Refers to a subjective judgement on a five point scale, where 1 would he benign or normal, 

and 5 would be definitely malignant 
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decision where blinding is enforced. As suggested in the account of one reader's 

(fr3-A) practice in centre E in the previous section, readers sometimes go to the 

necessary lengths to obtain the first reader's decision where reading is blinded. 

So although it was previously suggested that blinding is difficult to implement 

safely when using a paper based reporting system, the utility of unbliided double 

reading for providing feedback information may also mitigate in favour of not 

blinding. 

Feedback gained by the second reader in this way may fulfil a number of 

functions. As suggested above readers can monitor their performance on a session 

by session basis and gain some reassurance that intra-observer variations are 

compensated for. This informal monitoring activity may also have a role to play in 

maintaining readers' recall thresholds within a manageable range by establishing 

and reinforcing normative interpretations. 

In two of the clinics visited it was evident that informal monitoring practices 

had evolved to include notes made on the reporting form, during the course of 

reading, concerning lesions considered to be benign by the film reader. This 

practice of annotating benign lesions in effect extends the set of cases over and 

above those recalled for winch evidence about the reasoning of the first reader is 

available: 

"Leaving messages for the second reader is useful - to let them know 
that you've seen it - the second reader might want to know whether 
you've seen it and what your opinion is." 

Co'rn'rnent iriode while 'reading (field 'notes fr2-A) 

It's good to know the second reader has seen the same thing ( ... ) for 
example, that something hasn't changed ( ... ) the second reacher gets 
conformation that they are thinking along the same lines." 

Interview ('written 'notes fri-A) 

This suggests that annotation enables both the first reader to assert their 

competence, and the second reader to assess the specificity of their decisions in 

the context of those made by their colleagues. In addition, annotations may be 

used to make inferences about the degree of suspicion in particular cases: 

If the first reader flags a composite shadow' and the second reader 
goes straight past it, then it probably isn't significant." 

Comment 'made while reading (field notes fr2-A) 

The act of annotating a feature implies that the feature is worthy of annota-

tion. That is, some characteristic of the feature appears to he sufficiently suspi-

cious to warrant particular attention by the reader so that this suspicion may be 
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Figure 3.5: Examples of first readers' benign feature annotations. 

discharged. Annotation may thus serve to demonstrate a reader's accountability 

to the decision-making process. An example annotation from centre A is shown 

in Figure 3.5. 

The scope for annotation is exemplified by the comments of one reader, who, 

on identifvnig "more new lymph nodes" in a mnaniniogram, stated that this 

presentation is "quite common and "not worth commenting on" (field notes 

fr4-A). The reader in this case did not feel compelled to communicate his ob-

servation, implying a tacit understanding that his colleagues possess a similar 

level of skill and would easily reach a similar interpretation. This does not imply 

that readers are guaranteed to annotate the same features: individual readers 

will operate at different confidence thresholds for annotations as they do recall 

decisions. The same reader later commented that he "annotated benign stuff less 

than other readers" (field notes fr-i-A). 

A common (and arguably the simplest) type of annotation is to label a feature 

on the schematic by writing Benign or simply LB'. Nothing is said about the 

reasoning behind time decision, indicating a tacit assumption that this will be 

readily apparent to other readers. Another common annotation is 'BT' (Breast 

Tissue). Here some interpretation is offered: that the presentation of the feature 

is ascribed to normal breast tissue, but no reason for this ascription is given. 

Both these types of annotation appear to suggest that there is little doubt in 

the reader's mind that their opinion is correct, the annotation seems intended to 
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reinforce this opinion and to demonstrate vigilance. On occasions, however, the 

use of 'I think' and '?' is used in association with the description to express, and 

draw attention to, the reader's uncertainty. 

More complex annotations are also used. These typically make explicit inform-

ation about a reader's reasoning by referring to the evidence used to mitigate the 

initial suspicion. Examples include: "Comp CC Ok" ---- not visible in the CC 

view, so is a composite shadow; "NRC" (No Real Change) 	the feature has 

not changed over time, and thus is less suspicious. Readers were also observed to 

annotate changes they thought were due to different projections, new microcalci-

fications clusters that had a benign appearance, calcification clusters that hadn't 

changed and clusters of benign micro calcifications embedded in a background of 

vascular calcifications. 

Agreement between readers is higher for recalled cases that actually turn out 

to he cancers, rather than for recalled cases that turn out to he normal. This 

virtuous' difference between reader's interpretations accounts for the performance 

gains reported for double reading. In fact, double reading serves to compensate 

for both intra- and inter-observer variations [94]. If these differences are too large 

then assessment clinics may he overwhelmed and changes in procedure may follow, 

like changing from a worst case' to a tIurcl reader' arbitration recall decision-

making policy. It is possible that feedback from both assessment clinics and from 

first reader annotations may play a role in maintaining readers' recall thresholds 

within a manageable range. It is interesting to rote that many annotations are for 

features that fall on the benign side of the recall threshold, this is the region where 

most false negative and false positive decisions are likely to occur, and thus where 

differences in opinions are likely to have the greatest significance. Annotations are 

made where there is likely to be some uncertainty 	where decisions can be open 

to interpretation, thus articulation about such cases may serve to communicate 

and establish norms about the significance of particular kinds of presentation. 

Using double reading as an informal or formal (if part of training) mechanism 

for obtaining information about a reader's performance may be useful. but readers 

also recognise the possibility that their judgements may be influenced by the first 

reader's decision. Thus there is a tension between between the ciecision-makiiig 

and monitoring aspects of a readers work, where access to a first reader's decision 

is recognised not oiilv as useful as a metric of performance, but also as potentially 

harmful if it then serves to bias decision-making, 
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3.6 Interpretation of evidence 

This chapter so far has considered the preparation of screening artefacts, and how 

they are both organised and attended to. The remainder of the chapter focusses 

their interpretation. 
The principle source of evidence available to a film reacher for making a screen- 

mg decision is obtained by visual inspection of current screening mammograms, 

winch are rendered easily accessable by their arrangement on the viewer. However, 

readers also have access to a variety of additional sources of evidence, recorded 

in a variety of ways, and which have differing levels of accessability. Some of the 

mamniogralils taken in previous screening episodes may also be made available 

on the viewer, others are kept in the film bag but may he retrieved and examined 

(1111mg 
the course of a reading session. Film readers also can access the history 

taken by the radiographer, and the radiographer's notes about the screening pro-

cess. Previous screening-  forms, and therefore previous radiographers' accounts 

and screening decisions (including the results from any assessment procedures) 

are also available from the film hag. When reading second, a film reader will 

typically have access to the first reader's decision and comments. 

It is tempting to characterise the skill of a film reader solely in terms of their 

ability to distinguish benign from malignant presentatioiis in a single pair of maui-

mogranis. There is a further temptation to believe that the cognitive nieclianisnis 

underpinning this ability comprise the totality of a film reader's skill. In the fol-

lowing sections it is argued that film reading expertise also involves: integrating 

evidence from multiple sources, assessing the quality of that evidence, examining 

evidence with an eye for perceived deficiencies in a readers OW11 abilities and 

further organising access to evidence to avoid the potential for bias. 

Individual mainhilogralliS themselves call offer multiple sources of evidence 

concerning the status of a candidate lesion. One striking feature of readers' 

commentaries is the ubiquity with which they refer to multiple signs when making 

a decision. This accumulation of evidence often appeared to weigh both for and 

against a suspicious outcome, for example: 

"Caic in a cluster, elements are sharp and spiky plus an ill defined 
lesion. Lesion visible on both views - so recall." [The reacher states 

that she is fairly confident in this decision.] 

Comment made while reading (field notes fr- C) 

Evidence from different sources is combined: the character of the calcifications, 

their association with an ill-defined lesion, and the presence of the lesion on both 

ision, and a statement of confidence. views all contribute to a recall dec  
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"Something like a spiculated lesion on the right hand side, not on the 
left 	so is suspicions - but it is there on the previous films, and 
able to pick it to bits 	not concerned". 

Comment made while reading (field notes fr2-B) 

In the above quote the reader weighs the appearance of the lesion (suspicious), 

and its asymmetric presentation against evidence from previous films (it is un-

changed). The reacher also talks about 'picking a lesion to bits', often also referred 

to as 'undressing a lesion'. Overlapping linear structures can often mimic the ap-

pearance of distortions or stellate lesions. If a suspicious lesion has a 'spiky' 

appearance then readers do not necessarily take this at face value, they will try 

to determine if the lines can be 'traced through' the lesion, indicating that it is 

probably composite: 

"Bit denser there - all lines seem to go through it rather than be drawn 
towards it." [The reader decided the feature was benign.] 

Comment made 'wiule read'inq (field notes fri-A) 

probable cancer on the right side. Is a density, lines not go through, 
not compress out, is not on the previous film." [The reacher decides 
to recall the case for assessment.] 

Commeri.t 'iriade while reading (field notes [71-B) 

However, even in combination, signs might conflict or be inconclusive. In one 

episode a reacher was observed to recall for an area of asymmetric density located 

in a danger area' that was not present on films from 6 years ago. He thought 

that it "might be a cyst as the lady is oil 1-IRT, plus it has a smooth upper border 

where clear'. He was also able to see a"hint" that the lesion was present three 

years ago (field notes fr2-D). In this case. although there was evidence for and 

against making a recall decision, the evidence for benignity was not sufficiently 

convincing 

The use of multiple sources of evidence can be viewed as a way of reducing 

the uncertainty associated with decision-making, but not of mitigating it entirely. 

Technologies such as PROMAM serve a similar function - they make an addi-

tional type of evidence available to film readers with the aim of improving the 

performance of the screening test. However, taking the view that readers would 

experience few problems utilising novel types of information would be to ignore 

the complexity inherent in the task of interpreting conventional sources of evid-

ence. 
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3.6.1 Hormone Replacement Therapy 

The recommendation made in the Forrest report [46] that the UIKBSP should 

target women above the age of 50 was based on results from clinical trials that 

suggested using mammography to screen younger women is less effective. This is 

partly because the presence of non-involuted glandular tissue in pre-menopausal 

women reduces both the sensitivity and specificity of the test. One effect of 

Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) is to partially reverse menopausal changes, 

leading to a patchy increase in glandular tissue. A film reader from centre E 

suggested that this may also have an effect on the specificity of nammography: 

"In this area, recall rates do not drop between prevalent round screens 
and later round screens if [the women] are on HRT. Recalls are less 
specific because fibroadenomas and cysts just keel) growing." 

Comment made 'while readrruj (field notes fr2-E) 

A film reader from centre A indicated how expectations based on the natural 

history of normal breast tissue have to take into account the effects of HRT: 

"Shouldn't get a cyst if didn't have any before, if over fifty and if not 

on HRT." 

Comment 'made while reading (field 'notes fri -A) 

However, only two of the six centres visited asked attendees at screening if they 

were taking HRT treatment. A film reader from centre B gave one reason for not 

asking: 

"Not now ask if lady is on HRT, personally not want to be influenced 

by apparent increase in density."  

Comment made while reading (field notes fri2-B) 

A reader from centre E echoed this view: 

"Not policy to ask if the lady is on HRT. because can't dismiss new 
sniall focal masses even if the lady is on HRT." 

Comment made while reading (field notes fr3-E) 

One reader from centre F offered a different rationale: 

"Not ask attendees at (centre F) whether they are on HRT, because 
not want to encourage the idea that HRT treatment is linked to breast 

cancer. 

Comment made while reading (field notes fri-F) 
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In contrast, in centre D where the policy is to ask about HRT status at screening, 

one reader suggested that: 

"[It is useful to ask if the lady is on HRT, it is] easier to make a 
decision 	[you] can have a reason for something." 

Comment made 'while reading (field 'notes frl-D) 

Thus a tension exists between the utility of knowing whether a woman is 

taking HRT, and the possibility that attending to this information may serve to 

bias decision-making. A similar tradeoff was observed between the benefits and 

the potentially biasing effects of knowing the first reader's decision when double 

reading. In both cases, access to information may be purposefully managed. In 

the case of double reading, this may he by (lone by using fornial or ad hoc blinding 

mechanisms, and in the case of HRT status, by simply not asking women screened 

whether they are taking HRT. 

However, simply because information about HRT status is not available does 

not niean that readers never use their knowledge about the effects of HRT to 

account for appearances of a ruammogram. For example, a reader working in 

a, clinic that, does not ask about HRT made the following comments about a 

particular case: 

"Diffuse density 	not worrying - probably due to HRT." 

Comment made while reading (field 'notes fr3-E) 

Then later in the same session, for a different case: 

previous to new films show an increaSe in tissue density, but almost 
certainly this is clue to HRT. Various patches of asymmetry because 
of this are of little interest." 

Comment made while readvng (field 'notes f7-3-E) 

A reader in clinic F, was asked if she ever speculated about whether a woman is 

taking HRT, and how this might relate to her decision-making: 

"The most likely situation where you would speculate on it is when 
you had previous films - changes in density. For the most part I 
think you use it to reassure yourself, say what all these extra splodges 
are ---- probably clue to HRT. If there's more than one extra splodge 
then that's (usually'?) fair enough. But if you have only got one, extra 
bit, (...?) then you probably are in a situation where you would bring 
it back to reassure that it was some (...'?), and I think you do have to 
be very careful again not to over rationalise 	blame HRT when it is 
not really HRT to blame." 

Intei'?'7eW (transcript fr2-1,) 
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The effects of HRT form part of a reader's understanding of how the appear-

ance of the breast may change with time, so it is not surprising that readers 

may consider HRT as a possible explanation for their observations, even in the 

absence of definitive information about HRT status. Complete neutrality can 

be difficult to maintain, even when practical steps have been taken eliminate a 

potential source of bias. However, in the above quote, the reader from centre F 

(fr2-F) implies a degree of mental discipline is required, and employed, to limit 

what might he inferred if speculating about HRT. 

3.6.2 Additional views 

In addition to the mediolateral oblique view, craniocaudal views are taken for 

prevalent (first) round screens. In clinic A, prevalent and incident round cases 

are mounted sorted and mounted on separate viewers for reading. Readers' re-

sponses to the separation appear to empliasise the difficulty inherent in reaching 

decisions for prevalent compared with incident round cases. One stated that 

decision making is "more difficult", and that "twice as much concentration is re-

quired" (field notes fr2-A). Another stated that examining prevalent round cases 

is "'much harder work" (field notes fri-A). Although the availability of CC views 

in the prevalent round somewhat compensates for the lack of previous films, it 

appears that readers still find the task of interpreting prevalent round films more 

demanding. 

Oblique view mamniograpliy provides greater coverage of breast tissue than 

CC views, and so readers tend to "examine the obliques first - then see if can 

find the interesting feature on the CC" (field notes fri-A). Some cancers are more 

obvious on time CC view, so if the reader does not find anything of immediate 

interest on time Oblique, they will then reverse this process 	scrutinising the 

CC view closely and using the oblique view as a reference (interview, transcript 

fr2-F). 

CC views play a similar role to previous films in that they provide a reference 

for disainbiguating composite shadows: 

-Very large density in top of CC view, nothing equivalent in the ob-
lique view and very spread out'." [Time reader does not recall the case 
for assessment.] 

Comment made while reading (field notes f7-2-B) 

"Just checking that [the left of disk on the right hand side] is Ok - 
not there on CC view." 

Comment made while reading (field notes f7-2-B) 
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"looking at this density [in the oblique view] but is spread out on the 

CC so is OK." 
Comment made while reading (field motes fr2-B) 

Because of the different projection, a lesion apparent in an Oblique view might 

appear in a number of possible locations on the CC. One reader was observed to 

use a pen to describe an arc from the nipple to assist searching for the lesion on 

the CC. (field notes fri-A). 
Some readers suggested that there are specific 'rules of tlnunb' for attribut- 

ing degrees of suspicion to the evidence available from a comparison of Oblique 

and CC views. For example, one reader suggests that "More often than not a 

suspicious  lesion would be apparent in both views" (field notes fr2-C). Another 

stated that "More likely to get composite shadows on obliques than on CC films, 

because of the different way the breast is compressed. So composite shadows are 

more suspicious on CC views" (field notes fri-A). 

Thus it appears that interpretation in o tw view nmamniography not only in-

volves an independent assessment of the notable features in each view, but also a 

comparison between views based on expectations about what relationships might 

hold for benign compared with malignant lesions. 
One reader stated that one of the advantages of two view mammography is 

that readers can be more sure about their opinion: they can he more certain 

in deciding that a film is definitely nornal. 	(interview, written notes frl-E). 

This suggests that in addition to improving screelling performance two view 

mammography  may also provide readers with a degree of reassurance concerning 

the accuracy of their decision-making. 
Radiographers at their discretion may take CC views in the incident round if 

there are difficulties with positioning. For the same reason they may take lateral 

or mediolateral views. For large breasts it may be the case that time whole of the 

breast cannot he imaged on one standard size film. This requires that either a 

number of films are taken to cover the whole of the breast, or, where the facilities 

are available, a larger film size is used. 
be used opportunistically, for example, one reader suggests Multiple views can  

that: 

"Front views are quite useful, because if suspicious of something on 
one view, then can quite often dismiss it on the other. [For women 
with larger breasts where there is an overlap in the tissue recorded on 

films.] 
Comjiient made while reading (field motes fri-A) 
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In another episode, where the front of the breast on the oblique was blurred 

the reader stated "[I] have a CC, so can see area 	otherwise it would 	he a 

technical recall" (field notes frl-D). 

3.6.3 Previous films 

For incident round screens, previous filnis are loaded onto the viewer for corn-

parison with current round films, thus enabling a reader to assess how a lesion 

may have changed over time. A lesion may be treated with a greater degree of 

suspicion if it is new, if it has grown appreciably or has increased in density, or if 

the number of calcification particles present has increased, for example: 

"Opacity at the bottoin of the breast 	caught my eye, but was there 
last time. Microcalc hclund the nipple 	but was there last tinie." 

Comment 'made while iead mig (field notes frY-B) 

"Deciding what to (10 about this case 	it is probably a lymph node 
but, it has grown..." [Time reader recalls the case for assessment.] 

Comment made while reading (field notes frl-D) 

"Left breast increase in density more than time right" Checks internie-
diate films and notes that is on HRT. "Has been like that for some 
time" [The case is not recalled for ass essIllemit] 

Counrient made while 7ead'm'TUJ (field notes ,trl-D) 

"More calcification than before. Long coarse calcification - very typ-
ical of heiugn ductal calcification."  

Comment mo(le mi;hiiieiiadzng (field notes f - -4) 

As the above quotes indicate the use of previous films does not always entail 

a yes/no indication of suspicion based on an unambiguous indication of change. 

If a lesion is visible on previous films, then an assessment is macic as to whether 

any changes in size are significant. Readers also have to consider any differences 

in the context of natural breast changes (for example, the involution of glandular 

tissue), and how these changes might be affected by external factors, such as HRT. 

Furthermore, readers have to consider the possibility that an apparent increase 

in density is artifactual, that is, clue to slight changes in projection creating a 

composite shadow where there was none visible before. 

Readers suggest that they frequently refer to previous films to ascertain or 

confirm the status of a lesion. One reader estimated that he examined previous 

films for this purpose "every third or fourth case" (field notes fr3-E). Another 
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suggested that "Maybe half you look back to the previous films" (interview, tran- 

script fr2-F). 

Readers were observed to identify tissue or structures in the previous film 

around the site of the new lesion, sometimes by using other breast features such 

as blood vessels as landmarks, and then to consider how this tissue might have 

overlapped to form a composite shadow on the current round films (Comments 

made by fri and fr2 in centre A). This process might not always result in un-

ambiguous conclusions, for example, one reader identified: "Slight distortion, 

possibly due to existing tissue seen on previous view." which had a "Low level 

of suspicion" (field notes fr4-A). He marked a no recall decision on the screeiiilig 

form, but changed his mind after examining the film again. 

In four of the six clinics, films from the immediately previous screening round 

are examined. In the other two clinics (D and E), if the woman is being screened 

for the third or fourth time then filimis from two screenmg rounds previous are 

examined. One reader stated that: 

policy decided after looking at cancers that had shown up in the 
third round, and also at some interval cancers and noticed that there 
were some changes that were more obvious over 6y ears than over 

three." 

Comment iodide while read mug (field notes fi-E) 

However, in clinics D and E, readers were observed to occasionally retrieve and 

examine films from the previous screening round to discount natural changes that 

also  inight be emphasised by this longer interval. For example, in one episode 

the reader noticed an asymmetric increase in density. retrieved and examined 

the immediately previous films and noted that time women was taking HRT. She 

then concluded that "...she has been like that for some time" and decided not to 

recommend recall (field notes frl-D). 

3.6.4 Technical quality 

When assessing the evidence in a. mamniogram readers also consider the quality 

of that evidence by taking into account the technical quality of the radiography. 

This can include an assessment of positioning (coverage), exposure (penetration), 

movement (blurring), film type and processing (brightness and contrast). Insuffi-

cient compression can also lead to poor penetration, and because tissue may not 

be adequately separated, an increased risk of composite shadowing [81]. 

Assessing variations clue to technical quality is particularly important when 

making a comparison with previous or additional views. Slight changes in pro- 
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jection between screening rounds can result in apparent changes that are really 

due to composite shadows on the current round films: 

"Tiny changes in projection can give huge differences in appearance 
especially with obliques. Same one taken 5 minutes apart by two 

different radiographers can look quite different." 

Comment made while readvng (field notes fri-A) 

Some changes in appearance may be due to the approach taken by the radio-

grapher. In some centres, when taking incident round films, the radiographer will 

examine prevalent round films and adjust the exposure according to the density  

of the breast to achieve better penetration (field notes fr3-A). Furthermore, cov-

erage (the amount of tissue imaged) may vary between rounds, either because of 

differences in positioning, or because the presence of skin folds has masked part 

of the breast in one of the films. For example, in one episode where the previ-

ous films for a case had been obtained from a different centre, the reader stated 

that she believed that the opacities that conid be seen on the current films were 

"present on the previous films" but that the relevant tissue was folded behind 

the pectoral muscle during compression (field notes fr2-C). 

The possibility that the absence of a lesion in a previous film might be ex-

plained by imperfect technique can lead to a protracted investigation to determine 

if this is the case. In one episode, a reader identified what he thought might be 

a lymph node over the left pectoral muscle that had slightly ill-defined margins 

and which was not visible on previous films. He said that it may not have been 

imaged, and that it looked as if more tissue had been imaged on the current 

films. He retrieved time films from the previous round but still could not locate 

the lesion. He then placed the current round and previous round films back to 

back on the viewer to see if the same area has been covered. Finally he decided 

that the lesion had probably appeared in the interval and recommended a recall 

for assessment (field notes fr3-E). 

Again, readers may also make use of landmarks within the breast to make an 

assessment of coverage, for example: 

"You look at the vessels, there's that 'Y' shape which is there on that 
film [current], so anything that is there and clown and in from that, 
which that. [the feature] is, is not going to be on that [previous] film." 

Comment made while reading (transcript fri -F) 

If a woman has moved between screening areas, then an attempt is made 

to obtain previous films from where she was previously screened!. Variations in 

procedure between centres can he problematic: 
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"...different compression and technique can mean that films can look 

strikingly different." 

Comment made while reading (field notes fr2-6) 

In another example, a reader had discovered asymmetric breast tissue on the 

right side: 

"This looks like normal breast tissue 'shadowing' but there is nothing 
resembling it on the previous films. The previous films are not from 

this screening centre 	perhaps that's why they look so different". 

Comment made 'while 'read'i'nq (field notes fri -D) 

Processing chemistry or the filiri type used may also change with time, and 

this knowledge can he used to explain apparent changes in the appearance of a 

breast, for example, in centre E, where films taken six years previously are used, 

one reader was observed to retrieve the most recent previous films for a case 

where she had discovered a focal increase in density. She could detect no change 

between the more recent previous films and the current films, and concluded that 

the apparent increase in density was due to a "whiter flini" (field notes fr2-E). 

3.6.5 Context 

Readers may (10 not always take time appearance of lesions at 'face value' - they 

will frequently look to other sources of information to for confirmatory evidence. 

Further to this, readers also suggest that their approach to interpreting niam-

mogramns and their interpretation of specific features within a mammograni can 

both be dependent on a variety of contextual factors. These are discussed below. 

3.6.5.1 Relationships between notable features and breast tissue 

Readers may interpret potentially suspicious lesions as being components of more 

widespread phenomena within the breast: 

they're all over the place, they are punctuate, and sort of small 
and round, and there's nothing irregular about them, and the fact 

that they are on both breasts 	not just on (one side only?)." 

Comment made while reading (transcript fri-F) 

The same reader later used similar reasoning to decide that an opacity is 

probably benign: 
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"If it had been sitting here on its own, I probably would have brought 
it back, but because there's 	yeah maybe it just depends on how 
I'm feeling I don't know - but on that view it's not significantly 
different from the others, it looks a hit (Tenser on that view but that 
could just be ( ... ?). But because there's a lot of them again they're 
less suspicious, so I think I will let that one go." 

Comment made while reading (transcript fri-F) 

Thus an assessment of normality may be based not only on the appearance 

of the feature itself, but also on the appearance of other, seemingly unrelated, 

parts of the mamniogram In the second quote the reader notably suggests that 

she would be more inclined to recall the suspicious feature if it had presented 

in a different context. In time above examples the reader is making a judgement 

that the observed presentation is based on some underlying benign causal process 
which is indicated by multiple occurrences of similar types of feature. Similar 

types of contextual jucigenients may also be based 0fl the likelihood that particular 
circumstances or general appearances can he prone to producing a suspicious 
looking. but benign,  presentations: 

"Low density patch. The breast is made of lots of loose bits. [The 
patch] is similar to lots of other areas [and] so is not a problem"  

Comment made while reading (field notes f7i-D 

"If you know that they are on HRT for instance you might accept 
patches in one where von wouldn't accept in another." 

Interview (transcript fr2-F) 

"Very many lines in the breast can make it look as if there is a feature 
- [such breast types are] prone to showing composite shadows - play 
a probability game." 

Comment made while reading (field notes fr3-A) 

In the first example above the reacher suggests that Suspicion may be mitigated 

in the light of known effects of HRT. In the second, it is suggested that the 

character of the breast itself will make certain types of confusing presentation 

more likely, and that an analysis of specific features would have to take this into 
account. 

3.6.5.2 Density of breast tissue 

Readers often distinguish mammograms according to differences in density of the 

breast tissue, claiming that it is more difficult to both identify and cliaracterjse 
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lesions in denser breasts. Cancers presenting as ill-defined lesions may he masked 

by normal tissue, also the contrast between microcalcifications and bright (dense) 

breast tissue may he reduced. A number of readers draw attention to this dif-

ficulty, for example: "Small dense breasts, can't see a lot in there" (field notes 

fr2-13), "Dense breasts are difficult" (field notes fr2-C). Some readers suggest 

that they respond to this difficulty by taking "extra care" when examining dense 

breasts (eg field notes fr2-C). Taking 'extra care' might involve a longer visual 

search, perhaps with the aid of a magnifying glass. Also, readers may look spe-

cifically for features that might be masked, for example: "Dense, patchy ones are 

quite difficult - try to see through the tissue to any underlying distortion." (field 

notes fri-A) "...if they are part icnlarly dense breasts, you do have to look with 

(...'?) care to exclude distortions - that could be biding within the density." (In-

terview transcript fr2-F.) This suggests that readers will adjust the effort afforded 

to examining films depending on their perception of difficulty. 

There is a suggestion that variations in tissue types means that "Some breasts 

are easier to say are OK than others" (field notes fr2-E), for example:  

"Well, if it's a completely lucent breast, and it's been well positioned 
a good technique -- then you can he almost completely certain. It's 

very difficult to say that anything is completely normal, and you don't 
know for instance if the lesion has been left oft the mammograms. It's 
really only in the completely lucent breasts you can be as confident 
as possible." 

Iritd"I'?)ieW (transcript [72-F) 

Thus readers work with the knowledge that variations in tissue type call ef-

fectively limit the certainty associated \vitll their negative decisions. One reader 

suggested that it would he useful if a prompting system were able address this 

problem, if the absence of a prompt could he reliably used to indicate that a 

breast is completely normal (interview, written notes frl-E). 

3.6.5.3 Location 

Studies have indicated that a significant proportion of interval cancers occur be-

hind the glandular disk and in the retro-aureole area [15]. Readers described 

these areas as either' danger areas', review areas' or as the milky way' (because 

the appearance of the retro-glandular area). Again an adaptive response is indic-

ated --- some readers suggest that they 'prompt themselves', or were trained' to 

examine review areas with particular care. Others indicated that readers treat 

features found in these areas with a greater degree of suspicion, for example. a 
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reader from centre C stated that a density is "more worrying if found in this area" 

(field notes fr2-C) and when examining one case, a reader from centre A stated: 

"so it's an asymmetry in a review area - therefore it's a bit more sinister..." (field 

notes fr5-A). 

Film readers are typically involved in assessment clinics where they may take 

on the role of clinicians or radiologists. Some comments made by film readers 

indicate that they sometimes consider the implications of their recall decisions 

for carrying out assessment procedures: 

"Deciding what to do about this case 	it is probably a lyniph node 

-- but it has grown = it is not at all dense 	very difficult to assess 

- shouldn't affect judgement 	but does 	on balance will have to 

bring back the case". 

Comment made while reading (field notes frl-D) 

Radiographer has made a comment 'caics'. She goes back and iden- 

tifies the caics 	so few of them 	it would be difficult to biopsy" 

"Difficult one" - has a look at the previous films. "Calcs are in a 
line so is more worrying. Would he unhappy if [I] had this case at in 
assessment clinic., low clown in the breast so difficult to biopsy. Could 
do inags." The reader then recalls the case. She takes another look at 
the film and states that she thinks that the calcification is probably 
hening and modifies the recall form. 

Comments made while reading (field notes fr2-E 

It appears that it may sometimes be difficult for readers to make decisions in 

a neutral way with respect to their knowledge of assessment procedures. In the 

first quote the reader demonstrates an awareness of this possibility. 

3.6.5.4 Decision-making performance 

Another aspect of context is a reader's perception of their own level of skill. Sev-

eral readers expressed opinions about aspects of their own general performance 

abilities. For example, one reader stated that she was not SO good at detecting dis-

tortions, suggesting "either good at them or not good at them" (field notes fr2-A). 

Another suggested that her particular skill lay in detecting "patchy asymmetry. 

distortion. microcaics" (field notes frl-D). A reader from centre A suggested that 

he has "a stricter criterion for suspicion" than his colleagues (field notes fr4-R), 

whereas a reader from centre B suggested that she tends "to bring more cases 

back than [my] more experienced colleagues (field notes fr2-B). 

Thins it appears that readers have beliefs that they are able to articulate about 

the level of their skill and abilities relative to those of their colleagues. Readers 

may also use this knowledge to adapt their reading strategy: 
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"My approach tends to be to look (positively?) for things that I know 

I'm not so good at ... there are certain things that you do have to 
prompt yourself to look at, one of them being the danger areas." 

Interview (transcript f2-F) 

This is a similar approach to that taken in other circumstances where there 

are recognised difficulties. For example: identifying distortion of architecture in 

dense breasts, or as the reader above suggests, detecting lesions in the clanger 

areas'. 
One way readers might monitor their day-to-day performance is to compare 

their recall rate with the frequency at which they might expect to recall. Sus-

picious (:asCS should present randomly, but readers suggest that they are aware 

that variations in distributioll of recalls over short time periods can potentially 

influence their cjsion_making: 

"Paranoia can set in if have a large number of films that have passed 

as normal - might think what have I missed ?'." 

Comment mriade'w/iile reading (fiel(i notes fri-B) 

"If you get to the end of a session, the cud of a pile of reporting and 
von haven't recalled anything, then von think 'this is (...), maybe I've 
niissecl soniething then in the next bunch you find that you will recall 
every other one. So it averages out." 

Interview (transcript f7-2-F) 

3.7 Discussion 

3.7.1 Interpretation of evidence 

A description was given in Chapter 1 of presentations that might indicate a 

malignant process. However, categorisati011 of lesions is less clearly delineated 

than this taxonomy might suggest. Lesions are often indicated by a combination 

of traits, each adding to a reader's suspicion by degrees according to their saliency. 

However, readers do not take time appearance of a lesion at face value' - they 

actively explore how appearances might be accounted for by artefactual or by 
. This might involve a more detailed appraisal of the lesion 

benign presentations  
itself (undressing'), or reference to other types of available evidence (previous 

films, additional views, radiograpliers notes). 
Readers also consider how appearance might be related to contextual factors, 

such as the general appearance of the breast and expectations about appearance 
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based upon the age of the women screened. These factors might indicate a greater 

or lesser likelihood that a suspect lesion is actually benign or an artefact. 

Thus experiential knowledge of typical appearances of benign and malignant 

lesions is not the only type of knowledge that is brought to hear. Interpretation 

is related to a wider understanding of how the three dimensional structures of the 

breast are represented on a mammogram, and of the natural history of normal 

breast tissue. Decisions are also made in the light of knowledge about how the 

presentation of both benign and malignant lesions "light change over time, and 

how their appearance might he altered under different projections. 

In contrast with the initial visual appraisal, this extended approach to inter-

pretation is problem-solving in character. For example, it may not he irimediately 

obvious which region in a CC or a previous film corresponds with that containing 

the lesion readers may have to he resourceful in identifying 	m landarks in order 

to make a comparison, and they may then have to decide if the lesion is an arte-

fact (composite shadow) by reasoning about the redistribution of normal tissue 

in the current projection. Readers may also make use of the evidence available 

to them in creative and opportunistic ways, for example, by using time area of 

overlap on multiple films to get a 'second look' at an area of interest. 

Often these activities involve more than just an appraisal of the visual and 

docmnnentary evidence at hand 	readers may seek out time decision niade in time 

previous screening round and examine films from other screening rounds or previ-

ously attended assessment clinics. Additionally, they will re-organise artefacts in 

order to make particular relationships clear, for example, by putting a previous 

and a current round film back to back to assess coverage. 

Even when all the available evidence has been exhausted, it may still be 

difficult for a reader to formulate a clear interpretation 	some ambiguity may 

remain. As well as specific presentations that are difficult to interpret, there are 

circumstances where it is more difficult for a reader to he certain of their decisions, 

for example, where there is dense breast tissue. or when interpreting prevalent 

round cases. 
Readers will also assess the quality of screening evidence as part of the decision-

nmaking process. Thus the interpretation of evidence is tied closely to an under-

standing of the process and circumstances of its production. Examples of this 

include a reader's assessment of the technical quality of a film and of the van-

ations that might be clue to different processing regimes in other screening centres. 

If the technical quality of a film is poor, then a reader may request a technical 

recall' 	the woman is invited back to the clinic and the screening procedure is 
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repeated. However, technical quality is not only dependant on the skill of the 

radiographer, but also on the physiology - there can he circumstances where it 

is difficult or impossible to achieve technically perfect mammograms. Further-

more, if there are lesions on the surface of the breast (moles, scars etc), these can 

appear suspicious on the mammogram and may result in an unwarranted recall 

to an assessn cut clinic. 

3.7.2 Collaborative aspects of screening 

Radiographers and dark room technicians collaborate with readers' decision-

making in an indirect way by contriving an appropriate and supportive arrange-

ment of the artefacts involved in screening. Radiographers can be thought of as 

collaborating more directly in the decision-making by making additions to the 

content of these artefacts. In centre E this includes the diagnostic opinion of 

the radiographer, but in all centres radiographers supply information necessary 

to prevent erroneous interpretations. Because of the large numbers of women 

screened, the production and interpretation of mammograms is rarely carried out 

contemporaneously, thus a film reader will lack first hand experience of any diffi-

culties encountered or of peculiarities associated with individual cases that might 

have a bearing on their interpretation. Radiographers will give an account of such 

occurrences by making notes on the screening form which serve to tie together 

these temporally separated activities. In doing this radiographers demonstrate 

an awareness of the nature of a fun reader's skill, and in particular of specific 

limitations of its application. 

In the clinic:s studied, the practice of double reading represents a collaborative 

approach to decision-making. Although the notional purpose of double reading is 

to improve detection performance, it also enables the responsibility for decision-

making to be shared. In this way readers gain reassurance that the effects of 

variations in their performance are minimised. Also, double reading is exploited as 

an informal mechanism for both the coordination and monitoring of performance. 

The utility of double reading for this purpose has been extended in some clinics by 

the practice of providing annotations for the benefit of the second reader. This 

may serve to make readers more accountable by demonstrating their vigilance 

and skill. It may also serve to reinforce normative interpretations within readers' 

community of practice. However, readers are wary of explicit collaboration to 

decide individual cases, and may purposefully manage their access to the first 

readers decision to reduce the possibility of bias. 

The deployment of prompting technology may have an impact on the informal 
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collaborative dimensions to screening practice if, for example, double reading was 

to be replaced by a computer assisted single reading. The standard available for 

comparison of reader's performance would be provided by the system's, rather 

than another film reader's, responses. Although it may be possible to still derive 

a degree of reassurance that a thorough investigation has been made, the oppor-

tunities for establishing and maintaining interpretive norms would be diminished. 

3.7.3 Reflective application of skill 

The results of this study suggest that film readers demonstrate an awareness 

of the extent and limitations of their expertise. One implication of this is the 

way readers strategically bring resources to bear to compensate for perceived 

limitations. For example, they will pay greater attention to 'danger areas', they 

will examine dense breasts immore carefully, and will he on the alert for features 

that are easily masked, or that they believe themselves to he poor at detecting. 

Readers are also concerned that although access to certain types of evidence (for 

example HRT status or the first reader's decision) can he potentially useful, it 

might also serve to bias their decision-making. When seeking to account for the 

visual evidence readers express a concern that it is possible to 'over rationalise' 

where there is uncertainty 	that is, to make an inappropriate decision by giving 

too much weight to a particular piece of evidence. 

Readers therefore not only possess self knowledge of performance in terms 

of measures like sensitivity and specificity in respect of particular feature types 

and circumstances, they also demonstrate a more general understanding of the 

psychology of the decision-making process This understanding relates to how 

particular conclusions are drawn from particular types of evidence, and suggests 

pitfalls and biases to which a reader may be subject. Readers apply their skill 

in a self-conscious or reflective way; they are selective about what evidence they 

will consider and will actively manage their access to that evidence to avoid 

preconceptions and to maintain impartiality. Examples of this include not asking 

about HRT status at screening, or not attending to a first readers decision until 

they have formulated their own. In this way readers demonstrate and seek to 

maintain their independence as decision-makers. 

3.7.4 Implications for prompting systems 

The treatment of information within an image by a computer based detection 

system is likely to be less exhaustive than that of a human observer. For ex-

ample, a system might be able to reliably detect micro-calcification clusters, but 
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he unable to make an interpretation based on the character of the constituent 

particles. Furthermore, the scope of the system's analysis is often highly local-

ised, it will not he able to associate the occurrence of individual features with 

more global phenomena, for example, by considering the significance of a 'mass 

like' feature in the context of busy breasts'. Currently, the PROMAM system 

cannot make comparisons between left and right breasts, between views or with 

previous films, does not consider the age of the women, the circumstances of the 

maminogralil's production, or the technical quality of the films. Thus in contrast 

to a human observer, a computer based detection system will typically make use of 

only a subset of the available evidence, and will be limited in the ways in which it 

can access and combine evidence from different sources. Consequently, computer 

based detection systems are unable to match the performance of trained human 

observers in terms of both sensitivity and specificity, and will exhibit behaviours 

that niight be considered naive by human observers. 
These limitations on a computer system's ability imply that a reader cannot 

use their knowledge of the behaviour of fihn readers (as they (10 to interpret the 

decisions and annotations of colleagues) to reliably account for the behaviour time 

system. Furthermore, the PROMAM systeili is unable to supply an account of 

its own decisions. 

Prompting informimation represents all a(lditiolial source 01 evidence that a 

reader caul draw upon when deciding a case. As with cone 	ll vntiOal sources of 

evidence, it is important to examine tile possibility that use of Prompting inform-

ation may bias decision-making. It is also important to explore how access and 

interpretation might be managed to reduce any such effect. 
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Chapter 4 

Subjective responses to 
prompting 

4.1 Introduction 

Prompting studies reported in the literature have largely been concerned with 

quantitative evaluation, often necessitating manipulation of either the system's 

response, reporting conditions (for example, by imposing a tjriie limit) or the 

composition of test, sets (such that they are not typical of what a film reader 

might expect to see during the course of a typical' reading session). Their goal 

has either been to demonstrate the effectiveness of a particular prompting regmie, 

or to establish minimum performance requirements for prompting systems more 

generally. 

However, quantitative methods by themselves do not reveal how film readers 

use and make sense of prompts, nor how they subjectively evaluate a system's 

performance and abilities. These issues, although largely unexplored, are poten-

tially significant. For example, without an understanding of how prompts are 

interpreted it is difficult to determine whether a system is actually being used as 

intended. A reader's subjective appraisal of a system may inform their perception 

of its credibility and also its acceptability as a useful tool in the context of other 

demands on readers' attention and time. 

This chapter details an experiment performed to ascertain readers' subjective 

responses to different prompting regimes generated by the PROMAM system 

while maintaining, as far as possible, typical screening practice. In particular, 

realism was established in the following ways: 

Representative film sets Test sets of films were selected from four typical days 

screening at the South East Scotland Breast Screening Centre (SESBSC). 

Realistic conditions Normal' reading conditions were simulated, including use 
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of standard reporting forms. A reading protocol was adopted that might 

he preferred for prompt usage in actual clinical practice. 

Realistic system Unmodified output from time two PROMAM feature detection 

algorithms was generated at different operating points. 

The use of representative film sets precludes gathering data with respect to 

any performance gain that might he achieved by using the system. However, their 

use does provide a basis for understanding how prompting information might be 

routinely used and interpreted. 
Previously, Hutt had suggested that in order to effect an improvement ill 

observer performance a system's FP rate should not exceed its TP rate [70]. One 

aim of this experiment was to examine whether Hutt's conjecture correlates with 

readers' subjective tolerance of PROMAM's FP burden. Other aims included an 

assessnicilt of time time penalties due to using the system, the effect of different 

prompting rates on readers' specificity, and to examine closely how the readers 

use the pronipt sheets in coijuiictloll with their normal reading procedure. 

4.2 Material and methods 

4.2.1 Algorithms 

The PROMAM system comprises two feature detection algorithilis designed to 

detect and prompt for microcalcificatiomi clusters and ill-defined lesions respect- 

ively. 

4.2.1.1 The niicrocalcification detection algorithm 

The core of the nucrocalcificati01 detection algorithm comes from work 1).yKarsse-

meijer [78, 791. The algorithm consists of two important stages. These are: 

noise ec1ualisation (using iso-precision scaling), and 

iterative labelling of possible calcification particles (using a Markov random 

field model). 

Iso-precision scaling is a technique developed by Karssemneijer in which the 

variable noise level within a mamniogram is replaced with a constant,, known. 

noise level. This allows algorithms to estimate background noise locally and 

hence detect unexpected deviations winch may indicate the presence of a particle 

of calcification. Groups of pixels identified as potential microcalcification particles 
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are iteratively assigned a probability that they form part of a cluster, that is, they 

are associated with similarly identified pixels in their neighbourhood. During 

each iteration particles with a low probability are eliminated, and stricter criteria 

for defining 'neighbourhood' applied. In this way spurious isolated candidate 

particles are removed. The final iteration generates a prompt for a cluster of 

surviving candidate calcification particles that satisfy two clustering rules. The 

first rule states that two candidate particles belong to the same cluster if they 

are closer together than some specified critical distance. Thus a prompt might 

be produced for a line of calcification particles that each satisfy this condition, as 

well as for a more compact distribution. The second states that a cluster consists 

of a minimum number of calcification particles 	clusters with fewer particles 

are discarded. 
In summary, the nicrocalcification detection algorithm, in order to gener-

ate prompts, uses notions about both the properties of individual calcification 

particles and the tendency for radiologically significant calcification to occur in 

clusters. However, this is done in a limited way. The algorithm ignores some of 

the information used by film readers to distinguish between benign and malig-

nant clusters, for example, as the morphology of individual particles and of the 

cluster as a whole. The inicrocalcification detection algoritlnn will generate FPs 

for types of calcification that are easily and routinely dismissed by film readers, 

such as vascular calcification. Furthermore, the algorithm will occasionally misla- 

bel artefacts or noise within the image as calcification particles 	generating FP 

prompts (perhaps in combination with real calcification particles) where the final 

clustering rules are satisfied. Conversely, FN prompts can he produced if particles 

belonging to a malignant cluster are mislabelled as breast tissue and where any 

remaining particles fail to satisfy the clustering rules. One consequence of this 

highly mechanistic approach is that TP and FP decisions made by the system 

are likely to have a different character to those made by a film reader. 

4.2.1.2 The ill-defined lesion detection algorithm 

The ill-defined lesion detection algorithm consists of three important stages: 

multi-resolution analysis, 

. feature segmentation and 

classification. 

lu1ti-resolution analysis is a pre-processing step aimed at simplifying the pro-

cess of identifying possible ill-defined lesions; the effect is to reduce the complexity 
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of the image by reducing 'clutter'. This involves using a maximum entropy tech-

nique to decompose the original image into sub-images of differing scale sizes [96]. 

Each sub-image represents what would be seen if features with sizes in a given 

range (say between 2.5m and 15111111) are viewed without the imposition of fea-

tures of other sizes, but with visual properties such as shape, size, texture and 

density preserved. 

Following multi-resolution analysis, the feature segmentation step seeks to 

delineate candidate regions for subsequent classification. This is achieved by 

iteratively marking regions of similar brightness until some boundary criteria 

are met. The result is a map of the breast, or a series of 'candidate' regions, 

corresponding to the breast's underlying 'lumpy' structure. 

For each candidate region a series of parameters are obtained, including for 

example, shape, brightness, texture and degree of isolation. Classification of can-

didate region,; as 'normal' (those not prompted) and 'suspicious' (those prompted) 

15 (lone by using statistical methods to compare extracted parameter values with 

values previously obtained from sets of known benign and malignant cases. It is 

worth emphasising that the parameters used correspond to local properties of a 

candidate region in a single image. The algorithm does not utilise all of the iii-

formation available to a human filiri reader to assess suspicion, such as an overall 

impression of the image, bilateral comparisons, and information from previous 

films or CC views. Furthermore, the algorithm does not target all of the features 

that might be classified as belonging to the broad category of ill-defined lesions. 

such as spiculated lesions that (10 not have a central mass. The performance of 

the ill-defined lesion algorithm also depends on the accuracy of the segmentation 

step, how well the extracted parameters can be used to distinguish between be-

nign and malignant presentations and the number and range of features on which 

the system has been trained. 

4.2.1.3 Operating points 

Three operating points were chosen for each algorithm to generate conditions with 

the prompt rates shown in Table 4.1. The associated sensitivities were derived by 

running the algorithni on independent sets of pathology proven cancers obtained 

from the SESBSC. 

In the high' sensitivity condition. the operating points used correspond to the 

highest sensitivity obtainable from each algorithm while still producing a reason-

able specificity. In the mediiiiii' and low' conditions, sensitivity was sacrificed 

in favour of obtaining subjects' opinions in respect of systems with improved 
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Sensitivity Ill-defined lesions Microcalcifications 

Condition Prompt rate Sensitivity Prompt rate Sensitivity 

High 1/2 62% 1/3 94% 

Mdiurn 1/4 37% 1/6 86% 

Low 1/8 22% 1/12 76% 

Table 4.1: Sensitivities and corresponding average prompt rates for the prompted 
conditions. Prompt rates refer to the fraction of cases with at least one prompt 

from a given algorithm. 

specificity. It was assumed that subjects would not be able to make an accurate 

assessment of sensitivity because there were only two pathology proven cancers in 

the test set. It was anticipated that subjects would rate the system's performance 

according to the FP burden that they would he willing to accept. Consequently, 

subjects were not informed of the actual sensitivity of the system in each con-

dition, only that they were reading conditions where the sensitivity was 'high', 

'niedium' or 'low'. Subjects were also told the approximate promli pt rate of each 

of the algorithms, as iidicated in Table 4.1. 

As can be seen froni Table 4.1 the ill-defined lesion algorithm is less matnre 

than the nucrocalcification (letectioli algorithni, prompting 1 in 2 cases with a 

sensitivity of 62% compared with tire niicrocalcification algorithm's 94% sensit-

ivity  with only I in 3 cases prompted. Because the algoritiuns operate il(lepeilCl-

ently, the FP rate will be higher than that produced by the worst performer. 

4.2.2 Test sets 

Films representing four entire days screening at the SESBSC, totalling 464 cases, 

were scanned and analysed by the PROI\IAM system. The only selection criteria 

applied were that, on each day, morning and afternoon screening clinics would 

be available from both sessions held in the centre itself and from sessions held 

in mobile screening units. This was clone to ensure a sufficient volume of cases, 

and also to provide a consistent balance between static and mobile screens. At 

screening, 25 of the 464 cases were recalled for assessment, two of which were 

discovered to be cancers. At the time of the experiment interval cancer data was 

not available for the selected cases, so it is possible that the test set included film 

reader FNs. 

Each of the cases were annotated by the project radiographer with respect 

to tissue density (lucent, medium or dense) and noclularity 
1 (present or absent). 

Four balanced test sets, each consisting of 116 cases, were randomly selected from 

UNodularity' refers to the luuipiuess' of the underlying texture of the breast tissue. 
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the pooled clay's samples. The sets were balanced with respect to the nmber 

of cases recalled for assessment, their source (static or mobile), density of the 

breast tissue and noclularity. The pathology proven cancers were treated as cases 

recalled for assessment for the purpose of randomisation. 

The test sets originated prior to the practice of taking CC views for incident 

round screens, so CC views were not available for making the original screening 

decision, nor for decisions made during the course of the experiment. Original 

screening films were used for the experiment. For logistical reasons (availability of 

the films, and of viewer space) previous films were not made available to subjects. 

4.2.3 Protocol 

Four experienced radiologists who had no previous involvement with the develop-

ment of the PR.OMAM system nor exposure to the cases used in time test sets, were 

recruited as subjects from two Scottish screening centres. Subjects are referred 

to by the letters A to D to preserve anonymity. 

The experiment consisted of four conditions, three were prompted at different 

rates, one was an unprompted control. Each condition consisted of 116 cases. 

The first five cases of each condition were used to fanuliarise the subjects with 

experimental procedure. The remaining cases were read in two sessions consisting 

of 56 and 55 cases respectively. There was a 1.5 minute break between these 

sessions. A Grueco-Latin square design was used to enable effects clue to changes 

in prompt rate to he isolated from subject effects, session effects, and effects clue 

to differences in the test sets. Each subject read each condition, but  on different 

film sets (Table 4.2). 

iSubject 	Sessions 
I 	II 	III 1 Iv1 

A c2 c13 hi a(I) 
B cli cO a2 h3 

C a3 b2 dO ci 

D hO al c3 d2 

Table 4.2: The Graeco-Latin square used. a-d refer to film sets. 0-3 refer to the 
prompt rates (conditions) as None, Low, Medium and High respectively. 

Prompt sheets consisted of a hard-copy, low resolution image of the mammo-

gram pair with prompt information superimposed. Prompts for ill-defined lesions 

consisted of an ellipse surrounding the suspect region. and prompts for niicrocal-

cificat ions consisted of an irregular outline of the potential cluster. An example 

is shown in Figure 4.1. Prompt sheets were attached to the reporting forums via' 
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a paper clip in such a way that a subject would have to lift the reporting form 

to examine the prompt sheet. A prompt sheet was produced for each case irre-

spective of whether that case was actually prompted or not, so that absence of a 

prompt sheet could not be construed as an erroneous omission. 

In the prompted condition, radiologists were asked to use the following re-

porting protocol: 

Examine the films, 

examine the prompt sheet, 

record a decision on the prompt form, 

move on to the next case. 

The aim was to enable subjects to form an independent assessment of each 

case before attending to prompting information, thereby reducing the possibility 

that decisions might he unduely biased by the system's response. 

Figure 4.1: An example of a prompt sheet 

4.2.4 Data collection 

For each case. subjects were asked to mark their decision on the standard report-

ing form as either recall for assessment, routine recall or technical recall. Where a 
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recall for assessment was made, subjects were asked to indicate whether the sys-

tem had correctly prompted for the recalled for feature, to mark its location on 

a breast schematic and identify the lesion type (for example, mass, calcification 

cluster etc.). 

Questionnaires were administered before and after the experiment and after 

each condition. A 20 item Likert test was used to assess subjects' attitudes to the 

system after each condition, where a higher total score indicates a more favourable 

assessment. 2  In addition, an observation protocol was used to record subjects' 

actions as they examined each case. This is described fully in section 4.3.5. 

Copies of questionnaires and instruction sheets for this experiment are included 

in Appendix C. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Recall Rate 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the number of recall for assessment decisions made by 

condition. Wald Statistics for type 3 analysis indicate that radiologist differences 

are the most significant contributor to the observed variation in the recall rate, 

followed by set difference and session diflere ices . Condition differences failed to 

reach significance at the 5% confidence level (Table 4.3, a Pr>Chi value of less 

than 0.05 is significant). 

Source DF ChiSquare Pr>Cli 

READER 3 29.2525 0.0001 

CONDITION 3 7.3865 0.0605 

SET 3 14.7659 0.0020 

SESSION 3 10.8314 0.0127 

Table 4.3: Wald Statistics For Type 3 Analysis 

This result indicates the complexity of interactions between film set, and inter 

and intra-observer variations. It is possible to explore the nature of some of this 

complexity. Table 4.4 shows the recall decisions made by subjects broken down 

according to the three categories of tissue density used to classify each case. The 

visible trend is for greater numbers of technical recalls, and recalls for assessment, 

to he made for denser breasts. A chi-squared test shows that these results would 

not he expected by chance if subjects' decisions and tissue type were independent 

(2 	9.505, df2, l)0.050). For comparison, a similar trend is also observed in 

2 A description of the Likeit test is included in Appendix A 
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Boxplot of recalls by condition 
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Figure 4.2: Shows recalls made against condition 

Recalls by Condition (Radiologist identifier) 
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Figure 4.3: Shows recalls iiiacle against condition 

the original decisions made at screening for these cases (Table 4.5). Again, the 

differeiices are significant (2 = 23.621, df=4, p<0.001). 

Subjects did not, have access to previous films during the course of the exper-

uncut. A comparison of recall rate by screening round between original screening 
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Subjects decision 
Tissue density 

I 
Lucentj Medium Dense 

Routine recall 267 (84.5%) 1027 (78.3%) 111 (74.5%) 

Recall for assessment 40(12.7%) 222 (1(j.9%) 27 (18.1%) 

Technical recall 9 (2.8%) 62 (4.7%) 11(7.4%) 

Table 4.4: Shows the decision made by subjects for each case according to tissue 
density. Because each set was read four times there are four decisions per case. 

Original (i eclSlon 
Tissue density  

Lucent Medium Dense 

Routine recall 304 (96.2%) 1171 (89.3%) 129 (86.6%) 

Recall for assessment 0 (0.0%) 84 (6.4%) 12 (8.1%) 

Technical recall 12 (3.8%) 56 (4.3%) 8 (5.4%j] 

Table 4.5: Shows the original decision made at screening for each case by tissue 
density. Because the cases were double-read, there are two decision,,,,  per case. 

decisions and decisions niacle under experimental conditions reveal one inipli-

ation of this omission. Table 4.6 demonstrates a tendency for fewer decisions 

recalling for technical reasons, or for assessment to be made where previous films 

are. available (that is, where it, is not a woman's first screening visit). The film sets 

used dated from before CC views were routinely obtained for first time screens. 

While this difference is significant (y2 = 14.834, di=2, p=0.00l), 110 significant 

difference is observed for a similar analysis of the decisions made under experi- 

mental conditions (Table 4.7, 	2.530, (lf=2, p=0.283). It appeals that one 

effect of access to previous films is to improve the specificity of the screening test. 

Original decision 
Screenino round 

First Subsequent 

Routine recall 460 (86.5(A) 1144 (92.0%) 

Recall for assessment 36 (6.8(A) 60 (4.8(4) 

Technical recall 36 (6.8%) 40 (3.2%) 

Table 4.6: Shows the original decision made at screening for first time and sub-
sequent screening visits. Because the cases were double-read, there are two de- 

cisions per case. 

Finally, an analysis of system performance with respect to tissue density re-

veals some interesting trends. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 show the number of cases with 

at least one ill-defined lesion prompt and one microcalcificatioii prompt respect-

ively. It appears that the ill-defined lesion algorithm is more likely to produce 

FP prompts with increasing tissue density (2 	17.953. df=2, p<0.001). Con- 

versely, the imiicrocalcification algorithm is less likely to produce FP prompts with 
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Subjects decision 
Screening round  

First Subsequent 
Routine recall 415 (78%) 990 (79.6%) 

Recall for assessment 86 (16.2%) 203 (16.3%) 
Technical recall 31(5.8%) 51(4.1%) 

Table 4.7: Shows the decision made by subjects for each case according to screen-
ing round. Because each set was read four times there are four decisions per 
case. 

increasing tissue density (x2 = 6.854, (lf=2, p=0.033). An increased frequency of 

composite structures with increasing tissue density might be a possible explan-

ation for the behaviour of the ill-defined lesion algoritlini. This would lead to 

a greater number of candidate lesions, and consequently to a greater IJiunher of 

FPs. Increasing tissue density may also have the effect of reducing the contrast, 

of calcification particles (and image features and flaws that nuglit be mistaken 

for calcification). This would have the effect of reducing the probability that a 

potential calcification particle would he labelled as such by the micro-calcification 

detection algorithm, thus reducing the overall prompt rate with increasing tissue 

density. 

Mass prompt present Tissue density 
Lucent Medium Dense 

No 56 (70.9%) 157 (48.0%) 13 (34.2%) 
Yes 23 (29.1%) 170 (52.0(X) 25 (65.8%) 

Table 4.8: Shows the number of cases prompted at least once by the ill-defined 
lesion detection algorithm according to tissue density. 

Gale prompt present Tissue density 
Lucent Medium Dense 

No 48 (60.8%) 230 (70.3%) 32 (84.2%) 
Yes 31(39.2(4) 97 (29.7%) 6 (15.8%) 

Table 4.9: Shows the number of cases prompted at least once by the nucrocalci-
fication detection algorithm algorithm according to tissue density. 

4.3.2 Timing 

There is a visual trend for the time to complete conditions to increase with the 

sensitivity of the detection algorithms (Figure 4.4). However, none of the radiolo-

gists felt that use of the prompting system would significantly increase reporting 

time. All either disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement 'The system 
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will be time consuming to use" in the attitude test. Also, in the post-session  

questionnaire, one subject repeatedly volunteered the opinion that the system 

was easy and quick to use (Table 4.14). 

Time by Condition (Radiologist identifier) 
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Figure 4.4: Shows tune to complete against condition 

4.3.3 Opinion 

Opinion was measured in a number of different was, including a 20 item Likert 

test as a general measure of attitude towards each condition. In this test subjects 

rated their agreement with a series of statements expressing an opinion concerning 

the condition they had just read. Assuming that the questions accurately reflect 

attitude, the higher the total score in a given condition the more favourable the 

disposition towards the system in that condition. Figure 4.5 shows a Lox plot of 

Likert score against condition. 

Figure 4.6 shows the same data with the individual scores for each subject (A-

D). Except for subject A. scores increase monotonically with increasing sensitivity, 

suggesting that subjects are better disposed to the system as the prompt rate 

increases. Wald statistics for type 3 analysis indicate that while effects clue to 

condition and subject contribute strongly to the differences in the Likert score, 

effects of condition are also significant (Table 4.10). 

In the post-session questionnaire subjects were presented with the following 

statements pertaining to the utility of the system and were asked to indicate 
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Boxplot of Likert score by condition 
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Figure 4.5: Shows Likert score agauist conclitioii 
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Figure 4.6: Shows Likert score against condition 

whether they agreed or disagreed with each: 

Overall, this system would be useful to von in a screening context as it 

currently stands. 
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Source DF[ CiuSquare Prh 

READER 3 40.3323 0.0001 

CONDITION 2 9.1863 0.0101 

-SESSION 3 17.3404 0.0006 

Table 4.10: Wald Statistics For Type 3 Analysis 

. The mass detection component of this system would he useful to you as it 

currently stands. 

. The micro-calcification detection component of this system would he useful 

to you as it currently stands. 

Figure 4.7 shows the pooled results with respect to condition. The similarity 

in responses to the 'Overall' and 'Mass component' questions suggests that the 

performance of mass detection algorithni is the limiting factor when making an 

overall assessment. The results indicate that the prefereci operating point for the 

micro-calcification algorithm appears to be at the medium sensitivity. However, 

it might he the 'quality' of the prompts, rather than the overall prompt rate that 

has influenced this judgement. For example, in response to the question "What 

do you think the system's weaknesses are?' in the post experiment questionnaire 

most complaints concerning prompts for vasci.ilar calcifications were made about 

the high sensitivity condition. 

After each condition the radiologists were asked to rate the sensitivity of 

the system. They were asked to state if the mass component, the calcification 

component and the system overall was too sensitive, not sensitive enough - or 

Just right. The pooled results are shown in Figure 4.8. 

Again it appears that the performance of the mass algorithm is the cloni-

inant factor in determining subjects' assessment of the system as a whole. It 

appears that the Medium sensitivity setting represents the preferccl configuration 

for calcifications. However time distinction is less clear cut than for the previous 

question ("Would this system be useful...") and the picture is further complic-

ated by claims that the system might he too sensitive' made by some subjects 

and 'not sensitive enough' by others at its highest sensitivity. There is ambiguity 

possible when asking subjects to rate the system with respect to sensitivity: if a 

system produces too many FPs it might be described as being 'too sensitive'. In 

this case specificity is really being referred to, but in terms of sensitivity. At the 

same time, a system might also be described as not sensitive enough if it doesn't 

prompt for clusters that a film reader might expect it to prompt for. 
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Would the components of the system 

be useful as they currently stand? 
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Figure 4.7: Bar chart showing responses to the question: "Do you think that the 
system (or the mass and caic components of the system) would he useful to von 
as it currently stands'? 

Before and after the experiment, subjects were asked to rate statemens refer-

ring to different possible system configurations on a scale of 1 to 5 (where a score 

of one would indicate that the configuration is most useful, and a score of five, 

least. useful). The configurations suggested were: 

1. High prompt rate, where most of the features prompted for are benign. but 

with a high probability that aiiv malignancies will also he prompted for. 
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Rating the sensitivity of the system 
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Figure 4.8: Answers to the question: "Do you believe the sensitivity of the system 
(or the mass and caic components of the system) is Too high, Too low or Just 

right?" 

(Low specificity, high sensitivity.) 

Low prompt rate, where few of the prompts are for benign features, but with 

a high probability that some malignancies will he missed by the system. 

(High specificity, low sensitivity.) 

A system which is desigiied to prompt for micro-calcification clusters (whether 
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malignant or benign) but not other types of calcification (for example, vas- 

cular calcification, popcorn calcification). (Calcification clusters only.) 

A system that will prompt for all types of calcification clusters, rather than 

one that tries to discard those with benign appearance. (All types of calci-

fication.) 

A system that will prompt for opacities that can usually he dismissed by 

radiologists with the aid of previous films or multiple views (for example, 

composite shadows), as well opacities that are the result of a malignant 

process. (All types of opacity.) 

System configuration 
Rating 

 
Average -p-

5 
p- 

1. Low specificity, high sensitivity 2 1 1 2 

2. High specificity, low sensitivity 1 - 1 2 1 	3.75 

3. Calcification clusters only 3 1 - 1.25 

4. All types of calcification 1 3 3.75 

5. All types of opacity 2 2 1.5 

Table 4.11: Pre-experiment rating on a five point scale of possible system con-
figurations. A rating of 1 would indicate the configuration is most useful, and a 
rating of 5 that it is least useful. The greater the average score they less desirable 
the configuration. 

System 	configuration 
Rating 

Average 
1234. -- 

1. Low specificity, high sensitivity 3 1 - 1.25 

2. High specificity, low sensitivity 4 5 

3. Calcification clusters oiilv 3 1 - - 1.25 

4. All types of calcification - 1 - 2 ± 375 

5. All types of opacity 1 2 1 - 2 

Table 4.12: Post experiment rating on a five point scale of possible system con-
figurations. A rating of 1 would indicate time configuration is most useful, and a 
rating of 5 that it is least useful. The greater the average score they less desirable 

the configuration. 

Responses to the above questions asked in the pre- and post- experinient ques-

tionnaires are sun niarised in tables 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. Responses to 

statements 1 and 2 suggest a preference for a system configuration that produces 

a lngli sensitivity, and a consolidation of this opinion is evident in the post-session 

questionnaire. Subjects also rate highly a system that could discard prompts for 
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non-clustered calcification (statement 3), however, opinion is mixed concerning 

whether a distinction between benign and malignant clusters should be attemp-

ted (statement 4). The responses to statements 3 and 4 bear upon where the 

division of responsibility between system and users should lie, which is in part 

embodied by the system's capabilities. Subjects may feel uncomfortable if a sys-

tem that primarily assists with detection attempts to make a distinction between 

benignity and malignancy, for example, one possible concern is that malignant 

clusters could be discarded accidentally. Users of the system might be falsely 

reassured by the absence of a prompt if they are aware that the system has some 

level of skill at making this distinction. Furthermore, this mode of action can be 

viewed as counter to the rationale for detection aids 	that a judgement about 

the significance of a prompted region should lie with the human film reader. In 

recognition is made that sonic types of system FPs, responding this way, a tacit 
 

if not actually desirable, will be aim inevitable consequence of the prefered system 

configuration. Responses to starelnenu u uui iiu 

Opinion appears to favour a system that (Toes not attempt to rule out candidate 

lesions by utilising additional information routinely available to film readers, such 

as previous films. 

4.3.4 Subjects' comments 

Iii each post-session questionnaire, subjects were asked five free response ques-

tions: 

What do you think the system's strengths are? 

What do you think the system's weaknesses are? 

What irritated you most about the system? 

What aspects of the system did you find most useful? 

Can you suggest how the system might be improved? 

The responses given are shown in tables 4.14 to 4.18 respectively. When 

commenting on perceived system weaknesses, three subjects made qualifications 

about the sorts of things that the system should he able to detect or ignore. 

In response to the medium sensitivity condition, subject B commented that the 

ill-defined lesion algorithm was making omissions behind the glandular disk (a 

danger' area). W1JC11 commenting upon how the system might he improved. 

subject C also suggests that improved prompting in the 'danger' areas by the 
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ill-defined lesion algorithm would be desirable. Subject C further comments that 

the ill-defined lesion algorithm has difficulty with dense breast tissue. These 

comments suggest a bias in subjects' assessment of the system based on difficulties 

regularly encountered when film reading. 	Subject D, when commenting on 

the high sensitivity condition, draws a distinction between widespread vascular 

calcification and occasions where only a single site or region is affected, suggesting 

that only the latter should be prompted. This distinction may refer to a preferred 

division of responsibility 	that obviously benign features should be discarded, 

but where more detailed consideration is required to dismiss a candidate feature 

this should he the prerogative of the film reader. 

Nnunber of comments
Condition 

Sensitivity Specificity 

Low 9 1 

Medium 6 4 

High 5 7 

Total 20 13 

Table 4.13: 

The number of responses made to questions 2, 3 and 5 which can be interpreted 

as representing a criticism of the system's sensitivity or specificity are shown in 

Table 4.14. Overall, there appears to he a greater number of criticisms concerning 

the system's sensitivity, and these apply most frequently to the low sensitivity 

condition. In contrast, criticisms about specificity appear to be more frequent 

as the sensitivity of the system improves. Although this result is unsurprising 

in that it mirrors the system's perforaice characteristics, it is interesting that 

subjects feel that they are able to make an accurate judgement about the system's 

sensitivity. When commenting on what irritated her most about the system, 

subject B suggested that the system "missed suspicious areas". One strategy for 

assessing the system's competence, and in particular, its sensitivity, might involve 

a comparison of the system's response with areas judged to be suspicious. 

Comments made by subjects B and D concerning the consistency' of the 

system's responses indicate further how subjects try to make sense of the system's 

behaviour. Subject B perceives the action of the ill-defined lesion algorithm to 

contain an element of "apparent randomness", and subject D is concerned that the 

microcalcification detection algorithm is "inconsistent". 	Subject D elaborates 

These  are discussed in detail in chapter 3 
'Here. and throughout this thesis, the term inconsistent' is used to refer to readers' judge-

niejits that the system has behaved counter to their expectations of what, should and should 
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by stating that 'sonic benign caics were prompted, others not, again suggesting 

that a subjective appraisal of the content of a mammograni is used to inform 

judgements about system behaviour. Subject D goes as far as to speculate that 

the perceived inconsistency is "deliberate" - that the system's responses have 

been intentionally manipulated for experimental purposes. Although subjects 

appear to be able to make a reasonable Judgement about the sensitivity of the 

system through exposure to prompting information, they occasionally find the 

system's behaviour confusing and unaccountable. 

In response to the question "what aspects of the system did you find most 

useful', two subjects (A and C) refer to the system's ability to detect asymmetry. 

However, the system does not make a bilateral comparison, and so is unable 

to utilise asymmetry information to inform classification judgements about ill-

defined lesions. In the briefing given prior to time experiment subjects were not 

given details about the working of the detection algorithms over and above stating 

that ill-defined lesions and mmcrocalciflcation clusters are detected. It is possible 

that subjects are attempting to understand the system's behaviour in terms of 

the way they themselves utilise information available from the mammograms, and 

that sometimes this approach can he misleading. 

not he prompted. It is not used in the formal sense to suggest that the svstenis responses are 
11011-d et ernhil list 1C. 
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Subject Condition Comments 

Draws attention to certain features. Not too 
A Low 

distracting. 
Mecliun Draws attention to abuoruralities. 

High Draws attention to asymmetries. 

B Low Micro-calcification 
Medium Micro-calcification - tiny clusters. 

High Small clusters of inicro-calcificatioii. 

c Low 
Alerting you to areas you may otherwise have 
ç)\rerloc)lced 
Prompting review of asymmetries that may 

Medium be overlooked. 	Detecting micro-calcification 
that the reader the reader may miss entirely. 
This set of conditions was very useful for 

High  asses, only one was not prompted. Distor- 
tions are more difficult as one persons ciistor- 
tion is anotliers normal breast tissue. 	- 

D 
__________  

Low Quick easy to use. Spots obvious cancers. 
Simple to understand. 	Simple to  use. 	Does 

J\lechium not make reporting any more time consum- 

__________ ing. 
High As before. easy to use. quick. 

Table 4.14: What do vou think the system's strengths are? 
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Subject I Condition I 

A 	Low 

High 

Medium 

T 
C 	Low 

iviediuin 

High 

rD 

	

LO 

lediuin 

High 

Comments 

Insensitive (sells) 
ot speci c enoug 1. 	00 many 0 V1OUS y 

benign prompts eg vascular calcificatioiis. 

Spec 
oes not prompt or a suspicious eslons + 

pronipts for many benign lesions eg vascular 

calcifications. sens+spec 
o t tissue masses - when not c ense were not 

picked up - especially those behind the breast 

plate glandular tissue.(sells)  
asses - opacities ymg )C unc t e breast 

plate. SC11S 

Vascular calcificatioii distracting. (spec) 

I ot sensitive enoug i or sum c ustere 
nucro_calcihcatioil and small asymmetries / 
masses Marked all vascular calcifications un- 

necessarily. sens+speC 
ome asymmetries all([ masses not promp- 

ted. For inc the systeni should be too sens- 

itive, sells) 
ii y a. s ig it increase in sensiity 

masses is required. This set was almost per-
fect. Masses in dense breast tissue are obvi- 

ously a problem. (sells) 

0 itt e me p tempter not to ot icr 00 

ing at prompt. Spots only obvious cancers. 

sells) 
rompting tie wrong t mings current Y. 

(sens+speC 
i ing up vascu ar ca Cs. n y appropriate c''  

to do so if there are only single area/site af- 

fected. (spec)  

Table 4.15: What do you think the system's weaknesses are? 
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Table 4.16: What irritated you iiiost about the system? 

Table 4.17: What aspects of the system did you fimid most useful? 
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Subject j Condition Comments 

A Low Increase sensitivity. (sens) 
Improve 	sensitivity 	and 	specificity. 

Medium 
(sens+spec) 

High Needs to improve specificity. (spec) 
Better detection of soft tissue masses - small. 

B Low - 	pectoral muscles. etc. (sens) 
Medium  

High Remove vascular calcification. (spec) 
Would be useful for ensuring that you missed 

C Low no small clusters of calcification if sensitive 
enough for this. 
Increased sensitivity for opacities and asym- 

metrics, 	particularly in the areas we miss 

them 	ic 	back of the breast, 	on 	pectoral 
Medium 

muscle, 	axilla 	and 	mframaminary 	angle. 

Micro-calcification 	detection 	seems 	about 

right already. (sens) 
Only a small increase in sensitivity requirec:l. 

High 
(sens) 

D Low Sensitivity+++ (sells) 
Needs to have the highest possible sensitiv- 

ity - ie all potential abnormalities prompted 
Medium . 	. 	. but with high "filter 	so the benign things I 

would ignore are not prompted. (sens+spec) 
Jii±ease sensitivity to highest possible, most 

-1 High useful for reinforcement. 	(sells) 

Table 4.18: Can you suggest how the system might be improved? 
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4.3.5 Observation data 

The actions of the subjects in the course of reading films were noted for each case 

according to the following scheme: 

e eyeball the film 

m use the magnifying glass 

p examine the prompt sheet 

d mark the decision 

The protocol for the experiment instructed subjects to examine the films, 

examine the prompt sheets, then mark their decision. Table 4.19 shows the 

frequency of occasions when the subjects either failed completely to examine 

the prompt sheet (i.e. no p' is recorded in the observation data) and when 

they marked their decision before examining the prompt sheet (d occuring before 

p in the observation data). In the latter case the subjects inay have turned 

the reporting forni over after making a decision, then retrieved it realising that 

they forgot to examine the prompt sheet. Alternatively, if a subject had already 

decided to recall they may have believed that the prompt sheet would have little 

further information to offer with respect to their decision, and so only examined 

it as an afterthought following marking their decision. Taking subject differences 

into account, there remained a statistically significant variation in the frequency 

of errors between conditions (p < 0.0001 and p < 0.0111), with a marked trend 

for subjects to make an error at the Low, rather than at the High, prompt rate. 

This suggests that at lower prompting rates there is insufficient information to 

hold the radiologists attention either because of the frequency or quality (or both) 

of the prompts. In response to the low sensitivity condition, subject D stated in 

the post-experiment questionnaire that the system was of So little help" that 

she was "tempted not to bother looking at prompt'. 

At the lowest prompt rates, on average 19% of cases were prompted for (count-

ing both the nlass and microcalcification prompts). Hutt's Suggestion that the 

number of FP prompts should not exceed the number of TP prompts for a prompt-

ing system to he effective allows only an overall prompt rate (i.e. including both 

TP and FP prompts) of 1% [70]. 	If a more liberal interpretation is made 

allowing TP positive prompts to include cases recalled for assessment, then an 

overall prompt rate of 10%. G  In both cases the prompt rate would be lower than 

Assuming the prevalence of breast cancer is 0.5% and a system that can operate at 100% 

sensitivity 
Assumin a recall rate of 5% and a system that has a 100% sensitivity for recalled features. 
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that required to sustain subjects' interest during the course of this experiment. 

0 Medium 

D 	Total 

T(2)(I 

2((1)20)(l2:)) 1(1:68) 

Table 4.19: Shows the number of occurenceS in each condition of subjects fail-
ing to examine the prompt sheet (1) and subjects marking their decision before 
examining the prompt sheet (2). 

SUBJECT 3 4.9261 0.1773 
0 .0111 CONDITION 2 8.9979  

Table 4.20: Omitting to examine a prompt. Wald statistic for Type 3 analysis 

Source Our 

SUBJECT 
T::35~,5.7 

8972 0.0195 

CONDITION 274 0.0001 

Table 4.21: larking decision before examining the prompt. Wald statistic for 

Type 3 analysis 

4.3.6 Further analysis 

Figure 4.9 shows time results of the pre/post experiment questionnaire on the 

perceived value of prompting for particular types of benign feature. Subjects were 

asked to rate each feature type on a scale of one (useful) to five (distracting). A 

t-test of the results showed that subjects were significantly more likely to believe 
that prompting for benign features would be useful after the experiment than 

they were before it (p<O.O&). 
\Vheii making a decision to recall for assessment, subjects were asked to indic-

ate whether the relevant feature had been correctly prompted. Figure 4.10 shows 

the percentage of correctly prompted recalled cases for each condition against the 

Likert score for that condition. For the majority of subjects, a monotonically 

increasing Likert score is apparent as the number of correctly prompted cases in 

the set increases. These results add weight to the suggestion that subjects' eval-
nation of the system is informed by a comparison between the system's response 

and their subjective appraisal of potentially suspicious features. 
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The distracting effect of features 

5 - 	 - 	0 vascular caic 
4- 	benign cluster 

popcorn calc 

4- l 	* film artifact 
* lymph nodes 

well defined mass 

3- composite shadow 
nodular  

V cysts 

+ 

2 	 3 	4 	5 

Before 

Figure 4.9: Shows the opinion concerning the usefulness of particular types of 
false prompt (where 1Usefu1 and 5=distracting) before and after completing 
the experiment. 

85 - 

0) 
75 

0 
C') 

55 

IU 	 QU 	 JW 

Percentage of correct recalls 

Figure 4.10: Shows percentage of correctly prompted recalls against Likert score 
for each subject 

4,4 Discussion 

None of the prompting regimes had a significant effect on the number of cases 

recalled for further assessment, and only a small effect on the time taken to 
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complete the conditions. Observation data revealed that below a certain prompt 

rate subjects were less inclined to examine the prompt sheets. Also, subjects' 

perceived tolerance for FP prompts was greater at the end of the experiment 

than at the beginning. 

It is difficult to draw conclusions concerning an acceptable prompt rate for 

the ill-defined lesion detection algorithm as its performance was poor (only 63% 

sensitivity at its highest setting). Subjects were able to perceive this difficulty 

and were far more concerned about its sensitivity than its overall prompt rate. 

By consensus, the prefered prompt rate from the nucrocalcification algorithm was 

at its medium sensitivity (86%) where approximately 1 in 6 cases were promp-

ted. However, subjects were unhappy with the number of vascular calcifications 

prompted for in the high sensitivity condition, and a higher prompt rate might 

be acceptable if prompts for this type of feature were removed. 

Overall, these results suggest that when tested lui(ier realistic conditions, film 

readers' tolerance level for FP prompts is appreciably higher than the upper limit 

established by Hutt for improved detection performance. Of course, positive 

subjective assessment may not necessarily coincide with objective performance 

effects, but it can he argued that earlier work may have underestimated the FP 

upper limit. 

As there were so few true malignancies in the test sets, subjects were not ex-

pected to be able to form an accurate picture of the systeni's detection perform-

ance. However, comments macIc both (luring and after the experiment showed 

that their assessment of the system's sensitivity was actually very acute. Fig-

ure 4.10 suggests that this judgenient was informed by the proportion of recalled 

cases that were correctly prompted. It can be argued that subjects' tolerance 

of FP prompts was due to the fact that they were informative of the system's 

performance characteristics. 

It is possible that the effect of FP prompts will depend on their nature. When 

reading, radiologists consider a number of candidate features for recall, but only a 

proportion of these features result in recall, and only about 10% of recalled cases 

actually turn out to be cancers. It may be that prompts for candidate features 

would be acceptable to film reader's in a clinical setting, whereas prompts for 

other features would not. The latter would he distracting, and contribute to the 

degradation in performance found in earlier work. In contrast, the former affords 

learning about 	and positive confirmation of 	the system's behaviour. It 

is probable that this will be important for effective routine clinical use of such 

a system. In support of this, a comparison can be drawn with the practice of 
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'annotation' described in Chapter 3, where often benign but notable features are 

drawn to the attention of a second reader. A prompt might be viewed not only 

as an explicit directive to examine a region a the film, but also as an implicit 

source of information about the system's capabilities. However, this information 

is sometimes either incomplete, or misinterpreted 	despite making accurate 

judgements about sensitivity, subjects mistook PROMAM's operational scope 

and described its behaviour as 'inconsistent'. 

This investigation raises a number of issues concerning the Inealis by which 

subjects inferred properties of the system from its behaviour. In particular, how 

subjects were sometimes mislead into adopting all inaccurate model of the sys-

tem's operation and what additional information would be required to ensure a 

more accurate interpretation. A follow-up exercise was devised to examine these 

issues and to explore further subjects apparent tolerance to FP prompts. 
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Chapter 5 

A detailed analysis of prompted 

cases 

5.1 Introduction 

Results from the experiment described ill the previous chapter suggest that read-

ers are able to make accurate Judgements about the performance of the PROMAM 

system, but are less accurate in their determination of the scope of the systems 

abilities. Iii order to examine in greater detail readers interpretation of prompts a 

think aloud' protocol was used to examine subjects' reasoning for a large number 

of prompted cases. 

5.2 Protocol 

Prompted cases from sets 1 and 2 used in the 6subjective responses to prompting 

experiment were employed in this exercise. In these sets, the ill-defined lesion 

detection algorithm prompted 155 features, and the m 	 li icrocalcificatio detection 

algorithm 188 in a total of 144 cases. A modified prompt form was devised to 

capture rating information and subjects classification of each prompted feature. 

Three screening radiologists were recruited as subjects, none of whom had 

Prior experiment. Each subject examined the entire series of participated in the pr  
mammograms individually over two sessions, with 74 cases reported in the first. 

session, and 70 in the second. The appropriate copy films were made available, 

and arranged sequentially on a Rad X style viewer. 

Subjects were asked to perform time following actions for each of the prompted 

features: 

1. Indicate whether time prompt would be acceptable ill a screening environ-

ment (yes/no). 
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Rate the prompt as useful' to distracting' on a five point scale. 

State whether they would recommend recall on the basis of the prompted 

feature (yes/no). 

Classify each prompted feature (free text response). 

Rate the significance of each feature on a five point confidence scale. (Cl 

normal, C2 benign, C3 equivocal, C4 suspicious, C5 malignant). 

In addition to supplying details about prompted features, subjects were also 

asked to annotate and describe additional features in the inainmogram if they felt 

that prompting for that feature would he useful. They were also asked to rate 

these additional prompts in the same way as the actual prompts. 

Finally, subjects were encouraged to give a verbal commentary on both their 

interpretation of the ma.mmogranis in the test set and of the systems response 

using a think aloud' protocol. Subjects' commentary was tape recorded and 

subsequently transcribed. 

The transcripts were initially examined for occasions where subjects had been 

confused by, or had misinterpreted, the prompts. The opinion of system de-

velopers was sought concerning the action of the system in those cases. The 

transcripts were then examined for other recurrent themes. The data was re-

organised accordingly, and then re-examined to similarly structure the uncovered 

themes. Finally, a conceptual basis was sought that would account for the emer-

ging framework, and relate it to the findings of the previous experiment, the work 

practice study, and literature concerning radiological expertise. 

In the discussion of the verbal protocol, extracts from the transcript are la-

belled according to the subject (A, B or C) the session (1 or 2) and the case 

examined (1-71 or 1-70). Thus the label (A-1.23) identifies the extract as belong-

ing to subject A reading case 23 in her first session. 

5.3 Setting 

The exercise took place in the reading room of the Glasgow Caulder Street screen-

ing centre using film viewers regularly used for screening work. The reading room 

contains three similar RadX type viewers 	usually one is dedicated to incident 

round screens, and the others to prevalent round screens. Space is limited: there is 

barely enough room for three film readers to be reading at the same time. During 

the exercise there were several interruptions. These were either questions directed 
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at subjects by other members of staff, or requests to access artifacts within the 

reading room. Cases were examined under usual reading conditions 	the room 

was darkened, and care was taken to arrange the films on the viewer in a manlier 

typical for that screening centre. 

However, the tasks of reading, and of system use, differed from normal prac- 

tice in significant ways. In common with the subective responses to prompting 

experiment' only oblique view mammograms were made available to the subjects 

(usually either CC views or previous films would also be available during routine 

screening). The most likely effect of this would be on subjects' specificity. There 

may also he an impact on their assessment of prompting information 	it is pos- 

sible that a feature that appears suspicious on one view can be seen to be clearly 

benign on another. In these circumstances, a reader's tolerance to a pronipt may 

he affected. 
Subjects were shown only prompted cases, and were therefore exposed to much 

higher prompt rates than would be the case for a randomly chosen set of films. 

This may affect their judgement about the usefulness of the system in terms of 

its specificity. Furthermore, there is no opportunity for subjects to respond to 

unprompted cases, and thus 110 data available about how they view system FN 

decisions where 110 FP decisions are also made. 

This exercise was presented to subjects as one of rating and talking about 

the system's response, rather than as one of interpreting manilliograIlis. No 

instructions were given to subjects concerning how they should organise their 

examination of the nianmiogram and prompt form. It is significant that early 

in their first sessions, subjects A and C both adopted a policy of examining the 

Inammograin before referring to the prompt form: 

"Moving on to number three. What Ill do is I'll look at the films first 

- and then 111 look at the prompts. (A-1.3) 

look at the hulls before I get a chance to eye the prompt." (C-1.6) 

They maintained this approach throughout the remainder of the exercise. 

5.4 Rating data 

Table 5.1 suggests considerable inter-observer variation between subjects with 

respect to the acceptability of prompts. Subject Bs rating of responses made 

by the microcalcificatioll detection algorithm appears anomalous, but can be ex-

plained by the positive rating she gave to vascular calcifications. The majority of 
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the FP produced by the microcalcificatior detection algorithm were for vascular 

calcifications 	135 of the 188 calcification prompts were classified as vascular 

by one or more of the subjects. While subjects B and C were inclined to rate 

vascular calcifications as 'unacceptable in a screening environment', subject B 

took an opposing view: 

Algorithm I 	Subject 
 

ABC 

Mass 27.7% 44.8% 70.3% 
Calc 8.5% 91.5% 18% 

Table 5.1: Shows the percentage of prompts judgedtobe acceptable in a screening 
environment for each algorithm. 

"[ ... J That's arterial calcification. Definitely isn't anything else. As 

I say I don't know quite if we're trying to get the computer to pick 

up niicro-calc, I don't know how you can get round that. You can't, 

you'll just have to prompt it and you can dismiss it. So in an ideal 

situation it would be able to tell this is what it was, but I don't know 

that that can be helped. It's distracting to he honest." (B-1.27) 

Table 5.2 shows that although subject B was inclined to rate vascular cal-

cification prompts as 'acceptable', she shared the view of subjects A and C in 

suggesting that they are more likely to be distracting than valuable. As sub-

ject B's commentary on case 1.27 suggests, she is drawing a distinction between 

acceptable, and valuable prompts. The system's inappropriate response to vas-

cular calcifications is nntigated because distinguishing vascular calcifications is 

perceived to be beyond time capabilities of any potential prompting system. This 

view is not, however, a technically informed one 	a system that could distin- 

guish vascular calcifications is plausible. Subject B is stoical - she appears to 

be suggesting that this is an unfortunate aspect of system behaviour that would 

'just have to be lived with'. However, this view might not be sustained with 

persistent exposure to a system demonstrating this weakness. Subjects' views 

concerning what are seen as 'justifiable limitations' to the system's performance 

are discussed in more detail later. 

Assumimig that the rating scale is being used in a similar way, then subjects 

B and C appear to demonstrate a high degree of tolerance to what are effectively 

false positive prompts. Although subject Ks tolerance of prompts appears to be 

lower, she specified a greater number of unprompted regions that, in her view, 
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Rating 

1133 115 	
140  13 95 2 1164658  

Table 5.2: Ratings given to prompts produced by the microcalcifitb0h1 detection 
 

algorithm (1 valuable, 5 distract  ulg) 

wing 

A 	3 28 11 104 9 

B 	38 19 2 1 95 

C 	20 38 39 37 21 

pts produced by the ill_dehuted lesion detection 
Table 5.3: Ratings given to prom 
algorithm. (1vahlab 5=distractillg) 

Rating 

Table 5.4: Ratings given to additional features annotated by subjects. These 

are features in the arnn1
ograml that had not been prompted by the system but,  

W
hich subjects thought worthy of a prompt. (1va1uab1 5distraCti11g) 

should have been pr
ompted, compared with subjects B and C (Table 5.4). So it 

seduiS that subject A is not necessarily intolerant of false positive prouuipts per se, 

but she is less tolerant of the sorts of false positives chiaracter15tY produced 

by this system. 
A notable feature of the verbal protocol is subjects 

colfl1fl 	on the reas- 

onableuleSS or otherwise of the system's behaViorir. While a simple relationship 

between the perceived s
ignificance (in terms of suspicion) of a feature and the 

appropriateness of pro
mpting that feature might be expected (Figure 5.1), it 

t the sole criteria for judging ti 
appears that this is no 

	

	
e reasonableness of the 

mpt. In fact, criteria for reasonableness appear to be 
presence or absence of a pro  

highly highly 	
and iiiterdepelrddlt - the value of a false positive prompt is 

seldoiui judged entirely on the characteristics of the prompted feature alone. Ad-

ditional criteria include the location of the feature prompted within the breast, 
n the fihu reader and the number 

tissue type, the perceived effect of the prompt o  
of other prompts generated on the same inaillinograill. 
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All cases, without vascular calcification 
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Figure 5.1: Shows the percentage of acceptable prompts against rating of suspi-
cion with prompts judged to he for vascular calcifications by one or more subjects 
excluded. 

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the data gathered from the 

verbal protocol where the criteria for the reasonableness of prompts is explored 

in detail. This is clone in the context of 110W subjects made use of the system 

and thereby defined its role in supporting the task of reading, and how they used 

system responses as evidence for determining both the scope of its abilities and 

its performance. 

5.5 	The role of the system 

The system's 'role' refers to what the system is for', that is, what activities it is 

designed to support. Notionally a prompting system is designed to draw readers' 

attention to potentially significant features within the maniinogram and in doing 

so to reduce the possibility of FN decisions due to cancers being overlooked. 

Thus the system is designed to assist film readers to make a more thorough or 

complete examination of the mammograms. During this exercise, there were 

occasions where the system was acknowledged by subjects as having fulfilled this 

role. However, subjects suggested additional roles that the system might have 

in supporting the reaching process including: orientating readers to their task of 

interpreting the mammogram and providing evidence for classification decisions. 
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5.5.1 Accountability 

Mammograms are information rich artifacts which are examined by trained ob-

servers for abnormalities that sometimes have a very subtle presentation. However, 

the majority of inanimograms are normal, and the majority of radiological Present-

ations that a film reader will encounter are likely to be benign. The number of 

screening tests performed is large, but the resources available within the screening 

programme to deal with this workload are constrained in a number of different 

ways. There are only a limited number of film readers, who are only able to 

invest a limited amount of time in the task of reading. 1  The cognitive resources 

available to individual readers are also bounded 	attention is a limited resource, 

and human observers are prone to fatigue. 2 

It would be possible for human observers to approach the task of reading 

manimograms by exhaustively examining and analysing each part of the image. 

However, studies have shown that visual search is often incomplete [104] and 

that experienced readers are able to quickly zero in' on significant features [106]. 

The high information content of manunograms coupled with resource constraints 

effectively preclude an exhaustive search, instead attention is given to mammo-

grains in a way that is dependent on their content (see Chapter 2). 

Mammograms can he more or less difficult to interpret for a number of dif-

ferent reasons, including variations in tissue type, tissue distribution, and the 

effectiveness of the nuage acquisition process. Thus it is not necessary to attend 

equally to every inanimogram if an accurate determination of how much atten-

tion is required can be made. Similarly, there can be variation in the degree of 

difficulty associated with the interpretation of individual features within a given 

manmiograni. Some features may he obviously benign or malignant., others ma 

be uncertainly so, either because they are in the early stages of development, or 

because they are imperfectly represented within the image. Thus it is not neces- 

sary to attend equally to every feature within the niammogram 	some can be 

cursorily clisnussech. others require more protracted thought and examination. 

The approach taken by trained human observers to reading mammograms 

involves selectivity in the application of effort to produce Some reasonable level 

of performance under particular resource constraints. Selectivity is mediated by 

'A survey of him reading practice in the UKBSP progriulnlne reported by Wells and Cooke 
gives an indication of the resourcuig  difficulties faced by sonie screenilig centres [129]. 

2For a review on limits to attention see Kahnenian 71]. In a study reported by Cowley it 
was found that readers performance starts to decline after 70 or SO cases have been examined 
without a break. Also, that performance is improved if more ti iie is spent examining individual 
cases [30]. 
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heuristics for deciding what is 'worthy' of examination and in what detail. Readers 

may expend greater effort in examining dense breasts, and may examine regions 

in detail with the aid of a magnifying glass. They will examine closely features 

that 'catch their eye', and depending on the characteristics of the presentation 

may resort to other information sources, such as additional views or previous 

films, or to particular strategies, such as 'undressing' lesions, or use of a bright 

light source. They also may pay greater attention to particular regions of the 

breast known to be sites where cancers can he missed 	the so called 'danger 

areas'. Readers can be thought of as satisficing 	there is too much information 

in a mannnogralll for all of it to receive an equal and detailed analysis, a more 

strategic approach is employed to render the reading task tractable. 

However, there are pitfalls inherent in the strategy of selectively allocating 

cognitive resources that arise precisely because of the implication that not all of 

the inammogram is examined in the same way, and to the same level of detail. 

Firstly, not everything in the maniniogram will be 'noticed' by the reader, making 

it possible for significant features to be overlooked. Secondly, noticed features are 

analysed by employing strategies that are commensurate lritli an initial assess- an 

of their characteristics, and effort expended will be proportional to some 

experientially derived notion of 'worth'. Thus it is possible to misapply analyt-

ical strategies, Or to too quickly dismiss a feature as benign. The degree to which 

performance is sacrificed by this approach will depend on the generality of the 

heuristics used, and the accuracy achieved in appropriately matching strategies 

to circumstances. 
The examination of a mammnogramn can be thought of as a process of elimin-

ating potential interpretations. \\hell  the initial examination is made, the set of 

potelltlai interpretations is large as it includes all of the interpretations that it is 

possible for a film reader to consider. As the exalilillatioll proceeds, the number 

of potential interpretations is rapidly reduced to include only those that are likely 

to apply given the appearance of the mamniogram. It is possible for errors to 

occur if the number of actively considered lilt erpretatiolls is narrowed to quickly. 

If mamlilograms are not examined exhaustively, then it becomes important 

that mammograms and features that are worthy of attention do actually receive 

the attention they deserve, and that an appropriate analytical strategy is de-

ployed in their interpretation. Readers do not have to account for every feature 

within all inlage. but they do have to account for features that satisfy generally 

accepted heuristics for significance. Readers also have to account for features in 

3For example, see the discussion of 'Satisfaction of Search in Chapter 2 
The notion of accountability outlined is similar to Garhuikel's - particularly in his discussion 
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a particular way 	that is, according to the most appropriate strategy for analys- 

ing a given type of presentation. Accountability to the process of interpreting 

a mammograrn is bound by what an experienced reader might reasonably be ex-

pected to notice, the lengths to which they might be reasonably expected to go to 

establish the status of some noticed feature, and also by what analytic strategies 

it might be most reasonable to select given the type of presentation. Account-

ability demonstrates an approach to the fallibility of satisficing by prompting a 

continual series of reflections about courses of actions available and the certainty 

of any conclusions. The end result of this process includes both a decision and 

also a justification, or rationale for that decision. 

On several occasions subjects appeared to be using the system to maintain 

their accountability to specific presentations: 

"So it's brought... for some reason it's decided on that one, but... I 

suppose it's valuable in that it makes you look a bit more closely at it. 

But I think it's breast tissue and I would not be bringing the WOIIIC11 

Lack 	I don't think that it's unreasonable to prompt it." (B-1.42) 

"Ok, I thought it would get that bit. Yeah that's fair enough, I think 

it's not unreasonable to prompt you to have a look at that, to have a 

POl)Cf look at it." (C-2.32) 

"So I tluiik that is useful to prompt. If at the end of the day if WC 

then analyse and say well that's benign that's fair enough. But that's 

useful to have brought to your attention. (A-2.33) 

In each of these cases the prompted feature was judged to he benign. However, 

subjects' believed the prompt had served a useful function by bringing [it] to their 

attention' and by doing so encouraging a closer or - proper' inspection. Here the 

prompt is being used as an aid to their approach of selective examination by 

suggesting features in the breast that might be worthy of a greater level of invest-

igation. The prompt is not necessarily bringing features to subject's attention 

that had gone unnoticed, instead the prompt is seen as suggesting that there is 

something about the feature that needs to be accounted for. Conversely, subjects 

express dissatisfaction with the system if the prompts are for regions that are 

of decision-making in the Los Angeles Suicide Prevention Centre. Here'decisions' are openly 
acknowledged to fall short, but at the same time they are recognised as being "adequate for all 
practical purposes Vvhat is made observable by members accounts is the "rational adequacy 

of their decisions 	members' accounting attends implicitly to the pragmatics and contigenCv 

inherent in each and every investigation 56] 
For examples of informal means by which readers seek to maintain accountability see the 

discussion about the practice of annotation in Chapter 3 
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less significant, especially when there is a region of greater significance within the 

image that has remained unprompted. 

In the examples given above, prompts for benign features are tolerated, and 

are even found to be desirable. This perceived utility is not clue to any influence 

on the final decision 	the prompts have neither drawn something to the subject's 

attention that had been missed, nor have they altered the subject's interpretation 

of the prompted feature. Subjects suggest that the system has proved useful in 

these cases because they have been encouraged to take a 'proper look', or to 'look 

more closely' at some feature in the inammogram. In doing so, it is possible 

that the prompting has a psychological benefit by reducing the anxiety a reader 

may have that a complete and thorough examination has been made. Use of 

a prompting system may also improve readers' capacity for self awareness and 

reflection. When confronted by a prompt it is natural for a reader to reflect their 

own interpretation 	whether they saw the feature, how much attention they 

gave to it, and the interpretation they reached. By using the system readers can 

he made more aware of their own thoroughness. Use of the system may give a 

perception that mammograms are being examined with a greater discipline, thus 

appealing to readers' conscientious approach. Although the responsibility for the 

final decision still rests with the film reader, in some senses use of a prompting 

system implies that a reader's charge of the task of reading is reduced. The 

system can be thought of as a work partner, or collaborator, with a suggestion-

making, or consultative role, that is able to share the responsibility for achieving 

a thorough investigation. One benefit of promoting reflection might be to prevent 

the reader from too hastily narrowing the possible interpretations that might he 

attributed to the mammograni. 

Use of a prompting system can be seen as engendering a more systematic ap-

proach to the task of reaching by providing a 'checklist' of features to be examined. 

As a consequence, a reader has less discretion over what in the image is attended 

and in what detail, entailing a narrowing of the reader's autonomy. The corollary 

of this is that the prompt itself is an accountable phenomena 	the reader is 

bound to seek an explanation for the presence of a prompt. 

5.5.2 Context 

As stated earlier, subjects' views oil the reasonableness of prompts appears to 

be highly contingent and dependent on interrelated factors. The suggestion that 

the interpretation of a mammogram by a human observer involves satisficirig can 

offer a partial explanation for this observation. In addition to the importance of 
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a feature's character as an indicator of suspicion, the context of its presentation, 

or its situatedness, also plays a role in determining how much effort should he 

invested in its investigation. Prompts may be judged reasonable because they 

attend to contextual considerations, sometimes to the extent which they may be 

judged reasonable even where the feature prompted has little or no significance. 

In the following sections, the relationship between subjects' responses to prompts 

and their context is explored. 

5.5.2.1 Region within breast 

One of the ways readers' orientate themselves to the task of reading involves 

attending to perceived shortcomings in their abilities. Film readers are aware 

that there are regions within the breast where lesions are more often missed, the 

so called review areas', and thus may pay greater attention to these regions, may 

imbue lesions presenting in these regions with a greater degree of significance: 

"I think we probably would recall on that, so it's an asymmetry in 

a review area - therefore it's a hit more sinister, it will probably be 

nothing but it's an area we would want to see." (A-1.25) 

Subjects occasionally judged the reasonableness of prompts against the criteria 

of location; Subject A was particularly keen for the system to prompt for features 

in the review areas, for example: 

"What I think it would he useful to prompt is this asymmetry up here 

in the left. Erin, I'll circle this area up here - the reason I think that's 

useful is although you get a lot of normal asymmetries ill) there, its 

also a common site, or a relatively common site of cancers." (A-1.3) 

"What, if you're going to pick it tiny area - why did it not pick that 

out? Because that's sitting on the back of the breast. I \vOuldIi't 

necessarily have recall it - but I think it would be valuable. Mainly 

because of the site of it." (A-1.37) 

In case 1.3, subject A draws attention to her detailed, region specific., know-

ledge. She clenionstrates a sensitivity to the importance of examining a specific 

region for abnormal presentations, and also to the possibility that in doing so 

there may be a danger of misinterpretation. In case 1.37 subject A contrasts 

what the system prompted with her own view about what is significant in the 

mnammogram. She implies that the prompted region and the region that she 

highlights differ in significance only because of their respective locations. 
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"Well sometimes we see wee cancers down there, and it's just, it's just 

you know the sort of thing you just, you (don't?) attend, I'm not 

saying you don't look, it's the kind of thing you can miss, because 

it's just at the edge of your field of vision as it were, and I've seen 

a few missed there just when they've just been at the lower, at the 

infra_mamniarY fold. And that's not one, but I mean it's perfectly 
have a second look at it." (C-2.7) reasonable to he prompted to  

Here subject C suggests that it is possible to miss features that present in 

a particular region of the mammogram. He suggests that the reason for this is 

not that readers 'don't look', but because it is an area to which they may not 

be inclined attend so readily. The region is in front of the lower portion of the 

Pectoral muscle, so subject C's contention that the feature is at the edge' of 

his 'field of visioli' 
 appears countermtilitive (given the way the mammograms are 

arranged, this region is towards the centre of the reader's field of view). However, 

lie is probably identifying the centre of each breast as the centre of his area 

of interest. One might draw a nial) of a nianliliogranl and label it accordhilig 

to some notion of winch regions a reader would consider worthwhile examining. 

All off breast areas (from the edge of the breast to the edge of the film) would 
ich regions, such as the glandular disk would receive 

receive a low score. Feature r  
a medium score, and specific features that have some suspicious characteristics 

would be given a high score. The region identified 	 h by subject C as being at te 

edge of his  belch of vision is towards the edge of any interesting regions. It is also 

imagine readers' particular attention to the review areas as re-labellmg 
possible to 

 

what are often feature poor areas as being of greater interest than readers' natural 

inclinations might suggest. 
Subject C's interpretation of the s steni's response in case 2.7 is particularly 

interesting because although the pronipt is for microcalcifications, it is entirely 

clear that there are no microcalcificatiOils present (Figure 5.2). The subject finds 
of the effect it has in drawing his attention to region 

the prompt tolerable because  
of time breast that he believes deserves attention. 

In contrast, subject B judges a prompt to be unreasonable because of its 

location: 

"I wouldn't bring the woman back for that, I dont think that it s 

anything at all. It's either artifact. or at the most vascular. I don't 

think there would be any breast tissue as such down there, I cIont 

think it helpful." (B-1.32) 
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Figure 5.2: Case 2.7 with annotations by subject C. Subject B is referring to the 

prompt b as being useful because of its location. 

Here the prompt is judged to be unhelpful' partly because it is in a region 

where tumour development is unlikely clue to an absence of breast tissue. Thus the 

prompt is seen as irrelevant since it draws attention to a region of the mammograni 

that has little intrinsic interest for the subject. A parallel iuuight be made with 
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subjects' responses to prompts that lie outside the breast, including occasional 

FP for film numbers and other markings. 

5.5.2.2 Tissue type 

One particular difficulty encountered by readers is the interpretation of dense, or 

patchy, breast tissue: 

"These are very dense breasts, very difficult, and time consuming." 

(A-1.22) 

"Again kind of DY type breasts 	much more difficult to interpret." 

(A-2.25) 

"Is back on to my nightmare... These are a nightmare, these are a 

nightmare when I'm doing them, because I think you could hide Moby 

Dick in there and not know. And these are the ones where we have 

a high error in that there can be opacities in there which you don't 

really appreciate, and there can be some micro-calc which you don't 

appreciate." (B-2.23) 

Readers state that the task of examining dense, or 'glandular' breasts is dif-

ficult' and 'more time consuming', suggesting an orientation to the task of in-

terpretation, perhaps involving a selection of strategies different to those invoked 

when interpreting lucent breasts. Dense breast tissue complicates the task of in-

terpretation and readers are aware that their juclgements may be less reliable 

subject B in particular, appears to express frustration that her ability to detect 

cancers may he compromised. In addition to the anxiety associated with the 

possibility of misinterpretation, there may be also a wider professional concern 

that the decision that a breast is normal is made with less confidence, and thus 

may not have the same significance for a women with lucent breasts. 

Subject B also commented that a prompting system might have a useful role 

in addressing this difficulty: 

These are very difficult mammograms because they are very difficult 

breasts. These are the ones where we are open for some help." (13-

1.22) 

"The problem we have is that we are looking for something, we're 

really looking for something... it's mission impossible...we're looking 

for help in the really difficult ones where you do look at these things. 
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In a way it's a lie!!) because it makes you look again and try and... 

(B-i. 23) 

"This is a difficult set of mammograms because they are very glandu- 

lar 	these are the ones that we need help with, and A has been 

annotated on the right round a blob - but it's not any different from 

any of the other multiple blobs on this patient's breast." (B-1.42) 

"Well, this one's a nightmare, and these are the ones where it is help-

ful, you hope, to have things prompted. Because it's so glandular, 

and so dense, but however 	we'll just see." (B-2.18) 

"I mean if your prompting system is really good in an Ni breast, but 

isn't very good in a clysplastic type breast. I tlniik that's important 

to know, and it might be important to run a few experiments to 

see if there's any... I know that when we read them our sensitivity 

and specificity goes down the denser the breast, and you would hope 

that the computer would be able to iron that out and have the same 

sensitivity." (A-2.23) 

Subject B is identifying situations where some assistance with reading could 

be of greatest benefit. She is, not unreasonably, suggesting a role for a prompting 

system in providing support in circumstances where the reading task is found 

to be most difficult. Here, the psychological benefit of reducing anxiety may be 

greatest 

In case 1.23 above, subject B suggests that the system may helpful in these 

cases because it makes you look again'. Time system is perceived as helpful in 

ensuring that the difficult case is given time necessary scrutiny that its degree of 

difficulty demands. It is suggested that time prompts might be helpful in this 

situation because of this effect they have on the reader. rather than because what 

is prompted is significant. Again, the utility of the prompts can be explained in 

terms of improving readers' accountability, or in providing reassurance that the 

examination of the mammogramn has been thorough. 

In case 2.23. subject A is hopeful, that the prompting system would not be 

prone to difficulties experienced by human observers when interpreting dense 

breasts. She expresses a desire for dependable assistance 	particularly where 

the reading task is most difficult, and is implicitly suggesting such provision could 

reduce variation in reader performance. However. this may have implications for 

how prompting information is interpreted. If a prompting system is more able 

(than a film reader) to distinguish i between benign and malignant presentations 
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under particular circumstances, then the filin reader cannot rely on her own judge-

ment of the mammogram to distinguish between TP and FP prompts. Instead, a 

judgement would have to be made on the track record of the prompting system. 

Conversely, prompts might be viewed as being less reasonable if ascertaining 

normality is perceived to he relatively easy: 

"I know, it's the same sort of bit here. I'm sure that's what it's gone 

for, I don't think that's anything at all, I really don't. I would be 

very ( ... ?) if it is vascular, ach it probably is vascular. [break] on a 

nice set of lucent breasts like this, which is what everyone should have 

before they are even allowed into breast screening program. This is 

normal, sorry 	distracting." (B-2.28) 

It may be that the utility of a prompting system is perceived as being depend-

ent on specific weaknesses readers identify in their own abilities. For example, 

more notice niay be taken of, and greater significance attributed to, the presence 

or absence of a prompt in dense breasts as opposed to lucent breasts. 

When examining the prompt sheet for for case 1.9. subject A commented: 

Tlie area that have been prompted erm, are up here - now that has 

been quite useful because...in a breast like that they are difficult to 

assess because it's so patchy and you can imagine asymmetries all 

over the place - what the prompt has made inc do is go hack and look 

particularly at that one - I think that's actually quite useful - I don't 

think it's worrying, but out of all the patches that are in front of inc 

it's said look again at these two - and that's quite useful - I think.' 

(A-1.9) 

In case 1.9. subject A attends to breasts rich with features that have suspi-

cious characteristics, and is thus faced with the problem of differentiating between 

these confusing, attention grabbing, benign presentations and any actual malig-

nancies. If there was only a single present tion of this type, then resources could 

be efficiently, and less ambiguously, allocated to its consideration. In the case of 

multiple presentations. additional effort is required to organise how the lesions 

might be considered. Furthermore, the prevalence of a particular feature type may 

be indicative of some nmiderlviiig process or susceptibility. For example. partially 

involuted breasts may be the cause of a 'patchy' appearance, or a susceptibility 

to cysts may result in the presence of multiple densities. Thus, the very presence 

of similar, multiple presentations, can sometimes suggest a way of accounting for 
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each of instance of a feature. There is the attendant danger of preInaturc closure', 

i.e. precluding the consideration of a broader set of alternative explanations. 

Subject A uses the prompt to focus her analysis in a situation where there 

are many regions in the breast demanding attention. In doing so, she makes a 

tacit assumption that prompted features are more likely to be more significant 

than unprompted features. In re-evaluating the pron pteci features she is perhaps 

widening her analysis to include a broader spectrum of interpretations. 

This discussion suggests that the significance attributed to a particular feature 

can depend on the context of its presentation. When examining case 2.42, both 

subjects B and C refer to a feature's situation when explaining the reasoning 

behind their decision: 

"...but A is a very reasonable prompt, a possible mass. [break] . . sus-

picious on these films." (13-2.12) 

Nothing abnormal on the right, on the right side. The left side there's 

a stellate distortion in the lower part of the breast which is almost 

certainly composite, and there's a hit of asymmetry in time upper part 

of the left breast. Neither of them look particularly worrying, but 

perhaps if you saw the both of those on the one film you would just 

want to have another view of it.' (C-2.42) 

Subject B makes a direct reference to situateciness of the feature within the 

broader context of thegeneral appearance of the mamniogram. Perhaps the 

feature's appearance is unaccountable given the types of normal structure that 

she might expect to find in a rnanimnogram with that general appearance. 

Subject C identifies two potentially suspicious features. but does not believe 

each individually to be overly suspicious. However, his inclination to recall the 

case is increased precisely because they occur together iii the same mammogram. 

His reasoning is concerned with probabilities: 

Observer - "Can it acid to your suspicion then, where there's more 

than one.. 

C - No, no, no, not really. Just that when they're... they don't make 

it additionally suspicious as such, it's just that if there are two bits, 

two areas, you know. Well there's double the chance that one of them 

niight be something." (C-2.42) 

In time following extract. subject B demonstrates greater tolerance to prompts 

for vascular calcifications because of the occurrence of a prompt for a suspicious 

cluster: 
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"This is for nncro-calc. Oh (...?), this lady's got a cluster, a cluster of 

rmcro-calc on the left -- which is a, and on the right 	that's b. And 

let's see what c is... Now, I think c is, I'm looking at the diagram, I 

think c is actually vascular but b is definitely not and none of it is... 

or it's not definitely not, it's probably not. And neither is it on the 

right. So a and b are micro-caic, which actually look.., and I would 

be recalling. c I think - probably vascular. And I wouldn't recall 

for that. Definitely helpful. In this case actually it's not distracting, 

so it's helpful to look ( ... '?). In the situation where they've got other 

clusters, then of course this could be another cluster of the same. So 

I'm going to give it a C4, ( ... ?) C3 (...?)." 

The presence of suspicious clusters appears to heighten subject B's alertness 

towards inicrocalcifications more generally. She is pleased to have her attention 

drawn towards other instances of calcification so that they might be accounted 

for. 

5.5.3 Accounting for prompts 

For a system to be useful as a reading aid, readers have to be confident that 

the system is capable of detecting cancers, and that the system's specificity is 

sufficient to make its use worthwhile. If readers believe that the system (an he 

useful, this implies that readers should attend carefully to its analysis. 

"Now, there's one prompt that's been put all the round the left breast. 

And there's nothing there 	breast tissue. Deciding that I should look 

again and make sure there's not a mass, but 	very slightly different 

projection from the right. and it's breast tissue, and I would not be 

bringing this lady back." (B-1.40) 

"Breast tissue. Just trying to see if there is a mass in here 	but I 

cannot see a mass. Breast tissue." (B-2.63) 

In the above extracts, subject B makes a point of re-examining the prompted 

regions to confirm her initial analysis. She takes reasonable steps to ensure that 

the system has not detected something that she did not initially apprehend. In 

case 1.40, subject B does finally identify a characteristic of the maimimogram as a 

possible reason for that region being prompted. In case 2.63. subject B re-affirms 

that the prompted region is nothing more than breast tissue. 
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"Now looking at the other bit, that's what caught my eye to start 

with, it's gone for another area here, sort of ( ... ?) oblique linear. I 

think that's breast tissue, I would he recalling the women anyway so 

I will see what it's like, but if that wasn't there, then I wouldn't be 

impressed by that, so I wouldn't recall it for that. I don't think it has 

been helpful." (B-.1.61) 

"I don't what it's been getting at with c, I've got to say. I would he 

bringing her back anyway, so I suppose it's whether there's another 

opacity there, but... Probably benign I think. It's reasonable enough 

though, and I don't see anything else." (B-1.71) 

Subject B suggests that her decision to recall the case would provide an op-

portunity to gather further information about the prompted feature. She is enter-

taining the hypothesis that the prompted feature may be significant, although she 

doubts this. She is maintaining her accountability to the prompt by suggesting 

that she should investigate the regionto the limit allowed by current circum-

stances, and she is initiating an act that would further her understanding of the 

abilities of time system. 

If a reason for a prompt is not readily apparent, then this can pose problems 

for readers who are aware that minimal signs of cancer can be overlooked or 

misinterpreted. Thus using the system is not a simple matter of examining, or 

re-examining, the prompted region for signs of cancer, the prompt itself demands 

interpretation. A plausible explanation for the presence of the prompt, in ternis 

of both image properties and system behaviour, has to be sought. 

The following quote demonstrates how the interpretation of false positive 

prompts for subtle features can be problematic: 

"I don't see anything that's worrying, and what's been prompted is... 

I'm not sure what's been prompted - possibly that - that's quite dis-

tracting because I'm saying to myself why have you prompted that? 

And I don't see anvthmg else to worry about." (A-1.42) 

"Right, so a - I can't really see - so well should I be saying, 4 0h, there's 

calcium there - recall the patient' - and obviously I'm overriding this 

(thin,) - can't see it - you know, it can't be that worrying." (A-1.6.5) 

The prompt in case L65 presents subject A with a. dilemmima: has the system 

detected something significant that she cannot herself see? Her discomfort is in 

l)mut clue to the lack of an obvious cause for the prompt that can he used to 
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account for its presence 	there is 110 good reason for discounting the Prompt 

other than that she cannot see what it is for'. 

A prompt does not in itself indicate what it is for, other than in the broadest 

sense of being produced by either the microcalcification or for an ill-defined lesion 

algorithm. It simply highlights a region for examination by a film reader. Thus 

the onus is on the film reader to discover a rationale for the prompt. This process 

can he time consuming and inconclusive without an understanding of how the 

feature detection algoritiuns work 	often a rationale is not obvious from the 

examination of the prompted region alone. 

5.5.4 Influencing interpretation 

The PROMAM system is designed to be a detection aid 	its role is to ensure 

that features with malignant characteristics are not overlooked by a human ob-

server. It is intended that the presence of a prompt should imply that attention 

is required (because the system is sensitive), but should not inmplv that a recall 

decision is appropriate (because the system is not very specific). The respons-

ibility for assessing the significance of a prompted feature, and thus for making 

a recall decision, rests with the film reader. Acting oil a prompt by examining 

the prompted region is the least response that might be expected if the prompt 

is produced by a credible system. The greatest response would be to recall every 

prompted case. There is also an intermediate response - that the prompt is used 

as contributory evidence for making a recall decision in some cases. 

In some senses it might be expected that a prompt would contribute to a 

reader's suspicion of a feature precisely because the presence of a prompt implies 

the possibility of cancer. As possible indicators of suspicion, prompts may be 

used by readers as evidence of suspicion when making classification decisions. 

There were a number of occasions where subjects reported that their inter-

pretatiomi of a feature was affected by the presence of a prompt: 

Big prompt, taking up most of the left breast. Just looking at it 

from the distance first of all. There's a very very vague suggestion of 

distortion. And it's only because of time prompt that I am looking at 

it. I think it's reasonable though, maybe there would be something 

on the CC. I think it has been useful, and in fact I would recall it. 

And Fm not sure what it is, so give it a C3." (B-1-6) 

In case 1.6 the prompt covers a wide area of the breast. Subject B responds to 

the prompt by paying particular attention to the prompted region. and in doing SO 
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she identifies, almost construes, a mildly suspicious feature. She further suggests 

that it is 'only because of the prompt' that this feature is being considered. 

Although the evidence from the image itself is weak, her suspicion is sufficiently 

aroused to recommend recall. In attempting to account for what superficially 

appears to he an uninteresting prompt, subject B makes the working assumption 

that there is some good reason for the presence of a prompt. In fact, subject 

B is mistaken in her interpretation of the system's response. The system has 

identified the whole of the prompted region as a large, potential ill-defined lesion 

the prompt does not relate to the area of distortion identified by subject B. 

In searching for a possible, and rational, explanation for time prompt, subject 

B misconstrues the scope of the system's abilities. The system is not able to 

detect distortions, and therefore its responses cannot be used as evidence for the 

presence, or significance of distortion. 

In the following cases the presence of a prompt appears to add to subject B's 

degree of suspicion about a feature: 

'So it wouldn't he unreasonable at all to bring this woman back and 

I probably... with the prompt I probably... it would make me think 

'yeah maybe we should get reviews on tins'. That's probably nothing 

though. So I think that's acceptable and useful."  (B-1.36) 

"It's probably composite. I mean, if I got prompted to that I would 

actually recall it because of the prompt,. [break] [break] ... not any-

thing. I would recall it." (B-2.40) 

Common to subject B's appraisal of these cases is the influence of time prompt 

on her decision --- the prompt isniaking her think' about recalling, or she is 

recalling because of the prompt', for features that in all probability are 'nothing'. 

Subject C also reports heightened suspicion due to the presence of a prompt: 

..?) That fair enough to make you look more closely at that particu-

lar area, maybe... (...?) that's quite useful actually. Would you recall 

having been prompted to it? I think that once I had been prompted 

to it I probably would recall it, it's a bit like seeing it as a second 

reader. If von saw it time first time you might let it go, but if someone 

has seen it before you wouldn't let it go, so I think we would recall 

(C-2.40) 

The features considered for recall by subjects B and C in the above cases 

all appear to have borderline significance 	they fall oil or around time readers' 
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recall thresholds. Readers face a clileninia because they know that some cancers 

will present minimal signs on the manimograin, but recalling for all features 

demonstrating a minor degree of suspicion would overwhelm resources available 

for assessment clinics. In case 2.40, subject C demonstrates an approach to 

managing recall decisions where the evidence from the image alone is ambiguous 

by using the decision made by a first reader as an additional source of evidence. 

Similarly, he suggests that the presence of a prompt could he used as evidence of 

abnormality for ambiguous cases. 

Conversely, subject A suggests that the lack of a prompt can be significant: 

A - "It hasn't really picked up on the asymmetries but they're not 

worrying in any way..." 

Observer - So would you rather it.. 

A - '.. would I rather it prompted or didn't? I don't seem to be 

Very consistent do I? Because on the one hand you've got the comfort 

factor - oh it's seen it and dismissed it. I think they're not in anyway 

worrying, if they were more striking asymmetries then perhaps I would 

want it - in that case I think I would let themgo. (A-1.33) 

Here the lack of a prompt is seen as comforting', precisely because subject A 

equates the lack of a prompt as indicating that the system has assessed a region 

and found it to be benign. This type of reasomng is a potential cause for concern 

for three reasons. Firstly. the ill-defined lesion detection algorithm has both a 

feature extraction' and a 'feature classification step'. If a feature is unprompteci, 

then this may be because the feature extraction step has failed, and if this is the 

case it cannot be said that the system has performed a 'complete' analysis of the 

feature. Secondly, the system does not target asymmetries for detection, so it 

is not reasonable to assume that the lack of a prompt is a good indication that 

a region of asymmetry is benign. Thirdly, the system does make false negative 

decisions. so  the absence of a prompt is not a foolproof indicator of benignity. 

Jr making the judgement that it would be inappropriate to prompt for these 

particular asymmetries. subject, A is trying to define an appropriate confidence 

threshold for system responses. 

Subject C suggests that the system might have a direct role to play in influ-

encing film readers' confidence thresholds for asymmetry: 

'So it is not a bad thing that it is brought to our attention. perhaps we 

are no naturally, particularly at the right the threshold for detecting 
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asymmetry. So I don't know, maybe the prompts are right and we're 

wrong. Certainly quite a number of the missed, or false negatives 

are in asymmetrical breast tissue. However, I don't think that would 

come into that category." (C-1.40) 

Again, this demonstrates an orientation to perceived weaknesses in film reader 

performance resulting in a suggestion that the systein may be able to assist in 

this respect. If the system were to influence a reader's decision-making in the way 

that subject C suggests, then the system would be fulfilling a very different role 

to its intended one. Again, readers would have to sacrifice their role as arbiters of 

whether a prompt is a true positive or a true negative. They would he dependent 

on their experience of, or claims made about the systems capabilities, rather than 

on their own interpretative abilities. 

5.6 The system's functional scope 

It is not intended that a prompting system should duplicate film reading expertise 

in its entirety. The extent to winch the behaviour of the system can be considered 

to be similar to that of lunnan observers is that the system also notices' features 

of potential significance in the maininograni. However, even in 'doing noticing' 

the system's capabilities are relatively constrained. The system is only designed 

to notice particular types of feature, naniely microcalcifications and ill-defined 

lesions 	and not the complete gamut of presentations that can he indicative of 

cancer. Furthermore, the system can be thought of as a naive observer, in that 

it lacks the interpretative sophistication of a human filni reader. 

The verbal protocol reveals that subjects actively engage in making sense of 

the system's behaviour. This sense-making appears both to involve an assessment 

of the system's capabilities - what it might reliably detect, and what might be 

overlooked 	and also finding a rationale for time system's responses 	how the 

system might be expected to behave under different circumstances. The payoff 

for investing effort in learning about the system is that presumably this enables 

more efficient and effective use of the information it supplies. If readers can 

understand the reasons for a prompt, this would enable a quick decision to be 

made about the action it demands, thus lowering the cognitive 'burden of system 

use. Furthermore. if readers can understand the diagnostic implications implied 

by the presence (or absence) of a prompt, they can he in a position to make the 

most appropriate decision. In this latter case, readers are trying to understand 

what the prompt means', and how it should he interpreted'. 
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Strategies in evidence for making sense of the system include: 

Comparing the system's response for similar types of feature. 

Assuming purposeful behaviour. 

What might he indicated by the prompts shape, size and location. 

Explanations external to the operation of the system. 

Each of these approaches are discussed in turn below. A further sort of sense-

making concerns an orientation to the performance of the system (its sensitivity, 

for example) and involves subjects comparing their notions of significance with 

those exhibited by the system. This is discussed fully in Section 5.7. 

5.6.1 Prompts for similar types of feature 

Readers made comparisons between the system's responses to similar types  of 

feature, either in the same breast, or between cases. This activity is frequently 

accompanied by readers puzzling over why one instance of a feature type has been 

prompted, but not another. 

Subject's often found time tendency of the nucrocalcification detection al-

gontiim not to prompt all heiiigmi microcalcifications to he a source of confusion, 

for example: 

[ ... ] It's interesting it's prompted time vascular calcification on the 

one side and not the other. So that gives me - I'ni thinking the whole 

things inconsistent you know. (A-1.20) 

"I'm surprised that it hasn't, that it hasn't picked up on the vascular 

calcification on the right. (...?) really quite surprised about that, 

since it's gone for things on the left." (B-1.39) 

-'What, has indeed been prompted is some calcification but I think 

these are benign. What I'm saying t myself is why has it prompted 

for those when there's actually similar calcs all over the place? So - 

for that reason I found it a bit distracting. C2, why only these calcs?" 

(A-1.33) 

Similarly. subjects often attempted to make sense of the ill-defined lesion 

al-orithin by making comparisons between prompted and unprompted features: 
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"I'm kind of struggling to see what they are prompting for. It's just 

asymmetrical breast tissue. If it prompted for that - why did it not 

prompt for that. So I'm writing why not prompted?' because it's 

more of the same - (plus)? a bigger area." (A-1.64) 

"I can see why it's outlined this area but I do actually think there are 

areas on the other side which are just the same." (B-1.64) 

Subjects' judgements for many of these cases is that a prompted feature often 

is not (diagnostically) different from other unpronipted features within a par-

ticular mammogram. Their expectation is that the system, in noticing possibly 

suspicious features, should he consistent. Subjects are able to make generalisa-

tions - that features that have a different appearance within the man niogram 

are occurrences of the same sort of presentation. This system is unable to make 

such fine judgements, and may respond differently due to variations in image 

ignificant to a film reader, or that are difficult for a properties that may seem ins  

film reader to detect. 
This case can be seen most clearly in the operation of the inicrocalcification 

detection algorithm where a simple clustering rule is the system's criteria for 

crocalcihcatioll is an a suspicion. Benign mi 	
lmost ubiquitous phenomena and cal- 

cification of arteries within the breast is particularly common. The majority of 

FP prompts produced by the iyiicro_calclficat ion algorithin are due to vascular 

calcification. Calcification of arteries is progressive, resulting in unbroken calci-

fication in the walls of the vessel giving a characteristic tram line' like appearance 

Oil 
time inanimogram. In case 1.20 amid 1.39 (above) subjects express confusion 

because of the system's differential response to seemi igly similar regions of vascu-

lar calcification. However, their perception of inconsistency often arises because 

the operation of the system is far less sophisticated than they suspect. In its 

early stages vascular calcification can be discontinuous or fragmented, and it is 

this type of presentation that satisfies the algorithms simple clustering rule. In 

case 1.33, subject A identifies widespread benign calcification, but is confused 

as to why only a small number of particles have been prompted. However, the 

system is neither able to make global appraisal, nor can it recognise individual 

particles as being characteriStically benign. Again, it merely prompts for a region 

where. by chance. particles are sufficiently close together to satisfy its clustering 

rule. 
From time subject's point of view the system is drawing a distinction which 

they 
cannot see for features that are interpreted as being the same sort of thing'. 

Because they cannot account for this discrepancy, subjects were inclined to doubt 
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the system's reliability by stating that its behaviour is inconsistent'. 

Apparent inconsistencies may not only have an effect on impressions about 

reliability, but also on subjects' beliefs about the system as an indicator of sus-

picion. If the system has made a distinction it might be felt that this is for a 

reason - that some characteristic of the prompted feature has been found to be 

significant in some way. If readers have this expectation, then they might try to 

account for the differences in terms of significance: 

"[...] These are C2's - these are benign calcifications, they're not in 

anyway polymorphic. So that's the kind of subtle difference between 

the two. That is something could be misconstrued as a cancer - this 

should never be misconstrued as a cancer - so our tolerance to see 

it prompted goes clown a hit, you can say, well, you know: Why 

has it prompted that - I mean that's just so obviously benign'. [...]' 

(A-1.56) 

In addition to informing beliefs about system performance, scrutiny of the 

systems differential response to similar types of feature can sometimes lead to 

rationales for system behaviour: 

There's a vessel running down there --- and isn't that strange? Well 

this is it again because we've got. other hits of vascular calcification 

winch it hasn't prompted on the same vessel with it coming-  down 

here, and that's the bit it's gone and highlighted, I don't know why. 

So that is a bit of a cause for concern I think. Just why has it gone 

for that bit, is it because it's in the bit of black breast... you know, 

fat, that's standing out a wee bit more. But, I mean it's the same 

vessel here, higher up that hasn't highlighted that. That's arterial." 

(B-i.59) 

There's definitely arterial calcification, the same goes all the way 

along this very long bit here thats of course got bre aks in it, which is 

why it has to he given different er... Right, so all the way clowii to... 

Ws all vascular, it's all vascular.....(B-i.28) 

'- And I think that this is a false prompt. It has gone for those, maybe 

because there are two dots that are slightly closer together. But, 

benign calc, C2. It's one for it obviously because there is one so 

close to the other. I'm adopting a neutral stance about whether the 

are acceptable, yes it would be." (B-1.33) 
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"And we've missed out, we haven't annotated any of this stuff - - but 
it's benign calcification. I suppose there aren't really clusters of it, 
that's why it hasn't ( ... ?)." (B-1.72) 

In the above cases subject B is able identify 'low level' differences between 

prompted and unprompted features - the fragmentation of vascular calcification 

(1.28), improved contrast between calcifications and background tissue (1.59), the 

presence or absence of clustering in widespread benign calcifications (1.33 and 1.72 

respectively) However, it can be difficult to sustain these types of explanation 

and use tiicni in a more generalised way: 

"There's a non-cluster area, I don't understand why it's prompted 

that and not that. Benign caic. I've called it micro-caic, but I think 

it's.., distract.,. See it's gone for that, I don't really understand why 

it has gone for that, and hasn't gone for that, or that." (B-i .69) 

In case 1.69, subject B identifies a uncrocalcificat ion prompt for an area of cal-

cification winch, in her opinion, does not for In a cluster. This particular system 

response provides evidence that is contrary to the Supposition that the action 

of the algorithm can be explained sinply in terms of a clustering rule. It is 

possible that a nucrocalcification detection algorithm has nustakenly identified 

sinail bright densities (such as crossing hiiear structures) as additional calcific- 

ation particles. Without the knowledge that the algoritlun can generate false 

positives in this way, it becomes difficult to account for cases where false pos- 

itives are produced for non clustered microcalcifications, and still rely on the 

general assumption that the system will detect clusters. 

However, subjects A and C do identify situations where the nnci'ocalcification 

detection algorithm does produce false positive Prompts in this way.- ay: 

".A ".1 think there is an appearance of a couple of flecks of calcium there, 

it could just he ( ... ?). If it is calcium I don't think it is significant. 

It could just be a kind of mottled appearance where you're got a lot 

of stromal elements criss-crossing giving the appearance of dots. You 

know, there's an extreme example, of that, or that, where you are 

getting a vessel or a stromal line end on." (A-2.55) 

"That's just some benign calcification and what have we got over 

here? [break] ... that sort of bright bit. It's picked up (....?) and 

thought it was calcification, but it's not calcification. So then, a's not 
helpful. ( ... ?) [break]" (C-2.52) 
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In the absence of detail about the operation of the detection algorithms readers 

may form partial explanations for the presence and absence of prompts. This 

process can be thought of as reverse engineering, whereby subjects attempt to 

formulate a rationale for the system's behaviour from their observations of its 

responses in specific situations. However, this is a difficult task since it depends 

both on the chance occurrence of examples that unambiguously illustrate a single 

aspect of the system's operation, and on the ability of the reader to build a unified 

model of rules and exceptions from these snapshots. 

Occasionally, this process will yield results. For example, subject B was able 

to account for the tendency of the ill-defined lesion detection algorithm to produce 

false positive prompts for "linear increases in density" in a way that eluded the 

other subjects: 

"Now this is another area, it seems to pick up areas like this of linear 

increase in density which it is calling a mass, I'm sure it's not. It's 

just the way the breast tissue has involuted. We're left with fibrous 

strands and just vaguely increased density." (B-1.24) 

"It's hack on to this sort of linear appearance there, these are not 

technically good films, the right exposure is not very good at all. I 

would he technically recalling this women." (B-1.45) 

"We're back to our friend... It seems to do this quite a lot, pick up 

on, on, what seems to be linear masses, and they're not 	it's just 

overlying fibrous strands. So there isn't a mass, it's called it a mass, 

but there isn't a mass, it's composite." (B-2.5) 

5.6.2 Assuming purposeful behaviour 

Much of sense-niaking done by subjects betrays an assumption of rationality and 

purposeful behaviour 	they not only assume that there is some reason for the 

presence of a pronipt, but also that there is some good (i.e. diagnostically relev-

ant) reason. This can partly be explained in terms of accountability. A reasonable 

default assumption would he that the system has prompted something of signific-

ance, thus demanding readers to find some good reason why the prompt should 

be ignored. It can also he explained partly as a means of trying to understand 

system function. Given that subjects have little or no knowledge of the working of 

the detection algorithms, the assumption that the system behaves in a purposeful 

way provides an alternative means of understanding its behaviour. For example: 
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"Why has it prompted that lymph node, and not others, I wonder? 

[ ... ] Because I mean if it's... if there's some particular reason it's 

because if it's margins or something like that, and that's fair enough, 

just to make sure that it is a lymph node, but if it's going to pick up 

every lymph node then it's completely unacceptable, it would prompt 

every second film just about. But it hasn't been doing that, so there 

must he a reason why it's prompted that, so I'll say that's Ok. But 

I'm happy (...?) it's a lymph node. Some women will get cancers 

there as well which, I suppose (...?)." (C-2.25) 

Subject C's presumption when attempting to understand the system's differ-

ential response to lymph nodes over a munber of cases is that there mnst he' a 

good diagnostic reason for the majority remaining unprompted. 

However, an assumption of purposeful behaviour can be misleading. A strik-

ing example of this is where subjects associate ill-defined lesion prompts with 

asymmetries: 

"[break] an elliptical prompt there round something that I' sure is 

breast tissue 	composite. [break] ... (done?) the same again. But 

I mean, I suppose, looking at it, there isn't an equivalent area over 

here, so it's reasonable enough to have prompted that. But I wouldn't 

have recalled it for that." (B-2.31) 

In fact, prompts for asymmetry are chance occurrences. Breasts are naturally 

asymmetric, and the ill-defined lesion algorithm will tend to produce false posit-

ives on denser patches of tissue, winch may just happen to correspond to regions 

of differential brightness or distribution. 

It is interesting that the chance association of prompts with asymmetrical 

regions can give the impression that the system is effective at detecting asym-

metries, precisely because in cases where the asymmetry is actually minimal the 

system might he thought of as being highly sensitive: 

?) asymmetries, it seems to he quite keen on asymmetries. I 

wouldn't have described that as asymmetric though. Wee block of 

breast tissue. I would pass that as normal." (C-1.9) 

"It's acceptable. Wouldn't recall it 	it's just asymmetry. It's quite 

good at detecting asymmetry isn't it? I mean, the trouble is, 1 think 

that perhaps, maybe too sensitive." (C-1.59) 
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However, the perception that the system does prompt for asymmetry can lead 

to unwarranted expectations with respect to performance: 

"And I would also want a be prompt for that. Surprised it didn't pick 

that, because that, presumably it's something to do with asymmetry. 

I thought that that was quite strikingly asymmetric." (C-1.7) 

"I think that it's interesting that they've not prompted for this area 

of asymmetry [ ... ] and there is marked asymmetry there which has 

not been picked up there so I'll call that 1 and I'll classify that later 

on." (A-1.10) 

Furthermore, when making judgements about asymmetry, readers will take 

technical factors into account that might explain a differential appearance 

such as different exposures. Such factors can also he used to explain the action 

of the system: 

"I don't think there's anything to that at all. Presumably it is just 

picking up On the asymmetric because of the different exposures. 

Could it he? I (lout know. I don't think that's particularly help-

fit!." (C-1.45) 

Memory for both previous system responses, and candidate explanations for 

those responses, form part of a complied biography of the system's behaviour that 

may be used to account for current prompts. This working understanding of time 

system's behaviour is subject to incremental revision as the reader is exposed to 

additional cases. When seeking to comprehend current prompts, subjects may 

appeal to the icliosyncracies of individual mammograms in order to explain the 

action of the system (as suggested by subject C in case 1.45 above). This has the 

advantage of conservatism 	new rationales need not be developed, nor current 

ones abandoned. Instead, exceptional circumstances are invoked in order to shoe-

horn the system's response into an existing rationale. However, if this becomes 

an increasingly difficult task, then radical reappraisal of a dominant rationale 

may be precipitated. Towards the end of the second session, subject C began 

commenting on cases that had been prompted bilaterally: 

6 -That's probably just breast tissue, but needs further investigation. 

e [break] ...can't have it both ways, that's dense and that's not dense 

so that's not helpful. Just breast tissue.' (C-2.49) 
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"That's both of them. [break] I don't why you can prompt them both, 

I thought it was supposed to rely on asymmetry. So that doesn't help 

me to look at it more, I look at both breasts anyway, so that's no. I 

don't know, I just have to put a question..."  (C-2.64) 

The accumulation of such cases provides the necessary leverage to enable an 

alternative account of system behaviour to be contemplated: 

What's that one? Well a first of all. Well that's nor... that's not 

very helpful, the asymmetry is minimal. Or is that picking up as a 

whole mass? Is that what the idea is? I don't know. Anyway it's not 

particularly helpful."  (C-2,67) 

5.6.3 Explanations cued by prompt characteristics 

Occasionally the shape or size of a prompt is used as an indicator of what the 

system's response might mean. For example, the ill-defined lesion algoritlini will 

occasionally falsely prompt the glandular disk: 

"For some reason, it has decided it's the whole breast. Now I don't see 

anything wrong with that, they are perfect film... well, the nipples 

not (lute ill profile, but they're lovely pes and all the rest, and the 

the breast tissue's all on. I honestly do not know why it has prompted 

this, I wouldn't recall this at all. It's normal." (B-2.19) 

In case 2.19, the prompt is apparently for' an entire breast. Consequently 

Subject B looks for an interpretation that might correspond with some global 

phenomena, such as poor technical quality. It seems that the prompt, not only 

directs attention to a particular region of the mainmogranl. but also by its form 

give some initial indication of what to Jook for'. 

The form of the prompts, and their relationship to the prompted feature, 

were deliberately chosen to deliver certain types of information. Prompts from 

the system components are distinctive, allowing the responses made by the micro-

calcifications and ill-defined lesion detection algorithms to he easily distinguished. 

Prompts produced by the micro-calcification algorithm delineate the shape of the 

cluster that has been detected. Similarly, ill-defined lesion prompts consist of an 

ellipse that circumscribes the detected lesion with an additional margin of ten 

percent by area. However, subj ects suggested that they might learn to recover 

additional information from prompt characteristics: 
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"Some calcification, judging by the shape of the prompt it's probably 

vascular." (C-1- 33) 

"Multiple prompts on this one. They're all micro-caic. I'm not dis-

missing them out of hand, but just even looking at the prompt, at 

the way it's outlined on here, it looks like vascular calcification, and 

iiideed that's what it looks like on first looking at the film." (B-2.11) 

On a number of occasions subject A suggested that the area covered by the 

prompt is too broad to be useful, for example: 

"Now, what's been prompted are two large areas which, that's quite 

unhelpful really. I think what you're wanting to 
(.10 is ( ... ) helpful 

if you focussed in on smaller areaS, anc indeed this area here has 

not been pronipted at all. So I don't think the appearance. although 

there are areas wi
thin that area that I have picked up that's not been 

Very helpful at all." (A-1.7) 

C1 

identified a feature that is potentially of interest wit""" time 
Although she h  

region circumscribed by the ill-defined lesion algoritlilli, she is not convinced that 

the system's response was triggered by that feature. Other readers were more 

lenient, and willing to accept serendipitous reSpoiises 

"And that - - I don't think it's round the calcs particularly, though 

it includes the calcs -- but I don't think that's necessarily what it's 

gone for. It has clone it, it would direct inc to see the caics, so its 
li(-1 I would 

recall just to see the c,alcs." (C-1.54) 

de an iflteresting example of how subject's inter- 
Responses to case 1.61 provi 

pretation of the meaning of a prompt can differ. It also demonstrates readers 

trying to make sense of the system and the difficulties they face in doing so in the 
heet annotated 

absence of an accurate model of system function. The prompt s  

by subject. A is show" in Figure 5.3. The commentaries for this case, from each 

subject are shown in Figure 5.6.3 
Ill-defined lesion prompts, b circles a large 

The system has produced three  
region of demise tissue in the upper part of the right breast. Prompts a and 

c 

highlight smaller region5 with prompt c lying wholly within the region circum- 

scribed by prompt b. 
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Figure 5.3: Case 1.61 with annotations by subject A 

Subject A identifies a significant feature within the region highlighted by 

prompt b, but doubts the relevance of prompt b because it pronlpts a too wide 

an area 	it does not concur with subject A's notion of significance. Subject A 

also dismisses prompt c as being for the wrong area, and proceeds to annotate 

the feature and labels this as F. 

In contrast, subjects B and C feel that prompt b is relevant, but both have 

difficulty finding an adequate explanation for prompt c. Subject B presumes that 

the system has identified a 'separate mass, but is confused because the only likely 

candidate is the region annotated by subject A. Subject C believes prompt c to 

be redundant because prompt b 'mentions the whole thing, and not just one part 
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of it'. 

From these commentaries it appears that the area of interest is Smaller than 

the prompt might suggest, that is: as annotated by subject A, and indicated 

by subject B. Subject C's view on the precise region of interest is a little less 

clear, and he may view the entire prompted region as being significant. However, 

prompt b does refer to the smaller region. The discrepancy arises because the 

ill-defined lesion detection algorithm scales the prompts by a constant factor 

to prevent the prompted feature from being obscured. Taking this approach 

produces a larger gap between the edge of the feature and the edge of the prompt 

as the size of the feature increases. 

Prompt c poses a problem for subjects B and C because it both misses the 

focal region of significance, and occurs within the region of prompt b, which is 

seen as significant. This poses several questions simultaneously: If the system has 

identified the region annotated by A as significant (although by a wide margin), 

why is it that c been prompted? If a small focal area such as c can be prompted, 

why is b not more focal? If the entire region given by h is significant, then why 

bother prompting smaller regions within b at all? 

Such dilemmas can be settled by an understanding of the ill-defined lesion 

algorithm. Processing is essentially (lone in two stages. In the first stage features 

within the mammogram are extracted and segmented according to four different 

scale sizes. This can be thought of as a sieving operation which allows features 

falling into broach categories of size to be treated separately. Features conforming 

to each of these sizes are then classified according to known properties of nialig- 

nant lesions. Each of these steps is independent 	that is, the significance any 

given feature plays no part in determining the significance of any other feature. 

Prompt c is the result of the independent piocessig features from a smaller scale 

size. and is unrelated to any significance the system has associated with prompt 

B. 

5.6.4 External explanations 

When trying to make sense of the apparent inconsistencies in system behaviour, 

subject A resorted to a level of explanation external to the operation of the 

system: 

"Bit of overkill, were also going through some - I'm slow on the uptake 

here but twice we've changed the sensitivity here." (A-1.27) 

mean when your getting one fleck of calcium you can't start - I 

mean obviously in this test you've varied the sensitivity and there's 
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Subject A 

Now, there is an asymmetry - but I wonder if there is a cyst in 
the middle of all that. So I would recall this patient. Now, what 
they've clone is they've prompted the whole area - which I don't 
think has been helpful. That bit... B, the whole area, not helpful 

( ... ). c, again it's, I think it's not the right area - so that's not 
helpful. It is probably distracting. And 1 would have been more 
helpful - query cyst, query mass..." (A-1.61) 

Subject B 

"Ali right, there you are. The first thing that strikes me is the 
big annotation around this up here. Now definitely an increase... 
so b, an increase in density and it does merit.., it's helpful, and 
imideterininate but it needs... it will be relevant 	because I can't 

see the margins of it, that's fine, it's suspicious. Now looking 
at the other bit, that's what caught my eye to start with, it's 

,,,one for another area here, sort of (...'?) oblique linear. I think 
that's breast tissue, I would he recalling time women anyway so I 
will see what it's like, but if that wasn't there, then I wouldn't 

he impressed by that, 5() I wouldn't recall it for that. I don't 
think it has been helpful. C is in the middle of this bit. I'm not 
quite sure whether it thinks there is a second mass within... I 
suppose what's happened is that it's outhiiecl tins whole lippem 
half and then within it... what was that? I dont quite know 
what... whether it thinks there is a separate mass, because if I 
was drawiig a line I would draw it round here, and it's drawn it 
iust round here. So I'm not quite sure what its getting at. I will 

give it a question mark. Now, having seen that, I actually am 

quite suspicious about this. I'm looking at the other side, and I 
don't see anything else for annotation." (B-1.61) 

Subject C 

'There's quite marked asynimnetry in the upper part of the right 
breast, and I would certainly want to investigate that a little fur-
ther. I don't see anything else. Yeah. as a bit unhelpful. h's 
a bit that's a real, really interested in, and c's not particularly 
helpful. So a is a bit of a distraction really. b is useful, yes, yes 

asymmetry - PB. And c, well no I don't think that's, well a 
mentions the whole thing, and not just one part of it. so Cs a hit 
of a distraction. ( ... .?) only got that in isolation it would he a 

distraction. So I would recall that. It's the whole thing, not just 

this one part of it." (C-1.61) 

Figirre 5.4: Subjects' commentaries on case 1.61 
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lots of inconsistencies you know - which is manifest." (A-1.35) 

"And indeed, it's not picked up the vascular calcification. So why has 

it? That's you, you're fiddling it." (A-2.50) 

Subject A's belief that operational parameters of the algorithm might have 

been changed for some experimental purpose indicates that she was unable to 

find a way of accounting for system responses solely in terms of its observed 

behaviour. Accountability for performance is transfered from the system itself 

to investigator. Furthermore, this subject was most closely involved with the 

development of the system, and knew those involved with development of the 

algorithm components. During this exercise she made reference to these people 

specifically as having some share of the responsibility for systems performance 

(fictitious names are used): 

"A must he vascular because it's ignored the big dod there ... so off 

we go, we (lout like vascular, you tell Tom we don't like vascular 

calcification." (A-1.38) 

"What's been prompted is the whole asymmetry. So Dick is not good 

enough. Tunis too good and Dick is not good enough." (A-1.45) 

"Well, it is a bit of a let clown. Fin thinking of Dr Dick Francis at 

this moment, and... [break]" (A-2.48) 

In addition, subject A frequently referred to the actions of time system as being 

(Tile to tliev' (time system developers?), rather than bt' (the system), for example: 

"Nlnch makes it much more worrying in miy mind -  and then on the 

other side, they have prompted an asvnimetry and it's not prompted 

for areas of calcification." (A-1.19) 

"The rest I don't, really see why they've prompted it. Because it seems 

very similar to surrounding tissue." (A-1.23) 

Clearly the issue of accountability is important, and subject A in particu-

lar demonstrates a tendency to hold those responsible for developing the system 

accountable for its behaviour. Similarly, early on in this exercise. subject B ex-

pressed a naive (to a developer) view that system responses are somehow directly 

related to annotations made by radiologists: 6 

eTrai ning  and test cases for use during the development of the system were annotated' 
by film readers. This involved using a purpose-built computer package to delineate and label 
significant regions in digitised lnailinlognilns. Both subjects B and A were involved in this 
activity. 
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"I think that it's completely normal. I think that would have been 

whoever had annotated the films, which could well have been me. It's 

not, not, not the machine's fault." (B-1.2) 

"Because I can't see a mass, and I can't see any inicrocalcification. So 

I am not terribly sure what A and B are about. It's a good demon-

stration of how you change your mind when you look at a film again, 

because I could have well annotated this." (B-1.9) 

Here subject B is holding the radiologists who produced annotations to train 

the system responsible for its behaviour. 

Subject B sometimes resorted to explanations that might be more appropri-

ately used to explain the behaviour of a human observer, rather than that of a 

computer, for example 

"As for the reason for it doing 	B's called the left breast, and C is 

the right breast. But I don't know - breast tissue, it's breast tissue. 

And please, let's not have these, because it's not helpful. It's not 

helpful to outline the whole breast. It's a bit of a cop out. I think 

that mean I cant be bothered doing any more somewhere around the 

end." (B-2.64) 

Although a computer system obviously cannot become 'tired' or'bored', it 

can be reasonably supposed to be 'defective' in some respect. When the system's 

response is obviously (to the reader) naive or inconsistent then there might be 

some doubt as to whether the system is in fact functioning correctly. 

In deciding what constitutes a reasonable prompt, subject B often appealed 

to what she considered to be technically feasible. With respect to distinguishing 

vascular calcifications: 

As I say I ciont know quite if were trying to get the computer to pick 

up nmncro-calc, I don't know how you can get round that. You can't, 

you'll just have to prompt it and you can dismiss it. So in an ideal 

situation it would be able to tell this is what it was, but I don't know 

that that can be helped. It's distracting to be honest. (B-1.27) 

"Vascular calcifications are a problem. It's a problem for time machine, 

Ws not a problem for us. So that's why, I don't think it. you know, I 

think it's acceptable, because you can look at it and say that's what 

that is. I don't see how you could expect inc... you couldn't expect 

the system not to pick that up." (B-1.6.5) 
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Detection of distortions in 'difficult' breasts: 

"And it hasn't been prompted. So I'll just put '1', query distortion. 

It's probably not, it's probably normal but just wonder... It's probably 

normal, but anyway I think it would have been helpful to be prompted 

but I think it's quite difficult to see how it could do it." (B-1.22) 

Overall specificity: 

"I don't quite know how we sort this out. I'll accept it I think. I'll 

have to accept it's going to be prompting for far more things than.. 

(B-2.25) 

Benign calcifications: 

"That's benign calc 	C2. I think the way the prompt works you 

have to accept that these things will he prompted, but it is benign. 

It's of dubious helpfulness, however." (B-i. 

In making sense of the system Subject B appreciated that the system operated 

in a different way to human observers: 

"I think the prompt's Proble'll is going to be sensitivity - or that's 

likely to be the case. It's logical thought that it can't, or mabe 

illogical thought, and tangential thought. that's maybe it -- what it's 

missing." (B-1.20) 

"Oh sure, yeah, but that's (...) I meal' you can't expect it. you re 

not creating a robot for goodness sake, and a brain. I mean it's got 

far better brain than us, but it just can't c1uite... it's not just the 

same." (B-1.66) 

Subject B tries to rationalise the systems shortcomings by drawing a distinc-

tion between the properties that might be appropriately attributed to human and 

computer agents. This reaction is similar to the way that subject A attributes 

responsibility for the system's behaviour to the system developers, rather than 

the system itself. In both cases, 'intelligent and 'responsible' behaviour are con-

ceived of as being in reahii of hiumaim activity. The system's responses are viewed 

not only as result of the system's analysis of the image, but also as an end point 

of a causal chain that begins with time development and training of the system. 
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5.7 System and reader performance 

This section is concerned with how subjects niake judgements about both the 

capability and utility of the system. In particular, how subjects gain an impres-

sion of the system's performance, and how they perceive that use of the system 

affects their own. These perceptions are important because they have a bearing 

on subjects' views as to what degree it is appropriate to engage with the system's 

responses. The discussion is in three sections. The first concerns how subjects 

assess the system's performance. The second considers examples of where the 

system brought features to subjects' attention that they themselves had not no-

ticed. Finally, occasions where subjects felt disinclined to examine the system's 

responses are discussed. 

5.7.1 Assessing system performance 

One conclusion drawn from the 'subjective responses to prompting' experiment 

described in the previous chapter was that subjects seenied able to niake accur-

ate judgements about the system's sensitivity despite the sniall iuiiiher of actual 

cancers in the test sets. It was suggested that readers are able to extrapolate 

from the systeill's performance on the larger set of features that have suspicious 

characteristics but for which readers have a lower confidence of their being can-

cers. A prediction was made that readers would show tolerance for FP prompts 

corresponding to features that are actively considered for recall. In this exercise 

there were examples of cases where a feature was deemed sufficiently suspicious 

to prompt, but not suspicious enough to warrant recall, for example: 

can understand why they have prompted for that though, because 

it is an asymmetrical island surrounded by fatty tissue. So I don't 

think that's distracting, I think that's probably valuable, and I would 

accept that, I probably wouldn't recall it though, but it wouldn't be 

unacceptable.' (A-1.13) 

"And b is, yes that's a fair reason to prompt that, and it's quite 

acceptable, I wouldn't recall it, it's just BT. It's just quite useful to 

have it brought to your attention." (C-1.64) 

However, these reflections (and others discussed throughout this chapter) re-

veal that tolerance for prompts is often not solely judged on the significance of the 

feature alone. In cases 1.13 and 1.64, subjects show tolerance because they can 
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'understand why' or there is 'fair reason' for a prompt 	indicating not only a de- 

gree of agreement with the system's assessment, but also a tolerance because the 

the system's responses are perceived as rational (or at the least comprehensible) 

in a way that is relevant to the task of interpretation. 

In the extracts below, subject A did not recall case 1.30, but cases 2.42 and 

2.50 were recalled by subjects B and A respectively: 

"But I think that's probably benign - it's picked that up I think that's 

useful. Would I recall that? No I wouldn't recall that but, I think it's 

still been valuable because it's an area that caught my eye as well." 

(A-1.30) 

"Yel) I can see what it's going for. I'd be a bit suspicious about that 

too. It might end ill)  to he composite, but... just a feeling that there 

might be a mass behind that. So that would be reasonable enough, 

that's the only thing that has been pronlpte(l." (B-2.42) 

"Right, so, this is looking good on the prompt because it's picked up 

the one which is least well defined there, which is good. I think that 

one probably also merits.., although you could argue that's reasonably 

well defined. [...] Agree, (10 not recall left soft tissue opacities'." (A-

2.50) 

In the above extracts subjects draw attention to the consonance between the 

system's response,.,,  and their own. Not only are the system's responses rational, 

but they are also accord strongly with the readers' own view of what is account- 

able in the inanimograni 	i.e., features that might require closer inspection or 

further tests. Subject A's commentary for case 2.50 (Figure 5.5) is particularly 

noteworthy - by prompting the most significant of a number of similar types of 

presentation her perception is that the system has made an intelligent or compet-

ent decision under difficult circumstances. This can be contrasted with subject 

B's response to the same case: 

"Now this is one that I don't understand. Looking at this I don't 

understand why it hasn't annot... it seems to have completely ignored 

the left breast. [break] ...anyway, we'll concentrate on the right, what 

it has annotated. And it has annotated some things and not others. 

I think this niight be the time it was getting on '15', it might be the 

same tired point." (B-2.50) 
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Figure 5.5: Case 2.50 with annotations by subject A 

Subject B is inclined to believe that the lack of a response to features in the 

left breast is indicative of negligence rather than of intelligence. Although subject 

A also expresses surprise that features on the left breast remain unprompted 

(she makes a note of her approval on the prompt form itself), she views this as 

positive rather than as problematic. The distinction is perhaps between whether 
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subjects believe there has an omission, or considered decision not to prompt. The 

system itself supplies no information to suggest that the left breast was actually 

examined but that nothing suspicious was found. Given an understanding of the 

sorts of features that the system is likely to prompt, a possible explanation is that 

some system failure has occured with the result that the left breast has not been 

examined at all. Rather than simply attending to individual features in isolation, 

subject A appears to he forming an interpretation of the mammograni as a whole. 

Significance is not only dependent to the character of an individual feature, but 

also on the wider context of a feature's presentation. The system is interpreted 

as having made an analysis in a similar fashion - thus the absence of a prompt 

can he as important in evaluating the system's performance as the presence of a 

prompt: 

"1 don't see anything else to outline, this is a lymph node 	it hasn't 

outlined it, that's fair enough, that's a lymph node." (B-2.44) 

"And there's a big blob of very dense calcification on the right, but I 

think that it correct not have prompted that, because its definitely 

heingn." (B-1-18) 

Prompts that correspond to areas that have some identifiably significant char-

acteristic might reinforce a readier's confidence in the system, however, prompts 

that correspond to unambiguously benign features may have time opposing effect. 

Prompts for obviously benign features may lack both a rationale and the merit of 

an association with significance, so instead of appearing competent and rational, 

they may appear naive and ari)itrary. 
rmance are probably useful in a number of Judgements about system perfo  

different was. For example: they may serve to establish the reliability of the 

system, that is, how much the system can be depended upon 	which may in 

turn have an impact on a reader's own vigilance. They could be used to inform 

views about the balance of costs and benefits of system use, and thus impact 

on the attention given to the prompting system. Also, they could influence the 

degree to which the system is trusted 	thereby determining how much credence 

should he given to the system's analysis where the reader is uncertain about an 

interpretation. 
Subject C directly refers to how the system's behaviour influences his confid-

ence in the svstems abilities: 

"What's been prompted for is just this area - I think that is valuable 

- that's the sort of timing that should he prompted and I personally 
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would not recall that but I think that's valuable. But again, having 

something like that prompted I suppose in a way kind of gives you 

confidence in the system if that hadn't prompted for that I would be 

thinking Mmmm, you know."  

"[...] well that just catches your eye instantly. So a will be, well - 

it's valuable in the sense that god if it didn't ( ... ?)." (C-1.8) 

"And k, yeah well k is very useful but if it didn't prompt for that it 

shouldn't be doing the job I don't think. So yes that's useful, yes it's 

acceptable, and yes, it's a cancer." (C-2.17) 

In the first of the above extracts, subject C believes the prompted feature to 

be benign, and in the second and third lie believes the prompted features to he 

cancers. However, all three features are considered to be easy targets', and as 

such they provide an unambiguous benchmark for judging system performance. 

e 1.8 is judged to he so conspicuous that subject C In fact, the feature in cas  
suggests that a prompt would have little value as an attention cue because it 

is highly unlikely that the feature could be overlooked. The prompt has value 

only in that it reenforces the subject's confidence in the capabilities of the system. 

Subject C's response to case 1.18 is particularly interesting. The feature is judged 

to he benign, and the prompt therefore is effectively a false positive decision. 

However, the prompt is still viewed as desirable to the extent that the system 

would be believed to be less capable if the prompt were absent. Subject C is 

making this judgement based on implicit beliefs about the interpretive capabilities 

re absent, then this would not be viewed as an 
of the system 	if a prompt we  

interpretively acute decision, but as perceptually naive one. 

Below are examples of subjects' conimeiltaries where the syst (,ill fails to prompt 

for regions that subjects believe to be significant: 

"And I'm disappointed that that one hasn't been prompted I must say. 

Because I think that is actually reasonably suspicious. And I actually 

think that is a mass. well certainly, well, an opacity." (B-1.50) 

"And it's missed it. I'm almost, you know - because I'm kind of 

looking at that at that I'm almost kind of dismissing that and hardly 

looking at that when it prompts me to look at that area because Fm 

more saying acii the system's rubbish - it hasn't picked up' - and 

when von look in fact there's a tiny wee cluster of benign calcification 

so that's been not a lot of help at all.' (A-1.34) 
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"Oh no, that's not the same thing. Right that's not helpful, that's 

just breast tissue. That's distracting. That is not the area that I am 

interested in, thats just ... oh I see what that is, it's just picked up on 

this vague shape here. This bit of breast tissue. So I would actually 

not be, find either of these prompts useful." (C-1.21) 

Subjects variously express disappointment, annoyance and surprise at the dis-

cord between the system's interpretation and their own. Subject A goes as far as 

to suggest that her confidence in the system is damaged to the extent that she 

is disinclined to examine what it is that the system has prompted. The system's 

response is judged to be irrelevant and inappropriate. 

Subjects' responses imply an expectation about the capability of the system 

occasionally these expectations were explicitly stated, for example: 

"This looks like somebody has had previous surgery, there's a bit of 

distortion in the tipper part of the left breast here. I presume that's 

post surgical, although I imagine it would prompt it to look at it, or 

would expect to he to prompted to look at it." (C-1.26) 

"Right, there's quite a marked degree of asymmetry here, and the 

right side is even more dense than the left. And that I would have 

thought would be a useful prompt. if it's prompted, and I think there's 

sufficient asymmetry there that I you'd want to see that on another 

view, although there's probably nothing there." (C-1.30) 

"Right breast is nornial. There's some asymmetry in the lower part of 

the left breast, which I would expect to he prompted to look at more 

closely." (C-1.57) 

"Similarly here again, one that strikes me is an asymmetry there, it's 

probably benign but these are the sort of things that I would expect 

it to throw back at me. What it's prompted is a tiny fleck of benign 

calcification so that's no use to man nor beast." (A-1.69) 

I would have expected it to prompt at kind of density - I wouldn't 

recall it. but I would have expected that. [break" (A-2.55) 

Such expectations can he viewed as a judgement about what a competent, sys-

tem should he capable of detecting. thus providing a baseline for judging system 

performance. They can also be interpreted as indicating situations where the 

Presence of a prompt is perceived to he useful because it would provide assistance 

in some way with the task of reading. It is interesting that again subjects suggest 

that prOlull)t5 for benign features (that is, FP prompts) can he desirable. 
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5.7.2 Missed features 

The intended function of the prompting system is to bring features to the reader's 

attention that they might otherwise overlook. In this exercise, subjects noted 

several occasions where the system did bring features to their attention that they 

did not identify for themselves. These events fall into roughly four categories: 

Resulted in a recall decision. 

The unnoticed feature was 'significant' but not recalled. 

The unnoticed feature was'insignificant'. 

The subject had difficulty identifying the prompted feature. 

Reports of a feature 'going unnoticed' can be ambiguous: 

Tins,  that again is a hit of asymmetry. I think that's actually quite 

a useful prompt, because it does draw your, I mean I didn't comment 

Oil that, I have to say, and there is sonic asymmetry, I would have to 

agree. So I think that is useful." (C-I.11) 

There may he a subtle distinction between a reader overlooking a feature, and 

a reader noticing a feature but not comprehending its significance. In the above 

extract it is possible that subject C did notice the feature in his initial examin-

ation of the maminogramn, but failed to realise an appropriate interpretation. It 

was suggested earlier that one role of the system might be to encourage readers 

to consider a wider set of possible interpretations. In addition to  providing 
to 
psychological benefit by promoting a sense that a more thorough consideration 

has been macic, it is also possible that FP's due to premature closure may be 

avoided. If used in this way, the system is not behaving either as an attention 

cue, nor as a classification aid, according to the accepted definitions of these roles. 

The feature has neither gone unnoticed, nor is there any protracted deliberation 

about its status. There is a failure of the reader to hind time appearance of the 

feature with an appropriate interpretation, but there is no intrinsic difficulty in 

doing so. 
The following quotes are less ambiguous. The subjects appear to have over-

looked significant features that the prompts then drew to their attention: 

"But I don't ... there's some calcification, maybe that's what it is, that's 

what it is the calcification. that's a reasonable one. It looks benign 
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certainly, but yeah that's OK, useful, I didn't spot that, SO that's 

useful. But would I recall it I would probably recall on this that's 

been brought to my attention. I probably wouldn't have recalled it, 

well I obviously wouldn't have recalled it - I didn't see it in the first 

place. Having seen it, and having it brought to my attention would I 

recall it?" (C-1.19) 

"I think however B has been, because I didn't pick up that, and it looks 

a hit more focal - so I think that has been valuable and I think it's 

not unreasonable to recall that. Query small mass, probably benign." 

(A-1.22) 

"Now that is helpful because. I've dismissed the... this micro-calcification 

here, but in fact, looking at the diagram trying to see where it is in 

relation to the more black hit, the lucent area's of the breast, in fact 

there is a tiny cluster of nucro-calc. That has been helpful. And yes 

it does warrant recall on that. And I probably wouldn't have noticed 

it." (B-1.56) 

Such occurrences probably play a role in assisting readers to form an opinion 

about the utility of the system by providing specific instances where the system 

has successfully fulfilled its role as an attention cue. Although the aim of a 

prompting system is to prevent cancers from being overlooked, it is also likely to 

draw readers' attention to features that are suspicious enough to recall, but that 

are not cancers, and thus it niav have an impact on their specificity. 

In the following cases. the system draws subject C's attention to unnoticed 

features, but he decides not to recall: 

a. Oh aye, there's a bit of calcification there. how cud I miss 

that? It's a reasonable one. it's not ( ... ?) would you recall it, no. 

It's still worth having your attention drawn to it I think. And b, I 

suppose it's fair enough." (C-2.37) 

"There is some faint calcification there. All vascular again. In that 

particular case, if I didn't see it myself, so, it made me look at it 

so, acceptable I suppose yes it's acceptable (...?) but it is vascular." 

(C-1.65) 

In case 2.37, subject C suggests that the prompted feature, although benign, is 

worthy of consideration. The feature is sufficiently Suspicious to warrant attention 

and should be accounted for. In case 1.65, the significance of the feature is 
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dubious, however, subject C still rates the prompt as acceptable because of its 

effect in enabling him to make a more complete examination of the mammogram. 

In the following extracts, subject C appears less convinced of the utility of 

having his attention drawn by the system to overlooked features: 

"Yeah, that's good. There's some inicro-calcs been Prompted as well 

with a, I think that looks more or less an artifact of the film. So a's... 

We've got to still look at it I suppose." (C-2.21) 

"If I got prompted for every hit of calcification as little as that, it 

would be a bit of a nuisance. So perhaps I shouldn't have said. (...?) 

or is it, I don't know. On the basis that I didn't see it when I looked 

at it, and I've now had a look at 	and dismissed it, I suppose it's 

useful in the sense that it has brought me back to look at it. So, and 

therefore must he acceptable, but it's benign, tiny." (C-1.35) 

Here subject C appears to he reaching a threshold in his tolerance, as if the 

less significant the prompted feature, the less importance is associated with his 

not noticing it. 

In the following extract, subject A rated prompt B as distracting and not 

acceptable on the prompt form: 

"[break] ... (B?) is vascular calcification which I hadn't even seen. I 

have to be honest." (A-2.60) 

Although the vascular calcification went unnoticed, she does not appear to 

show the same tolerance for the prompt as subject C does in similar circumstances. 

In fact, subject A's comment appears to suggest that the feature is 'beneath her 

notice'. It may be the case that features which appear more obviously benign 

demand less of an account than features that have an equivocal presentation, or 

appear more obviously malignant. Readers may feel a lesser duty to account for 

more obviously benign presentations. It was noted earlier that prompting for 

'subtle' features may present readers with a problem of interpretation, in that 

readers may he concerned that the system has detected something of significance 

that they themselves are unable to perceive. Where a reader has difficulty actually 

identifying what the prompt is actually for. then there may be a considerable 

overhead associated with using the system: 

"Moving on to 1.15. Again there are isolated flecks of obvious benign 

calcification \vluicll I (lout worry me in any way, and I don't see any 
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other worrying features. What's been prompted is (presumably)? a 

cluster of cluster of calcification posteriorly - I'm struggling to see it - 

I think there might be a vessel in that area - I think that probably has 

been quite distracting. I wouldn't expect that to he prompted and I 

wouldn't recall. I think it's probably vascular calcification - there - a 

tiny cluster - if its the (present?) at all" (A-1.15) 

"I don't know whether it's maybe too sensitive. Because I can't in all 

honestly see where the calcification is supposed to be. I can't see... 

I can't see anything... I'm wondering if it's prompting a tiny wee 

linear line here, or what? Or there's some screen artifact. Because 

I mean there's some benign calcification on time right that it hasn't 

prompted for, but I would he ignoring anyway. And there's some 

other calcification on the left, which again is benign, so I'm not quite 

it's certainly letting me down this time because I can't see that's 

it's calcification [ ... ]" (B-1.15) 

Even with a prompt I ('alit see anything there. I can't actually 

see any abnormality, never mind something that's benign. I dont 

think there's anything there at all. Distracting, yes that's definitely 

distracting." (C-1.15) 

A strong motivation to account for prompts may lead to a protracted and 

frustrating examination of the mnamniogramn. Further to this, in prompting for 

features that do not require an account it is possible that the system disturbs 

a reader's orientation to the task of interpretation. When the system marks as 

significant regions of the nmainmogram that are uninteresting, its response may be 

discordant or disorientating. The reader would lose the benefit of effort reduction 

implied by selective examination as they are being encouraged to examine fea-

tures that would have been implicitly discounted. Furthermore. any psychological 

benefits of FP prompts is likely to be minimal. Drawing readers' attention to the 

unequivocally benign will not add to readers' assurance that a more complete or 

thoroii,li examination has been made. In fact, there may he an opposing effect: 

a is the left, there's benign calcification in there 	I don't see a mass. 

I don't think it was very helpful. I takes my eye away from... And I 

wouldn't have recalled it to be honest.' (B-1.7) 

This effect may be be particularly strong where there are many irrelevant 

prompts, or where there are also features of interest within the breast that have 

remained unprompted: 
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"All of the left breast that has been prompted is vascular, there's 

probably a tumour here that we are missing because of all this crap." 

(A-2.68) 

"a is actually distracting, because it's prompted you to look at that, 

you might ignore the bit you are really interested in. So it's actually 

quite distracting that." (C-1.21) 

"I think that is distracting, because if anything I would have expected 

maybe this bit, or even that bit. But I wonder, you see now there is 

a kind of chunk of breast tissue gone from there. I just wonder if 

there has maybe been some surgery on that side. [break] So, I don't 

that's been helpful, it's probably distract you from the other features." 

(A-1.12) 

In the above examples the prompts are perceived as distracting because they 

capture attention inappropriately. A similar phenomena may also be apparent in 

an unaided examination: 

"[break] .. been prompted is the blob on the left and it little fleck of 

calcium which I didn't see on the left. [break] . . .1 think it's probably 

benign but... [break] ... similar to the other one, there's an example of 

where I missed it because I was looking at all the other blobs. So A 

is valuable." (A-2.37) 

In case 2.37, subject A identifies a lapse of attention attributable to how 

she prioritised her examination of the niamniogram. The system's response has 

the effect of broadening her focus liv labelling simplicity discounted regions as 

significant. 

In addition to inappropriately capturing attention, ProfliPtS  night be distract- 

ing in more subtle ways 	in the following case the ill-defined lesion detection 

algorithm has produced a prompt for a large area of apparently normal tissue: 

"This is where we've prompted the whole of that, - the (issue)? of 

that whole breast has been of ductal prominence. but that's quite 

distracting. Because what you'll now (10 is you may forget to kind 

of go hack and look at it closely and make sure there's...nothing." 

(A-1.36) 

Subject A is concerned that in dismissing a large prompted region as benign, 

a reader may then fail to scrutinise the region closely for any smaller unprompted 
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abnormalities. Thus the prompt is perceived as potentially limiting the types of 

interpretation that might be considered when accounting for the content of the 

niatiunograin. 

5.7.3 Loss of attention to prompts 

A prompting system can only be useful if readers are sufficiently motivated to 

attend to the prompts. Subjects A and B commented that where there were a 

large number of prompts on one inaminografli a degree of discipline is required 

to ensure sufficient attention is given to each individual prompt: 

"Another thing I'm finding I'm jumping around to find which is what 

prompt so thats quite unhelpful. I'm beginning to switch off now, 

there's so much now, I could easily - there might be..." (tape ends) 

(A- 1.26) 

The 'jumping around' that subject A experiences is an artifact of the pro-

tocol. Each prompt is labelled with a letter to identify it for the subject's written 

appraisal. If the subjects work through the prompts in alphabetical order this re-

(mires that they locate each prompt with the appropriate letter, but the prompts 

nuglit not be presented in any logical order. However, subject A does note that 

her attention is wavering because of the number of the prompts, and then begins 

to articulate concerns about this loss of attention. 

A large number of prompts on a single manunograni or niammogram paii,  is 

often due to the presence of widespread vascular calcifications: 

"I'm almost getting to the stage now, I've made up my mind and 

I'm classifying the prompts without going back to each one.. winch I 

think's important ( ... )." (A-1.27) 

"I think the danger actually is, that you get so... if you had a lot of 

these ones... and get so led up being prompted by those, that you 

might not he quite as careful at making sure that are prompting only 

the arterial. I'm try to honest about it." (B-1.28) 

Subjects A and B suggest there is a tendency in this situation to reduce the 

effort required to interpret the prompts by making the simplifying assumption 

that the prompts are all for the same kind of thing. There is a tension between 

subjects' motivation to account for each individual prompt, and the overhead 

associated with doing this when many FPs are produced. 
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\Teall  you do have to worry a wee bit about that. I wouldn't have 

been any more helpful but... I suppose the other thing about ( ... ?) 

when there's a lot of arterial calcification is the prompt going to be so 

coarse that it's going over an area where there's worrying microcalci-

fication." (B-1.51) 

Here the subject is concerned that significant calcification and vascular cal-

cification might he grouped together within an individual prompt. Or that a 

prompt for significant calcification may occur within a group of prompts for vas-

cular calcifications. In either case the concern is that the presentation of the 

prompts might he misleading. If limited attention is given to prompts that are 

Judged to be more of the same timing', then such a significant cluster might be 

overlooked. 

Subject A notices that her tolerance for multiple prompts declines as she works 

her way through the cases: 

"So I'm interesting, I'm changing my mind - having said it was valu-

able at the start and now changing my mind. I think it becomes more 

distracting the more prompts that are on the film, if it's only a single 

prompt then you can easily say that's it, when you've actually got to 

start working your way through - here we're faced with four prompts 

- so that might he a factor." (A-1.17) 

"It's interesting, I've changed my mind about vascular depending on 

how much (has been)? prompted. I wouldn't recall it." (A-1.20) 

Similarly, subject C quickly reaches the conclusion that prompts for vascular 

calcifications would be irritating: 

And then a, microcaics is it, I suppose there is some vascular calcs 

there. but that's a bit distracting. It's really. If it picked up on every 

case of vascular calcification, it would be really quite irritating." (C-

1.20) 

Subject A suggests that the prompts for irrelevant features of the breast might 

be acceptable depending on their context: if they are infrequent, are the only thing 

prompted, and are easily classifiable: 

There's an artifact cloivn there - so I think it is an artifact. So that 

has been distract... well why am I calling that distracting - but the 
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other one I didn't in the infra-mainmary fold? Or it's own it's not 

a big problem (because you it)? erm, as I say - if there were about 

five other prompts you'd find it quite irritating so overall erm, not 

unreasonable but I think it's an artifact. Quickly classifiable." (A-

1.32) 

Subject C suggests a similar set of criteria (in this case a calcified node has 

been prompted): 

"They occur so infrequently that I wouldn't mind it coming up with 

this because it is very obvious what it is. There's no diagnostic diffi-

culty. And they do occur rarely, and you put rip with them. If you can 

pick up the microcalcs you could put up with the odd one of these, 

but you wouldn't put up with all the vascular calcs, that it's picked 

lip" (C-1.65) 

If false positives have the potential to be frequent: 

"Yeah, that's what it is, that's just artifact. So I don't want to he 

prompted for every time I see an artifact. [break]" (C-2.35) 

"Oh yeah, that's just... that's not helpful. [break] .. picking up on 

every time it showed... it saw sonietlnng like that. so  that's probably 

unacceptable, and it's just composite." (C-2.16) 

5.8 Discussion 

The notional goal of prompting is to reduce FN decisions by assisting readers to 

avoid errors of attention. However, the assumption that prompts can he used 

purely and simply as attention cues univ he misplaced. One problem is that 

the design rationale for prompting systems assumes generic difficulties, for ex-

ample, that readers may sometimes neglect to examine the entire mammogram. 

In practice, however, the difficulties associated with interpreting of any given set 

of mammograms are specific and highly contingent. For example, the reading of 

dense, or feature rich, breasts poses demands very different from those posed by 

lucent, or uncomplicated, breasts. Furthermore, although readers have general 

concerns that they may overlook a malignancy, they also have a more specific un-

derstanding of particular deficiencies in their expertise. For example, they night 

perceive themselves to he more or less able to detect and correctly classify partic-

ular feature types. In practice, there may often be a gap between the capabilities 

of a prompting system and the problem a reader is attempting to address. 
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It would be a mistake to believe that error-free and effective use of prompting 

systems in breast screening can be achieved if the user is expected to understand 

the system as a'black box', even if lie or she is a highly skilled reader. On the 

contrary, this study shows that optimal use of a prompting system depends on 

its behaviour being accountable to its users. Readers maintain accountability in 

their own work in the context of an understanding of their performance character-

istics (knowledge about their skills, limitations and expected behaviours). This 

is often a poor model for accounting for PROMAM's behaviour, especially where 

erroneous prompts are simply artefacts of the methods used to analyse the image. 

For optimal use, an account of system behaviour is needed above that available 

by examining the prompts alone. 

The findings in this chapter should, however, be viewed in the light of certain 

methodological reservations. Although the think aloud protocol generated a rich 

account of how subjects reasoned about prompts, the setting of its production 

was removed from usual clinical practice. For example, subjects were asked to 

reflect 111)011  their interpretation, both of prompts and images, to a degree that 

is untypical of routine reading. Subjects' propensity to attempt to account for 

prompts will have been encouraged by the study protocol. since this is what 

they were being asked to do. Furthermore, subjects were examined prompted 

cases only and were denied the use of previous films or CC views. The following 

chapter describes pre-clinical trials of the PROMAM system where corroboration 

was sought for the findings of the think aloud protocol using conditions more 

reminiscent of actual screening practice. 

Prior to the trial, subjects were presented with training material based upon 

the difficulties encountered by subjects of previous investigations. The material 

was designed to guide subjects in their use of PRO1AM by givmg details about 

its capabilities and to provide an understanding of its operation so that they 

might he better able account for its behaviour. During the trial, both qualitative 

and quantitative data were collected to examine again how subjects understood 

and made use of the prompts. 
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Chapter 6 

Pre-clinical trials 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes a trial involving five film readers reading 2002 archive 

cases in prompted and unprompted conditions. The trial was to serve as a final 

acceptance test of the PROMAM system prior to full scale clinical trials. Specific 

aims of the trial mcludecl: 

• Examining the effects on readers' recall for assessment decisions to provide 

reassurance that any increase would be manageable by potential trial centres. 

Determining the level of agreement between prompted and unprompted 

readers so that more accurate estimate of the trial size could be calculated. 

Administering reacting sessions in a manner similar to that planned for 

clinical trials to test protocols. 

• Examining the effect of using the system on readers detection perform-

ance 

In addition, the trial was used as a vehicle for further studying readers' inter-

pretation of prompting information, and it is largely the results of this contimnng 

qualitative evaluation that are reported in this chapter. 

There are important differences between this trial and the prompting study 

reported in Chapter 4. Rather than testing the algorithms at differing operating 

points, a single operating point used. The performance of the ill-defined lesion 

algorithm had been improved in the intervening time, and it was able to operate 

at a sensitivity of 80% with 1 in 2 cases prompted. Subjects were given access 

This final aim was optimistic given the size of the trial, however, testing in this way would 
eliminate the possibility of gross positive or negative effects. 
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to previous films where appropriate - SO the information available to subjects 

matched more closely typical screening practice. Finally, as a result of the invest-

igations reported in Chapters 4 and 5 a training regime was devised to account 

for system behaviours that had previously been reported as confusing. 

The study described in Chapter 5 provided a detailed account of responses to 

prompted cases ill somewhat artificial conditions. In this study, while less detail 

could he elicited concerning subjects'  perception of individual prompted cases, 

the data obtained pertains more directly to the interpretation of prompts in a 

screening context. This enables testing of whether the types of interpretation and 

usage strategies previously identified hold in practice. 

6.2 Design of the pre-clinical trial 

6.2.1 Test set selection 

Two thousand and two cases were selected from the archives of women screened 

at time SESBSC between December 1995 and March 1997, including oblique and 

craniocaudal view mammograms. The set contained 1836 normal (i.e. noim-

recalled) cases, 64 cases previoUSly recalled for assessment, and 102 pathology 

proven cancers. 

6.2.1.1 Selection of Cancers 

Not all the cancers presenting in the above time frame were selected. Cancers 

with an apparent diameter greater than 3.5cm were excluded. The rationale 

for excluding grossly obvious cancers was to increase the difficulty of time set. 

Of the 18 cases classified as architectural distortion, 14 of these were excluded 

because they were not targeted for detection by the system, and 4 were included 

to maintain the variety of cancerous presentations readers are likely to encounter. 

A further 28 cancers were excluded either because pathology information, or time 

cases themselves were not available from the archives at the time of selection. 

Table 6.1 shows the proportions of cancers in the test set compared with their 

expected rate of occurrence at the SESBSC. 

The protocol for cancer selection was decided by the PROMAM project team. 

The protocol sought to achieve a balance between representing all types of can-

cerous presentation and increasing the likelihood of obtaining a measure of per-

formnamice for the cancers targeted by the system. By applying selection criteria it 

is accepted that performance measurements would have limited generality. The 

qualitative data might also be biased subjects would have little scope for wit- 
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nessing the system's performance on untargeted feature types and may develop 

a more favourable view of its performance than is actually warranted. 

Although one of the goals of the trial was to obtain a measure of improvement 

in subjects' sensitivity clue to use of the system, the small numbers of cancers in 

the set would preclude the detection of all but the most gross effects. The most 

important performance metric at this stage of testing was judged to he the effect 

of system use on subjects' recall decisions. 

Lesion type Natural proportions ] Proportions used 

Micro-calcification only 33% 31% 

Mass only 40% 47% 
Mass and micro-calcification 27% 22% 

Table 6.1-. Shows the proportion of cancer types in the test sets compared with 
the 'naturally occuring' proportions at the SESBSC. 

6.2.1.2 Selection of normal cases 

For each cancer selected, 19 normal cases were drawn from the same screening 

clinic. Depending on the size of the original clinics, normal cases were generally 

selected at equal intervals from the screening list (Sc) w Iith a clinic where 80 people 

had been screened, then every forth cases would he selected). A number of cases 

were excluded: if large films (10x12) were used, or if the case was unavailable at 

the time of selection. In these instances an alternative case was selected from the 

list. An attempt was made to select an equal number of cases screened by each 

of the radiographers on duty that clay. 

6.2.2 Processing 

The 2002 cases were scanned and subsequently analysed by time ill-defined le-

sion and microcalcification detection algorithms. How operating points for each 

feature detection algorithm were chosen is described below. 

6.2.2.1 Micro calcification algorithm 

The operating point used by the microcalcification algorithm was decided after 

examining the results from several studies. The algorithm's sensitivity at various 

settings was measured using a database of 49 pathology proven malignancies and 

the algorithm's prompt rate was evaluated using three entire day samples from 

the SESBSC. These results along with the study into film readers' subjective 
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reaction to pronipting (Chapter 4) were used to roughly deterini ie a viable oper-

ating point. This point was subsequently fine tuned by adjusting the algorithm's 

clustering rule after obtaining a film reader's opinion on its performance on a set 

of interval cancers. As measured by these test sets, the operating point chosen 

produced a sensitivity of 90% with 1 in 4 cases falsely prompted. 

6.2.2.2 Ill-defined lesion algorithm 

An ROC curve for the Ill-defined lesion algorithm was established by measuring 

its sensitivity on a set of 92 pathology proven cancers (using a 'leave one out' 

train and test protocol) and its specificity on an unbiased clay's sample of 119 

asymptornatic cases, for different confidence thresholds. In conjunction with data 

from a study of sensitivity to interval cancer cases, and consultation with a film 

reader, an operating point was selected to try and achieve the best trade off 

between sensitivity and false positive rate. As measured on these test sets, the 

operating point chosen produced a sensitivity of 80% with 1 in 2 cases falsely 

prompted. 

6.2.3 Subjects 

All five film readers at the SESBSC were recruited as subjects in this trial. Sub-

jects are referred to by the letters A to E, and feminine pronouns are used in 

order to preserve confidentiality. Table 6.2 shows the number of year's film read-

ing experience in screening inamniography that each subject had accumulated at 

the time of their nivolvenient in this trial. Note that this is only a rough approx-

iniation to experience', as film readers might have different average reading loads 

depending on their responsibilities. In particular, subject C stated that typically, 

because of other duties, she tends to read fewer cases than the other part icipatnig 

film readers. 

Subject Screening experience 

A 22 years - 
B 17 years 

C 7 years 

ID 9 years 

E 8 months 

Table 6.2: Screening experience by subject. 
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6.2.4 Protocol 
6.2.4.1 Subsets for reading 

The set of 2002 cases was split into 20 subsets for reading, each containing ap-

proximately 100 cases. Cancers were assigned to subsets according to a binomial 

distribution about a mean of 5. Each subset was built up of 10 blocks of 10 cases, 

where the cases for each block of 10 were selected from the same day's screening. 

A block of ten cases could either consist of 1 cancer and 9 normal cases, or 10 

normal cases. In this way, possible cues or patterns that might alert film readers 

to suspicious cases were minimised. 

6.2.4.2 Allocating subjects to conditions 

Each of the 20 subsets were read in prompted and unprompted conditions in a 

total of 40 reading sessions. Attempts were made to allocate sui.)]ects to reading 

conditions so that each subject saw an equal number of cancers in the prompted 

and unprompted conditions. In addition, it would have been been desirable for 

each subject to have read an equal iiumber of prompted as unprompted sessions, 

and for each subject to have been paired with every other subject an equal number 

of times. However, due to time pressures and availability of subjects, the more 

stringent the constraints, the less they could be conformed to. A chronological 

breakdown of thiC trial sessions is shown in Table 6.4. 

Some subjects read more prompted conditions than others so care has to he 

taken when interpreting some of the usability data - for example. attitude data 

will necessarily be richer for those filiii readers who have completed a greater 

number of prompted sessions. Furthermore, there is the potential for bias --- for 

example, the opinion of subject E may well he over-represented in the interview 

data (Table 6.3). 

Subject Prompted Unprompted Total Interviews 

A 3 3 6 2 
B 3 5 8 3 
C 4 4 8 2 

I f2 
Table 6.3: Number of prompted and unprompted sessions completed by each 
subject. 
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6.2.4.3 Allocating cases to readers 

Because cases for the test set had been drawn from the archives of the screening 

centre where the subjects for the trial had been recruited, there is the danger 

of subjects encountering and remembering cancers that they have seen before. 

Furthermore some of the cancers used in this trial had previously been part of a 

set used to evaluate the system's performance, and had been annotated' by film 

readers serving as subjects. To minimise the possibility of memory effects, each 

of the cancers were given a scores according to each subject's previous exposure. 

Where it was not possible to show subjects cancers they had seen by them pre- 

viously, cancers were allocated to film readers such that this contact score was 
minimised. 
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SessionSubject Prompted Interview Notes 

I E 1 No Yes 1 

2 E 2 No No 1 

3 A 1 Yes Yes 1 

4 C 2 Yes Yes 1 

5 C 3 NC) No  

6 B 3 Yes Yes  

7 B 4 Yes Yes 

8 C 4 NO No  

9 E 5 Yes Yes  

10 B 5 No No 

11 E 6 Yes Yes 

12 D 6 No NC) 

13 C 7 Yes No 

14 E 7 No No  

15 D 8 Yes Yes  

16 A 8 No No 

17 A 9 No No  

18 E 9 Yes Yes  

19 C 10 No No  

20 A 10 Yes Yes 

Session Subject Seth Prompted Interview Note 

21 C 11 Yes No  

22 E 11 No No  
23 B 12 No No  
24 E 12 Yes Yes  
25 D 13 Yes Yes  

26 D 14 Yes Yes  

27 A 14 No No  

28 E 13 No No  
29 B 15 No No  
30 A 16 Yes No 1 

31 C 16 No Yes  
32 C 15 Yes No 2 

33 E 18 Yes Yes  
34 D 18 No No  
35 B 17 No No  
36 E 17 Yes Yes  
37 D 19 No No  
38 B 19 Yes Yes  
39 B 20 No No  
40 E 20 Yes Yes  

Table 6.4: Session details. 1 An additional observer was present at these sessions. 2 Due to shortage of time, this session was read 

in two sittings over two days. 



6.2.4.4 Reading protocol 

A modified version of the screening form usually used for reporting at the SESBSC 

was used for this trial. To emulate normal reading conditions, the form was 

attached to an empty film hag with a paper-clip. In the prompted condition, 

the prompt sheets were fastened beneath the reporting form so that the prompt 

sheet could only he examined by lifting the form. To facilitate blinding, a fresh 

reporting form, in a different colour, was supplied for the second reader. Each 

reader was told whether they were the first or second reader for a given session. 

Although case history and radiographers comments were not made immediately 

available, subjects were told that these would be made available upon request. A 

record was kept of any such requests. Previous films were made available to film 

readers where appropriate 	however information from previous films was not 

used by the prompting system. 

When reading a prompted condition, subjects were asked to observe the fol-

lowing protocol: 

Examine the films 

Examine the prompt sheet (by lifting the the reporting sheet). 

Tick the box labelled 'Examined' on the prompting form to indicate that 

the prompting information has been considered. 

4. Mark your decision on time reporting form as one of: 

. Routine recall 

. Technical recall 

. Recall for assessment 

5. 'Move onto the next case 

Subjects were asked to assume that they were a first or second reader using 

a blinded double reading system, and to assume also that recalls for assessment 

are made on a worst decision recalls' basis. For any cases recalled, they were 

asked to mark the position of the lesion on the breast schematic., and to give a 

description of the lesion type. If reading a prompted condition subjects were also 

asked to indicate whether the suspect lesion was correctly prompted or not by 

ticking a box on the modified reporting form. 
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6.2.4.5 Training 

In preparation for this trial a prototype training package was devised that included 

a description of algorithm function. The aim was to give subjects an understand-

ing of situations where the algorithm would produce TP and FP prompts. An 

explanation was also given of categories of lesion that the system might fail to 

detect 	e.g., because of lesion size, appearance or location. The explanations 

were illustrated with a series of example cases. 

The developers of the microcalcification and ill-defined lesion detection al-

gorithms each contributed prompted cases demonstrating aspects of the system's 

behaviour. Selection of examples was guided by the difficulties encountered by 

subjects participating in previously reported exercises (Chapters 4 and 5). Train-

ing sessions were conducted by the author, who gave a verbal description of each 

algorithm and then encouraged participants to read and comment on the selected 

examples. 

The nucrocalcification algorithm was demonstrated first. Examples of TP 

prompts were shown, including examples of where multiple regions of malignant 

calcification had been prompted, and also cases containing both TP and differing 

categories of FP prompts. A FN example was given, showing how a cluster 

may be overlooked by the system if the calcifications are diffuse (not all of the 

particles are identified) and the distance between the remaining particles falls 

short of the critical clustering threshold. Finally, different types of FP prompt 

were demonstrated. Particular attention was paid to FP instances that might 

appeal' counterintuitive, including: 

Vascular calcifications Describing circumstances where some vascular calci-

fication and not others might be prompted. Continuous linear vascular 

calcification is typically not prompted. Regions where the calcification is 

discrete and in clusters may be prompted. 

Edge of film artifacts Damage to films clue to insertion in cassettes call cause 

bright spots clown the edge of the film that the algorithm identifies as 

particles of calcification. 

Edge of pectoral muscle Because the breast and the pectoral muscle have dif-

ferent noise properties, a different iso-precision scaling regime is applied to 

each. Sometimes the process that identifies the pectoral muscle is inaccur-

ate resulting in inappropriate treatment for breast regions, and FP prompts 

may result. 
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Large benign calcification Although the microcalcification detection algorithm 

notionally targets clusters, sometimes large continuous regions of calcifica-

tion maybe prompted, for example, calcified cysts. If the brightness across 

the calcification is uneven, then the algorithm can be 'fragmented' by the 

algorithm into regions that are then identified as calcification particles. 

Each algorithm was run independently on example cases, so no microcalciflc-

ation prompts were produced for the example ill-defined lesions, and vice versa. 

Training material for the microcalciflcation algorithm was presented first, giving 

rise to the problem that subjects then expected calcification in the ill-defined 

lesion set to be prompted. Once this was explained it did not pose a significant 

problem, however, with the benefit of hindsight it would have been better to have 

run both algorithms on this second set. 

Time ill-defined lesion algorithm examples included cases demonstrating cir-

cumstances where the algorithm might Produce FN prompts, including: 

A reduced probability of prommipting for cancers that lie across the edge of the 

pectoral muscle or that are bisected by skin folds. In these circumstances 

multi-resolution analysis will identify two candidate blobs' rather than the 

whole, thus rendering extracted i)aruueters inaccurate. 

Lesions with an apparent diameter greater than 3.5cm are not targeted by 

the system. This is a change from the system configuration used to generate 

prompts for the 'subjective responses to prompting' experiment described 

in Chapter 4. Analysis at larger scale sizes produced a large number of FP 

prompts for only a small gain in sensitivity. It was felt that the reduction 

in sensitivity would be acceptable because large cancers are likely to pose 

fewer problems for human observers. 

Stellate features with no central mass are not targeted by the systemthe 

system is not designed to detect the linear radiating spicules that character-

ise stellate lesions. However, where there is a mass present, the performance 

of the algorithm is similar to that for non-stellate ill-defined lesions. 

Lymph nodes and other clearly defined opacities will typically not he promp-

ted. This is because the texture parameter enables them to be distinguished 

from malignant lesions. 

In addition. examples were given of cases where FN decisions by the system 

were less clearly defined. Typically these correspond to an error on the part of 
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the classification stage of the ill-defined lesion algorithm. That is, a mistake' was 

made when trying to partition benign and malignant occurrences while main-

taining a reasonable specificity. These examples included cases where the lesion 

had an irregular shape and low brightness, where there was overlapping linear 

structure, or where lesion had an elongated shape. Examples were also included 

of prompts where it was difficult for the system developer to account for the 

system's error. 

A number of examples of TP prompts were given. These included examples 

where there were also false prompts on the same case in a manner sinular to the 

training material developed for the microcalcification detection algorithm. 

A number of typical false positive prompts were given, including: 

Dense regions of breast tissue. 

Composite breast tissue. 

The whole glandular region (if small).  

Skin folds. 

Points where blood vessels cross the pectoral muscle. 

Finally, general limitations of the ill-defined lesion algoritlun were explained. 

No use is made of previous films, nor of asymmetry between views and the system 

does not detect architectural distortion or skin thickening. 

As part of the training a model of best Practice' for using the prompt inform-

ation was also presented. In particular, it was emphasised that prompts should 

be used only as cues to examine the prompted region, and that any decision as 

to a features clinical significance should be made solely on the evidence available 

from the film itself. 

Summary of important details from the training sessions were produced on 

two A4 sheets (one for each algorithm) and made available to subjects at all times 

during the trial. These summary sheets and examples taken from the training 

package itself are included in Appendix C. 

6.2.5 Data collection 

There were four primary sources of usability data, namely: 

Observation of trial sessions The reporting of each of time trial sessions was 

observed. The duration of each session was recorded (to the nearest mniliute). 
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A note was made of any additional information requested, and of any other 

remarks made by subjects, during reporting. The reporting style of each 

subject was recorded. 

Post-session questionnaires A questionnaire was administered after each 

prompted session. This included a 20 point Likert scale questionnaire, de-

signed to establish each subjects' 'attitude' towards the system as the trial 

progressed. To similar ends, each subject was asked to give the system a 

rating from 0 to 100. Subjects were also asked to state whether the system, 

or components of the system, would he useful in screening, and to rate the 

system's sensitivity and specificity. There were questions concerning how 

easily prompted features could be located n the mammogram, arid how eas-

ily prompts could be interpreted. Finally, five free form response questions 

were asked with the aim of revealing issues not otherwise addressed. 

Post-session interviews Where there was sufficient time, subjects were inter-

viewed. usually oil completion of prompted sessions. Subjects were asked if 

their clecision-niaking had been influenced, and how they coped with the 

FP burden of the system. The interviews provided opportunities to follow-

up remarks made on post-session questionnaires, and for film readers to 

highlight issues not otherwise addressed. 

Pre- and post-trial questionnaires Each subject was asked to complete a 

questionnaire before undertaking any of the trial sessions, arid after they had 

completed all their allocated sessions. The pre-trial questionnaire comprised 

of nine sets of questions - all of which were repeated in the post-trial ques-

tionnaire. These questions were of a more general nature than those asked 

in the post-session questionnaires and were largely concerned film reader 

perceptions of their own abilities and the abilities of possible prompting 

systems. An additional four sets of questions were asked in the post-trial 

questionnaire concerning film readers assessment of their own performance 

and of the performance of PROMAM. 

The results of this study are presented below in the following order: timing 

data, post-session questionnaires. interview data, pre- and post-trial question-

naires and finally, data concerning recall decisions. In addition, data is presented 

from a questionnaire given to film readers in 5 of the 6 centres studied as part 

of the work practice investigation. This questionnaire was completed by 16 re-

spondents and contained questions in common with those asked in the post-trial 
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questionnaire. Details of these questionnaires and subjects' instructions are in-

cluded in Appendix C. 

6.3 Time to complete sessions 

Figure 6.1 shows that, in general, subjects took less time to complete prompted 

sessions as the trial progressed 	however, a similar trend is apparent for the 

time taken to complete unprompted sessions. This would indicate that these 

changes are due more to famniliarisatioii with the trial protocol, rather than, in 

the prompted condition, with becoming more adept at interpreting/dismissing 

the prompts. 
The reading protocol was tightly specified for the prompted conditions. Sub-

jects were asked to examine the films, then examine the prompt sheet by lifting 

the reporting form, and then to record their decision. Similar guidelines were 

not given for the unprompted sessions and subjects typically employed one of 

two reporting styles, presuniably reflecting the methods they adhere to during 

routine screening. Subjects either attended to the paperwork as they examined 

each case. or they deferred the paperwork until they reached a case they wished 

to recall, and only then marked their decision on the intervening cases. Table 6.5 

shows the style of reporting used predominantly by each subject when reporting 

uiipromptec conditions. 

Subject Batch cases 

Y

N 

 
Y

r 

 

Table 6.5: Reporting styles used in the unprompted conditions. The question-
marks indicate that for most sessions it is not recorded whether the subject 
batched cases while reading. (*) During their first unprompted session, this sub-
ject initially reported the cases individually, then later in the session switched to 

the batch style of reporting. 

Subject E. in her first unprompted session, initially started to report cases 

individually. but later in the session switched to a hatch style of reporting. The 

dramatic decrease in the time taken between subject E's first and second session 

in the unprompted (and to a lesser extent, in the prompted) conditions, was 

l)rO1)al)l' clue to initial unfamiliarity with the trial protocol. 
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6.4 Post-session questionnaires 

6.4.1 Attitude scores 

A Likert test was administered to each subject after they completed each promp-

ted condition, the results are shown in Figure 6.2. A higher rating indicates a 

more favourable response towards PROMAM a description of how these scores 

are calculated is given in Appendix A. 

The test was similar to that used in that used in the experiment described in 

Chapter 4, except that subjects were instructed to take into account their total 

exposure to the system, rather than only considering the session they had just 

completed. The richest source of Likert data is from subject E, who had been 

exposed to the most prompted sessions. The data for subject E indicates that 

she became less well disposed to the system during her second and third promp-

ted sessions, after which her opinion remained fairly constant for the remaining 

sessions. A similar trend is shown for subject C. The initial lowering of opinion 

for these two subjects could be (lime to overly high expectations prior to particip-

ating in the trial, which could have been clue in part to the training process. It 

is difficult to draw conclusions for the responses given by subjects A, B and D 

because of the scarcity of data. However, one possible conclusion is that subjects 

form a consistent opinion of the system relatively c1uickly, after completing three 

or fewer sessions (after seeing 300 or less cases). 

Subjects were also asked to give the system a rating on a. scale of 0 to 100 to 

indicate its overall usefulness (with 100 being the best possible score) after each 

prompted session (figure 6.3). These results show a pattern similar to that given 

by the Likert data. Figure 6.4 shows the Likert data plotted against the rating 

score. The correlation between the Likert and the rating score is 0.839, which is 

statistically significant at the 1% level 	indicating that the Likert test is in fact 

providing a measure of attitude towards the svsteni. 

6.4.2 System appraisal 

This section considers the responses to three of the questions asked in the post-

session quest loimilaire: 

1. Do you believe that the system overall, and each of the system's components 

would he useful to You in a screening context as they currently stand? 

(Yes/No). 
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Figure 6.2: Shows the Likert score b ses5iO11 where 'sessi011 re fers to con- 
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Figure 6.3: Shows the subjects' rating of the system, on a scale of 0 to 100 (the 

higher the score, the better the rating) after each prompted 'sessiOn' - where 

'sesSiO1 refers to con5eclti comI)leted prompted sessionS. 
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Figure 6.4: Shows the Likert score plotted against the siThjects' rating of the 
system. 

Please rate the sensitivity of the system overall and of each of its components 

as either 'Too sensitive', '.Just right' or Not sensitive enough'. 

Please rate the specificity of the system overall, and of each of its compon-

ents as either 'Too specific', 'Just right' or 'Not specific enough'. 

6.4.2.1 Is the system useful? 

Opinions of the system's usefulness appear to remain fairly constant as the trial 

progresses (Figure 6.5). There is a consistent consensus amongst four of the 

subjects that the micro-calcification algorithm would be useful as it currently 

stands. Initially, only two subject find the ill-defined lesion algorithni useful, this 

total decreases to one after each subject has completed three prompting sessions. 

The view that the system overall is useful increased marginally after the first 

session. 

One subject believes that the system overall would not be useful, but at the 

same time believes that the calcification algorithm could be of use. There are two 

possible explanations for this view. Either the output from the ill-defined lesion 

algorithm detracts significantly from the overall usefulness of the system, and/or 

the subject believes that prompting only for inicro-calcifications does not provide 

enough support. to make use of a prompting system seem worthwhile. 
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It is worth considering the reasons why a film reader might not believe that 

the system. or its components, could he useful in screening. It is possible that 

their view might be based on a belief that the performance of the system is in 

some way inadequate. However, it is also possible that they have not developed an 

accurate understanding of what the system is able to achieve, and lack appropriate 

strategies for dealing with its shortcomings. 

4— 	 — -- 	- first 
i third 
J last 

2 

i•±Irfj L IH 
total 	 mass 	 calc 

Is the component useful as it currectly stands? 

Figure 6.5: Subjects' responses when asked if the system overall and if each sys-
tern component would be useful to them in a screening context as they currently 
stand. Yes/No responses were allowed 	the chart, shows the number of Yes 
responses given (a maximum of five Yes responses is possible). These questions 
were asked after each subject completed every prompted session, but for compar-
ison, the chart only shows the responses after each subject had completed their 
first prompted session, after each subject had completed three prompted sessions. 
and for the final prompted session completed by a each subject. 

6.4.2.2 Rating sensitivity 

Subjects' assessment of the sensitivity of time micro-calcification algorithm appears 

to remain unchanged throughout the trial, with two subjects believing it to be 

'Just right' and three believing it to be 'Too sensitive' (Figure 6.6). There is 

an apparent tendency for subjects to increasingly believe that the system is too 

sensitive as they are exposed to more prompted conditions. Assessment of the 

sensitivity of the ill-defined lesion algorithm appears to be split between those 

who believe that it is too sensitive, and those who believe that it is not sensitive 
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enough. One problem when asking this type of question is that film readers may 

sometimes talk about sensitivity in terms of specificity and vice versa. So if they 

report that an algorithm is too sensitive, they might be indicating that it is not 

specific enough 	i.e. that it has too high a FP prompt rate. Bearing this in 

mind, it is possible to conclude that: 

. the calcification algoritlim is marginally not specific enough. 

. the mass algoritlini is neither sensitive nor specific enough, and that 

overall the subjects are increasingly of the opinion that the system as a 

whole is not sufficiently specific. 

6.4.2.3 Rating specificity 

Subjects appeal to believe that the system overall and its components,  are not 

specific enough - i.e. that the FP prompt rate is too high (Figure 6.7). Despite 

tins, it is interesting that subjects generally maintain their view that overall the 

system is useful as it currently stands (Figue 6.5). This may indicate that, al-

though subjects believe that the FP rate could be usefully improved, they are able 

to cope adequately with this particular shortcoming. This is probably more true 

for the micro-calcification rather than the ill-defined lesion detection algoritlini. 

Subject B, in her third (and final) prompting session, stated her belief that 

the ill-defined lesion detection algoritlun is too specific. It is possible that she is 

referring obliquely to a view that time semisitivity of ihl-(lchuled lesion is insiiffi€ieiit 

(see above). 
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Figure 6.6: Subjects' responses when asked if the system overall and if each system component was Too sensitive', 'Just right' or 
'Not sensitive enough' in the 1)OSt-SCSSiOI1 (IllCSti011llaire.  The chart details responses from the first, third and final prompted sessions 
completed by each subject. 
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6.4.3 Understanding and locating prompts 

After each prompting session subjects were asked to indicate roughly what per-

centage of time they had difficulty: 

locating the prompted region on the mammogram, and 

understanding why the system had pronipted for a particular area. 

When answering both questions subjects were asked to select from the follow-

ing percentage ranges: 0%-20%, 21%-40%, 41%-60%, 61%-80% and 81%- 100%. 

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 5110w that in the main that subjects were able both to 

locate the prompted region on the niammogram, and to understand why a feature 

had been prompted for the majority of prompts. Subjects were also asked to 

list any instances or categories of prompts that they found particularly (lifhcUlt 

to interpret. The four responses given to this question are shown in Table 6.6 

Where some difficulty explaining prompt is expressed, this seems to be dependant 

on particular sessions and on particular subjects. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 detail the 

number of responses in each percentage range given by each filin reader for all 

the completed prompting sessions. 

5 	 first 
--J third 

LL 

0%20% 	20%40% 	40%60% 

Difficulty in locating the prompted region 

Figure 6.8: Subjects' responses when asked to approximate the percentage of 
prompted regions they had difficulty locating on the inammogram. The chart 
details responses from the first, third and final prompted sessions completed by 

each subject. 
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Difficulty in understanding the reason for the prompt 

Figure 6.9: Subjects' responses when asked for what percentage of the pronipts 
they had difficulty understanding why the system had prompted for a particu-
lar region. The chart details responses from the first, third and final proniptecl 

5C55i01l5 coiiipleted by each subject. 

Subject[ Session [ Comment 

A 20 Several caic prompts where no caics 
serfl. 

C 13 A lot of the 	microcalc' prompts today 
I have been unable to see or 	account 
for' by anything else. 

C 21 Elongated 	prompts for masses along 
the pectoral - where there is no obvi- 
ous,  crossing vessel. 

C 32 Some 	of 	the 	IrolilIt 	diagrams 	on 
todas diagrams have been very dark 
(?printer problem) and therefore hard 
to see the prompted area. 

Table 6.6: Comments niacie by subjects in the post session questionnaire about 
particular prompt types they had difficulty explaining. (Underlining is subjects' 

own emphasis.) 

Subject C was the only subject to indicate that she had difficulty locating 

21% or more prompts on the mammogram, and seemingly she had the greatest 

difficulty understanding why the system had prompted for particular areas (for 

21%-40% of prompts in 3 out of her 4 prompted sessions). Subject C made the 

greatest munber of written comments concerning being unable to understand or 
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Subject 0%-20% 21%-40% 4114-60% 61%-80% 1 81%-10 

A 3 0 0 0 0 

B 3 0 0 0 0 

C 1 2 1 0 0 

D 3 0 0 0 0 

E 7 0 0 0 0 

Table 6.7: Have difficulty locating prompted regions on the mammogram 

Subject 0%-20% I 21%-40% 1 415/c,-60% 61%-80% 181%-100% 

A 3 0 0 0 0 

B 2 1 0 0 0 

C 1 3 0 0 0 
D 2 0 1 0 0 
E 7 () 0 0 0 

Table 6.8: The percentage of prompts for which the subjects have difficulty in 
understanding why the system has prompted for a particular area. 

locate prompts, which also provide some account of the difficulties she experi-

enced. In particular, subject C identifies micro-calcification prompts that cannot 

be attributed to features in the breast, and spurious ill-defined lesion prompts 

that cannot be explained with respect to the information given in the training 

sessions. Subject A also alludes to problems accounting for micro-calcification 

prompts, as does subject D in the free form response questions given after session 

25 - "High prompt rate, particularly for calcification which I can't identify" 

Although three of the five subjects have given some indication that the micro-

calcification algorithm will produce unaccountable prompts, there is a consider-

able variation in estimates of what percentage of prompts subjects are not able 

to explain. Subject C, for example, indicates that this problem is more pre-

valent than the responses from subjects A and E might suggest. It is possible 

that some film readers have a greater tolerance for spurious prompts, and that 

with exposure to the system they are satisfied with this is something that the 

occasionally does system does" as an explanation'. Other film readers might 

demand a more complete account. Unaccountable prompts might present film 

readers with particular difficulties (especially when they are for subtle features 

such as micro-calcifications) because they would have to choose from the following 

possibilities: 

1. "The prompt is correct, but I have failed to identify the region prompted 

for on the mammog 	'rain . This demands a more detailed examination of 

both prompt and film to be certain. 
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"The prompt is correct, but I have failed to see the feature even though I 

am looking in the right area". This demands a more detailed search of the 

film to be certain. 

3. "I know that there are cancers cannot be detected by radiology -- but 

perhaps the prompting system is picking up something that I can't see.". 

A naive view of system capabilities --- but there is an example of this type 

of reasoning in the discussion of the interview data (Section 6.5.2.1). 

"The prompt is spurious, the systen occasionally does this sort of thing". 

This explanation requires that possibilities (1) and (2) are discounted first. 

Acquiring the habit of using this explanation too readily might lead to 

'correct' prompts being occasionally neglected. 

It is possible that subject C's confidence threshold for eliminating possibilities 

(1) and (2) above is higher than for the other subjects. Training prior to using a 

system should encourage film readers to maintain an acceptable balance between 

the time and effort required to eliiiiinate (1) and (2) and the necessity of assuming 

(1) and (2) for effective use of the system. 

6.4.4 Free form response questions 

The post-session questionnaire included five free response questions. namely: 

What do you think the system's strengths are? 

What do you think the system's weaknesses are? 

What irritated you most about the system? 

What aspects of the system did you find most useful? 

Cali you suggest how the system might be improved? 

Full details of the responses to these questions are given in Appendix B. The 

responses are discussed below. 
In total, 10 positive statements were made about the sensitivity of the micro- 

calcification algorithm compared with only three for the ill-defined lesion al-

gorithni. Subject A suggested twice that the mass algorithm occasionally missed 

some lesions, whereas none of the subjects commented that the micro-calcification 

algorithin had made any omissions. 
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Suggestions for improving the algorithms included detection of stellate lesions 

/ distortions (suggested by two subjects) and use of previous / additional films 

(suggested by two subjects). 

Vascular calcifications and prompts for areas where no calcifications could 

be found were identified as particular problems for the calcification algorithm. 

In addition, one subject suggested that too many' prompts were being used to 

highlight an area of calcification when only one would he sufficient. Overall, 

subjects indicated that both the sensitivity and specificity of the system could be 

improved. 

Subject E suggested that the system was easy to use on three separate oc-

casions, where as subject B indicated twice that she felt the system slowed the 

reading process down. Both subjects B and E indicated that they felt that the 

effort required to dismiss multiple prompts on normal structures slowed reporting 

a little. 

Subjects also draw attention to the dangers of over-prompting: 

(Subject B S36) Could over do it or give a false sense of security 

ie by ignoring prompts if there are too many. 

(Subject B S38) Danger of over-prompting therefore making each less 

valuable. 

There are perhaps two issues here: a high overall prompt rate might reduce 

the value of individual prompts generally, and the presence multiple of prompts 

on a single image may reduce the value of individual prompts in that particular 

case. Subject E suggested that multiple prompts were both a system weakness' 

and irritating' 

A number of the comments indicate that the system had affected decision-

making: 

(Subject B S38) Could consolidate suspicion of a particular area. 

Could draw attention to the 2nd lesion. 

(Subject C S4) It found one small cluster of rn/c 2  that I hadn't 

spotted. 

(Subject C S32) Occasionally spotting a "mass" or small cluster of 

calcs I hadn't noticed (or dismissed 	makes me think again). 

(Subject E S9) Potential to falsely reassure. 

'Ali abbreviation for microca1cification 
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(Subject E Sil) Highlighting of areas to review, affected my decision, 

in a few cases, to recall. 

(Subject B S38) Firming up on some questionable areas. Negative 

prompts could be reassuring (? over-reassuring). 

The statements made by subject C provide some evidence that the system 

is useful as an aid for correcting detection errors. However, the responses given 

by subjects B and E indicate that prompts have also been used to assist with 

classification decisions, and they express some concern that this mode of use is 

potentially dangerous. Further evidence for these types of usage is available from 

the interview data, and is discussed in greater detail in the following section. 

6.5 Interview data 

A total of 18 interviews were conducted, 16 after prompted sessions and 2 after 

unprompted sessions. For the purposes of discussion, the interview data has been 

organised according to three topics: 

effects of the system on decision-making, 

system usage, and 

subjects' views on system performance. 

So that direct quotes and discussion of particular statements can he examined 

in context the transcripts are referred to directly using the following notation: 

(xx.yv) 	i.e. Statement yy made (luring interview xx'. 

6.5.1 Effects of the system on decision-making 

In each of the post-prompted session interviews subjects were asked either if 

the system had drawn a feature to their attention that they had not themselves 

noticed. which they then recalled, or if the system had affected their decision-

making in a more general way. Table 6.9 shows how often subjects reported one 

or more occasions where the prompts had effected their decision-making. Out 

of a total of 16 interviews held after prompted sessions. subjects indicated that 

their decision-making had been affected one or more times in a total of 11 of those 

sessions. This section discusses in more detail how subjects believed the system 

had contributed to their decision-making. 
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Subject i Decision making affected? I Prompted sessions 
[ 	No  

No. Interviews 
Yes 

A 2 0 3 2 

B 2 1 3 3 

C 1 0 4 1 

D 0 3 3 3 

E 6 1 7 7 

Table 6.9: Shows the number of occasions subjects claimed that prompts had 
affected their decision making one or more times. 'No. interviews' refers to the 
number of interviews conducted with that subject following prompted sessions. 

Because of constraints on subjects' time, it was not possible to conduct an inter-
view after every prompted session. 

6.5.1.1 Not affecting decision-making 

In order that subjects may accurately assess whether prompts have had an effect 

on their decision-making they need to be consciously aware of occasions where 

this has been the case, or have access to some other type of feedback. Perhaps 

the evidence most easily available to subjects during the course of this trial would 

he instances where the prompts had caused, or had been used as evidence (lul'- 

lug, some conscious deliberation about the status of some feature. The most 

obvious examples of this would be if a subject had overlooked a feature that the 

prompt subsequently brought to their attention, or if the presence (or absence) of 

a prompt had otherwise made some significant contribution to their decision to 

recall. However, it is also possible that the prompts may affect decision-making 

in ways that are not available to introspection, and therefore in ways that might 

go unreported in response to questions posed during interviews. Possible types of 

bias that prompting might 'silently' introduce into a film reader's decision-making 

include: 

Search bias Areas that are prompted might be given a more thorough examin-

ation than other parts of the image. Thus film readers might make fewer 

detection errors for targeted feature types, and more for untargeted feature 

types. (Where untargeted feature types' refers both to features outside of 

the operational scope of the algorithms, and to the sorts of False Negatives 

(FNs) that the algorithms might generate). 

Confidence bias The presence of a prompt might subtly increase, and the ab-

sence of prompt subtly decrease, a film reader's suspicion of an area. 
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In addition, the 'accuracy' of subjects' responses to interview questions will 

depend on their ability to take a dispassionate and objective view of their own 

behaviour. Subjects might be inclined to underrate the effect of the prompts if 

they believe that any effect is at odds with the integrity of the objective applica-

tion of their skill. Conversely, they might be inclined to overrate the effects of the 

prompts if they believe that this outcome is of particular interest to the person 

conducting the interview. 

Subject D was the only subject to consistently report that she was 'not 

aware' of any occasions where the prompts had affected her decision-making (9.5, 

14.2, 15.12), but she did state that the prompts (particularly those for micro-

calcifications) had made her go back and look again (9.8, 14.4). So, even though 

subject D believed that the prompts had had little direct effect on her decisions, 

they were obviously having an effect on her behaviour. Similarly, on the one 

occasion that subject B reported that she was not aware that the prompts had 

affected her decision-making, she stated "There were cases where it made me look 

again, I don't think it actually made me change my mind. But it did make me 

look hack again" 

6.5.1.2 Correcting errors of attention 

The primary aim of a prompting system such as PROMAM is to correct for 

errors of attention. In ten of the interviews, subjects reported that on one or 

more occasions during that Session their attention had been drawn to features 

that they had over-looked. These events fall into three categories: 

features that subjects had failed to detect, which they then decided to recall, 

features that subjects had failed to detect, which they then decided were 

normal, and 

features that the subjects had failed to detect, for which the prompt seemed 

to contribute as much to their decision to recall as the appearance of the 

feature itself. (This is really a special case of (1) above, but events of this 

type are worthy of discussion.) 

There were four reported occurrences of events in category (1). In her first 

session, subject A reported that the prompts had drawn her attention to a couple 

of recalls that she had not seen (2.15-18), although what these features were is 

not recorded. In subject C's first prompted session, when asked if the system had 

drawn her attention to anything that she had recalled, she stated that: 
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(3.10) C - "There was one, just at the end there, a cluster of calcium 

on the edge there, probably when I was beginning to lose attention." 

In her forth prompted session, subject E stated that she: 

(13.2) E -- "[I] missed some micro-calcification ( ... ?) the prompt, and 

I recalled it on the basis of the prompt. I don't know why, I think I 

just [suffered a] lapse of concentration." 

Again, in her sixth prompted session, subject E indicates that the system had 

drawn her attention to some micro-calcification that she had nnssecl: 

(19.2) E 	"Yeah, one, on micro-calcifications, this time actually, 

that I didn't see and then I brought back." 

It is not known whether the recalls alluded to above were actually for cancers, 

however, this does not detract from the potential the system shows for drawing 

subjects' attention to features that they have missed. It is expected that only 

a subset of missed features are likely to correspond to cancers, and that the 

greater proportion of missed features that are suspicious enough to warrant recall 

will turn out to he benign. The slight increase in recall rate this entails is an 

unavoidable consequence of the desirable effect of assisting filin reader's to make 

a more complete assessnient of relevant features. 

In the majority of cases where film readers' attention is drawn to features that 

they have nussed it is likely that the features will either be of no consequence 

(adding to the overhead of system use) or of sonic consequence, but it will tran-

spire that they can he dismissed as benign. The three occasions where subjects 

specifically commented on this type of event (events that fall into category (2) 

above) are discussed below. In her first prompted session subject C stated: 

"I don't normally write clown every time I see vascular calcification, 

in fact, I don't even see it, you know, it's been a couple of times when 

I've seen these things drawn all over the prompts, and I've looked 

back and I've said 'right enough, there is vascular calcifications', but 

I've not actually noticed it." (3.8) 

When asked after her second prompted session if there were instances in the 

set where the system might have affected her decision-making, subject E stated: 

(7.6) E 	"...there was times wimemi the prompts made me go hack 

and look and I still decided to stay with what I thought.. 
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When asked in her second prompted session if the system had drawn her 

attention to something that she hadn't noticed before, subject A stated: 

(11.6) A 	"Yes, there were a couple of cases, I think they were caics 

and they were unaltered from previous." 

Subject C's comment indicates that film readers may involuntarily dismiss 

some features that are of no consequence, and it is possible that errors in this 

process may contribute to errors of detection. However, it would be inefficient 

from a film reader's point of view if, when using a system, their attention is 

continually drawn to features that they have already involuntarily dismissed. A 

system should have sufficient specificity to (lisliliSs the obviously benign. The 

consequences of prompting for benign lesions and the strategies that subjects 

evolved to deal with this type of prompt are discussed further in Section 6.5.2.1. 

The comments made by subjects A and E indicate that there are examples 

of cases where the system is drawing subjects' attention to features that they 

have missed that are worthy of consideration, but are not sufficiently suspicious 

to recommend recall. This type of event is probably beneficial, as it demonstrates 

the system's capabilities, as well as providing film readers with the reassurance 

that they have made a more complete examination of the manimograin. 

Reports of type (2) events seem sparse in the interview data since it is expected 

that the majority of missed features brought to the film readers' attention would 

be of this type. However, these events aught be under-represented as they are 

possibly 'less interesting' to subjects than missed features that resulted in a recall. 

It is possible also that they interpret the question 'did the system draw your 

attention to something that you had missed' with the implied meaning did the 

system bring anything'ditcre.s tiny to your attention that you had missed'. 

Subject E reported four events in category (3) above (6.2-4. 7.8, 10.14. 18.3). 

That is, where the system had drawn her attention to a. missed feature which 

she then recalled and where the presence of the prompt had seemingly made a 

significant contribution to her classification decision. Examples of subjects using 

prompts to assist with classification decisions are discussed in the next section, 

but it is worth noting that the presence of a prompt might trigger the initial 

suspicion, as well as contributing evidence to decision-making for a feature that 

a film reader identified themselves. 

6.5.1.3 Assisting with classification decisions 

As stated earlier, the primary aim of a prompting system such as PROMAM is to 

draw film readers' attention to relevant features in the niauimogram to reduce the 
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possibility they might overlook something of significance. Systems like PROMAM 

are not designed to assist film readers to make classification decisions; specifically, 

PROMAM is not designed to: 

help achieve a lower recall rate by assisting film readers to assess more 

accurately whether a feature is benign or malignant, or to 

improve a film reader's TP rate by correcting for classification errors. 

If the absence of a prompt is used as evidence of normality, then it is pos-

sible that cancers missed by the prompting system might be misclassified, thus 

eliminating any potential performance gains due to the assistance provided for 

detection. A greater degree of efficiency is possible if the actions of the system 

and the film reader are complementary. That is, for the film reader to pick up 

cancers that the prompting system has missed and vice-versa. PROMAM only 

gives a binary response (prompted or not prompted) 	it does not indicate time 

likelihood that a given prompted feature actually is a cancer -- thus a prompt is 

only a very coarse indicator of suspicion. Furthermore, PROMAM is not very spe-

cific in comparison with a film reader, so it has little value as an aid for correcting 

film readers own classification errors. 

If the presence of a prompt is used as evidence that a feature is a cancer 

this may have the effect of improving detection performance, but it would also 

reduce specificity. Much the same effect could be achieved without time aid of a 

prompting system if film readers simply lowered their confidence threshold. 

During training sessions given prior to participating in the trial, subjects were 

advised not to use prompts as contributory evidence in their decision-niaking. 

Subjects were told that they should only use a prompt to direct their attention to 

areas of the manmiogram which should then be evaluated using only the evidence 

available in the image. However, both the questionnaire data (see sections 6.4.4 

and 6.6.4.1) and responses given in the post-session interviews indicate that sub-

jects are inclined to use prompts to give assistance with classification. 

In the interview data subjects B and E refer to occasions where they had 

found the absence of a promptreassuring. for example: 

(5.21) Interviewer 	I noticed [in a] previous questionnaire that 

you said that it was quite (comforting?) when you had cases that 

didn't have any prompts on, and that you were were thinking that 

[the lesion was benign]. 

(5.22) B 	Yes ... I think that that is reassuring. It might just he 

falsely reassuring sonietimes. 
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(19.7) E - ... Sometimes that's been something that I wondered 

whether it would pick up, and actually I thought well I'm not got to 

recall that anyway, and it hadn't prompted it, so it hadn't thought it 

was significant either, and that's quite reassuring 	reassuring a hit. 

Yeah, it is reassuring. 

The quotes above indicate that the absence of a prompt is viewed as 'reas- 

suring' only 	the prompts merely confirming a decision that has already 	been 

made. However, quantifying the degree of influence a prompt has with respect to 

a particular decision is difficult, as the following quote indicates: 

(5.13) Interviewer 	Did any of the prompts this time make you 

change your mind? 

(5.14) B - No. There was one that it perhaps firmed up a decision. 

(5.15) Interviewer --- ... Ok, so that's one that you decided to recall 

then? 

(5.16) B - I think that I would have recalled it anyway, but it's an 

artificial situation here. And I'm not so sure if I would have done 

I don't know... 

The problem seems to be that the subject cannot form an objective View, for 

coin parlsoil, of what decision they might have reached in the absence of pronipting 

information. In cases where the presence of a prompt has seemingly made a 

subject more inclined to recall there appears to be more certainty as to the role 

the prompts have played: 

(20.1) Interviewer 	Was there any incidences in that set where the 

prompts affected your decision-makiig? 

(20.2) B There was one where I was undecided, and it was prompted 

(...?) 'I will bring it back, yes'. 

(20.3) Interviewer - You [decided to] bring it back, because it was 

prompted? 

(20.4) B 	...because  it was prompted yes, because otherwise I prob- 

ably would have said 'oh, forget it'. Whether that's right or not I 

don't know. 
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(7.5) Interviewer 	Was there instances in this set again where the 

system might have influenced your decision? 

(7.6) E 	Yes definitely. ( ... ?) but I wanted to recall it when I saw 

the prompt, I could see that there was enough, there was times when 

the prompts made me go back and look and I still decided to stay with 

what I thought, but the decision to change was well, it just pushed 

me a little hit (further?), there's a little bit more there, go with the 

prompts. 

It is possible that although only subjects B and E have reported these effects, 

other subjects may be also prone to the same effects, but are unaware that this 

is the case. Evidence from the post-trial questionnaire data that other subjects 

also Use prompts to assist with decision-inakmg is presented in Section 6.6.4.1. 

Subject B recognises that this type of influence might be counterproductive 

(quote 5.22 above), and subject E expresses similar concerns: 

(7.11) Interviewer 	On your last questionnaire you said that some 

of the problems with the system might he that it could he falsely 

reassuring, in what way? 

(7.12) E 	I think because there was a few occasions where you 

would be looking at something and it's in that sort of gray area in the 

middle where [there's] not enough, for me anyway, to say definitely 

come hack. And then, I was just slightly worried last time that there 

was you know occasions when it wasn't prompted it reassured me. 

Where I was obviously swaying, thinking well "I dont really need to 

recall that" it backed that up as well ... I don't know whether that is 

potentially dangerous but I guess if you know how well it performs 

but not knowing how well it performs yet. I don't know. 

The above quote also suggests that the presence or absence of a prompt is 

most likely to influence a decision when the evidence available from the image 

alone is ambiguous. Ensuring that all relevant features in every case are given 

sufficient scrutiny is not the only difficulty a film reader might encounter while 

reading films (although it is specifically this difficulty that prompting is designed 

to address). On a case by case basis film readers may encounter a variety of 

further difficulties, for example, they might be uncertain whether a particular 

feature is sufficiently suspicious to warrant recall, they might have difficulty in 

being certain that a woman with dense breasts has a normal mammnogra.mn, or 
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they may he aware that they have greater difficulty in detecting or interpreting 

particular feature types. It is possible that in these situations film readers will 

attempt to use whatever evidence that is to hand, including prompts, to resolve 

any ambiguity. Some of the statements made by subject E illustrate the potential 

for this type of usage: 

(10.10) E - Maybe it was highlighting something that I wasn't seeing 

in a dense breast, so that's why it needed confirmed, ...I (...?) with 

it you go with the prompt. 

	

(18.4) E 	No, No, difficult area (...?). Interesting to know ... within 

a dense breast if it picks up an extra density -- it would be very useful. 

However, despite recognising that the prompts had played a role in her analysis 

of features, subject E also stated: "...But the majority of the time the prompts, it 

was easy to dismiss the prompts and my (clinical/initial?) impression dominated 

the proceedings" (6.2). 
Subject E also draws an analogy between heigliteiled suspicioil when another 

film reader asks her to examine a case, and when a case is prompted by a computer 

system: 

	

(7.8) E 	...it's awful, because it's like when someone shows sets of 

mamiflograni and they'll say, [have a look at this], it's always nice for 

someolle ... [not to] point out what they are worried about, because if 

[they] do, then inimediately you [have a] heightened suspicion because 

someone else is suspicious about it. So in a way it kind of subtly 

increase your (way of?) looking again because you're reading sticli 

subtleties ... it can push you just a little bit if it is just borderline... 

ing not only contributes to a subject's analysis of features of which she Prompt  
is already suspicious, it may also initiate suspicion offeatures that have either 

been overlooked, or dismissed as benign, for example: 

(6.3) Interviewer --- Was [it] that that you hadn't examined that area, 

[or] that you hadn't actually identified something in there to he wor-

ried about, or that you'd seen something and then the prompt had 

changed your mind? 

(6.4) E - No, I hadn't really seen it ... it was just a little increase in 

density. I think it was probably normal actually. but on reflection I 

thought maybe it ought to be looked at. 
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Although it is unlikely that using a prompting system such as PROMAM to 

assist with classification decisions will yield any performance gains, there may 

other positive benefits for film readers from this mode of use. In the quotes 

above, subjects talk about the prompts giving 'reassurance' that a decision is 

appropriate. It may be that there is some psychological advantage to he gained 

from reducing any anxiety felt when deciding ambiguous cases. 

6.5.2 System usage 

6.5.2.1 Dismissing prompts 

Given that the ill-defined lesion and micro-calcification algorithms prompt for 

many more cases that a film reader would typically recall it follows that a film 

reader using the system would have to 'dismiss' the majority of these prompts. 

Ideally film readers should give all prompts equal consideration, and only dismiss 

prompts after careful examination of the prompted region on the mammogram. 

However, it is clear that subjects develop strategies to determine the significance 

of prompts based on properties of the prompts themselves (their location, shape 

and frequency) as well as on the properties of the prompted region. For example, 

subject D states: 

(15.2) D -- Not really. ...the more I'm getting used to the prompts you 

certainly (10 find [that you] you [get] to dismiss [them] much quicker. I 

think now you'll start dismissing masses at the back, you're dismissing 

the calcification at the back and maybe you don't look as ... carefully 

as maybe 	you do look carefully but maybe not to the same degree 

when you clearly see that it is vascular calcification it's prompting on. 

Because obviously they tend to have multiple vascular prompts. 

(15.3) Interviewer 	Do you sort of become more skilled in the way 

of following down and saying those are all lines... 

(15.4) D 	Well you (much as?) see that there's kind of linear lines, 

and you can see there's lots of vascular calcifications you ignore it 

fairly quickly. 

(15.5) Interviewer 	Ok, that's interesting... 

(15.6) D ---- And also I think masses again, actually, in certain situ- 

ations 	remember like in that problem area over the pectoral muscle 

and at the hack 	again you tend to dismiss those quickly. 

Subject B states: 
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(20.13) Interviewer - Do you think [that you] are you able to look 

for any opinion about what the prompt might be for from their shape, 

or their size, or their position. Does that give you any information 

before you even look at the [mnaniinogram]? 

(20.14) B 	Yes, I mean, if it's the one particularly along the edge 

of the pectoral and the bottom, lower, inner aspects, yes ... then the 

vascular calcification is one ( ... ?) those are very obvious, yes. 

Subject E states: 

(19.8) Interviewer -- Is there anything in the shape or distribution of 

prompts that might give you a clue, as to what they might be for, and 

whether you can make any judgement on that? 

(19.9) E 	... the ones that happen so frequently at the bottom at 

the edge of the film, I was thinking that it would be awful if there was 

a lesion there one day because sometimes it's crying wolf at that point 

all the time... Because sometimes you don't even bother looking --

you have a quick glance down, and [it's] easy to spot the ...vascular 

calcifications 

(10.6) E 	Well not always, you tend just to go back and have a 

quick look. You have a quick look at the (nianinos?) once again 

after you've seen the prompt, [though] not always ... If there's lots [of 

prompts] in particular I tend to go back just in case... which might 

be probably a good thing. but ... usually you don't find anything. 

The quotes indicate that using this type of strategy eliminates some of the 

burden of false positive prompts, by reducing the amount of effort expended re-

evaluating the mammnogram. Subjects E and D indicate that that they might 

not look back as carefully, or at all, depending on their initial assessment of the 

significance of the prompt. As subject E remarks, there is clearly a danger that 

TPs might go unattended if they happen to correspond with regions or prompt 

types that film readers might learn to habitually dismiss. Clearly film readers 

have to discover an appropriate trade-off between making a priori assessments of 

significance, and only dismissing prompts after careful consideration of the image. 

That is, one that reduces the effort required to use the system without having 

an undue effect on their ability to detect additional cancers. Although this issue 

might he addressed in training, a more satisfactory solution would be to reduce 
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the FP rate 	particularly for FP types that have regular characteristics (for 

example, vascular calcifications, edge of film artifacts, etc) 

A further consideration is the ease that a film reader can dismiss a FP prompt 

when they have decided to examine the image more closely. There is some vari-

ation in how easy subjects found this task for different feature types'. subjects 

B and E found it easier to dismiss prompts produced by the micro-calcification 

algorithm (10.8, 20.18) rather than those produced by the ill-defined lesion al- 

gorithm 	where as subject D found the reverse to be true (9.7). For subject D 

the difference is in the amount of attention that needs to given to the image: 

(9.7) D 	I think you can dismiss masses (it becomes a?) distance 

work, clearly on micro-calcifications you can always miss subtle calci-

fication. 

Given that inicro-calcifications can be difficult to see it might he expected 

that this would he the prevailing view. Subject A indicates that some micro-

calcification prompts require particular attention to dismiss: 

(2.12) A - No ... You can dismiss that very easily, you can more easily 

look at the false prompts for vascular calcification and dismiss it for 

what it is than you can for composite shadows, because you've really 

got to look very closely at those to make sure that that's what they 

are before you let them go. (From context: Meaning micro-composites 

that nnglit numic calcification particles.) 

However, subject E seems to find dismissing mass prompts more problematic 

because of time difficulty she has sometimes in finding the correct interpretation: 

(10.8) E 	The calc ones 	easier to dismiss, actually - I think. 

The mass ones, similar actually. Some of the mass ones today I wasnt 

quite sure why it was prompting on 	it was beginning to worry me 

a bit. 

(10.9) Interviewer 	Why was it worrying? 

(10.10) E 	Maybe it was highlighting something that I wasn't seeing 

in a dense breast, so that's why it needed confirmed. ... I (...?) with 

it you go with the prompt. 

(10.11) Interviewer 	Were there many incidences in this set where 

[time prompts affected your decision]? 
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(10.12) E - Yes, I did call back a couple. Although I wasn't very 

convinced with the prompt. But because the prompt had highlighted 

it and I could see what it was saying, [and] I couldn't explain it partic-

ularly in the ways that you had (told us?) that it was prompting. So 

I thought that maybe it is prompting a mass and I wasn't convinced 

it was a composite shadow so (...?) to bring it back... 

It seems that because some of the prompts lacked a convincing explanation 

in terms of FP types described in the training material, subject E was inclined 

to believe that the system was detecting something that she herself was unable 

to perceive. The subject is aware that dense breasts make detection of ill-defined 

lesions particularly difficult for film readers, and is therefore unable to he certain 

that that the inaminograni is indeed normal. In reality, the prompting system 

will also have difficulty detecting subtle features in dense breast tissue, and so it is 

not necessarily advantageous to defer to the prompts under these circumstances. 

6.5.2.2 Accounting for prompts 

It is important that film readers are able to explain FP prompts by relating the 

information in the prompted part of the image with their understanding of the 

properties of the algorithms. In responses to interview questions subjects indic-

ated that they were able to provide an explanation for the majority of prompts 

(Section 6.4.3), and similar claims are made in the interview data. Subject A 

stated after her first session that: 

(2.20) A 	...there is always a visible reason for a prompt, it may not 

be the right reason. but you can see what the things picking up on. 

It's not picking up oil nonsense. 

After her second session subject A's comments indicated that she was able to 

rationalise FP prompts in terms of information given during training. 

(11.1) Interviewer 	There was a couple of times there when you 

seemed to he having trouble spotting what some of the caic prompts 

were? 

(11.2) A - That's right, I've made a comment on that. Yes. there 

were several calc prompts there that I couldn't see caics. 

(11.3) Interviewer 	Was there anything there that night have been 

in the training 	some rationale for false positive or was it that you 

couldn't see anything at all? 
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(11.4) A 	
Probably just summation of densities I would think, but 

I wouldn't go too hard on that, that's my impression. 

Similarly, other subjects were able to account for a majority of the prompts, 

a
lthough they appeared to be less convinced than subject A that an 

explanation 

was available in all cases. For example, when asked if she found it easy to discard 

FP prompts subject B stated: 

(4.8) B - To r
ationalise them? Yes, yes, I didn't find that a problem, 

I could see what it had done. 

and later added: 

(4.10) B 	Sometimes, once 	
twice I just wondered what on earth 

it was picking up. But most of theni it was fairly obvious what it is 

it has picked up, and therefore it is easy to discard it. 

\Vlien asked if she could explain some or most of the prompts subject E 

stated: 
there were a couple where I wasn't quite 

(6.14) E - Most of the time,  majority I could 
sure why there was a propt here. But the vast m  

understand.  

Responses given in the post-prompted session questionllaffes revealed that 

subject C was unable to find an explanation for a greater nuniber of Prompts 

than other subjects (Section 6.4.3). The interview data for subject C is sparse 

she was interviewed after the first of her four 1)rOlIlPted SeSSi011S, but she only 

expressed this difficulty in the c1ue5ti01111a es administered after her remaining 

three prompted sessions. In the interview following her first prompted session 

she said: 

(3.4) C 	
I don't think I've explained 100% of those prompts but I 

can explain most of them. I mean the ones that I, that don't turn out 

to be anything. 

It is quite possible that set variations could account for subject C's change of 

opinion in later sessions. However, set variations do not necessarily account for 

the greater difficulty subject c experiences ill explaining prompts when compared 

with other subjec
ts. As discussed in Section 6.4.3 it is possible that film readers 

may view particular explanations as 
being more or less satisfactorY, and in the 
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case of spurious ii icro_calciflcatioil prompts, they may be more or less inclined 

to believe that the prompt is spurious after giving the films only a perfunctory 

search. In support of these arguments the interview data reveals that subject C 

is particularly keen to account for prompts: 

(3.5) Interviewer - I saw that you were writing down lots of stuff on 

the record sheets, were you writing down a lot more than usual? 

(3.6) C 	
Yeah. I don't normally write clown vascular calcification 

very niuchi, I was doing that just so that I could show you that I 

had checked it and that's what I thought it was (Inc to, the prompts. 

Maybe I don't need to do that, I won't bother then. 

and later in the same interview:  

(3.20) Interviewer - - If you were using it [the prompting system in a 

screellino.g  context .. if you were using just (lay to clay, woulc you feel 

that you wOUJ(-1 be writing notes to say why you ignored or accepted 

the prompts? Would you he doing that for other film readers, or for 

yourself? 

(3.21) C 	
Hminm. That's a difficult one. I'm in the habit of writ- 

ing clown everything that I notice 1 think that somebody else niigbt 

notice, even if we think it's something we should dismiss, like benign 

things ....Whether with the prompt I would want to write chow" that 

I'd explained what the prompts were, I don't know, I haven't really 

thought about that yet. This is the first time I've come across it. 

(3.22) Interviewer 	As I was saying, next tune we do it, you don't 

need to do that for this exercise, it's not a requirement for us. 

(3.23) C - I'm just wondering if niedical-legally it might be. 

It appears that that subject C is keen to explain each FP prompt - partly 

because of a misinterpretation of the protocol (she believed that this was expected 

of her), and partly because of a more general desire to provide an account of her 

decisions. Some of the motivation for this type of behaviour is evident in her con-

cern about medical-legal requirements. If a film reader overrules a prompt which 

later transpires to be for a cancer, and there is no account to demonstrate that 

the film reader did examine the prompt sheet, or of their reasons for overruling 

the prompt, then there could be legal consequences. Furthermore, subject C also 

seems to require a more complete account of the evidence in the nianimogramfls 
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themselves than did other subjects, she made by far the most number of requests 

for historical details concerning cases, and also took the longest time to complete 

conditions. 
It is clear that any account given of system behaviour in the training material 

should be sufficient to meet the needs of the most demanding film readers. Al-

though a description of FP micro-calcification prompts due to overlapping struc-

tures in the breast was given during training, either subject C did not remember 

this, or did not understand the implications, or perhaps she felt that it was not 

a satisfactory explanation for some of the prompts she encountered. It is likely 

that prompts will be produced that cannot be readily explained by an account of 

system function given by system developers, especially as the set of cases analysed 

by the system increases. It would seeni necessary to explain to film readers that 

the system will sometimes produce im account able prompts, and also to provide 

a mechanism to ensure that film readers report and discuss such cases with each 

other and with system developers so that a rationale ill terms of image properties 

and algorithm function can eventually he supplied. 

6.5.2.3 Anticipating prompts 

Subjects reported that they were able, to a degree, to anticipate which features 

in the manhlilograni would be prompted, and that these predictions could he used 

to reduce the number of occasions that the mammograill had to be re-exannned 

clue to FP prompts. Subjects seemed able to develop this skill relatively quickly, 

after her first prompted session, subject C  volunteered that: 

(3.2) C - I think that I'm beginning to get so that I can guess what's 

going to be prompted for. 

Subject B made a similar comment after her first prompted session: 

(4.11) Interviewer 	Were you generally looking back to the films to 

check to discard it, or where you sort of remembering what was there 

Oil 
the films and looking at time prompts and saying 'ah it's got that'? 

(4.12) B -- A hit of both. I sometimes look at time films and say 'I 

bet it's going to prompt for that' And if it did... 

After her first prompted session, subject E indicates that the l)rOmPtS can he 

predict able: 
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(6.6) E - Yeah, a mixture, I tended to look back at the films again 

but it was obvious, you know, things like ( ... ?) calcification, vascular 

calcification, things like that. And some of the areas, when I looked 

at the films, in the areas where there was sort of confluent sort of 

lines coming I expected there would be a prompt there and (wasn't?) 

looking hack. So a mixture of things really but predictable, I wasn't 

surprised by them. And particularly a lot of things on the edge (...?) 

it had prompted a lot of the time on the edge of the film. At the chest 

wall. 

In a later session subject E suggests how this predictability is of use: 

(19.4) E - At times I'm definitely anticipating that that's going to 

be prompted. And sort of already decide I'm not going to look at 

it again almost, you know, you're kind of expecting prompts on cer-

tain things so I think you sort of, (...?) very quickly dismiss it as 

(harniless?almost?) without looking again. 

Although the degree of predictability exhibited by the system was found to 

he useful. subjects stated that prompts were surprising as often as they were 

predictable, for example, subject D stated: 

(15 7) Interviewer 	Do you also sometimes anticipate what might 

be prompted? 

(15.8) D - No. Well yes and no actually. Sometimes you will he 

surprised what it is prompting, sometimes then you're surprised that, 

it hasn't prompted something. There were one or two bits where I 

thought that it would have several prompts. (for?) masses, and it 

didn't, (....?) getting zero... 

(15.9) Interviewer 	So it's swings and roundabouts on... 

(15.10) D - But overall I think that you can anticipate some of the 

prompts yes. 

Subject B believes her predictions to be correct approximately 50% of the 

time: 

(20.8) B --- I suppose in a way. I mean. there are certain [features] 

that I recognise that it prompts for that are 

(20.9) Interviewer -- So is that beforehand. vou are thinking... 
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(20.10) B 	Well both, I find myself sometimes thinking 'well, I bet 

it's going to prompt for that', and that actually makes it easier; if 

the prompt is there then i can forget about that straight away. But 

sometimes, when it prompts something out of the blue, then there is 

nothing you can do. 

(20.11) Interviewer 	How often do you think that you are right when 

you say 'I think it's going to prompt for that''? 

(20.12) B 	I don't know, about 50% of the time. 

Compared with making an a priori assessment of the significance of prompts 

based on their shape, location and frequency, anticipation is probably the bet-

ter strategy for dismissing FP prompts the film reader has actually made an 

assessment based on the evidence in the mammogram. There is probably some 

additional cognitive burden associated with anticipation; in addition to the men-

tal effort required for reading, a film reader must also expend effort in forming 

an opinion about the behaviour of the prompting system. However, repeatedly 

checking whether the system's output meets with expectations is in all likelihood 

a natural activity 	it is probably by this ineclianisin that film readers make all 

initial appraisal of the effectiveness of the prompts. 

Thus it would be beneficial if film readers are, to some degree, able to predict 

which features might be prompted on a given image. The property of predictab- 

ility is dependent on the system behaving in a consistent fashion 	i.e. having 

a high probability of prompting for particular feature types, despite small differ-

ences in appearance and/or location within the image. Consistency, in turn, is 

dependent on the robustness of the algorithms - i.e. that the algorithms will 

respond in similar ways despite small variations to their input. 

Previously it has been suggested that acceptable FP prompts are those that 

correspond to 'candidate features' 	features that readers might consider for re- 

call (Chapter 4). If a system consistently prompted for all candidate features, 

and only for candidate features, then it would most likely be a highly predict-

able system by virtue of the high level of agreement between the system and 

the fihn reacher about which features constitute a cause for concern. It is pos-

sible that systems with other, consistent, performance characteristics could, in 

principle, be equally predictable, if the relationship between system function and 

mammnographic appearance is known and understood by film readers. 

However, in both these scenarios, consistency of the system is dependent on 

the robustness of the algorithms. Image processing algoritlmnis are deterministic 
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but this does not imply that a given algorithm will respond in the same way to 

features in different images that film readers would classify as being the same sort 

of thing. This is partly because film readers are able to make use of more evidence 

than an algorithm in reaching a conclusion, and partly because algorithms may 

he sensitive to small variations in appearance. Thus different results may arise 

due to variations that are difficult for a human observer to perceive. 

One of the goals of training is to supply a useful account of how system 

function relates to mammographic appearance, and in particular to highlight 

circumstances where system behaviour might he counter-intuitive to film readers. 

If an algorithm is sensitive to small changes in image properties then it is unlikely 

that a usefully complete account can be given, therefore a particular design goal 

for system developers should be to ensure that algorithms are robust in this 

respect. 

6.5.3 Subjects' views on system performance 

The questionnaire data reveals that subjects are critical of the specificity of both 

the ill-defined lesion and micro-calcification detection algorithms, and of the sens-

itivity of the ill-defined lesion algorithm (Sections 6.4.2.2 and 6.4.2.3). This sec-

tion details comments made in the post-prompted session interviews that pertain 

to aspects of system performance. 

6.5.3.1 Specificity 

Two subjects commented that the system was producing unnecessary' or 'ink 

reasonable' prompts-. 

(4.4) B 	.. I thought it prompts for a lot more than ... I think 

was reasonable. Not reasonable. I don't mean reasonable, [than is] 

necessary. 

(9.1) D - ...but I found that it seemed to be prompting a lot of things 

that I would easily dismiss. There was a lot of unnecessary prompts. 

Although it is encouraging that this subject finds she can easily dismiss 

prompts, the view that prompts are unnecessary' suggests that the system is 

producing FPs for features other than those which readers feel they are account-

able for. That is, for features that a reader would consider for recall. or would be 

required to scrutinise before they could be dismissed. 

Subject A was involved in the interval cancer study (Section 6.2.2), and thus 

had prior exposure to the system: 
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(2.4) A 	... Another thing that puzzled me was that it seemed to 

me on that set that the micro-caic algorithm was throwing up more 

false positives than I... 

(2.5) Interviewer - that you expected... 

(2.6) A 	expected from my limited experience so far on things that 

as far as I could see were not calcifications. 

(2.7) Interviewer - What sort of things was it throwing up for.. 

(2.8) A - Mostly linear shadows crossing. You could get the region 

where the prompt was and you could see something there but in a 

few instances they were not calcs, now, all right we only saw a few in 

the false negative interval cancer group, but it seemed to me that time 

calcs prompt was more specific on that set than it was on this. 

In a later session, subject A reiterated this view: 

(11.2) A - That's right, I've made a comment on that. Yes, there 

were several calc prompts there that I couldn't see calcs. 

(11.3) Interviewer 	Was there anything there that night have been 

in the training - some rationale for false positive or was it that you 

couldn't see anything at all? 

(11.4) A 	Probably just summation of densities I would think, but 

I wouldn't go too hard on that, that's lily impression. 

and subject D made a similar claim: 

(14.6) D 	... a lot of the calcification I couldn't even identify actually, 

but still you went hack and looked at it. 

Subject E suggests that the micro-calcification algorithm is over-sensitive to 

benign clusters, but that this is mitigated by its sensit ivity to significant clusters: 

(19.2) E - ... It seems very sensitive to micro-calcifications and 

clusters actually. I know it's sort of over-sensitive to you know sort of 

benign micro-calcs, but it's usually. but also it doesn't seem to miss 

out on the significant clusters. 
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6.5.3.2 Prompting for features that can be dismissed with the aid of 
previous films 

Comments made by three of the subjects indicate that a significant proportion of 

FPs from ill-defined lesion algorithm correspond to features that the subjects are 

able dismiss with the aid of previous films. In her first prompted session subject 

C states: 

(3J4) C 	... What had struck me most about the whole exercise 

was the benefit that I have from looking at previous filnis 	a huge 

benefit there. 

(3.15) Interviewer 	Did you think you saw cases then where if the 

system was able to take previous filnis into account it would have 

thrown away some false positives? 

(3.16) C 	Yep, over and over again. I think it's terribly important 

actually. So for the first screen it may be more helpful to us than 

on subsequent screens because we've got previous films. But if we 

don't obviously we want our attention drawn to things that we would 

normally perhaps dismiss if we'd had previous films, that sounds a hit 

Irish but, see what I mean. 

Subjects E indicated that if she did not have access to previous films there 

were cases where a prompted feature would have resulted in a recall: 

(21.2) E 	... Interesting, I was thinking at one poult, you know, hav- 

ing not had these films on one or two occasions I might have brought 

back a mass that it suggested. but with the benefit of previous films 

it clearly was normal tissue. 

Conversely, subjects A and B were disappointed that - Ill-defined lesions' they 

were only able to dismiss with the aid of previous films went unprompted: 

(5.4) B - There were one or two that I wondered why it didn't 

prompt. 

(5.5) Interviewer 	Were those things that especially were of interest 

to you. that you would like recalled... 

(5.6) B 	There was one particularly I noticed that I think if I hadn't 

had previous films then I would have recalled. 
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(11. 8) A 	there was a mass lesion I felt that it should have prompted 

for 	but I know that the system hasn't been looking at previous, 

the mass was unchanged from the previous examination 	but if it 

had been a first time off it should have been prompted. 

These comments indicate how the task of interpreting a prompting system 

might become much more complicated if previous films are used. If some in-

teresting feature visible on previous films goes unprompted, then subjects are 

currently able to determine that this is an omission by the system. However, if 

the system had taken information available from previous films into account, then 

for any omission it would be difficult to decide if: 

the system had decided the feature was normal based on the evidence within 

the single view, or if 

the system considered the feature to he suspicious on the single view, but 

was heavily influenced in favour of normality by the evidence in a previous 

film. 

It is likely that this type of problem will arise whenever a classification step 

has the ability to discard potential prompts. S uch behaviour would further mit-

igate against the use of systems such as PROMAM to assist with film readers' 

classification decisions. For example, in the current implementation of the ill-

defined lesion algorithm, regions corresponding to potential lesions are identified 

-ind are fed into a classifier 	those regions deemed to be sufficiently suspicious 

are prompted for. However, the film reader has 110 way of telling if the system 

has made an ommssion because a region was incorrectly identified, or because the 

classifier decided that the region was normal. It is erroneous to believe that an 

absence of a prompt implies that a system has decided a region is normal based 

on a complete treatment of that region. 

Subject E expresses a similar concern about a system making use of previous 

films for additional evidence: 

(21.6) E 	It's probably a dangerous thing to do because ... over a 

long period of time, something that is a cancer can change so slowly, 

hut just in a small way, and for some reason you just decide to bring it 

back - something has subtly changed in it, so you couldn't do that I 

think. Because sometimes we review an opacity that has sort of been 

benign before, and something very slightly might have changed with 
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it 	it's size for instance very slightly and ( ... ?) I think that wouldn't 

he a good idea. 

There are many technical difficulties associated with engineering an algorithm 

that can make a meaningful comparison between current and previous round films. 

Subject E also suggests that this might not even he a good idea in principle. Her 

argument is that the blanket application of a rule of thumb (that if a potential 

lesion were there before, it is not significant), might mislead film readers in cases 

where the exception to the rule is important (if there are subtle' changes). This 

indicates a particular view about which roles belong to the prompting system 

and which to the film reader 	specifically subject E is suggesting that this type 

of discrimination should be left entirely to a film reader. The problem with this 

argument is that it is difficult to see what the objective effects of such a strategy 

might he until it is tried. A counterargument can easily be made: it might be the 

case that significant features that change only subtly between rounds are rare and 

that not prompting for such features has only a slight effect on their non-detection 

but using previous films may leach to a huge gain in the overall effectiveness 

of the system due to a reduced FP rate for a given TP rate. This would allow 

operating at some tolerable FP rate with a higher sensitivity. Furthermore, it 

is clear that film readers do not believe that the ill-defined lesion algorithm has 

a sufficiently good TP or FP rate as it is currently implemented, and it is not 

entirely clear how its performance niight be improved without resource to some 

of the additional information that is available to film readers from previous or 

multiple films. 

6.5.3.3 Sensitivity 

In addition to the claims made in the questionnaires that the ill-defined lesion de-

tection algorithm lacked sufficient sensitivity. during interviews subjects related 

occasions where the system failed to prompt for what they believed to be signi-

ficant opacities. Some of these are described above in the discussion of where the 

system had failed to prompt for lesions that the subjects had been able to dismiss 

with the aid of previous films, the remainder are discussed below. 

Subject A stated in her first pronipted session that the ill-defined lesion al-

gorithm "missed two masses...' (2.22) and in her second prompted session that 

"There was one case where there was a mass that had enlarged from the previous 

examination that I recalled and it hadn't picked up" (11.8). After the first of 

these claims the subject was asked if she expected prompts for the missed fea-

tures, given the operational scope of the algorithm as described in the training 
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material. She responded by stating that they were masses (as opposed to spicu-

lateci lesions or areas of distortion) and that while one was close to the upper, and 

one close to the lower size limit for detection by the ill-defined lesion algorithm, 

she believed the sizes to be within the algorithm's operational scope (2.23-26). 

Similarly for the second claim, she again expressed the belief that the system 

should have detected the lesion by stating that it was within the appropriate size 

range "it was still within the 3.5cin by the way. It was only about 15 mu" 

(11.8). 

Subject D stated that "There was one (case) actually where there was defin-

itely a cancer on the left and (questionable?) cancers in the right and it did(n't?) 

actually prompt the right". 

It seems reasonable to infer that there are categories of features, which may 

he more or less suspicious, that subjects strongly expect to be prompted for 

both because they believe that this category of feature should be brought to 

their attention, and because that feature type is within time operational scope 

of the system. (These niissed features' were not always particularly suspicious, 

for example, subject A described one missed feature as "...a benign mass, ah a 

probably benign mass, but you couldn't tell that from the films" (2.24)). The 

(jilOtes indicate that at least some. of the time subjects are using the content of 

the training material to inform their judgement about the operational scope of 

the algorithm, and that these system 'failures are used as evidence to inform 

their overall view of the system's performance. 

6.6 Pre- and post-trial questionnaires 

This section details responses given in the pre- and post-trial questionnaires. The 

questions asked fell roughly into four categories: 

time desirable attributes of a prompting system, 

the perceived ease of detection and interpretation of different feature types, 

the potential role of a prompting system in screening and 

an appraisal of subject and system performance during the trial. 

These categories are dealt with in turn. In addition, reference is made to 

similar questions asked of film readers at five of the six potential trial centres 

administered as part of the study described in Chapter 3. 
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6.6.1 The desirable attributes of a prompting system 

6.6.1.1 Responses to particular FP types 

Subjects were asked to rate nine possible FP types on a five point scale from 

Useful (1) to Distracting (5), in both the pre- and post-trial questionnaire. The 

results are shown in Figure 6.10. 

Changes in opinion seem largely subject dependant, with subjects A and D 

tending to he more favourably disposed towards these FP types after completing 

the trial, and subjects C and E becoming less well disposed. Changes in subject 

B's opinion were more evenly distributed. This result could be clue to differing ini-

tial expectations, and/or differing tolerances to FP prompts. The only responses 

that appeared to he dependant on feature type rather than on subject were those 

for 'well-defined masses' and 'composite shadows'. Subjects tended to view these 

FP types as more distracting than useful after the trial compared with before 

-- perhaps indicating that they contributed to the FP burden to a much greater 

extent than initially expected. 

Subjects were also asked in both the pre- and post-trial questionnaire to prior-

itise the same nine possible FP types in the order in which they should he removed 

from a prompting system. The results are shown in Table 6.10 and the FP types 

in ranked order are summarised in Table 6.11. Overall, changes in priority are not 

statistically significant, however, eliminating prompts for composite shadows and 

glandular structure were given a higher rating after subjects had been exposed 

to the system. This could indicate an increasing recognition of ill-defined lesion 

FP prompts, or prompts for calcification clusters where nothing can be identified 

on the mammograin, as problematic. These results clearly show that eliminating 

prompts due to vascular calcifications and artifacts to be a priority. There are 

particular dangers associated with prompting for vascular calcifications and arti-

facts because of the frequency of the former and the regularity of the latter (See 

discussion in Section 6.5.2.1). 
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Mean priority -~c~®re Ranking 

Feature type Before After B eeMtei 

Vascular calcification 1.6 2.4 1.0 1.0 

Benign clusters 6.0 5.7 6.5 
3.0 

7.0 
4.0 

'Popcorn' Calcification 3.6 4.8 
3.4 2.0 2.0 

Film artifacts 2.0 
4.8 5.6 4.0 6.0 

Lymph nodes 
8.0 6.0 9.0 8.5 

Well defined masses 
6.4 5.2 8.0 5.0 

Composite shadows 
5.4 4.25 5.0 3.0 

Nodular glandular structure 
6.5 8.5 

Cysts 6.0 6.0 

Table 6.10: The priority for removal of particular categories of false positive 

prompts given by subjects both before and alter the experiment. 

Rank I Betore 

1.0 Vascular calcifications 

2.0 Film artifacts 

3.0 'Popcorn' calcification 

4.0 Lymph nodes 

5.0 Nodular glandular structure 

6.0 
6.5 Benign clusters / Cysts 

7.0 
8.0 Composite shadows 

8.5 
9.0 Well defined masses 

Vascular calcifications 

Film artifacts 
Nodular glandular structure 
'Popcorn calcification 
Coiiiposite shadows 

Lymph nodes 

Benign clusters 

Cysts / Well defined masses 

Table 6.11: The priority for removal of particular categories of false positive 

prompts given by subjects both before and after the experiment. 
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6.6.1.2 Desirable system functions 

Subjects were asked to rate six possible functions a prompt hg system might 

possess as either 'Essential', 'Useful', 'Doubtful' or 'Of no use' 	the results are 

shown in Figure 6.11. Figure 6.12 shows the results from the same questions asked 

in the 'clinic survey'. The results suggest that there was little change in opinion 

before the trial compared with subjects who had completed all conditions. 

Film Readers participating in this trial seem to rate the usefulness of prompt-

ing for ill-defined lesions and calcification clusters more highly than film readers 

froin other clinics. It is possible that the former have a bias in this respect because 

of their involvement in the development of the PROMAM system. 

There appears to be a broad consensus between all film readers that prompting 

for distortions would he of particular use. 

Subjects in this trial, and other film readers, were also asked to prioritise the 

same six possible proimmptiiig systeni functions in the order that they should be 

developed. The results are shown in Tables 6.12 and 6.13, the priorities given are 

summarised in Tables 6.14 and 6.15. 

Overall, the ranking of possible system functions by subjects is not signific-

antly different before compared with after exposure to the system. As with the 

previous question, film readers in other cliiics tend to rate prompting for dis-

tortion niore highly than those participating in this trial. Responses given by 

subjects and other film readers show a large difference between the three most 

highly rated and the three least highly rated functions. That is, prompting for 

distortions. calcifications and ill-defined lesions appear to be viewed as being iiiore 

iniportant than prompting for asymmetry or having some classification capability. 

It is not surprising that proniptilig for asymmetry is given a low priority as it is 

rare that features are picked up on the strength of asyiiimetrv alone. However, 

it (Toes indicate that film readers are more favourably disposed towards aids to 

improve sensitivity rather than specificity. 
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Rank I Before [ After 

1.0 Prompt for micro-calcifications Prompt for micro-calcifications 

2.0 Prompting for ill-defined lesions Prompting for distortions 

3.0 Prompting for distortions Prompting for ill-defined 

4.0 Classification of calcifications  

4 .0 
Prompting for asymmetry 

/ Classification of calcifica-
tions 

5.5 
Prompting for asymmetry / 
Classification of masses  

6.0 Classification of masses 

Table 6.14: The priority given by subjects, before and after completing the ex-
periment, for the development of possible prompting system capabilities. 

Rank System capabilities 

1.0 Prompting for distortions 

2.5 
Prompting for ill-defined lesions 

Prompting for micro-calcifications 

4.0 Classification of calcification,, 

5.0 Prompting- for asymmetry 

6.0 Classification of masses 

Table 6.15: Importance of prompting system capabilities in order of radiologists' 
ranking 

6.6.1.3 Desirable performance characteristics 

Subjects were also asked to rate statements describing five possible prompting 

system configurations, each having have different performance characteristics, on 

a five point scale from 'Most useful' (1) to 'Least Useful' (5) in both time pre- and 

post-trial questionnaire. These possible systems are outlined below: 

'High prompt rate, where most of the features prompted for are benign, 

but with a high probability that any malignancies will also be prompted 

for' (Figure 6.13). 

'Low prompt rate, where few of the prompts are for benign features, but 

with a high probability that some malignancies will be missed by the system' 

(Figure 6.14). 

'A system which is designed to prompt for micro-calcification clusters 

(whether malignant or benign) but not other types of calcification (eg vas-

cular calcification. popcorn calcification) (Figure 6.15). 
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'A system that will prompt for all types of calcification clusters, rather than 

one that tries to discard those with benign appearance' (Figure 6.16). 

'A system that will prompt for opacities that can usually he dismissed by 

film readers with the aid of previous films or multiple views (eg compos-

ite shadows), as well opacities that are the result of a malignant process' 

(Figure 6.17). 

The responses to the first statement (Figure 6.13) indicate a shift of a opinion 

following exposure to the system towards the belief that a system with a high 

sensitivity and a relatively 1)001 specificity would be useful. Also, there is more 

agreement between subjects on this issue in the post-trial questionnaire. 

High prompt rate, high sensitivity 

4 - 

3 - 
>' 0 
a) 

0- 
2 

LL 

1H 
Rating 

5 

pre-expt 
post-expt 

Figure 6.13: Rating of the question 'High prompt rate, where most of the features 
prompted for are benign, but with a. high probability that any malignancies will 
also he prompted for' on a five point scale from Most useful (1) to Least useful 
(5). 

Similarly, responses to the second statement (Figure 6.14) indicate a broad 

consensus that a system with a low sensitivity but a relatively high specificity 

would he less useful. The responses to both these statements agree with the 

model we have for the design of a prompting system: that it Should! provide a 

high sensitivity at the expense of specificity, leaving classification decisions to the 

film readers. 
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Low prompt rate, low sensitivity 

4 r.expt i 
post-expt  

3 
>' 
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- 
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U- 
1 - 

Rating 

Figure 6.14: Rating of the question 'Low prompt rate, where few of the prompts 
are for benign features, but with a high probability that some malignancies will 
be missed by the system' on a five point scale from Most useful (1) to Least useful 

(5). 

The response to the third statement (Figure 6.15) indicates that subjects 

would he keen for a system to have a high specificity in particular respects 

ie it should not prompt for features that film readers would classify as obviously 

benign. 

Responses to the fourth statement show a sinniar trend (Figure 6.16) 	in the 

post-trial questionnaire subjects are more favourably disposed towards a micro-

calcification prompting system that provides some degree of interpretive capab-

ility. When compared with responses to the third statement. subjects opinions 

are more widely spread, however, a system that distinguishes between obviously 

benign calcification (vascular and popcorn calcification) and less obviously benign 

calcification (clusters) could he viewed as less specific than one that attempts to 

discard prompts for some of the less obviously benign calcification (some of the 

clusters). While subjects might prefer a system that ignores obviously beimign 

calcifications, they may want to maintain their prerogative of relying on their 

own juclgeiiient on less obviously benign cases. 

Responses to the fifth statement (Figure 6.17) show a shift of opinion in the 

post-trial questionnaire towards the view that it would he useful not to prompt 

for opacities that could be dismissed with the aid of previous films. However, 
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Prompt for microcalc clusters, but no other calcs 

4 

3 — 
> 
0 
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'H 	I- 
Rating 

4 	5 

pre-expt --

post-expt 

Figure 6.15: Rating of the question 'A system which is designed to prompt for 

nucro-calcification clusters (whether malignant or benign) but not other types of 
calcification (eg vascular calcification, popcorn calcification)' on a five point scale 
from Most useful (1) to Least useful (5). 

Prompt for all types of cluster including benign 

4- 	-------- 	 pex 
jpost-ep ttl 

 

LL 
ci) 
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Rating 

Figure 6.16: Rating of the question '.A system that will prompt for all types 
of calcification clusters, rather than one that tries to discard those with benign 
appearance' on a five point scale from Most useful (1) to Least useful (5). 
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although opinion has shifted, the distribution of opinion after exposure to the 

system shows an overall equivocal view as to the usefulness of a systdni that does 

not discount, 
 this type of feature. This change in opinion possibly reflects the 

observation made by some of the subjects that a large number of FP prompts 

produced by the ill-defined lesion algorithm can be discounted in this way (see 

(ilScllssiOIl in Section 6.5.3.2). 

Prompt for dismissable opacities as well as malignant 

pre-expt 
IJ post-eXPt 

>, 
0 

a) 
0 
a) 
LL 

1 	2 	3 	4 	5 

Rating 

Figure 6.17: Rating of the question A system that will prompt for opacities that 
can usually be dismissed by radiologists with the aid of previous films or multiple 
views (eg composite shadows), as well opacities that are the result of a malignant 

ale from Most useful (1) to Least useful (5). 
process' on a five point sc  

6.6.2 The perceived ease of detection and interpretation 

of different feature types 

Subjects were asked in the pre- and post-trial questionnaire to rate the following 

reading tasks as either Very easy', Easy', 'Neither easy nor difficult', Difficult', 

and Very difficult': 

. Detection of micro-calcification clusters 

Detection of ill-(- fined lesions 

Detection of architectural distortions 

Detection of asyimnetrles 

4 

3 
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Classification of micro-calcifications 

. Classification of ill-defined lesions 

The results are shown in Figure 6.18. This question was also asked of film 

readers completing the clinic survey, these results are shown in Figure 6.19. 

Generally the results show an agreement between subjects' responses in the 

pre- and post-trial questionnaire and also between subjects and film readers coin-

picting the clinic questionnaire. Classification of inicro-calcifications stands out 

as being viewed as a relatively more difficult task by all film readers. 

6.6.3 Potential roles of a prompting system in screening 

Subjects were asked to prioritise six possible 'roles' a prompting system might 

perform in a screening practice, the results are shown in Table 6.16. Film Readers 

completing the clinic survey were also asked to do this and their responses are 

shown in Table 6.17. The rank order of each of the roles are summarised in 

Tables 6.18 and 6.19 for fun readers participating in this trial and the clinic 

survey respectively. 

On visual comparison there are 110 overall differences in the responses given 

by the film readers in the pre-trial questionnaire coniparech with their responses 

in the post trial questionnaire, or with the responses given by film readers in the 

clinic survey. However, there is a large difference in the mean scores for the three 

most highly ranked roles compared with the three least highly ranked roles 

a similar pattern is evident in responses given in the clinic survey. This would 

indicate that film readers are primarily concerned with the effects a system might 

have on detection performance, as opposed to possible roles in addressing resource 

imitations, training, or improving specificity (the latter was least highly rated) 

One particular difference in the priorities given by subjects after exposure to 

the system was that 'Reducing interval cancers moved from being ranked first 

to third, effectively changing places with - Improving the detection performance 

of a single reader'. If, when using the system, subjects feel more confident about 

their performance, they might, on reflection, view this as a considerable benefit in 

itself. (Improving the performance of a single reader in a double reading practice 

does not necessarily entail a reduction of interval cancers.) 
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Rank Before 	 After 

Reducing the number of inter- Improving the detection per- 1.0 
val cancers formance of a single reader 

2.0 Improving the consistency of reading Improving the consistency of reading 

Improving the detection per- Reducing the number of inter- 
3.0 

forniance of a single reader val cancers 

4.0 Supporting inexperienced radiologists 

Supporting inexperienced ra- 
5.0 cliologists 	/ 	Addressing 	re- Addressing resource limitations 

source limitations / Reducing 
recalls  

6.0  Reducing recalls 

Table 6.18: The priority given by subjects, before and after completing the ex-
periment, to possible roles a prompting might address in a screening practice. 

Rank I - Problems prompting might address 

1 Reducing the number of interval cancers 

2 Improving the detection performance of a single reader 

3 Improving the consistency of reading 

4 Addressing resource limitations 

5 Supporting inexperienced radiologists 

6 Reducing recalls 

Table 6.19: Possible problems a prompting system might address in order of 

readers ranking. Clinic surve. 

Subjects and film readers completing the clinic survey were also asked whether, 

in their clinic, they envisaged a prompting system being used to enhance double 

reading, or to replace it with a single reader using a prompting system. The 

results are shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21 respectively. 

This question was asked in clinics where cases are predominantly double read, 

so it is unsurprising that the majority of respondents believed that prompting 

should be used to enhance rather than replace double reading - it is unlikely 

that they would be willing to sacrifice their hest practice until a system is proven 

to their satisfaction. Some respondents qualified their position by stating that 

the systein should be used to enhance double reading 'at first'. 

6.6.4 Appraisal of subjects' and system performance dur-
ing the trial 

Subjects were asked a series of questions concerning how use of time prompting sys-

tern might have affected their clecision-niaking, and on their view of the system's 

performance. 
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Perceived use of a prompting system 

pre-exp 
-.1  posexJ 

Z3  2 

replace 	 enhance 

Use 

Figure 6.20: How suh1ects envisage a promptilig s\'stelII being used in their clinic, 
either to replace double reading with a single pronipted reader, or to use the 

system to enhance double reading. 

6.6.4.1 Effects of prompting for ambiguous features 

Subjects were asked to rate their agreement with the following questions as 

'Strongly agree', 'Agree', 'Uncertain', 'Disagree' or 'Strongly disagree' in both 

the pre- and post-trial questiolillaire. 

In cases where you are unsure, (10 you believe that: 

The presence of a pronipt will make you more likely to reconunend recall? 

The absence of a prompt makes you less likely to recomnienci recall'? 

The results are shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23 respectively. 

There is broad agreement with the first question both before and after expos-

ure to the prompting system, with only one subject changing their opinion from 

'Uncertain' to 'Agree'. This is perhaps not remarkable - if there is uncertainty 

in interpretation it might be expected that the default position would be to recall. 

In the post-trial questionnaire, there is a consolidation of opinion in response 

to the second question with subjects being more likely to believe that the ab-

sence of a pronipt might influence their decisiomi-making. Tins might be viewed 

as counter-intuitive if subjects are inclined to recommend recall when the are 

uncertani. however, it is entirely consistent with the hypothesis that subjects are 

using pronipts to assist with their classification decisions. 
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Perceived use of prompting system 

Figure 6.21: How radiologists envisage a prompting system being used in their 
clinic, either to replace double reading with a single prompted reader, or to use 
the system to enhance double reading. Clinic survey. Two respondents indicated 
other'. A follow-up question asked them to specify what 'other' role a prompt-
ing system might fulfil. One suggested that use of a prompting system might 
encourage a move towards single reading, but in the short term it would be used 
to enhance double reading. The second indicated that as double reading in their 
practice had a training function they were unsure as to the role of a prompting 
system in this respect. 

6.6.4.2 Perceived effects on sensitivity and specificity 

In the post-trial questionnaire subjects were asked to state whether they believed 

that their sensitivity and specificity with respect to ill-defined lesions, micro-

calcifications and overall was better. worse or the same in the prompted condi-

tions compared with the unprompted condition. Their responses with respect to 

sensitivity and specificity are shown in Figures 6.24 and 6.25 respectively. 

Generally, subjects believed that their sensitivity for calcifications was im-

proved and that their sensitivity for ill-defined lesions remained unchanged. Pos-

itive beliefs concerning the effectiveness of the micro-calcification detection al-

gorithm may stem from actual cases where calcifications had been missed, but 

were subsequently brought to their attention by the prompting system. This res-

ult reflects the more favourable assessment by subjects of the micro-calcification 

algorithm compared with the ill-defined lesion algorithm given in response to 

other questions. Analysis of readers decisions showed that there was no signi- 
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The presence of a prompt will make you more inclined 

to recommend recall 

expt 

S. agree Agree Uncertain DisagreeS. Disagree 

Rating 

Figure 6.22: Agreement with the question: 'In cases where you are unsure, do you 
believe that the presence of a prompt will make you more inclined to reconinleilci 

trongly disagree'. 
recall?' on a five point scale froni 'Strongly agree' to 'S  

The absence of a prompt will make you less inclined 

to recommend recall 

~preexxppt 

3 —. 
>' 
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S. agree agree Agree Uncertain DisagreeS. Disagree 

Rating 

Figure 6.23: Agreement with the question: LIii cases where you are unsure, do 
you believe that the absence of a prompt. will iiiake you less likely to recommend 
recall?' n a five point scale froni Stroiigly agree' to 'Strongly disagree'. 
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Figure 6.24: How subjects believed the system effected their sensitivity for tar-
getted feature types. 
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Figure 6.25: How subjects beleiveci the system effected their specificity for tar-

getteci feature types 
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Overall, subjects believe their specificity in prompted conditions is comparable 

with their specificity in unprompted conditions. The exception is subject E, who 

believed that her specificity had improved with respect to micro-calcifications, 

but had worsened with respect to ill-defined lesions. It is possible that subject E 

believes that the system is lowering her confidence threshold for ill-defined lesions 

(that the presence of a prompt will make her more likely to recommend recall) and 

raising her confidence threshold for micro-calcifications (the absence of a prompt 

making her less inclined to recommend recall). 

The use of a prompting system is supposed to leave a reader's specificity 

unchanged, however, during the course of the trial a reduced recall rate was shown 

(though not significantly so) in the prompted condition [131]. This corresponded 

with a decrease in the number of cancers detected in the prompted condition 

(again, not significant), suggesting that use of the system might have increased 

subjects' confidence threshold for making positive decisions. This contrasts with 

subjects' assertions that their specificity was unaltered, but is iii accord with 

responses to earlier questions about the perceived effects that the absence of a 

prompt may have on decision-making.  

The perceived effect of prompts on subjects performance might he at odds 

with objective performance effects, although better quantitative data would ha' 

required for confirmation. If this is the case, it would be worth exploring where 

the discrepancy arises. The subjects in this experiment had been involved in 

the development of PROMAM and may he inclined to respond either positively, 

or according to the model of prompting as they understand it. Alternatively, 

there might be a bias arising from their interaction with the system, for example, 

additional detections may be more salient than occasions where their confidence 

has been altered. 

6.6.4.3 System performance 

In the post-trial questionnaire subjects were asked to estimate the sensitivity of 

the system's components, and of the system overall, and to rate their confidence 

in these estimates. Time results of time sensitivity estimates and of the confidence 

ratings are shown in Figures 6.26 and 6.27 respectively. Averaged sensitivity 

estimates are shown in Table 6.20, along with the system developer's estimates 

for the sensitivity before time trial (subjects were told of these during training). 

The actual sensitivities achieved by the system on the set of cancers in the trial 

test set is shown in Table 6.21. 

Table 6.20 shows that the mean of subjects' sensitivity estimates corresponds 
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Estimates of the sensitivity 
Radiologist 

U 	B 
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U E 

Figure 6.26: Shows subjects' post-trial estimates for the sensitivity of each al-
gout 11111. 

Confidence in the assesment of the sensitvity 

caic 	 mass 	overall 

Component 

Figure 6.27: Subjects' confidence in their rating of the system's sensitivity on a 
five point scale from Most Confident (1) to Least Confident (5). 

remarkably well with the actual sensitivity achieved by the system in practice 

(Table 6.21. Although the system designers' own estimates were made available 

to subjects before the trial, the ill-defined lesion algorithm failed to meet the ex- 
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Subjects' estimate of sensitivity 
Algorithm Mean 	Median St. Dev. 	S.E. mean 

Calcification 90.0 90.0 6.12 	2.74 

Ill-defined lesion 71.0 70.0 11.4 	5.10 

Overall 1 	80.0 75.0 9.35 	4.18 

Table 6.20: Shows averages of subjects' 
sensitivity estimates 

nsitivity estimates Actual 

given in training sensitivity 

93.8  

l 	81.4% 

Table 6.21: Shows the system develops' estimates of the sensitivity of the system 
prior to the trial, and the actual sensitivity of the system for the cancers included 

in the trial. 1 These figures represent the percentage of correctly prompted cancers 

in either the ill-defined lesion only  or micro-calcification only categories. It is 

not known which algorithm actually produced the correct prompt. 
2 This figure 

indicates the percentage of correctly prompted cancers for all lesion types included 
s not known which algorithm produced the correct 

in the experiment. Again it i  

prompt. 

pecteci sensitivity of 81%. and subjects were able to down-grade their estimates 

accordingly. Furthermore, 110 
details were given to subjects about the expected 

overall sensitivity of the system (that is, of the ill-defined lesion and mnicrocalci-

ficat ion algoritlnns taken together), and yet they were able to give an accurate 

estiniate. 
Examination of Figure 6.27 indicates that subjects expressed greatest confid- 

ence in their estimate of sensitivity fr the niici.o_calcificatiOhm algorithm and least 

confidence in their estimates for tile sensitivity of the ill-defined lesion algorithm. 
ndard deviations for these 

This pattern is reflected in the standard errors and sta  

estimates. 

6.7 Trial data 
ubjects were asked to indicate if a correct 

When reading the prompted conditions s  
prompt was given for the significant feature in each case they recalled. Obviously, 

this information was not available for the 96 cases recalled by the unprompted 

reader alone, so a follow-up exercise was devised to determine which of the these 

recalls had actually been correctly prompted. 

Prompt sheets for the u
nprompted single reader recalls were initially examined 
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by a member of the PROMAM team, and 43 cases that clearly had not been 

correctly prompted were eliminated. Eliminations included cases where there 

was no prompt on the breast for which the recall had been made, or where the 

prompt was quite obviously for a different feature or in a completely different 

region of the breast. The remaining 53 cases (that is, those where there was 

any ambiguity) were examined by a film reader to determine the veracity of the 

prompts. 

Prompted reader 
recall 

Unprompted reader 
recall 

Correctly prompted? 
Total 

Yes I 	No 

Yes No 35 34 69 
No Yes 31 65 96 
Yes Yes 41 24 65 

Table 6.22: Correctly prompted recalls niade by the prompted and unprompted 
readers. 

Table 6.22 shows the number of prompted single reader recalls, the nuniber 

of unprompted single reader recalls and time number of cases recalled by both 

the prompted and unprompted reader. These are tabulated to show for each the 

number of recalled cases that were correctly prompted by the system. 

Of the prompted single reader recalls, 50.7% were correctly prompted by time 

system, whereas only 32.3% of the unprompted single reader recalls were correctly 

prompted. A Chi-squared test indicates that this result would not he expected 

if exposure to the system and the proportion of correctly prompted recalls were 

independent (p 0.017). Thus there is a greater level of agreement between sub-

jects and PROMAM when the subjects are exposed to prompting information 

implying that, the prompts have had an influence on subject's decision-making. 

This influence could be due to the detection of a greater number of significant 

features that would have otherwise been overlooked, however, the result is also 

consistent with the evidence from the interview data that prompts are influencing 

classification decisions. 

Of the cases recalled by both the prompted and unprompted reader, 63% were 

correctly prompted for. This greater consensus between subjects and prompting 

system where subjects also agree with each other is unsurprising, as the features 

precipitating recall are likely to be more obviously suspicious, and therefore more 

likely to be prompted. 
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6.8 Discussion 

6.8.1 Models for effective prompting 

The results of earlier trials suggest that film readers are able to use FP prompts 

as evidence to accurately assess the capabilities of a prompting system (Chapter 

4). This led to the conclusion that FP prompts can actually be useful in that 

they provide an account of system behaviour over and above the typically sparse 

evidence available from TP prompts alone. Parallels were drawn with the prac-

tice evident in some screening clinics where film readers annotate benign but 

interesting' features to give a public account of their reasoning. From this it was 

inferred that prompts for candidate features' (features that a film reader might 

consider worth recalling or annotating) have a useful role in orienting users to 

the system's capabilities. According to this view, degrading effect of increasing 

FP rates (as reported by Hutt [70], for example) would be clue to FP prompts 

that do not correspond to candidate features 	i.e. those for obviously benign 

h'at.ures, normal breast tissue and artifacts. 

The evidence presented in this chapter provides additional support for the 

hypotheses that film readers use FP prompts to provide an account of system 

capabilities. Subjects were again shown to be able to make an accurate assessment 

of the sensitivity of each algorithm (Section 6.6.4.3), they also expressed concerns 

when the system omitted to prompt for significant features 	even if they did not 

believe that such features were a particular cause for concern (Section 6.5.3.3). 

In addition, subjects were critical of FP prompts for obviously benign features or 

normal structures, and particularly of FP prompts which they could not account 

for (Section 6.5.2.2). 

Although this model of how film readers use prompting information to inform 

their view of the system appears to he vindicated, it remains only a partial model 

of how a prompting system aicl film reader interact. This is because it says little 

about the way prompts influence a readers decisions beyond how readers might 

establish a view of the credibility of time system. 

It was assumed that at some level of system performance film readers would 

he inclined to examine each prompted region carefully and therefore benefit by 

detecting additional cancers that they might otherwise have overlooked. If a 

system performed less well, film readers would be inclined to take less notice of 

the prompts amid therefore he more likely to overlook prompted abnormalities. 

There is some evidence for this effect 	Section 6.5.2.1 describes how subjects 

make an a priori assessment of the significance of prompts based their on shape, 
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frequency and location. However, there is also an accumulation of evidence to 

suggest that prompts also influence film readers when they are deciding how to 

classify features, thus the above view that prompting merely creates the need for 

additional classification decisions to be made is overly simplistic. 
It is unclear whether every subject participating in the trial was influenced 

by prompting information when making classification decisions. Only subjects B 

and E stated explicitly (in the free form response questions and during interviews) 

that they were using prompts to assist with classification. However, other subjects 

hinted that this might he the case in answer to specific questions in the post-

session questionnaires (ie when asked if the presence/absence of a prompt would 

make them more likely/less likely to recommend a recall). Three subjects agreed 

with the statement 'The absence of a prompt makes you less likely to recommend 

recall', and two indicated that they were unsure. Therefore it is possible that the 

presence or absence of a prompt has a subtle effect on a film reader's confidence 
threshold when making a classification decision, and that film readers are not 

necessarily always aware of this influence. If film readers are being influenced 

involuntarily this would make the task of modifying their response more difficult 
as demonstrated by this study, simply telling a film reader that they should not 

use prompts to assist with classification during training is not in itself sufficient. 

The prevailing view is that systems that assist with detection are designed to 

address a different problem than those that assist with classification decisions. 

The goal of the former is to improve a detection perforniance while having min-

imal impact on specificity, and of the latter to decrease recall rates without having 
undue effect on sensitivity. Subjects participating in this trial, and those corn-

pletmg the clinic questionnaire' expressed the opinion that effective detection 

aids WOUI(l he of greater value than effective classification aids (Section 6.6.1.2). 

This is not surprising since a higher priority was also given to improving detection 

performance over reducing recall rates (Section 6.6.3). However, this view is per-

haps oriented to the goals of the screening programme and readers' professional 

concerns, rather than to the highly contingent demands made by the interpreta-

tion of individual mamniogranis . The evidence from this trial suggests that it 

is difficult to draw a clear distinction between detection and classification aids - 

that when film readers are faced with a difficult classification decision, they can 

be influenced by, or they will appeal to, whatever evidence is available. 
Some of the specific problems that might arise from using a detection aid to as-

sist with classification decisions have already been discussed (Section 6.5.1.3), and 

3Set Chapter 5 
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it has been suggested that this mode of usage should be discouraged. However, 

if film readers persist in using a prompting system in this way, then it becomes 

worthwhile examining how niiiiii-nuin performance requirements might be affected. 

Interestingly, this model of system usage may go some way towards explaining 

the strict performance requirements reported by Hutt. 

Hutt used ROC methodology to determine a maximum FP rate that could 

still support performance gains for film readers using a prompting system in an 

trial setting. What a ROC curve shows is how well an observer can discriminate 

between benign and malignant features over a range of confidence thresholds. 

However, there can be different reasons for improvement in a film reader's ability 

as measured by a ROC curve. 

If a prompting system assists a film reader to detect features that they would 

have otherwise have overlooked, then consequentially more features will also have 

been classified correctly 	giving an improved ROC curve . It is also the case 

that if a system enables better discrimination between benign and malignant 

features that film readers have themselves detected, this will also result in an 

improved ROC curve. 

If we imagine that the presence of a prompt increases the chances of a feature 

being recalled, and that the absence of a prompt reduces the chance of a feature 

being recalled, then at some operating point (TP and FP rate combination) suffi-

cient information would be supplied by the system to assist film readers to make 

a better discrimination between the set of benign and malignant features that 

they themselves have detected. In this scenario any additional cancers detected' 

would be by virtue of correcting errors of classification. 

Indeed, if the gains in performance reported by Hutt were clue to improved 

discrimination rather than improved detection, then it is not surprising that the 

FP prompt rate demanded is particularly strict. Furthermore. the prevalence 

of detection errors may be reduced in small-scale ROC experiments if subjects 

respond to the experimental setting by being especially vigilant. If it is possible 

to reduce the reliance on the system for classification, then performance gains 

might still accrue due to correcting errors of detection in actual clinical practice. 

Some practical suggestions for reducing depenclance on prompts for classification 

decisions are given below: 

1. Make classification information available, even though the system's primary 

goal is to assist with detection. This might he clone by exposing the clas- 

1lhis assunie that the majority of additional suspicious features discovered and recalled 

actually do turn out to he malignant. 
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sification mechanisms used in detection algorithms (for example, in the 

ill-defined lesion algorithm), or by combining the function of separately de-

veloped classification and detection aids. 

Change reading practice so that decision to recall made before examining 

the prompts will automatically stand. 

This should effectively prevent the absence of a prompt from influencing 

a film reader's recall decision, thus mitigating the worst effects of using a 

detection aid to assist with classification (i.e., unwanted FN decisions.) 

Systematic training to ensure that film readers develop the best strategy 

for interpreting the prompts. 

Since film readers may be involuntary users of prompting information for 

classification decisions, a systematic approach to training may he required. 

This could involve evaluated reaching sessions so readers can be assisted in 

recognising the particular circumstances where influence is likely . 

Depend upon readers adjusting to the best approach to using prompts over 

time and with feedback (from, for example, assessment clinics.) Readers 

might adapt their behaviour over time to niaximise the performance bene-

fits available from prompting by critically examining the outcome of their 

decisions.  

6.8.2 Training 

There was no formal evaluation of the training package, but there is evidence to 

suggest that subjects were able to use the training material to explain some of the 

prompts. Indeed one of time main goals of training should he to give film readers 

an account of how system behaviour relates to algorithm function 	particularly 

for behaviour that appears counterintuitive to film readers. Subjects did discover 

Prompts that they could not explain using the account given during training. It 

is inevitable that film readers get to see more cases than system developers, and 

therefore will become the principal experts concerning what the prompting system 

actually does. However, they will lack the technical expertise to relate this in a 

coherent fashion to algorithm function. Thus there have to be opportunities for 

'This proposal, and the preceding one, mirror the strategies employed by readers (reported 

in Chapter 3) to manage bias in routine practice These include the aPi)liC'atiOIl of 'mental 
discipline when a potential for bias is recogmsed. and the organisation of evidence to reduce 

the potential for bias 
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continuing interplay between users and developers of the system so that updated 

the account of behaviour might he provided. 

Training should also encourage film readers to find the right balance between 

making an a priori assessment of the significance of prompts, and carefully ex-

amining each prompted region. Although the former may play a role in enabling 

readers to tolerate a higher FP rate, it niay lead to degradation in the usefulness 

of the system as a detection aid. 

One subject doubted her own opinion when faced with a mass prompt on 

dense breast tissue, and believed that because the prompt could not be explained 

in terms of the examples of FP prompts given during training, that perhaps the 

system had detected something that she could not herself see. This indicates that 

the scope of the system relative to film readers' own abilities should be made clear 

specifically that the system does not have access to privileged information and 

is unlikely to perform better than a film reader in this circumstance. 

The two subjects who reported that they were influenced by prompts when 

umaking classification decisions both expressed a concerned that this might be 

dangerous, particularly when the absence of a prompt gave reassurance for a 

decision not to recall. It is clear that they were unable to resolve these concerns 

given the information available to theni. Training should also address this issue 

by providing the best evidence available in order to guide this type of decision. 

That is, an attempt should he made to nuninnse the cncuinstances in which a 

film reader might be uncertain about the best way of interpreting a prompt. 

While it is believed that training can assist film readers developstrategies for 

coping better with weaknesses in prompting system performance, training should 

not be regarded as a panacea for solving all usability problems that arise from 

using a flawed system. The aim of training should be to minimise inappropriate 

use of a system, rather than to compensate for system weaknesses. 

6.8.3 Desirable properties of a prompting system 

This study has elucidated some of the strategies used by subjects to cope with 

the FP burden of PROMAM, enabling more specific conclusions to be drawn 

about the types of system behaviours that are desirable for effective prompting. 

A summary is given below: 

Predictability If a system's behaviour is consistent, then this enables film read-

ers to be able to predict which features will he prompted, thus reducing the 

amount of time spent re-examining the image. Predictability can he max-

inlisedl if a system largely prompts for the types of features that film readers 
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consider significant, and if film readers are given a sufficient information SO 

that they can account for prompts that are artifacts of algorithm function. 

Robustness This is an adjunct to predictability. If a system is sensitive to small 

variations in the presentation of features that are considered by readers to 

belong to the same category, then this may make the system appear less 

consistent. 

Few prompt types with regular characteristics Recurring FP types that have 

regular characteristics (for example, shape, location and frequency) should 

be avoided. Film readers will make an a priori assessment of significance 

based on regular characteristics and might not then examine the image 

thoroughly. This issue might also be addressed by a change in prompting 

strategy. If less information is given, perhaps by giving prompts a uniformim 

shape, this may eliminate the cues that enable prediction. 

Few multiple prompts In addition to the overall FP burden, subjects have 

expressed a concern about individual cases that have large mntinbers of 

prompts. The mnicro-calcification algorithm is susceptible to producing numi-

tiple prompts in particular circumstances, and it has been suggested that 

prompts might be combined to reduce the burden of examining a large 

number of them individually. Omie subject has suggested this approach for 

occasions where what has been considered by them to be a single lesion has 

been fragmented into a number of smaller promptedareas. The caveat to 

this approach is that it is an attempt at interpretation, and as such has 

particular dangers. For example. a genuine lesion might be included in a 

grouping of nearby vascular calcification prompts. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary 

This thesis shows how qualitative methods can he applied to the evaluation of 

decision-support systems, not only by detailing the context in which the system 

is to he deployed, but also by examining closely the interaction between system 

and iiser. In particular, it was possible to examine aspects of readers' use of a 

prompting systeni in ways that, would have been difficult to achieve using quant-

itative methods alone. Using this approach it was shown how the traditional 

distinction between detection and classification aids in mammography is one that 

readers have difficulty sustaining in practice. 

7.1 Evaluation of prompting systems 

Iii Chapter 1 it was argued that a dependence on quantitative methods for eval-

uating prompting engenders a technical bias. making it difficult to frame the 

problems of prompting in terms other than system performance. Quantitative 

studies of prompting have been pessimistic about the level of performance re-

quired to raise reader performance, with one study suggesting that prompting 

systems might have to perforin as well, or better. than experienced human ob-

servers before they have an appreciable effect. However, quantitative nietliods 

leave film readers' interpretation and use of prompts largely unexamined, and are 

thus unable to confirm whether prompts have actually been used appropriately 

or efficiently. 

Recently there has been a growing interest in the application of qualitative 

methods to the evaluation of decision support systems in medicine, motivated 

by a recognition that many of the difficulties encountered in the deployment of 

such systems are social, rather than technical, in nature. This thesis shows how 

qualitative methods were successfully applied to the evaluation of PROMAM, a 

detection aid with a complex behaviour. Initially, ethnographic techniques were 
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used to examine conventional reading practice. In subsequent prompting experi-

ments, interview, questionnaire and observation were the principle means of data 

collection, although quantitative measures were also used. This mixed approach 

enabled a shift of emphasis from technical to human factors issues. Rather than 

framing the problem of prompting as one of delivering sufficient system perform-

ance, it was possible to explore the difficulties readers faced when deciding what 

individual prompts mean and how they should he acted on. It was also possible 

to examine how readers learned about the PROMAM from its behaviour. Rather 

than being unchanging processors of images and prompts, readers were shown to 

adapt to PROMAM's weaknesses and to base their decision-making around an 

evolving understanding of the PROMAM's capabilities. 

7.2 Reader error and prompting aids 

The aim of prompting is to draw attention to what might be significant features 

within a mammogram and, by doing so, prevent them from being overlooked. 

In this way, prompting is supposed to support the detection of lesions, rather 

than their classification. It remains the responsibility of the film reacher to decide 

whether a prompted feature merits additional investigation. 

In the literature, a distinction is drawn between search, detection and classific-

ation errors, corresponding respectively to occasions where an abnormality does 

not enter the reader's useful field of view, is overlooked, or is mistakenly thought 

to be benign. The development of decision-aids for manimography nurrors tins 

distinction, with detection aids and classification aids developed and implemented 

as separate systems. However, the presumption that detection can be supported 

independently of classification depends on these functions being distinct for a 

human observer. If this were not so. then use of a detection aid could bias a 

reader's judgement concerning significance, conceivably leading to a degradation 

of reacher performance. 

Two empirical methods have been proposed for distinguishing between detec-

tion and classification errors in human observers, one depending on gaze duration, 

and the other on whether an observer reports the presence of cancers that he or 

she does not recall. In Chapter 2 it was argued that, for some classes of observer 

error, the above methods disagree as to whether a detection or classification error 

had occured. There may therefore be some doubt al)Otit the processes of detec-

tion and classification are always distinct for human observers, and consequently. 

whether detection can easily be supported in an independent fashion. One mo- 
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Ovation for examining how readers use PROMAM was to confirm that it was 

being used as anticipated, and as the rationale for proniptilig implies it should. 

One outcome of pursuing this question has been a contribution to a conceptual 

understanding of prompting, revealing readers interpretation and use of prompts 

to be more complex and sophisticated and than had previously been reported. 

7.3 Reading practices in breast screening 

The literature pertaining to radiological expertise suggested that the interpreta-

tion of medical images can be influenced by different types of prior information, 

including, knowledge of disease prevalence, clinical history and the likely locations 

of abnormalities. Readers are thus primed for the types of finding they are likely 

to make by the setting of the task and the circumstances of each individual case. 

The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 shows that the pattern of eye-uiovements 

employed by film readers reflects a complex series of responses to each iniages 

unique visual terrain and to the unfolding goals of the inspection. The overall pic- 

ture of expert visual search is that of an adaptive process 	attention is metered 

according to the cleniancis made by individual regions of an image. This psycholo-

gical description of visual expertise concerns how individual film readers respond 

to images. A central claim of this work is that a Ii1Oi,C complete account should 

include how individuals' cognitive abilities are brought to bear in the workplace. 

To examine the social dimensions of screellilig expertise, an ethnographic in-

vestigatiou into reading practices at six UK breast screening centres was un-

(lertaken. The investigation revealed that skilled image interpretation is not as 

straightforward as simply looking at, an image and reporting what the readers 

cognitive mechanisms uncover. Findings may be qualified in light of evidence 

gleaned from other sources, such as previous films. HRT status. and perceived 

flaws attributed to the process by which a mammogram is produced. Interpreta-

tion may he more or less difficult depending on the image content (for example, 

dense as opposed to lucent breasts) and on the 'depth' of evidence to hand (for 

example, whether previous films are available). 
The psychological account of reading is not contradicted by time work practice 

study, rather, it is supported and contextualisedi. Readers were shown to have 

an insight into their cognitive abilities and consequently demonstrated a reflexive 
approach to reading. Perceptions about deficiencies in skill informed readers de-

ployment of attentiolial resources and motivated informal monitoring of perform-

ance through collaborative practices. Despite appearing to he a solitary activity. 
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reading was actually found to have a significant collaborative dimension, often 

mediated through the practice of double reading. The notional goal of double 

reading is to improve readers' detection performance, however, its structure was 

also observed (with varying degrees of formality) to support training, to provide 

a standard against which performance can be judged and in conjunction with the 

practice of annotation, to provide a method of maintaining accountability within 

a community of practice. Again, a reflexive approach was in evidence. Often 

there was a tension between the benefits derived from informal use of particu-

lar sorts of information (for example, examining the first reader's decision as a 

check on one's own performance) and the concern that such usage might bias 

decision-making. Where such tensions exist, readers often managed the inforni-

ation potentially available to thein so that perceived biases might be reduced. 

Psychological accounts of reading show that decision-making is highly sensitive 

to the circumstances in which it is undertaken. Readers demonstrated an aware-

ness of this sensitivity by purposefully manipulating the setting in winch films 

are read. 

There are implications here for the deployment of prompting systems, espe-

cially where this would involve replacing double reacting with a prompted single 

reader. The opportunities for collaboration that double reading enables would be 

undermined. It remains to be seen whether prompting can also substitute for the 

informal and nuanced exchanges evident in many double reading partnerships. 

If a move from double reading to computer assisted single reading is contem-

plated then it would be advisable to closely monitor the effects on perforniamice. 

In a trial situation, it would he prudent to move to blinded double reading prior 

to introducing prompting, to allow readers to acclimatise and so that the effects 

of withdrawing double reading can be more readily ascertained. 

7.4 Subjective responses to PROMAM 

In the first of three reported investigations into the use of the PROMAM sys-

tem. the subjective responses of four subjects to three system configurations were 

sought. 

One aim of this exercise was to discover a FP rate that might be acceptable in 

clinical practice. Because representative test sets were used it was assumed that 

subjects would not be able to make reliable judgements about the system's sens-

itivitv (laboratory benchmarking of system performance requires a large sample 

of pathology proven malignancies to he reliable). Since the test was primarily 
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aimed at assessing the acceptance of FP rates, subjects were only informed that 

the sensitivity in each condition would either be high, medium or low. However, 

subjects appeared able to judge the system's sensitivity accurately, and indeed, 

were more critical of its sensitivity than its specificity. It is likely that subjects 

were comparing their own decision with that of the system for features which 

were either recalled or considered for recall. Subjects tended to rate conditions 

more highly where the system's decisions had agreed with their own. 

An analogy can be drawn here with the practice of annotation evident in clin-

ical practice. By annotating benign but (implicitly) noteworthy features within a 

mammogram, readers' decision-making is made visible for a larger set of features 

than just those that result in a recall for assessment. As well as serving to demon-

strate vigilance, the practice of annotation may help to establish and reinforce 

community norms for decision-making in a task where there is often ambiguity. 

Although prompts are provided primarily as an imperative (to examine a region 

of time image), they may also incidently betray aspects of the system's operation. 

This opens the possibility that certain types of FP prompt might be acceptable 

and useful to readers because they are informative of system behaviour. 

Despite appearing able to accurately gauge the system's performance, readers 

sometimes misinterpreted the scope of the system's abilities, for example, after 

using the system some believed it capable and indeed competent, at detecting 

asymmetry. At other times readers were confused by the prompts, describing the 

system's responses as inconsistent'. This suggests that exposure to the system 

is not in itself sufficient for radiologists to develop an accurate model of system 

behaviour. 
Finally, subjects demonstrated a subjective tolerance for FP rates greater 

than had previously been suggested as necessary to produce an improvement in 

performance. Indeed, the observation data show that some minimum prompt rate 

is needed to maintain subject's engagemeilt with the system. Of course, positive 

subjective assessment may not necessarily coincide with objective performance 

effects, but it is possible that previous work underestimates the FP prompt upper 

limit. 
In order to examine more closely how subjects were able to infer (sometimes 

erroneously) details of PROMAM's scope and function from its behaviour, and 

their apparent tolerance to FP prompts, a followup exercise was devised. Subjects 

were asked to comment on their reasoning for a large number of prompted cases 

in a 'think aloud' protocol (Chapter 5). Again, subjects mistook the operational 

scope of the system and found apparent inconsistencies in the system's behaviour. 
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These phenomena appear to arise out of the strategies employed by subjects to 

make sense of the prompts. 

7.5 Making sense of prompts 

Reading is a constrained activity. One example of this is the physical arrangement 

of mammograms on a viewer. Different arrangements can serve to accentuate par-

ticular relationships between mammograms (for example, temporal or geometric), 

but a finn viewer can only support one such arrangement at a given time. Another 

concerns the attentional resources available 	neither readers' time nor stamina 

are unlimited. One consequence is that a detailed examination of each region 

of the inamniograin is infeasible. Indeed, studies of eye movements rarely reveal 

any systematic pattern, and show that even for expert observers, not all of the 

image is foveateci. This approach to examining images implies that readers are 

accountable for the content of mamniogranis in particular ways. For example, all 

of the features within an image are not equally accountable. Features that are 

conunon and conspicuously benign may merit only cursory examination, whereas 

features that have suspicious visual properties warrant closer scrutiny. Data from 

the work practice study suggests that the degree to which a feature is accountable 

depends not only on the suspiciousness of its appearance, but also to the context 

of its presentation. For example, subtly suspicious lesions occuring in the danger 

areas, or in dense breasts, or where they indicate change, or when co-present with 

another lesion, may he more accountable than a similar lesion appearing in other 

circumstances. 

This helps explain why certain FP prompts are deemed acceptable 	be- 

cause they attend to what in the image the reader is accountable for. The think 

aloud protocol revealed that sometimes prompts for patently benign features are 

judged acceptable because there was some potential contextual significance (e.g. 

prompting for a screen artefact in a 'danger area'). In contrast, prompts for 

features within the image that do not demand an account are often deemed un-

acceptable, even disturbing. One explanation is that readers are disorientated if 

forced to examine closely regions that might otherwise be cursorily dismissed. 

In the think aloud protocol, one feature of subjects' interpretation of prompts 

was an assumption that the system had responded in a purposeful or meaningful 

way with respect to the contents of each image. Subjects often falsely analogised 

the system's reasoning with that of a human film reader. They were inclined to 

believe the system had a greater operational scope than is in fact the case. for 
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example, believing it capable of detecting asymmetry. Because subjects did not 

possess even a cursory account of the system's operation (for example, the clus-

tering rule employed by the microcalciflcation detection algorithm), sometimes 

its behaviour appeared to he inconsistent (for example, 'selective' prompting of 

vascular calcification). 

The evident discomfort shown when subjects were in, 	to account for 

prompts may have arisen from the presumed possibility that the system had 

detected something of significance that they themselves could not see. Knowing 

that some cancers can he difficult for human observers to perceive, and not being 

sure of the operational scope of the system, creates a dilemma 	is the prompt 

a merely an unaccountable FP, or a very 'astute' TP? If readers' default assuuip-

tion is that prompts are purposeful, then this dilemma becomes even more acute. 

This suggests that not only are readers accountable for what they notice in a 

mnamnlOgralfl, but also the system is accountable for what it detects, and readers 

are accountable for their interpretation of prompts. 

In summary, findings from the think aloud protocol suggest that, in practice, 

prompting information is not nierely used to ensure that detected features are not 

overlooked. It is also used to provide reassurance that the mualnmnograni has been 

exaiuiiied thoroughly, as contributory evidencefor readers' own interpretations, 

to resolve ambiguity and to address situational difficulties. 

7.6 Usage in simulated practice 

The think aloud protocol reproduced sonic of the findings made by the work-

practice investigation and time subjective responses to prompting experiment, 

for example, subjects' belief that the system is capable of detecting asymmetry. 

However, other findings of the 'think aloud' protocol had little corroboration in 

observations of either naturalistic system use or of conventional film reading. Ex-

amuples of these included the suggestions that use of PROMAM might influence 

readers' classification decisions, and that readers develop strategies to cope with 

the system's shortcomings by, for exam 	ni example, learng to predict what is prompted 

by the appearance and location of the prompts. Pre-clinical trials of PROMAI 

provided an opportunity to see if these phenomena are evident in readers' use of 

the system under more realistic conditions. A mix of qualitative and quantitative 

methods of data collection were again used, including observation, interviews, use 

of questionnaires and analysis of subjects' recall decisions. 

Prior to the trial a training package was delivered to each of the subjects. Time 
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content of the package was informed by the findings of previous investigations, 

and consisted of a functional description of each algorithm along with selected 

examples of prompts. The aim was to illustrate the limits of the system's opera-

tional scope and its interpretive ability. Some examples were specifically chosen 

to demonstrate aspects of the system's operation which readers had previously 

found perplexing. Overall, it was anticipated that the training package would 

equip readers with a better means of accounting for system responses. Guidance 

was also given to subjects concerning use of the system, particular with respect 

to PROMAM's role as a detection aid. 

The results confirmed what was hinted at previously. Subjects stated that they 

often judged the significance of a prompt based upon its size, shape and location, 

rather than on the content of the image that was prompted for. Subjects also 

reported an ability to sometimes predict what in the mamniogram the system 

will prompt. This had the perceived benefit of reducing the overhead of re-

examining the mammograin when prompts have been successfully anticipated. In 

the 'think aloud' protocol, it was suggested that readers use PROMAM to address 

the contingent difficulties associated with individual cases. In the pre-clinical 

trial, the interview and questionnaire data suggested that subjects sometimes use 

PROMAM to inform their classification decisions. A statistical comparison of the 

patterns of recalls between prompted and unprompted conditions added weight 

to this conclusion. 

The quantitative analysis demonstrates a. biasing effect, but does not show 

whether readers' overall performance is adversely affected, or whether the effect 

would he sustained over longer periods of routine use. These are matters for 

further investigation. 

7.7 Qualitative versus quantitative approaches 

Qualitative methods should not be seen as a substitute for quantitative modes 

of evaluation. Benchmarking performance is an important activity, but provides 

only a single view of the potential effectiveness of a decision-aid. Qualitative 

methods can be applied both to understanding conventional working practices and 

to exploring in detail users interaction with decision-aids. The former addresses 

the requirements for successful deployment of a technology into the work place and 

the latter provides the conceptual basis for system design and the interpretation 

of benchmarks. Quantitative investigations might reveal that a system is flawed, 

but it is through the application of qualitative methods that flaws are most easily 
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identified and remedies suggested. 
To illustrate, consider the statistical analysis presented in Chapter 6 suggest-

ing that subjects'decision-making may be biased by exposure to PROMAM. It is 

the qualitative data that provide a rich conceptual framework for explaining this 

bias. Both the work practice investigation and the think aloud protocol suggest 

that individual mammograms can present differing challenges to readers. In the 

think aloud protocol it was shown that subjects looked to the prompts to address 

the problem at hand, rather than the generic problem of accidentally overlooking 

a cancer. Time qualitative data would further suggest that an absence of a prompt 

would make a reader less inclined to recall a patient for assessment and that the 

biasing effect is likely to occur where there is uncertainty or ambiguity, rather 

than uniformly over each case. Finally, studies show that readers' handling of 

conventional forms of evidence attends to the possibility of bias. By learning 

from these practices it is possible to suggest how delivery of prompts nuglit be 

ordered to reduce their biasing effects. 
In the above example, findings from the qualitative investigations prompted 

the attempt to quantify how exposure to the system had influenced decision-

making. There are several points during this thesis where it would be appropriate 

to use quantitative methods to confirm the findings of qualitative investigations. 

These are discussed further below. In contrast, the qualitative investigations 

reported here were motivated by the results of previous quantitative studies into 

proniptnig and reacher expertise. 

7.8 Conclusions 

Qualitative methods were used to investigate both reading practice and readers' 

use of PROMAi. The former show how, in practice, radiological expertise is at 

once constrained by the physical limitations of screening artifacts supported by 

informal collaborative practices and conditioned by the setting of the task. This 

understanding of reading practice provided a conceptual basis for interpreting 

the findings of subsequent prompting investigations. It suggested that readers 

routinely encounter many sorts of interpretative problems when reading, whereas 

detection aids are only designed to address one specific problem. Thus there may 

often be a g
ap between a system's capabilities and a reader's immediate difficulty, 

and a temptation to use the prompts to address the problem at hand. 

The use of qualitative methods to investigate prompting made it possible to 

conceive of prompting system design and implementation in terms other than 
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setting goals for system performance. Readers were found not to be mere passive 

receivers of prompting information 	they do not respond mechanically to each 

and every prompt in an identical fashion. Instead, readers use prompts to learn 

about the system's capabilities. They then use this understanding to subsequently 

modify the way they interpret and act upon the prompts. However, prompts by 

themselves often do not indicate the most appropriate interpretation or action 

additional accounts of the system's role, scope and operation are also required. 

The nature of these accounts, and the most appropriate mode of delivery are 

important issues to address as prompting technologies mature and the prospect 

of routine use (for example, in clinical trials) becomes likely. 

7.9 Further work 

The studies reported in this thesis suggest several further avenues of investigation. 

7.9.1 Possible quantitative investigations 

The literature review in Chapter 2 raised the possibility that Gale's and Kundel's 

methods for determining whether an error of detection or interpretation has oc-

cured nughit give contradictory results under certain circumstances. It should he 

possible to apply these methods simultaneously and examine the data for con-

tradiction. A positive result would confirm that the processes of detection and 

classification are not always distinct, casting doubt on the ability of decision-aids 

to support detection independently. 

The work presented in this thesis is concerned primarily with the application 

of qualitative methods in pursuit of a conceptual understanding of prompting. 

Several of the findings merit further quantitative investigation to ascertain the 

extent and importance of their effect. 

In Chapter 4 it was suggested that there may be a qualitative difference 

between different types of FP prompt in their effect on observer performance. 

It would be useful to confirm this by quantitative investigation. An experiment 

could he performed to determine if systems with different types of FP prompts 

have a differential effect on performance. For example, one could compare the 

effect on reader performance of system FPs, randomly chosen FPs and film reader 

chosen FPs. 

Subjects' accounts of managing FP burdens by either prediction or prior udge-

ments of significance could be verified quantitatively. For example, an experiment 

could he devised to test how effective readers actually are at predicting prompts, 
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and to quantify the befits gained from employing this strategy. Accuracy at pre-

diction may actually be a useful metric for determmi ig readers' understanding of 

the operational scope and functioning of the system. Eye movement studies could 

be used to examine the extent to winch the character of a prompt determines the 

level of scrutiny given to prompted region of the image. This would be inform-

ative of the trade-off between the chance of overlooking a prompted cancer, and 

the benefits of improved efficiency. If warranted, such an approach could also test 

strategies for encouraging readers to examine each prompt with equal care, for 

example, by giving prompts a uniform size and shape to make judgements about 

what they are for more difficult. 

A training package was delivered to subjects prior to their involvement in 

pre-clinical trials of PROMAM. Although informed by earlier work, the training 

material has not been formally evaluated. This could be done in several ways. 

Firstly, readers could he tested on their understanding of the packages contents to 

ensure that delivery is effective. Secondly. trained readers' judgements concerning 

a test set of prompted cases could be examined. Finally, the performance effects 

of training could be measured. Of course, subjective metrics should also be used, 

such as readers' opinion concerning the clarity of prompts and confidence in their 

interpretation. 

7.9.2 Accounting for system behaviour 

Providing an account of system behaviour through training implies that readers 

have to interpret prompts on the basis of a generic description of the system's 

operation and a few specific examples. In routine use readers will inevitably come 

across prompts that are difficult to account for from training alone. One possible 

solution is to investigate ways of documenting the production of each mdividual 

prompt. This could he done by revealing some of the 'hidden' processing steps 

involved in a prompts production. In time case of the microcalcification algorithm, 

all particles of calcification identified in image could be shown, and for the ill-

defined lesion algorithm, the regions identified as candidate' lesions. Much work 

would be required to discover what information of this sort readers can effectively 

made use of and how it can be unobtrusively delivered. 

The main advantage of a hard copy prompting interface is that prompt sheets 

can he easily and economically introduced into existing reading procedures, however, 

in the future it is likely that digital capture of X-Rays will replace film based sys-

tems [137]. This would enable mammogram production and display to be more 

closely integrated with decision-aids such as prompting systems. The use of a soft 
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copy display opens up opportunities for improving PROMAM's accountability by 

overcoming the physical limitations of a hard copy prompt sheet. It would be pos-

sible)  for example, to interrogate the system for accounts of particular prompts. 

This has the dual advantages of avoiding the presentation accountability inform-

ation when it is not perceived to he necessary, and of providing a log of requests 

detailing readers' perceived difficulties using the system. 

A further possibility is that instead of developing monolithic tools (for ex-

ample, detection and classification aids), a fine-grained approach might be more 

effective. Tools could be developed to address specific problems that readers en-

counter in routine practice, for example, 'undressing' lesions, assessing coverage 

between screening rounds, assisting with the interpretation of dense breasts, etc. 

Rather than having a blanket application, such tools could be brought to bear 

interactively as the particular need arises. 

7.9.3 Full scale clinical trials 

The next logical step in the evaluation of the PROMAM system is full scale 

numiti-centre trials designed to test its clinical effectiveness. Clinical trials would 

also provide a further opportunity for continued qualitative investigations. Of 

particular interest is readers use of prompts in the clinical setting where decisions 

are consequential, what readers learn using the system for protracted periods and 

how use of the system fits in with and effects clinical practice. 
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Appendix A 

Likert Test 

Likert test attempts to measure a subject's attitude towards a particular event, 

object or topic by asking theni to rate their agreement to a series of pertinent 

statements. Usually a mix of statements is used, 
representing both positive and 

negative views. 
In the subjective responses to prompting experiment aiid in the pre-clinical 

trial, a Likert test was used to determine subjects' disposition towards the PROM 
AM 

system after each exposure. Subjects were asked to indicate if they strongly 

agreed, agreed, were uncertain, disagreed or strongly disagreed with each state-

ment in the list shown below. 

For each statement expressing a positive view, a score of five was given for 

strong agreement, a score of four for agreement, and so on. Statements repres-

enting a negative view were scored in the opposite sense: five if they strongly 

disagreed, four if they disagreed, three if they were uncertain, and so on. These 

scores were then summed to give an overall measure of attitude where a higher 

score indicates a more favourable the assessment. 

Statements used in the Likert test: 

The system will be time consuuhllig to use. 

The information supplied by Lhe system was distracting. 

The prompts were confusing. 

Many changes would be required before the system would be useful. 

The system is inaccurate. 

The system gives useful information. 
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7. Prompts were no better than random. 

S. The system will be of no use to me as an aid for reporting. 

The system makes me more confident that I will find any cancers. 

It was clear what features the prompts referred to. 

Too many false positive prompts were produced. 

I would be keen to use the system. 

I would recommend the system to my colleagues. 

I would he happy using the system as it currently operates. 

The system performed better than I had expected. 

It is obvious what the system was prompting for. 

Using the systein was satisfying. 

The effort needed to use time system was not justified by time benefits of using 

the system. 
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Appendix B 

Answers to free-form response 

questions 

-session quest 
Responses to the free form respoilse qiesti011s from the post  
for time pre-clinical trials are given below. Each statement is prefixed by the 

subjects identifier (A to E) and the sesSi011 nuniber. 

What do you think the system's s
trengths are? 

A S3 Good for caics. Quite good for masses. 

C S4 It doesn't miss much. 

B S6 
Draws attention to potential abnormalities.  

B S7 Does not tire or get distracted. Does not get too concentrated on one 

abnormality to the exclusion of others. 

E S9 
Easy to use. Does not seem to interfere with prompting style. 

E Sil Generally easy to use. 

Help to becoflie certain of no lesions'. 
E S18 Generally easy to use.  

A S20 Detects nearly all micro-Caics 

calcifications which might be over-looked. 
D S25 prompting  

A S30 
Successfully prompts for calcifications in most cases. 

ing a muass" or a small cluster of caics I hadn't noticed 
C S32 Occasionally spott  

(or dismissed - makes me think again). 

E S36 Appears good at detecting significant mnicro_caics. 
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B S38 Could consolidate suspicion of a particular area. Could draw attention 

to the 2nd lesion. 

E S40 Good at picking up niicro-calcs. 

What do you think the system's weaknesses are? 

A S3 Lack of distortion & asylum. 

C S4 It can't look at previous films for comparison. 

B S6 Could over do it or give a false sense of security 	ie by ignoring prompts 

if there are too many. 

B S7 Slows process down. 

E S9 Rather too sensitive to normal structures eg vessels. Potential to falsely 

reassure. 

E Sli Multiple, "normal" prompts. 

C S13 (down arrow) specific. (up arrow) sensitive. 

E S18 Its problems with sensitivities to normal structures / artifacts. 

A S20 Misses some masses. 

C S21 Too many prompts for the same area of niicro-calcification (one would 

(o). 

D S25 High prompt rate, particularly for calcification which I cant identify. 

A S30 (1) Some cale prompts where 110 calcs exist. (2) Prompts for vascular 

calcs. (3) Misses some masses which should be prompted. 

C S32 Over-calling. 

B S38 Danger of over-prompting therefore making each less valuable. Slows the 

process down significantly. 

E S40 Too many prompts on normal structures which can lead to irritation when 

lot of prompts present. Mass detection seems very non specific. 
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What irritated you most about the system? 

A S3 False prompts for composite shadows. 

C S4 The "pectoral intersection" problem 	
prompting for things that just 

didn't exist. 

B S6 Probably slowing me clown. 

B S7 Trying to justify some of the prompts. 

E S9 Multiple prompts, when present, and normal structures. 

E S11 Prompts on normal structures, particularly when there are many of them 

delayed reporting a little. 

C S13 Lots of prompts for rn/c that I couldn't see. 

E S18 Too inany "normal' pronipts. 

C S32 Vascular calcification pronipts +++++ 

E S36 Too many false positive prompts. 

B S38 Trying to rationalise some of the prompts. Slowing effect. Still prompts 

for vascular caics. 

E S40 As above. 

What aspects of the system did you find most useful? 

A S3 Prompts for caics. 

C S4 It found one small cluster of rn/c that I hadn't spotted. 

B S6 If nothing prompted it could be quite reassuring. 

B S7 Drawing attention to other abnormalities besides time most obvious one. 

E Sil Fligh lighting of areas to review, affected my decision in a few cases, to 

recall. 

C S13 Small mass pronipts. 

A S20 None stands out in particular. Overall good. 

A S30 Calc prompts. 
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B S38 
Firming up on some questionable areas. Negative prompts could be re-

assuring (? over-reassuring). 

Can you suggest how the system might be improved? 

A S3 Develop algorithms for distortion + asylum. 

C S4 It needs to get more specific for both categories. 

B S7 (Correlation'?) between oblique and CC's, also between current and previ-

ous manunoS. Detection of architectural distort ion /5telte lesions. 

C S13 
Use of previous films. Somehow exclude the vascular in/c prompts. 

A S20 (up arrow) mass sensitivity. 

(C S21 (up arrow) specific + somehow get rid of the multiple vascular 

micro_calcificatiohi prompts. 

A S30 Detection of D of A. 

C S32 
As usual, by (down arrow) sensitivity, (up arrow) specificity + using 

previous films. 

B S38 
Detection of stellate distortions. Removal of vascular calcs. Correlation 

of past/present, Obl/CC. Overlay 	
might he feasible on video screen. 
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Appendix C 

Materials used in experimental 
work 

C.1 Clinic questionnaire 

This questionnaire was administered to 16 film readers in 5 of the 6 screening 

centres studied as part of the work practice investigation reported in Chapter 3. 
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Questionnaire for radiologists 

Introduction 

All ia(IoIugisIs pa1tii>aIuIg i It 	 (I1IIl(il I 1'IaIS arc I)(ItIg aslc(I 10 coin- 

>IeIi' this (j1I('SIi()1i1IiiC. The aliii Of vliiiIi IS to explorc attitudes towards iijiiitil 

ilojilili ii'ailiiig f}I5(I (55. (((((I III(, p0t (III al risiIriliii'ss iii a 	)rorripi rig s5t ((II such 	S 

I-'/?()I1h/. Ilopihuihic the 	srihls of hi 	IurcsirorT1(n15 will 555151 (>111 ihuvuIopriiirit Work 

ri IIIC III 	fol lowi rig Ways: 

I'lle design of cliriii:aI trials. 

To help ilit irriuirii' IIIc rciruircrrarIts lou- it 	ororoircIal 5(51(10. 

ongoing risnuiri'bi into radiologists last working pra( I ci's. 

Cun.IiiIr ii / until !/ 

Thc uunls\Virs Voll plovidu in this ininstionrniunilu will be iiiatid as rorilidcnitial. III anus 

snihsis1uiunit riii rt rig of 	ic n-u-suits of I bus 	uicst  iouuniuuiru. 111C smnioniynuiit y of la ruudiolo- 

gist s arid Ilial sin n-es will bc muslIn 	inued. 
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Fw ars of screening experience do you have? fl 

A number of types of reading practice are listed below. Please state which of these 
you have been involved with, and for how long (including those at any previous 

positions in other clinics). 

SiagIv reading 

2. I )on I)!) reading 

2a Worst 01)1I°n recalls 

21) 	lagged ))S('.))I)) )IisC)J5('(l by 1)011) readers lielore recalls are decided 

2r lecalI of flagged cases is decided by a senior radioIogit 

2d ..\ third opinion is songlit where there is a disagreelilelit over recalls between the 

first nso radiologists. 

2e Other 

If Other', please specify: 

eg .lntnhmnn!/h1 Y' 
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Attitudes towards double reading 

Each of the following statements give an opinion regarding double reading. Please 

rate your agreement with each statement as: Strongly agree, Agree, Uncertain, 

Disagree, or Strongly disagree, by ticking one box only. 

St rittigly .\gret Uiitttiriaiii N,sgrve Si rtiricl 

Agree 

\'.liert 	reading hot 	silt 	likely ill lit' 	iiioo' vigilaiui Lii liii [ill  El [iii 
- 	httililliSi' 	I 	tvi,iiltliit 	IVilili 	to 	1111.55 	ilIiVI Iiiiig 	I 

It(! 	st'iititil 	reader 	riiiglut 	I lieu 	ink 	iip. 

A 	readers 	sigilatiie 	tan 	lit' 	strongly 	depettiletit Ll El Ll El F-1 
iptitli 	tvltilliir 	they 	artt 	liii' 	lirsi 	or 	atconhl 	reader. 

H'] 	sin 	rt'ailiiig st'i'Oiiil 	tin! 	Ili(! 	ira 	ri'atltr 	is 	rel-11 F1 [III L......J 
aiivi'Iv 	iti'x1,.rioti'i'tl 	- 	I 	tvill 	it' 	Ilion! vigiltnit 	luau 

ii. 

it 	sos tiiil 	ret-tiler 	I 	taut 	Iritsi 	Ilie 	lirsi 	retIller 	to El fl 
huSh 	iuletuiili 	'ii 	liii' 	iuluttlIrily 	it! 	aliilt)i'iItitllIIi'S. 

I 	sin 	t 	iii's iiv 	ii litre 	Nigilatil 	as 	a 	stcouiii 	lljSii 	115 	it 

lit-ut 	ri-tiller, 

Iii 	iveti- 	ni-i ho 	ii haul lv 	iiiviulvt-il 	tviu hi diuti He 	ru-till-  
tug 	I 	ti ill 	be 	vigihuiiil 	ii 	I 	aiii 	thu 	i-eailer 	lit 

.st.i'itil'uiluiistt'lii'li 	ti-ill 	oldv 	be 	-inglt- 	ru-nil 	ii 

- iii. 	hiiri-xutitiiil' 	illiii-s,turutl-,tiiljitb. 

a 	lira 	ri-utili'r 	tt'ill 	ioi 	Ii 	it 	sigilutiil 	lti'uliise 

kuitttu 	llitit 	liii, 	Will, 	ttill 	Ii- 	i'xuliiiliit -t! 	iii4iilli 

li-si Icr 	tvilh 	alttttv, 	I tl-u-tyIulllv 	Viglillill 	- 	rri--g 	'it- [1 El 
vi- of tvliei her 	I lies 	rt'uid 	lust 	or 	ccowl.  

a 	sl'utttuil 	riltiht-r 	I 	till 	tile 	lasI 	'litltlut' 	or 	iii -- 

lii 	aliiut,riut;tlnit. 

Fl lit- 	rutilitlttglsi 	trhit 	nails 	lirst 	i- 	a 	tin-ti-il 	au1 

u - xlti-in-Ini 1I 	i-uilleutgitt-. 	I mu 	t, 	a.,t-ttilii I 	ri-slier 	I 

,i',ii 

II 	I 	11:1 	lint-i luuiitititliil l\ 	livutivlil 	ill 	a 	-a uugli- 	ri-ad- Lj 
I 	ti'iiutlul 	liii 	till-. 	sigilutilt 	iluli 	iiln'ire 

jiri-iliitilii;liitiv 	Iuiiith\iil 	iii 	ii 	hull 	ru - si 1mg 

losi 	riutili'r 	I 	utiii 	otiii'alIS 	uiittriviguluttui 	titan 

-ti 	reulul 
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Please rate the following tasks according to how difficult or how easy you find 

them: 

Very easy tas Neit Icr easy I)ifficiilt Very difficult 

nor cliffleijlt 

Detect on 	ol 	niicro-calciIicatioii liii LII LI LI] LI 
clusters 

Del ectioji of ill rich ted lesions LII LI LII Li LI 

Detection 	of 	irchitict ural 	distor- Li LI LI LI LI 

Detection 	ii 	ieyrtiiiiti rice LI LI Li LI LI 

( Iaesification 	of 	micro- LI LI LI] LI 
calcihcatioris 

Classification of ill defined 	lesions []]] LI LI LI LI 
Ut hers 

LI LI LI LI LI 

LI LI LI LI LI 
ii (k 	one 	hox 	er 	i Si 	iisii I 	I-eel 	Irix o tell eli lii 	iiiiil hit 	tree, 	anti mw I lien 	ii'eitril iii eR 
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When double reading: do you believe that an inexperienced reader should: 

\lwavs read brat 

.\Iwavs read serond 

It 	a III) iii port Slit 	iC tether t hey reach 	hi rat or scroll d 

'lease I irk 	box oct lv) 

Why? 

Which system of reading do you believe to be the most effective: 

Single reading LI 
Worst opinion recalls. LII 
Vlagged 	casts are disriissecl 	Icy 	hot It 	readers 	Ishicre [j 
rera Is are derided 

Ikerall of flagged eases is dicichid 	by 	1 senior radiolo- 

gist. 

hi rd opi tioti 	is sought 	where there is a disagree- El 
neat over recalls between the first two radiologists. 

'Ic-a 	ilk 	ojw 	via 	ccciiv) 

Why? 
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If a system of double reading is used where there is some further scrutiny of 

flagged cases before recalls are decided - who do you think should have the final 

say? 

Ike 	radiologist (s) 	vlio originally 	rrrcottimended 	the LJ 
recall 

., senior radiologist 

y oft he cliii us 	ra rI ioloists 

'la- 	lick 	ri,, 	t,,,x 	rrnlv) 

Why? 

In a double reading system, do you think it is important to: 

'Ic-s 	'so 

Ran,lomly pair radiologists? H H 
Pair 	radic,loist 	-so that 	ttc,,tlis and 	sveakiiesse 	are H H 
appriipriatelv 	hat clicrl 

I, adhere co,,sistetttiv 	to -specifier! 	,airirs? H 
Change 	pariligs treqiierit lv? H H 

ij,:k 	it I 	r, or 	sir 	for 	rail, 

Could you explain your reasoning? 

(3 
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Do you think there is any advantage to be gained from: 

'ten No 

Blinding the seroed reader to the first readers de- 
rision? 

hfiinhing readers so that they are unaware an to 
whet her thee are the first or second reader? 

I ick vit tier vi,, or iio for vach ,IaI cr111111) 

Could you explain your reasoning? 

In your opinion, what performance gain (in cancer detection rates) do you think 
double reading gives over single reading (approximately): 

No Petter 

59f 

lo 

[5f 

itt rut Ittix ouil) 

What has influenced you most in forming your opinion as to the benefit of double 
reading? 

b'iihhished Joti tie reading at tidies 

'I oil r ow Ii pe raw in I expe ne ire 

l;xpereucea of colleague, reported to You peraoua I hi 	[ 

Other 

(liii,, tick oiic i,tux ini') 

If Other', please specify: 
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Prompting systems 

Below are listed hypothetical properties of a prompting system, rate each in terms 

of how useful you perceive they might be in a screening practice: 

I':sscntial Lse1iil l)cni[itfiil (1)1 no 	inc 

I'roiiiptint 	icr 	ritiero-ralcificution 	clusters LIII 
Irotiipting for III drflned 	lesions LJ 11111 H H 
lroinpting ir arrhitcctiiral distortions H H 
I' rout p1 jig ror any in met rim [III 11 H ri 

( Iassifiratioii 	of 	proiriptod 	uiicro-calcifications from H H H H 
i,eriigii 	to 	uiaiigiia lit 

(lassilicatioti 	of 	iroiiijilcI 	niassis 	froiu 	lienign 	to H LI H H 
III;IligII;IIIt 

Ot hers 

H H H H 

H H H H 
iiLiiii 	hun 	ii 	si:riiliuiil 	Furl 	Fri' 	ii, 	ruin 	auluhii 	iuuiiuil ii'iiiirtiin. trill 	roo hun iaiuim ilinlv) 

is 
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Given that the capabilities of a prompting system are likely to evolve with time, 
prioritise following: (1 indicates the function should be developed first, 2 second 

etc. Use each number only once) 

>rompt in 	for itiir-rrraIrilications U 
'rout ptiulg for ill dcli ted 	lesions 

l'rouuuptiru 	for arrliiu'rtuiral distortions H 
'rouuupti uug for asvuuu uuuetries 

(Ilassifirat out of prouui uuuirrcraIcificuui ions as be- H 
uuitu,n 	to 	maligututtut 

(ssifivatioiu 	of prouuuptcd 	nmasses as benign or eta- H 
lignamut 

Ot mur 

U 
H 

Il-u-I 	I 	i- 	me 	adl 	aliuluuju,ui;tI 	puuin- ru 	u -- 	mull I 	mululullr 	ilu - ru 	rIrru lutrI 

9 
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How do you see a prompting system being used in your screening clinic: 

Re piscine, dot i bit' read iii g with sin e,ie rca dii e, and a 

p root 1)1 tie, system 

isis e, the prompt in e, system to en Ii an cc doit He read- ing

.  

Oilier 

iick urn' i,irx ,rrtv) 

If other, please specify: 

Hiirrilt-vori br tire tune von nave takoti to r'oiniplete tini rjnlestiorntnanre. 
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C.2 Materials used in the 'subjective responses 

to prompting' experiment 

This section contains materials used in the 'subjective responses to prompting' 

experiment, including: 

Subjects' instruction sheets. 

The pre-experiment questionnaire. 

The post-session questionnaire. 

The post-experinielit questionnaire. 
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C.2.1 Instructions 

ProMam prompting experiment 

Introduction 

'0l1 will 101 >>skt>l to rcI>orI 	0111' sIts of 111105 on lllIfII'IllIt >l>ivs. 	Three of the scis 

Will I>> 	il'oTliptCil at (1iII(1'(Iit jails 1>5 Ili( Pto\lito SY1 (Ill - (' it'tis1>otiditig to systilii 

5(11511 VII 1(15 of high. 1li(difllfl sill! (((V. !Iiii bun Ii sit (VIII 0 unprompted. lad> of I 

uoli>lil 101iS hay> 	hIiII >'t'i>it<d h' 	l'alIilIiliiI\' siI>i'tiiig fi'oiii 111(' 01111>111  110111 ArdIIiill>ili 

lIoliso. >111(1 Sf1011111 by lvpii'>iI of (VIllil soil lilIglil SIC i11I1'Il>fi It IiOFIUSI 1'(siliIig SISSIOlI. 

PlSVi>>115 5 i'!'(lllilit 	bums >11>11 ('C viiws for.  first 111111 5(1'>> riors will bc iiiivaiIaI>hi to 

VOlt >litniiig HIC 1xIiiini 110111 

lhfort report ills car 11 ('(>0>11111>11 p11)1>1!' VOil (VIII lii >tsk>>l to I'ljlo>rI fik> (:55(5 to (115110 

faloi 10>111 V (VIII> liii p1010!>t rig SVSIII1I aiiil 1,11C t'ij>ort log rtu'iiIit. 

.\Il 111c lilitis %oil will sce hayc been pnlViOl>SIV (ugh IS(d and anal sid liv The l-'ro\l>uii> 

5(51>11> II> Ol'd(l' I>> >1>11(1 p01(1>1151 ahiion'nualitirs. 	lie result OfIlliS Jin'o(:(ss is>> 

shoot 	an :\'4 ii>>'> of >apii' rritl> a l>iw r>soliit Ioli iT1IagC0flllC niianutnllu(grallu pair. ]['it 

1>1>1(111  ial aIil>Orll>IilItV has loon >let>i:kd by (Ii> 	 11wil all olillille drawi ig will 

bC fit tstu1  101 1 I I C proropi s 1st dtpii't jog II>> si xc anol lo>'atioil oft I I c hsioli. ( lx>>ni>t>Ii 

101> 11(1(1  shi>tIs an,  girl!> >,"in'-l>>>f). 

III(' 	iu1l'>osls  of this (Xj)(l'ilI>>lIt , Ilie s'Sl(lII will >11 111>1111  to >iet>s'I and pi'un>tI>I 

101' niio'ro->'alisli>'>uI 01> I lost rs. >111(1 illaSSCS. I'rotlipt s for potential IliliSSis will slw>>vs 

Iutiho'Iur 55 VII'> It's of ellipsis. 	in'oniij>ts for niIil'l'(i-i'IIl('IbidIiti>(lIs Will aIili>>iI' as ii'>'tgiilan' 

l'IIl'\Orl shiatur's I lout 11- ace (>111 I fle n'lgioli donit lulling I he 	aloiflr'at ion>. 

Enampte prompt 1,001 	 Example pronto Iron, the 
he mass aiporrdnrr 	 nainriucarior nlpnrit>mm 

Olil I>ronlitlt sfr>>t will bc >rodiir Ill foT uvery ease (ix('ejlti It g 111> llliprolli fit tr>b i:oli>hitiOli) 

(VF)>'tI>ur or Ii>>i I Is 55511111 bias delrs'terl all 'rll>luyrnlualitv 	iv whet 1i>n' or 1101 tIlIrl al'> 

I> llV 10 01> (Ills (lIlt (VI)). 

The sV5t(Ili IS 11>0 100) senlsil ire. Ilor is it IUIC) sturrilie - Ille riva)onitv oft Is 	>n'oiuit>Is 

will Ire 	false positives'. 	'toil will be told Illc ajiproxirilat> 5(lISiI i ii v of I lit 	('st 111> 

(high. niirdininii OF 1(1(V) >11111 III' j>l'OluipI rat 	'tin Illc '>>iirlit 01> .\Oil aTC i'r'alIilig. 

'roil will be asked to >'>rlilplI't I S (jIl(1SljOjITIaiIC at 111C 	 of OW lxpenilii>'llt 

inl after you ba\c rl'1>ol't('d all four > oroliliotis, you wiN also l>r asked to dolulil(t> a 

111I1stiolIlIail'> at I Ii>' tori of 15111 >01011101>, 	I It, till>> 	akin to nr'poi't rraehi condition 

will bc rreor'rI>ul. 

Phase fisI foe to ask >uiv i1uir'st i11l>5, 
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Reading protocol - Prompted 

IITlIS) rcporl (all) ((ISIS ill III OTd(T IT) that 111(w SUC SI)1)j)Iicd 0l)SlUV1T)g Ille Ill) 	following 

plot 0( 01 

FIXaMiliC 111C IiITHS 

2. I.XaTl)iT)c dic I>lOTTII)l shIn 	(hv lilt iIITi I he I he r(poI- liT)g slant). 

.1. \Iaik VIIlII dirisiolI ciiiill(,  Icilort lug lOUT)) as: 

• Routine icral 

IT)F)T)llaI rcniII 

ll(VIcw 

..\locc out)> I Fin uicNi 	as) 

l'lcasc (5511)11w alld (poll ((I) It ( elsu Falorc looVilIg on to Illc ocXI . Do 1101 cxaliiiIa' (I 

'Foiirli of. iiscs berol c Will i i)g (FOlVI) Volt 1 dc( isbn. 

Wlicni TiOTkil)g VIII)) (lc(isio(I (ISS1)ll)( I 1111 You are citFar it lirsi ((1 sc(ofl(I rcailcr III S 

blifided dollb1c IltIdilIg sVsIT'iII .. \ssiuoic IllS)) that rl(kdFs for >)scssTiIcIit will bc lila)!) 

((II I) \V0lsi I!l)isjl>l) Tulalls bliss. 

0) STIV (aIrs that Votu Ti)OIIIli()fl)l to (c rc)a!lc)I 11(1 aSs(ss)oclit 

F. 	.\ltliolalc 	Fit IlpIllI log 1)1111) 55 501) i>Oi1IIIIIIV would ( cg liv barking 	Is 110 	111)11 

1 .% pe  Ill ITSITITI oil I lic breast srliioioit I). 

. 	C01111)[(1OT111)[Cl C I Is 	.\ FaIorlliaIiI 	I> 	F or: 	bus oil I Fir riporl illg P11111 	III ii 	'1 

if I IRIC is a prorojll br I lisi ti huon i Oil I . (11111 N 01 Fcrwlsc. 

.\j>prshTna I avcragl pioII(pI raIns fol I FIbS sri 

tIll mass dci ccl ion algoril Fun: 1 prompt in every 2 cases 

The calcification Fri cii 11)11 algorilF)TII: 1 prompt in every 3 cases 

1 Fir sensitivity of i lic 	Ti) II1FiIIiig I Iitsc lirolopIs is: high 
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Reading protocol - Prompted 

I-'IokIs( 1(t)O1l (5(11 eaS(S III I he 01(1(1 III 11151 liI(V are Sll1)J>ii((l oI)s(rvirlg I IJU fOilOWilig 

111)1 iaol 

I. Ixalili1icIl)c iliiis 

IxliTilIT)i I fl(I 	 silIcI ( (V lift lugill 	hc rc)orl rig Sod 

Mat k your luoisiori oil I is ucoollilig fo;iui as: 

. Rouiiiuic rcriuli 

d(Illlu(aI roi(ull 

R(,\ i sr 

o% c 01(1 1) tic ui(Ixl ( am,  

Plcasc dNiiOhlild aiid r()OrI ieli io hifouc uuioVnig ((Ii In I hC utcxl 	Do riot dXiiIllllld (I 

oil dii of 115(5 liiIorc \'Fll ilig 	OWl) sour (h(iSiOil. 

Vhcu niuukiuig 501(1' olci'isioii as5llfllc I lust 51)11 arc ciiiicl' a lirsi or scrorsi r'isilcr 01 

lIiuudcd •looihlc Icadillf ,  svslc I. ,\ssllluIc also I hal u'ccalls for 1 	u:suliiclil \ViII Is' oiaulc 

loll it uvu,rsl luiisioii rusalls lususis. 

For uuiiv (idics I list loll 1'(ooi(lIui('uIo to oc ri(aIIi')l fof asSdSSliidl(L 

.\oliou sIc Ille I'cx)ut lug form as Von 1101 hiS1 IV WOilI(i 	ig  IW uioirkiuig 1 iii' >osiI oil 

uurol uyi>c  oficsiml oil illc hucast siluniuul I). 

( ouoglct c I Iii' .-\ Iuiuorotis lit 	0100 uI Col"' lioN Oil OW rcporl rig forni 	101cr 	- 

it 	licrc is a ironin 	or Illal uil,uioruouulily. suuil 'N - ol le'trvisc. 

.\ 	proxi Hal ( uiv('ruigc )OOi 1)1 ra ('S for I los sd 

'hi mass dcicru tori uilgori hun: I prompt in every 4 cases 

liii calcification hi is Ion algoril lull: I prompt in every 6 cases 

'I'll( ,  sensitivity of the svsl 'rn prohiu tog 'Item ,  uronipis Is: Medium 
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Reading protocol - Prompted 

Phase 	01 I 
ti h t 55(5 ill lii' Or(l('r in hat thy art' 

si( pph(('d obsti itii I hi' folio voig 

prot on)1 

I 	I,x 001(1 I 1(1' liii IS 

2. I'xatohl((' 	
o prompt abet (by Ilftin1 the the r(porlit(g sheet). ri'  

:3 	\lark VOfli th'tision oii IIII' l('h(0itltil mi to as: 

ltttiti U((' 1(1511 

1('(b(t(i(5I 11(511 

Ileview 

.3 \ioVi onto the tu't last 

Sti ase ('\SIOitt(' Still 1-c 	1 51 h i ast' )(,fol.('  ioosing on to I Ia' last 	Do not ('5510110' 

Ple 

	d 

'hatch of 5s('S h('fOt(' writ i0 (105511 sour lbS atoll. 

hen 1 oaLit 	you, helsiotI aSSilIO(' I 
list von srI' cit her a list or act ond o 'atler in a 

blimlal double retoli1i sVst to . .-\ssuttO also tIOlI re(slbS for 
assestOi'ffl will hi tosde 

oil it worst di'cisu(t( .......tiIs 1)5515. 

hO tIllS caS('5 tl1at 5011 
ret i,titotend to lx' os allah for assesslo('tit 

.\tinoi ate I lie report it 	fortti as wil t
iorttiilllY woold (eg by ii arkitig tltt' posit loll 

anti tvpl' of lesion ()It Ill(' breast s Itetoatii ). 

2. (l'otoplet(' lie '\I,tiorti(ttlitV prottipted 1,01I)ox tot lie reptirtitig 1`01111e
111 el 

if lore is5 pro:1(P( for lhill a boiortttttlit\ 51d 'N 
otherwise 

\pproxitt(aIt' average proltipt rates for this set 

lie mass det cut Inti ttlgoritlltt(: i prompt in every 8 cases 

e calcification del cut oil algorit boo: i prompt in every 12 cases ,I'll(. 
 

The se
nsitivity of the svst clii pritiululog these pt otttpts i 

	Low 
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Reading protocol - Unprompted 

II ease t(!)l'I 	( 1S(S ()I)s(rving I I 	fo I I ()'ViflL j)t()IO(OI Ioi (a( Ii 

VVIT16110 IbC Ii Irns 

Mark VDUI (I('(iSiOiI as: 

. Routine I'('(a I 

c(:FIrIi(aIr((sII 

V iew 

3. 	Mow 01(1 (1 I III' Tl('XI (i-(S(' 

P1(551' 1'XH(I(I1l(' SIIII ((jIorl ('(((II 	551' I)('10l(' T1(uVilI 	(11 l 	Is' lwxt. 1)11 1(01 ('N5IIIIII(' (I 

'1)51(11 	ol 	is('s IM'i0r(' WIll IIII (11)55(1VOIIV (ilS1SiOII. 

\\lsn  IIISkiIIE 	'1(111 	(I('(ISl)(I( 1ISSI(1Il(' 111)11 	5011 	III' ('II 11(1 5 	11151 	((I 	(11 011(1 1'(III(II'V III it 

I)III((IV(l (10111)1)' 1('S)IiIIg iiviil ('II) . 	.\SSIIII((' illS)) OW1 I('UdIlS f0l ilSS('SS1I)('Ilt SVIII Is' IllildI' 

((II II '01)151 (I('(iSl)(1I 1('(51lS 	soils. 

For (SSOS Owl 5(111 1lSOIIITIl)'IId II) I)(' lotilliod for asSCSSITIVIII. 	IllI01dI(' If))' r('s)rling 

[((VIII 55 VOII II011IIIIIIV WIllIld (('g III(llkillg 111c 	11(511 OIl 1111(1 I Vj(l' of IOSIUII no the liI'asI 

5) III 'II 111111 
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Prompted condition 

'roll will kc askcd to roport or) thice sits of hirns: 

- .\ short plait ((1' S(t 

2. P511 oTic oft he lollilit ion. alt or whit it von will bc (151(1(1 to taku ii IIIl ((II (IlliltIt 

Ill oak. 

:1. 	Pill 	I (VII of I la 

all sit uoIlsIsls of it solos of oklifIlIC VWW ulallIllIograIll (((irs. TIIC prot000l [or ri- 

joining ('((Ill ( ase is ,IisrriliiiI Or 	(1 SCI) arate 5II((( 

I. 	111c hart it 0 5(1 

ThcTc ayc 5 oases ill I he (rarI ire 5(1. 

.\s 111is is a I will lie set, ion are (101 	sing lime1 - also. please feel tree I 0 ask nov 

ions. 

2 	Part ((10 Of ilii IIITIIII lion 

Theic ((TI 56 cascs ill 1(01 I of (his (onhlllion. 

Please si) nil as lung as on ieel is (I(I(ssarv ((VII (soIl ((151 to rearh your derision. 

do riot ask any quest ions oil(c Iii (Xp(riII((((t has ben lo'gini. 

liii time taken for von to reporl I his set will be nni-orlid. Please state when you have 

start ed reading. and wlan von have rolopIct il I he colldilion, to assist with t inhitig. 

Oli will be rIqmnist ed to lake a 15 n6imic bleak at Is mIld of burt L bef0te lagi rod 

part 2. 

:3. 	Pal I I (VII of I ha' 

Then,  aic 55 oasIs ill (art 2 of this ronlim ion. 

Please spiral as long as you feel is tler(ssilrv over Pao 11 as(' to rearlr your derision. 

Phase do 111(1 ask aIlV questions olure Hic o\joninlualI has ln Inglin. 

I'll(,  I irric taken for oil to report 1 his sot will kc reiorded. Please 51 1(11 (VbnlI yoll have 

staited reailinig. sill wlsn you 10(0 ronl( 1(lmm(ll till 1 olalit loll, to assist (VIII lulling. 

You will In' asked to lollIplele it qIastionnaire iihi'ii (Oil have complcied 10111 2. 
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C.2.2 Pre-experiment questionnaire 

Pre experiment questionnaire 

Would you prefer a system which: 

Has a high seilsitivit hut produces many false positives. 

.\ system which It as a lower setisit lvi 	hut prod ices propor- 

tiona liv fewer false positives. 

Rate the following types of algorithm output on a scale of I to 5, where I means 

that being prompted for that feature would be useful to you, and 5 means that it 

would be distracting (Please tick one box per feature) 

Dist ractinI 

2 3 I 5 

Vascular ralcificatioii LII [III [III El 

Iferliplt 	clusters 

Popcorn 	calcification 

lilitr 	artifacts 

I VIII pit 	ttudes 

\Vel I defi ited masses 

0111 posite shadows 

yodilar glandular structure 

Cysts 

Otirer (Please statel 

1-1 
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Please rank the following categories of false positive as to the priority that should 
be given by algorithm developers to their removal (1 = the feature should be re- 

moved first, 2 = the feature should be removed 2nd, etc. 	Any number may be 

used more than once). 

iii ar es ci first ion 

lriirii 	rIIistcr,  

i'oJ)(orrl 	calcification 

artifacts 

lyriiIt 	lodes 

Well 	fell red 	asses 

(or 	pod c 5115(1 OWS 

\o(lirIar 	plarrdrilar si retire 

(I'v 
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Please rate your agreement with the following statements: 

Strongly Agree l.iicertaitt Disagree Strotigl 

Agree 	 disagree 

In cases where you are unsure, do 

you believe that 

the presence of a prontpt ivill make you 

store iricliried to recomtneitd recall. 

the absence of a prompt iiiakes you less 

Ii lielv to recoutm niemuml recall  

LI LI LI LI LI 

LI LI LI LI LI 

Please give the following possible system configurations a rating on a scale of 

1-5 as to how useful you believe each configuration to be (1 most useful, 5 least 

useful, tick one box only) 

hi im',t 

I 	2 	:3 	I 	5 

lligli 	proimipt 	rate. 	avliere 	iiiost 	of the teatnres proiitptecl 	for LI LI LI LI LI 
are benign, bitt aith a hiatt 	probability that any irtaligmiimncies 

will also be prompted for. 

city promttpt rate, where few of tIle prompts are for benign LI LI LI LI LI 
features, bitt with a 	high 	probability that some mttatigmtaiucies 

Will 	be 	itiissed 	liv the svstetti. 

.\ svstemti wimielt is designed to 	for micrrecalcih'at ion LI LI LI LI LI 
clusters (ivlmethi'r mnaligmtamtt or betmign) 	bitt riot or lier types of 

calcification 	((,g vascular calcification, 	popcorti calciftcatioit). 

.\ 	svsteimt 	that 	will 	prompt 	for 	all 	types 	of 	calcification LI LI LI LI LI 
mInsters, cattier thati oute tttat 	tries to discard those with 	be- 

ttigtt 	a piwa railer'. 

.\ 	sstemti 	tltai 	will 	prommtpt 	for opacities tltat 	call 	usually 	be LI LI LI LI LI 
disittissed 	liv 	radiologists wit Ii 	Hie 	aid 	of previous 	Ill its 	or 

multiple views (eg composite sltadows), as well opacities that 

are Hie 	resi It 	of a 	iiialipriillt 	process. 

than k-you for corn plet I tig this ci lest ic,n n a ire 
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C.2.3 Post-experiment questionnaire 

Post experiment questionnaire 

Would you prefer a system which: 

las 	liih sensitivity hut produces itaflY false positives. 

.\ system which has a lower setisit city bitt prod ices propor-

tji,iiallv fewer Is se posit ices. 

Rate the following types of algorithm output on a scale of I to 5, where 1 means 
that being prompted for that feature would be useful to you, and 5 means that it 
would be distracting. (Please tick one box per feature) 

set iii 1)1st ractirit 

I 2 3 

\a,iilar 	ialcihicii tic, ii El LJ LII F1 LII 

l3eriiu11 	dust cr5 El L] 
i'opcorii 	ral'iliratlouu El LII LII El 

Ijliti 	artifacts 

viii ph nodes 

Well defined masses 

Coin posit 	liaulovs 

Nodular tlandular si duct ire LI] 
(ysts 

Other ( 	'lease statel 

F, 171 EI El El 
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rank the following categories of false positive as to the priority that should 

Fbe 
ease 

by algorithm developers to their removal (1 
given 

the feature should be re- 

oved first, 2 = the feature should be removed 2nd, etc.Any number may be 

ed more than once). 

\asciilar calcification 

Beii ga clii at (cS 

I'opcorii 	ca ci (lea 	ion 

(hut 	art 	(acts 

I 	Yuui 	(Ii 	uui)(1C 

\\'elI 	deliuued 	uivasse 

(iuuuu )OSite 	luauIow 

Iuular 	glauuiluular 	structure 

(vats 
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Please rate your agreement with the following statements: 

Strongly Agree 'ucertain I)iugreeStronglv 

Agree 	 disagree 

In cases where you are unsure, do 
you believe that 

lie presence o a prompt will itia he on 

more i neli ned to recent rend recall. 

he absence of a pt'oiiipt ivakes von less 

likib to recommend recall 

Ll 	LII 	F1 	1-1 	11 

Please give the following possible system configurations a rating on a scale of 
1-5 as to how useful you believe each configuration to be (1 most useful, 5 least 

useful, tick one box only) 

.\iie,i 

I 	2 	3 	1 	5 

High prompt rate, where i iiost of the features prorripted for [_I E L1 11 LI] 
are benign, but with a high probability that any malignancies 

tvi II also be prompted for. 

Loo prompt rate, where few of the proitipts are for benign 

fr'atiires, but with a high probability that some 	caligriancic's 

will 	be ittiased 	by Ibe system 

.\ system which is designed to prompt for mtmiero-caleificmition El El E El El 
clusters (whether Ili 	or beitignl but not other types of 

calcification 	(eg vascular calcification, 	popcorn calcification). 

\ 	sYstem 	that 	will 	pronmpt 	for 	all 	tYpes 	of 	calcification 

clusters, rather I han one that tries to discard those with be' 

ni gn a ppea ra ree. 

A system that will prompt for opacities that can usually be 

dismissed 	by radiologists wit It 	the aid 	of previous films or 

multiple views (eg composite sha(lows), as well opacities that 

are t lie result of a 	nitaligna itt process. 
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Of all the conditions you have completed, which do you believe would prove most 
useful to you in an actual screening context? (Tick one box only) 

(Proiript rates: I ease proittpted in every x eases). 

Mass Prompt Rate (alcificatirm prompt rate Sensitivity 

I in 2 	 t  11 :3 	 High 

	

I ill 0 	 \Iediiim 

	

I iii 8 I in 12 	 low 

No cases proinpid 	No eases prompted 	 - 	H 

If you have any further comments with respect to any aspect of the experiment, 

please write them below: 

lIiartk-voii for cotnpletirtg this qnestiOnitaire 
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C.2.4 Post- session- questionnaire 

Post condition questionnaire 

All the questions in this questionnaire refer to the 	'IVM configuration in the eommdmlw'm 

Ito 'c just oüd 	'lease a nswer all tile quest oils wit Ii respect to this condition only. 

you 

Each of 
the following statements gives an opinion regarding 

tem. 	Please state your agreement with respect to the 

reported (Please tick one box per statement) 

the prompting 

condition you have 

sys-
just 

St rongl 

'

v 

Agree 

Agree I'iicertait Disagree Strom~l 

disagrep 

this svstemim will he time citn.sllmning to mine. fl H H H H 

Tile 	informttatioll 	stipplieti 	liv 	this 	system H H H H H 
was dint rim ci imig. 

1 lii 	protttpts were cottfnsing. H H H H LI 

\lany changes wonid 	required 	before this H H H H H 
sistemmm 	wm,mmld 	be useful. 

Ihils system in macen rate. H H H H H 

fltis svsteltl gives useful information. H H H H H 

l'romitpts were no better tItan random. H H H H H 

This system will be of to mine to 	tie an an H H H H H 
aid for reporting. 

This nystetil speeds nip the reporting pro- H H H H H 

This system nmmakes ale more coimfident th at H H H H H 
I 	will 	hi rid 	ate can cern. 

It was clear what features the promlmpts re- H H H H H 
fe r red to. 

loo 111a113_ false posit ire prompts were prce H H H H H 
ii need. 
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Strongly Agree ncertaiti Disagree Strongly 

Agree disagree 

I would he keen to wse this svst em. LIII H H H H 
I would recommend this system to my col- H H H H H 
leagues. 

I would he happy using this system as it H H H Li LIII 
ctirrentlY operates. 

This prompting system is effective.H H H H H 
This system performed hetter I Ian 	I had LIII H [III H H 
expected. 

It is ohyjois ivlat this system was prompt- H LII H H H 
lug for. 

I'siig this system was satisfying. H H H H H 
The effort 	npedvd to t1se this 	vstei 	was H H H H H 
not 	justified 	he 	the 	F,enelits 	ui 	Ising the 
system. 

2 
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Overall rating; 

What score would you give this system to indicate its overall usehilness 

in a screening cc,ntext? (Rate from 0-100, with 100 being the best 

ossi bk score) 

Do you believe that; (Tick one box per question) 
Yes No 

Overall, this svstent would be useful to von in a screening context as H H 
it cii rrent lv st aids'? 

''lie mass detection coniponent of this system would be useful to you 	H 
as it current lv stands? 

'11w micri'ecalciflcat ion dci ccl ion roinponelit oft his svsterti would be 	H H 
useful to yu,uu as ii curreltl lv stands? 

Please rate the system components: (Tick one box for each) 

Too sensitive 	Just 	right 	Not sensitive 

en on g Ii 

Overall 

\lasses 

\lirrcalcibcatic,tt H 	H 	H 

How would you rate the system you have just used if it had the following sens- 

itivities? 	(Where 	for example, 85% corresponds to 85% of malignant masses 

and malignant micro-calcification clusters being detected) Please tick one box per 

sensitivity setting. 

\'erv 	I 'si'f'uul 	I 'su'l'uu) 	f)ouubtf'iul 	Of 	110 	uusr' 

H 	H 	H 	H 
901 4 H 	H 	H 	H 

H 	H 	H 	H 

H 	H 	H 	H 
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General Impressions 

\Vhat (JO you rltittk the svsiits strtiigtIi srv? 

\Vliat do volt think tint systems tviaknsses -ire? 

\Vhnat irritated volt cost about the svsnnnrn? 

\bnat a. )(iCts oh the svsttnnl thuni \oni fiinu] illOSt niundud. 

(cnn you You snnest 110sy the Systennn nnnhInt he innnbrovenh? 

1hnannk-you for ccnnnnpIetnnn 	this (Jnnestnonnnanre 
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C.3 Materials used in the pre-clinical trials 

This section includes materials used in the pre-clinical trial, including: 

Instructions. 

Examples of training material (Produced by Ally Hume, the PROMAM 

team member responsible for developing the micro-calcification algorithm). 

Training summary sheets. 

Pre-trial questionnaire. 

Post-session questionnaire. 

Post-trial questionnaire. 
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C.3.1 Training examples 

Microcalcification clusters not prompted 

The computer only detects four of these diffuse calcifications. 
These are grouped into two clusters of two and hence are not prompted 
The clustering distance is only marginally too small to form a single 
cluster which would have been prompted. 
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False prompts for large benign calcifications am 
calcified cysts. 

• 
The computer looks for small subtle calcifications and can therefore 
occasionally detect the structure within a large calcification or 
calcified cyst. 

In this example the computer has found five areas within the cyst 
which it thinks are microcalcifications and hence the calcified 
cyst is prompted as if it were a cluster of microcalcifications. 
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C.3.2 Training summary 

Ill-defined lesion algorithm 

What it detects 

Ill-deflind. lobUlar. vague, fuzzy pat(iies of (iellSitV. 

Lesions between .5nun and 34111111 (apparent size) 

What it does not use as evidence 

Films from 	screening rounds 

The presell(e of spiiiils or telita(les 

Asvmuietrv 

Ar(hiite(tllral (listOltiOli 

Skin thickening 

Spatial limitations 

The slia( le( I ire is in the hiagraiii sllo\Vs regions vliere flit,  ill-defined lesion 

algorithm niiiv fail to (lete(t masses. 

This only applies for oblique views where the pectoral nuisele has loin 

imaged (ic (ii not foi....outs or CC views) 

Features that may cause false positives 

Coni1msite tissue 

Skin folds 

Blood vessel erossilig the petoral iniisrle 

Benign regions showing iicreased density may be miss-(:lassihed as sus- 
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Micro calcification algorithm 

What it detects 

Clusters of luiurocal(ih(ations that COilSist of 

- five or more particles, which are 

- (loser that 3. lniiii together. 

Features that may cause false positives 

Some Vas( 'ii lar eal( iii eat ions 

Soiie large benign calcifications 

Pectoral iiiiische e(lge - if not ( lete(te( I correctly 

Artifacts on the edge of the fihiii 

Soiiietinies small overlapping linear Strll(t.11res may he mistaken for 

Calcification palti(les. 
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C.3.3 Instructions 

PROMAM - Prompting Experiment 

In total. there are 2000 eases to he (lollI)le read over it period of two 
months (40 working days) 

The set includes oblique view mamniogranis. and CCs if it is a first. 
tulip screen 

This set. contains normal eases (le non-recalled (as(s)_ previously re-
called casts and I pathology proven cancers. 

\\e have included ltd a higher proportion of cancers thaliYou nuglit. (XJ 

to fluid lit routine screening. 

All the cases lit this set have been scanned. all(] suhsequeiitiv analysed 

by the uuuicr calcification and the ill-defined lesion detection algor 	n itlu. 

For reading. the set. has 1 ueeii split into subsets, - each containing 100 
cases. 

The niuiuilier of nitlignant case5 per subset, will vary. There iuuav be 
subsets that contain 110 ivahignant. cases 

Each subset will he huiiid double read. 

One radiologist, in each (1011bhP reading pair will read with prompt sheet. 
and the other will read unaided. For some subsets the first reader Avill 

he prompted. for others the second reader will he prompted. 

CC filnis and previous films will he available for reading when appro-
priate. 

Previous films have not heeii used li 	 v v the coiiupuuter sst.tni to assist 
iii the detection of lesions, neither are pronipt.s produced for prevlouis 
fibs. Previous cases ale presented solely to assist interpretation by 
radiologists. 
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Reading protocol - Prompted 

Please report each case observing the following protocol: 

Examine the flints 

Examine the prompt. sheet. (1)v lifting the the reporting sheet). 

Tick the box labelled Examined on the prompting form to indicate 

that the pronipting information has been considered. 

1. Mark your decision on the reporting forni as one of: 

11011 t i tie recall 

Technical recall 

Review 

.5. Move onto the next case 

When making your decision assuiuite that Volt are either it first or second 

reader in it blinded double reading svstent . Assume also that. recalls for 

assessment will be made oil it worst decision recalls basis. 

For any cases that You recotiiiiiend to be recalled for assessment: 

Annotat.e the reporting forin by marking the position and type of lesion 

on the breast schieniatic. 

Complete theAbnormality p rompted for? box on the reporting form 

- entei.....if there is a prompt for that al unornial itv. and N otherwise. 

Approxiiitate prompt. rates and sensitivities for the proniptimig system: 

Approx. prompting rate Sensitivity 
Masses 	 1 case in 2 prompted 	81/ 

Microcalcifications 	I case ill -1 prompted 	90X 
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Reading protocol - Unprompted 

Please report, each case observing the following protocol: 

Examine the films 

Mark your (lelisioll as: 

H()lltilte recall 

Technical recall 

Review 

3. Move onto the next case 

\\lien  making your decision assume that voii are either a first or second 

reader iii it blinded (loillile reading system. Assume also that recalls for 

assessment will he uiiade on a vorst. decision recalls basis. 

For cases that Volt recoiiiiiieiid to be recalled for assessment. annotate the 

reporting form by niarki ng the position and type of lesion on the breast. 

s 	ii (t liii ti I. 
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C.3.4 Pre-experiment questionnaire 

Pre experiment questionnaire 

Rate the following types of prompted feature on a scale of I to 5, where 1 means 

that being prompted for that feature would be useful to you, and 5 means that :t 

would be distracting. (Please tick one box per feature) 

I 1)1st racti r1 

1 2 3 1 .5 

\a.sciilar ralrillcarion Li Li [II] [1111 [1111 

Heaitri clusters Li Li Li Li Li 

i'opcorn 	calciliratiori Li [Ii] Li Li Li 
1:11 w  art facts Li Li Li Li Li 
lviii 1)11 	110(IC5 [] Li Li Li Li 
Well 	(I(-filled 	iiiasses [__J U Li Li Li 
(oiti posit e shadows [ii Li Li Li Li 

uiliilar ilandiilar structure [J Li [I] Li Li 
Cvats Li Li Li Li Li 
Other (l'Iease state) 

LiLiLiLiLi 

LiLiLiLiLi 
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Please rank the following categories of false positive as to the priority that should 

be given to their removal (1 = the feature should be removed first, 2 = the feature 

should be removed 2nd, etc. Please use each number only once. 

\ascii ar calcification 

Foitign clusters 

'opcorl) 	cal nfl cat ion 

lilin 	artifacts 

lyre ph nones 

Well niefinneni 	masses 

(on ii posit e sinai1 ows 

cnnlnnIar 	larnnInjlar 	si rnlctnlro 

LII 
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Please rate the following tasks according to how difficult or how easy you find 

them: 

\erv ea sly \eitlter easy Difficult Very difficult 

nor difficult 

l)etistion 	of 	micro-calciflcation 

clusters 

Detection of ill defined lesions El 
I)etectloti 	of 	architectural 	distor- 

ions 

Detection of asvrti net rica 

Classification 	of 	micro- [] 
cal ci flea t ions 

Classification of ill defined Iesic,ns J fl 
Others 

LII 

ii,k 	oiv, 	Inx 	r'r 	stttrIIrerIl 	11(1 	Inc to 	uhl tinlilittr,iial flaitici,. 	and  rail 	until 	tuoI,]iuuglv) 
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Below are listed hypothetical properties of a prompting system, rate each in terms 

of how useful you perceive they might be in a screening practice: 

F:ssmttisl 	[sefril 	i)Ori btfrjj 	Of no line 

COin J)t 	rig for inc ro-ra cl first ott ci list em 

Prompt i rig for ill deft red 	esiorts 

i'romptittg for arrlritectrirai distortions F-I El 
ro in pu rig for as 	toilet ries 

(I'Isssjftcatjorr 	of prompted 	rrricro-esicifrratjorrs front Ej 
mit ge to iii aligns ci 

(Iiasnificatiorr 	of 	prorrrpreiithames 	corn 	Nenigir 	to H H Lii H iii a ligris ci 

Ot tern 

Li Lii LI LI 

Li Li Li Li 
riikiirii 	box 	tiirIilr'rIcilr 	Iii 	ri 	riiaili! 	adilitiiiit;rI 	pri)firtii'. arid 	r;hrirIiirtimteiordnigj} 
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Given that the capabilities of a prompting system are likely to evolve with time, 
prioritise following: (1 indicates the function should be developed first, 2 second 
etc. Use each number only once) 

l'romptin 	for micro-ca durations 

Proiiipliiip, for ill defined 	lesions 

I 'rom p1 ng for a 	itert urn I (I si ort torts 

I'rom utiuirt for asv IT) rrret ries 

Classification 	of prompted nnuirro-rariflcations as be- jJ 
tiinui 	To 	nun ligurarut 

('lassificauionn 	of 	 iii,,isses 	as 	benign 	or 	tutu- El 
I iu 	Ii tu urn 

Or her 

,u,I,liuioii;tl 	IuI ,irii 	tkjtil 	ruuuruulu,r 	I 	suit 	tutu ruliuuglvb 
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In a screening practice, what problems do you see a prompting system address-
ing? (Please rate the following in importance: I = most important, 2 = second 

in importance etc. Please use each number only once) 

It,111cillp,  the  lii Ill he r of imerval can errs (fake neg-

atives) 

it provi ig 	he elet cci loll pe rtor Ii Sn cc of a sill gin 

reader. 

l III proviiig the corisistelicy of reading (eg ro III perisat- LI 
ag for Ilitiglil) 

Supporting inexperienced radiologist 	 LI 
\ddr(ssirig resohlrciflg limitations (ig availability of LI 
01(1 iii gist s) 

Reditcitig recalls (if classihcatioii available) 	 LI 

Other 

LI 

LI 

Free II) 1(1(1 ally aildiiiorial robs. 1111(1 ittijihir thin 	aciorditigh>) 
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How do you see a prompting system being used in your screening clinic: 

Repi a ciii g do ii bk read rig with si igk reading a 1(1 a H 
proruiptig astern 

sing the prouurpi run, sYStem to enhance double read-

rig. 

Other 	 H 
uIu,uiiu box islv) 

If other, please specify: 
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Please rate your agreement with the following statements: 

Strongly Agree Lncertain Disagree St ronglv 

Agree 	 disagree 

In cases where you are unsure, do 
you believe that 

Ihe presence of a proni pt will cake you 

core inclined to reconl vend recall. 

Ihe absence of a prornipi makes you less 

Ii kelv to rerom mend recall 

Li Li Li Li Li 

Li Li Li Li Li 

Please give the following possible system configurations a rating on a scale of 
1-5 as to how useful you believe each configuration to be (1 most useful, 5 least 

useful, tick one box only) 

n -n -Inn I 	 ii sn;Fin 

I 	3 	3 	1 	5 

high prompt rain-, where mist of tine features prompted for Li Li Li Li Li 
are benign, but with a high prnnbabifitv that any trnahinnanries 

will also be prompt nd for. 

Low prompt rate. where few of the prompts are for benign Li Li Li Li Li 
features, but with a high probability that sortie malignancies 

will be missed be the svstennr. 

.\ 	

, 

Nsteiti which is designed to prompt for micro-calcification Li Li Li Li Li 
clusters lwhether malignant or benigul l,nnt trot other types of 

calcification 	leg vascular calciflcatiomn. 	popcnmrnn calcihicationl. 

.\ 	s5tn'Ii1 	that 	will 	pronrpl 	for 	all 	types 	of 	calcification Li Li Li Li Li 
clusters, rather than one that tries to discarml those with be- 

I igmi a ppea ra nec. 

.\ 	svstetim 	that 	ivill 	fnronnmlnt 	for opacities 	that 	can 	nnsnnallv 	be Li Li Li Li Li 
nlismissrsh 	be 	radiologists 	rvithn 	thin' 	aid 	of 	previous 	films 	or 

nrmnnitiple views (('g crnntmposite shmadcovs), as well opacities that 

are tIre resin It of a 	ma I igtn a nit 	process. 

l'hnantkyonn for rrrmnm pleti ng t iris question naire 

i-i 
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C.3.5 Post-experiment questionnaire 

Post experiment questionnaire 

Rate the following types of prompted feature on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means 

that being prompted for that feature would be useful to you, and 5 means that it 

would be distracting. (Please tick one box per feature) 

I 	I Dist ractiiig  
I 	2 	3 	1 	5 

\aaiilar calcifation 

Ifciiin clusters 	 Li 	LI] 	H 	[I 	Li 

I'opcorii calcification 	 H 	H 	H 	H 	H 

dliii artifacts 	 H 	H 	H 	H 	H 

Iviiipli 110(1(5 	 H 	H 	H 	H 	H 

Well defined tiiasses 	 H 	H 	H 	H 	H 

(low posite shadows 	 H H H H H 

\odnlar glandular si rinctinre 	H 	H 	H 	H 	H 

Cysts 	 HHHHH 

other 	(I'luasc state) 
HHHHH 

HHHHH 
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Below are listed hypothetical properties of a prompting system, rate each in terms 
of how useful you perceive they might be in a screening practice: 

ksiiitiaI IS(htI )oitbtfiil Of to tie 

to 10 pt it g for ni it rrca cdi en t ic,It cli St cr5 El 1:1 El 

rout ptitt 	for ill d efi ned 	lenloits D El El 

l'rotttptiitg for ariltitcet 	iral 	distortiolts El El F1 

rout pt it 	r aSY itt hid 	rh's 

('lassificat iou 	of prortipted 	irticrcalcifitatiouts front 

hi'itiet 	to 	ma Iiita itt 

(lassilicatiOli of prompted utassi's front )euiiri to 	H 	H 	H 	H 
itt a tit a itt 

Others 

H H H H 

H H H H 

(l'lio 

	

i i(k 	ii, 	o 	er 	lah,111,"ll 	I-1 	 i 	i 	ti 	rirrtitii 1t1 	rut 	t 	liii n 	,rdiiil 
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Given that the capabilities of a prompting system are likely to evolve with time, 
prioritise following: (1 indicates the function should be developed first, 2 second 
etc. Use each number only once) 

ro ii pt lag for iv irro-ra Irifi rat ions [j 

Prompting for ill deli rind lesions 

'row Pt 	rig for a rrhiteri ira 	distr,rn loins L_J 

I 'ro opting for asv iii ii et rica 

(lassifiraniori of prompted 	riiicrocalrifmcanionis 	is he- 
iiiLii 	to 	miialigiia mit. 

(lassificat cii 	of promnnpted 	amasses as benign or ma- LI 
lip ii a at 

(it lier 

LI 

LI 

feel 	fri, 	ii 	adil 	ad, liiional 	pro jiri 	(a 	anmd 	iiijiiibci 	i 11(111 	aiiorrlimiidv) 
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In a screening practice, what problems do you see a prompting system address- 
nag? (Please rate the following in importance: 1 = most important, 2 = second 
in importance etc. Please use each number only once) 

i(edriri rig tire 	or Irrler of interval 	ra leers 	(false meg- H 
at yes) 

improving 	the 	deiertiont 	perirrrmna lire 	of 	a 	single El 
reader. 

Irmmprovinrg tire rOnrsistenrrv of reading (eg romnmplrrsnn - H 
rig for fatigue) 

ni pporti tg 	nexperienrced 	radiologists? 

Addressing 	resormreinrg 	limnniratior1s 	leg availalnilirv 	of H 
radiologists) 

Redririnrg 	recalls 	(if classifnr'atiori 	uvailal)le). 1I} 
Oilier 

H 
H 

0 	ruld 	;rri' 	iilriirrr,rr;tI 	rides, 	arid 	nIrrIrnfer 	limit,, 	ari'orlirrgI) 

6 
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How do you see a prompting system being used in your screening clinic: 

I epIac a g cI ou bk rca (hue, wit Ii single reading arid a 

p rOut pt a g sy.,teiii 

I:sirig the pron ptirlg system to enhance double read- 

Other 	 LI 
(I 'lase lick one IOX ally) 

If other, please specify: 
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Please rate your agreement with the following statements: 

Strongly .\gree [ncertain Disagree Strongly 

h gree 	 ci isa gree 

In cases where you are unsure, do 

you believe that 

lie presence 01 a proni pt Will make von 

itore inclined to retintend recall. 

line absvtwo of a prompt makes Yotj less 

likely to rerornniiiennnl recall 

Li LI I  Li Li 

Li Li Li Li Li 

Please give the following possible system configurations a rating on a scale of 

i-S as to how useful you believe each configuration to be (1 most useful, 5 least 

useful, tick one box only) 

his 

1 	2 	3 	1 	5 

high 	prompi 	rate, where iiioo 	of the heaiiirm 	nie1 for Li Li Li Li Li 
are benign, bit with a high 	prolnalnilitv that any ntnaligiantrie.s 

will also be prom pted for. 

low prontipt 	rate, where few of the pronnpts are for benign Li Li Li Li Li 
features, bit with a high probability that sonic' irtalignancies 

trill be missed 	lv tlte system. 

\ "N't (,III wlticlt is designed to promttpt 	for nitirro-calcifiration Li Li Li Li Li 
clusters (whether nmnnmlignnmtt or benign) but riot oilier types of 

calrifnrationt 	leg vascular calcification, popcorn calcification). 

svstenti 	that 	will 	pi'oitpt 	for 	all 	tYpes 	of 	calcification 'Li Li Li Li Li 
clusters, 	rather than rote m hat tries to discard 	those wit In 	me- 

uign 	a pinm'a ra nice. 

system that will 	prontnpt for opacities thai 	can: 	usually 	be Li Li Li Li Li 
disntnissr'ni 	by 	radiologists 	with 	the 	aid 	of previous 	hums or 

imnnmltiple views leg composite sliadowsl, as well opacities that 

are tIme 	result 	of in 	inialigitant 	process. 
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At the outset of this experiment we gave you an estimate of of the sensitivity of 

the ill-defined lesion and microcalcification algorithms. Based on your experience 

of using the system, what would be your estimate of the sensitivity of these 

components be? 

lyS lie roes I ci beat ions 

I Il-defi tied lesions 

Overall (sensitivity for deteetin all feature types) 

Please rate your confidence in your assessment of the sensitivity of the system 

components given in the answer to the above question. (On a scale of I to 5, 

where I=Most confident, 5=Least confident). 

M ost 
	

Least 

tide lit 
	 101t Ii litit 

SI vrlvalrihctietis LI

2 	2 	I 	.5 

L1LLTh 
I Il-lefi ned lesions 

Overall (SeltsItivttV for detect-

irii all feats re types) 

9 
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C.3.6 Post-session questionnaire 

Prompted session questionnaire 

'lease answer these quest ions with respect to von r opinion of prompt rig .svst are taking into 

orrsidrrat ion all the prompt ad conditions I rat von lia%e. so far read 

Each of the following statements gives an opinion regarding the prompting sys-

tem. Please state your agreement by ticking one box per statement. 

- St rorrglv Agree Uncertain Disagree Strongly 

Agree disagree 

lire svr em will he riure cR511 riling to rise. 

lire 	irrforrtration 	supplied 	by 	the 	systerir 

ryan distract lug. 

'he prompts were coil fusing. [1 

liii 	cli al gas 	won Id 	he 	req iii red 	before F1 F-1 
Ire S\'si ciii 	iron Id 	he 	irsefir I. 

lire 	Svntertr 	is itlarerrraie. 

'lire systerir 	givesuseful 	irilorruunricun. 

l'rurrrpis were no better than 	rardnrri. L...i.1 

'lire n

'

% stern 	u% ill 	he of 	no rise 	to rite 	an air 

aid for report rig. 

'!'hie svsteruu reakes rite more cortficlerir 	r fort 

I 	nil 	find 	a rue cancers. 

It was Hear what features tire prorir pin re- El Li 
ferred to. 

Too iii arty false positive prim 	jIuS were pr 

i-Ill cecl 
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Overall rating: 

\-Vhat score itorild von give the system 	o t 	iidw tie it,  overall usefulness 

in 	a 	screelninig context? 	(Rate 	frotit 	0-I00 	with 	IOU 	being 	the 	best 

possible score 

Do you believe that: (Tick one box per question) 
No, 	No 

Overall, 	nIne svstetii ooiiicl 	he lisefill to -)I] 	in 	a screening context LII] 	H 
it 	current iv em 	nick? 

lie Illas., detection 	colnnponieuut of tine system would 	he useful to von 

as it c,irrewlY eta wk` 

line 	ill iu'r 	ca I cificanion 	nlu'ten'tioni 	cornnponue[It 	of 	tire 	estenti 	wonnlci 	be H H 
ned 	iii 	to miii 	as ii 	cnur'renilv 	all ds? 

Please rate the system's sensitivity: (Tick one box for each) 

too sensitive 	Just 	right 	Not sensitive 

e loin gh 

Overall 	 H 	H H 
\lasses 	 H 	H H 

icr nralrifin'atin,n 	 H 	H H 

Please rote the system's specificity: (Tick one box for each) 

toni spn'cific 	Just 	right 	Not specific 

en 	nil g In 

Overall 	 H 	H H 
I as-nec 	 H 	H H 

\I in'ron'alciujcation 	 LI 	H H 
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This question concerns how easy it is to interpret the prompting information. 
Roughly, for what percentage of prompts have you had difficulty in being able to: 

0X-20% 21%-1O% 11-6OI: 61-60% 8IX-10O 

o(aI( tII( )rOtlIt)ted 	LII] 	[III] 	[III] 	LII] 	Lull] 
reioI1 on I I1( ii a ni 010-

ra a? 

lIrlderatalld nvIj the 	l] 	 ]I]] 	LII 	]lII 
vst (Iii 150>rom p0-cl 

for a pa rtirlIia r area? 

If there are any instances or categories of prompts that you have found particu-
larly difficult to interpret then please give details below: 
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General Impressions 

What tb o  von th i t , lt the svstc III t nt roll gt bit 

\Vboit do viii think the nynteiri 	weakiienne are 

\Vliat irritated You iriiitt 11)0111 11- nvaterli.' 

\V lint apirtn ol the vnl niti dill von Ii iii Iiiitt 

(nit von von tiiggesl how the nvnterti initlit be iitiprovel! 

[hank You for coiiiphitniig rInk quettionntairn 
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Subjective Responses to Prompting in Screening 
Mammography 

Mark Flartswoodl*,  Rob Procter', Linda Williams2,Robin Prescott2 , Pat Dixon' 

1  Department of Computer Science, Edinburgh University, Edinburgh, EH9 3JZ 
2  Department of Public Health Sciences, Edinburgh University, Edinburgh, EH8 9A0 

Abstract. We present the result of an experiment that examines the subjective responses of 
radiologists to a prompting system designed to assist with screening mammography. The results 
suggest that we should re-conceive our notions about the value of False Positive (FP) prompts. We 
conclude that the effectiveness of a prompting system operating at a given sensitivity is a function 
of time types of FP prompts produced. 

1 Introduction 

We are developing a computer-based system to analyse mammograms for signs of specific features asso-
ciated with the early stages of breast cancer. For each one found, a prompt is produced and presented 
when the rriamrriograln is subsequently read by a radiologist. 

Experimental evidence suggests that prompting can improve human performance in visual search 
tasks by directing attention towards potential targets, but it was found that if the false positive (FP) 
prommipt rate is more than 1.5 times the True Positive (TP) rate, then prompting ceased to be effective 
[3]. Since in screening mammography, the underlying cancer rate is approximately 0.5%, then given 90% 
sensitivity a prompting system would only he allowed 0.68 FP prompts per 100 cases, a combination of 
specificity and sensitivity far superior to a radiologist. 

However, there are problems with extrapolating directly from these earlier results to the clinical 
setting. First, the test set was biased with respect to TP cases. Second, it is unclear whether the FP 
prompts were representative of the types of FP that a detection algorithm might actually produce. It is 
difficult to conclude whether the observed effect was due to the FT:TP ratio, or to overall prompting 
rates. 

2 The Experiment 

An experiment was designed to examine the properties of a prompting system under more realistic 
conditions, with the goal of determining an upper limit to the acceptable FP rate. Realistic reacting 
conditions were simulated, including use of standard reporting forms and attaching reporting forms and 
prompt sheets to a film bag. Outputs from two feature detection algorithms being developed at the Royal 
Observatory at Edinburgh were used to generate prompts for microcalcification clusters [2] and ill-defined 
lesions [4]. Representative film sets were selected at random from four average days' screening at one 
clinic and balanced with respect to number of recalled cases, density of breast tissue and nodularity. 
There were two pathology proven malignancies in the set, treated as recalled cases for the purposes of 
ran clomrusat ion. 

The low proportion of malignancies, inevitable given the use of representative film sets, precluded the 
possibility of assessing the impact of prompting on radiologists' detection performance. The goal of this 
study was to investigate recall rates and radiologists' subjective assessment of the system under different 
prompting rates. The principal hypothesis was that radiologists' recall rates would not be influenced by 
time system prompt rate. 

Prompt sheets consisted of a hard-copy, low resolution image of the mammogram pair with prompt 
information superimposed [5]. Prompts for ill-defined lesions consisted of an ellipse surrounding the 
suspect region, and for micro cat cifications an irregular outline of the potential cluster (Figure 1). Prompt 
sheets were attached to reporting forms via a paper clip in such a way that a subject would have to lift 
the reporting form to examine the prompt sheet. A prompt sheet was produced for each case irrespective 
of whether that case was actually prompted or not. 

Author for correspondence, nijlm(dcs.ed.ac.uk  
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Fig. 1. Example prompt sheet 

Sensitivity111-defined lesions 	I 	Micro calcifications 	I 
Condition Prompt ratelSensitivity  Prompt rate  Sensitivity' 
High 1/2 62% 1/3 94% 
Medium 1/4 37% 1/6 86% 
Low 1/8 22% 1/12 76% 

Table 1. Average prompt rates for prompted conditions 

The subjects were four experienced radiologists. The experiment consisted of four conditions, three 
were prompted at different rates, one was an unprompted control. Subjects were given an indication 
of the sensitivity of the algorithms for each condition (High, Medium or Low), they were also told 
the approximate prompt rate of each algorithm on a number of cases prompted basis (Table 1). Each 
condition consisted of 116 cases. The first five cases of each condition were used to familiarise the subjects 
with experimental procedure. The remaining cases were read in two sessions consisting of 56 and 55 cases 
respectively. There was a 15 minute break between these sessions. A Graeco-Latin square design was 
used to enable effects due to changes in prompt rate to be isolated from subject effects, session effects, 
and effects due to differences in the test sets. Each subject read each condition, but on different film sets. 

The data recorded included recall rate and time taken to read each condition. Questionnaires were 
administered before and after the experiment and after each condition. A 20 point Likert test was used 
to assess subjects' attitudes to the system after each condition, with the higher the total score the more 
favourable the assessment. 

3 Results 

Wald Statistics for type 3 analysis of the recall rate showed no difference between the prompting levels at 
the 5% significance level (p0.061). The principal hypothesis was therefore confirmed, with there being 
no increasing trend in recall rate as prompt rate increased. On the other hand, radiologist, reading order 
and fili-ri set were all significant contributors to the variation in the recall rate. 

Figure 2 shows the results of the pre/post experiment questionnaire on the perceived value of prompt-
ing for particular types of benign feature. Subjects were asked to rate each feature type on a scale of one 
(useful) to five (distracting). A t-test of the results showed that subjects were significantly more likely to 
believe that prompting for benign features would be useful after the experiment than they were before it 
(p<0.05). The majority stated that they would prefer a system that was more sensitive (and obviously 
less specific) than themselves, but without prompts for obviously benign features. 

The Likert test results in Figure 3 show that for three of the four subjects, scores increased monoton-
ically, reflecting a more positive assessment of the system with increasing prompt rates. When making a 
recall decision, subjects were asked to indicate whether the relevant feature had been correctly prompted. 
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Fig. 2. Sithjects' assessment of value of particular types of FP prompt (1 = useful and 5 = distracting) before 
and after the experiment. 

Figure 4 shows the percentage of correctly prompted recalled cases for each condition against the Likert 
score for that condition. For the majority of subjects, a monotonically increasing Likert score is apparent 
as the number of correctly prompted cases in the set increases. 
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Fig. 3. Likert score against condition for subjects A to D. 

4 Discussion 

Our results indicate that when tested under realistic conditions, radiologists' tolerance level for FP 
prompts is appreciably higher than the upper limit established by Hutt for improved detection perform-
ance. Of course, positive subjective assessment may not necessarily coincide with objective performance 
effects, but we argue that our results point to the possibility that earlier work underestimates the FP 
prompt upper limit. 

As there were so few true malignancies in the test sets, subjects were not expected to be able to 
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Fig. 4. Percentage of correctly prompted recalls against Likert score for each subject. 

form an accurate picture of the system's capabilities. However, corrirrients made both during and after 
the experiment showed that their assessment of the system's sensitivity was actually very acute. Figure 
4 suggests that this judgement was informed by the proportion of recalled cases that were correctly 
prompted. We argue, therefore, that subjects' tolerance of FP prompts was due to the fact that they 
were informative of the system's behaviour. 

We suggest that the effect of FP prompts will depend on their nature. When reading, radiologists 
consider a number of candidate features for recall, but, only a proportion of these features result in recall, 
and only about 10% of recalled cases actually turn out to be cancers. We suggest that prompts for 
candidate features would be acceptable to radiologists in the clinical setting, whereas prompts for other 
features would not. The latter would be distracting, and contribute to the degradation in performance 
found in earlier work. In contrast, the former affords learning about - and positive confirmation of 
the system's behaviour. It is our belief that this will be important for effective routine clinical use of 
such a system. In support of this, we have evidence of radiologists doing similar 'articulation work' for 
each other in double reading [1]. 

5 Conclusions and Further Work 

The results reported here shed further light on the requirements for feature detection algorithms in breast 
screening. In particular, they suggest that the acceptable FP prompt rate is a function of the types of 
feature prompted, rather than the FP:TP ratio alone. 

To explore this issue further, radiologists will be asked to rate prompts from useful through to 
distracting on a five point scale. This will enable us to classify prompts as candidate, recall or other 
features. 
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STRACT 
ening mammography calls for a combination of perceptual skills to find what may be 
and small features in a complex visual environment, and interpretive skills to rate 

r diagnostic significance. Evidence suggests radiologists' performance of this task can 
rnproved by computer-aided prompting of target features. 
lie introduction of computer-aided mammography provides an interesting case study 
tllocation of function' issues. One is where to 'draw the line' between perception and 
rpretation when determining the system's functional role. Our investigations indicate 
radiologists find a system which is 'perceptually acute', but 'interpretatively naive', 

e acceptable than predicted by earlier work. We present evidence that this is because 
ving the line in this way helps radiologists to understand, and to monitor, the system's 
aviour. 
. second issue concerns the impact of computer-aided mammography on existing prac- 
. Our studies reveal informal, but important, collaborative practices which help to 

:e radiologists' work routinely available to each other. We argue that such practices 
t be properly understood and accommodated within computer-aided mammography 

benefits are to be fully realised. 

Introduction 
st cancer is the commonest form of cancer in the UK. Each year there are about 
00 new cases and 15,000 deaths from the disease, accounting for one-fifth of deaths 
ng women from all forms of cancer. Mammography (radiological imaging of the 
tst) remains the only method of detecting early stages of breast cancer, and prevent-
e screening mammography programmes operate in many countries. 
ii the UK, women between the ages of 50 and 64 are invited to attend a clinic for 
ening every three years. In the UK, the rate of detection of abnormalities through 
ening is about 6% for women undergoing their first screening, falling to 3% for second 
subsequent screenings. Currently about 0.6% of those screened are found to have 

ignancies. The radiologists' task is a difficult one, not least because the small number 
ancers is hidden amongst a large number of normal cases. It is a task which demands 
.gh level of perceptual and interpretative skill: under certain circumstances normal 
ie can have an abnormal appearance 	and vice versa. 
he goal of screening is to achieve a reliable and controlled cancer detection rate. Two 
ormance parameters are particularly important: specificity and sensitivity. A high 
Jflcity (high true positive rate) means that few women will be recalled for further 
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s unnecessarily; a high sensitivity (low false negative rate) means that few cancers 
not be found. Achieving high specificity and high sensitivity is difficult. 

rhe UK screening programme is continually investigating ways of improving detec- 
rates: current practice involves each mammogram being'double read' (examined 

pendently by two radiologists) which has been shown to improve true positive rates 
[pared with single reading (examination by one radiologist only). In the past five 
s, interest has grown in the possibility of developing computer-based image analysis 

[s which will enable a single radiologist to achieve performance equal to that achieved 
ilouble reading. 
omputer-aided mammography (CAM) raises some important questions regarding the 

cation of function between human and computer-based agents. We begin by review-
allocation of function issues within the general medical application context, and then 
fly outline the UK breast screening programme and the nature of reading work. We 
i present evidence from our investigations, and finally we discuss its implications for 
tputer-aided mammography. 

Allocation of Function Issues in Medical Work 
early promise that expert systems would master the intellectual aspects of mcd-
practice (Schwartz, 1970) remain largely unfulfilled. Of the many medical decision 

port systems (MDSSs) implemented, few have found routine use (Forsythe, 1992a; 
thfield and Wyatt, 1993). Explanations for the failure of MDSSs fall broadly into 
e categories. 

Expert system technologies have not met performance expectations (Sutton, 1989): 
MDSS developers have been unable to deliver systems that meet promised opera-
tional specifications. 

Design and development methodologies have been inadequate (Forsythe, 1992b): 
MDSS developers have misunderstood how human and MDSS performance may be 
best combined. 

There have been broader methodological failings (Kaplan, 1982): MDSS developers 
have been unable to grasp that the culture and values of practitioners may be such 
that they will be resistant to using MDSSs. 

Chese problem categories can be equated with three specific allocation of function is-
: scope, role and work practice. 

pe 
technical difficulties associated with meeting operational specifications are typically 

e severe for MDSSs that target general application domains. This is because the know-
;e base for general domains is often less well defined: knowledge from many sources 
i be integrated under a variety of different reasoning strategies to reach a decision. 
nore specific application domains, the knowledge base is often better formalised, and 
reasoning process limited to a few well-defined strategies, thus both knowledge and 

;oning become more amenable to computer representation (Blois, 1980). There has 
it a move away from systems that try to duplicate the general diagnostic capability of 
iysician towards systems that focus on more specific problem domains (Miller, 1994). 
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ie MDSSs support decision-making by simply providing information that can assist 
sicians to reach their own conclusion, e.g., performing a literature search. At the other 
of the scale there are MDSSs which offer their own interpretation of the facts, i.e., 
mated diagnosis. In general, the latter are more difficult to design, more difficult to 

ioy in a working environment, and often are difficult to use. 

rk practices 
k practice issues in MDSS applications are inevitably multi-faceted, and problematic 
designers. An issue of particular importance is control. For example, the physician 

have the power both to decide when to use the MDSS, and to decide how to act on 
idvice. On the other hand, MDSS use may be compulsory. In general, the latter tends 
e resisted by physicians (Kaplan, 1988), whereas MDSSs that give useful reminders 
lerts have been well received (Clayton and Hripcsak, 1995). 

Allocation of function issues in computer-aided mammography 
Liologists' expertise in reading mammograms is a combination of the perceptual skills 
led to find what may be very faint and small features in a complex visual environ-
it, with the interpretative skills required to rate their diagnostic significance (Tabar 
Dean, 1985). False negatives can be attributed to a number of factors: 

incomplete visual search, e.g. because of fatigue, attention diversion, 

missing of features e.g. because they are very faint, and 

mis-classification of features e.g. deciding that a feature is benign when it is actually 
malignant. 

he first two of these represent errors of perception as the feature is never actually 
i. The third represents an error of interpretation. 
Ve are involved in a project to develop a CAM system to analyse mammograms for 
.s of features known to be associated with the early stages of breast cancer. For each 
ure found, the system generates a prompt on a paper copy of the mammogram (see 
ire 2). The approach is based upon experimental evidence that shows prompting can 
rove radiologists' performance by reducing errors of perception (Hutt, 1996). 
. CAM system poses a challenge with respect to each of the MDSS allocation of 
tion issues outlined earlier. In the case of scope, problems may occur for two reasons. 
t, current image analysis techniques are not able to find all the various types of 
nmographic feature in which radiologists are interested. Second, some kinds of feature 
be hard to distinguish from one another, and features may also overlap, with the result 
radiologists may misattribute a prompt to a feature which the system is not actually 
b1e of detecting. Together, these two factors raise the possibility that radiologists 
fail to understand the precise limits of the system's feature detection scope. 

Ve have attempted to address some aspects of the control issue by allowing for dis-
ionary and flexible use to be made of the prompting information: the radiologist will 
Eree to determine when to consult the prompts and may choose to ignore them. It 
vident, however, that changing from double reading to computer-aided single reading 
Ed present significant problems, and should not be attempted without a much better 
erstanding of current clinic practices. 
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Che issue of role concerns the question of where to draw the line between perception and 
rpretation when determining the functional role of the CAM system. The project's 
1 is to increase radiologists' sensitivity by reducing the number of false negatives at-
utable to errors of perception. The system is not intended to address the issue of false 
atives attributable to errors of interpretation. In principle, the system's functional 
may therefore be defined as perceptual, and not interpretative. However, in practice, 
question of where to draw the line in CAM between perception and interpretation is 
blernatic. 
)rawing the line so as to limit the system's interpretative function has the virtue of 
icving a complementary synthesis of system and radiologists' strengths: the former is 
:e consistent in its visual search performance and the latter has interpretative skills 
ch the system cannot match (Claridge, 1997). However, given the nature of the main-
rain image, drawing the line in this way may lead to many low value' false positive 

mnpts, i.e., prompts for features that radiologists can see are obviously benign. The 
ger is that radiologists may find such prompts distracting arid ignore them, including 
ie true positive prompts. In contrast, drawing the line so as to increase the system's 
rpretative function, and so reduce false positive prompts, is likely to cause its false 
ative prompt rate to increase. 
n practice, some interpretative function (even if relatively simplistic) is essential in a 
M system. As with the human observer, perception and interpretation are operation-
closely linked. For example, a CAM system which was unable to distinguish between 

Lndom distribution of mnicrocalcifications and mnicrocalcification clusters would be use-
The problem is to find the correct balance between perception and interpretation: 

little interpretation and the system will fail in its objective of reducing false negative 
s; too much and it could conceivably cause them to increase. 
Co explore issues of scope, role and control further, we carried out a programme of 
stigation of screening practices at a number of clinics in the UK. This included cx-
Lments, semi-formal interviews with radiologists and radiographers, and ethnographic-
ed observation of work practices. 

Breast screening in the UK 
UK Breast Screening Program (UKBSP) is a national service with a regional organ-

ion. Each region is served by a number of screening clinics, each with two or more 
iologists. The initial screening test is by mammography, where one or more X-ray 
5 (mammograms) are taken of each breast by a radiographer. Each mammogram is 
mined for evidence of abnormality by two experienced radiologists. Types of feature 
L are indicators of malignancy include: 

cro calcifications are small deposits of calcium visible on a mammogram as tiny 
bright specks. They can he due to benign processes: for example, it is common for 
vessels to calcify, giving a characteristic tram line' appearance on the mammogram. 
Small clusters of calcification can be indicative of early breast disease. Typically, 
the number, shape and distribution of calcifications within a cluster are used to 
determine the likelihood that they are the result of a malignant process. 

defined lesions are areas of radiographically-dense tissue appearing as a bright 
patch' on the mammogram that might indicate a developing tumour. Typically, 
lesions that are well-defined are the result of benign processes: for example, they 
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may be cystic. Lesions that do not have a well-defined edge are considered suspi-
cious. 

Hate lesions are visible as a radiating structure with ill-defined borders. The radi-
ating components (or spicules) are the result of malignant processes infiltrating the 
breast tissue. 

thitectural distortion may be visible when breast tissue around the site of a devel-
oping tumour contracts. In the absence of other signs this might give a subtle clue 
to the presence of a tumour. 

(mmetry between left and right mammograms may be the only visible sign of some 
hard to detect features. Asymmetry can be difficult to interpret as there is often a 
natural asymmetry in the distribution of breast tissue. 

7lien reading, radiologists may consult information provided by the radiographer that 
Id have a bearing on mammnograrn interpretation: for example, the location of scars, 
ther the woman is taking HRT, etc. In this way, information from several sources is 
ibined in the reading process. However, screening largely relies on radiologists' per-
Liial and interpretative skills. Radiologists are highly trained and their work practices 
e evolved to reduce the likelihood of mistakes, especially false negatives. 

ding practices 
ible reading involves each mammogram being examined independently by two ra-
ogists. Various studies have indicated that double reading may give a 5% to 15% 
rovement in cancer detection (Anderson et al., 1994; Warren and Duffy, 1995). There 
variations in the way that double reading is implemented. The most simple method 

recall on a worst opinion recalls' basis, i.e., if either, or both, radiologists decide to 
dl. Alternative methods include calling in a third radiologist to make the final decision 
n radiologists disagree. 
[he degree of certainty about whether a feature indicates malignancy can vary consider-
. Some are unequivocally malignant, whereas others might he only mildly suspicious. 
re  are also various natural processes in the breast that can give the appearance of 
ignancy to varying degrees, and there are malignancies that are marnmographically 
ult', i.e., they do not appear at all on the mammogram. It is common practice for ra-
ogists to classify the features they find according to the probability that they indicate 
ignancy. For instance, at one clinic radiologists use a five point classification scale: 
(normal), C2 (benign), C3 (equivocal), C4 (suspicious), and CS (malignant), and set 
recall threshold at C3. 
-lowever, the reading process is more complex than it appears at first sight. Our 
stigations indicate that categorisation of feature types is less clearly delineated than 
taxonomy described above suggests, particularly for ill-defined lesions. For example, 
appearance of some features may be ambiguous. Any linear structures associated with 
sion might be interpreted as evidence for spiculation. Such structures are examined 
ely. If they are perceived to pass through, rather than originate within the feature, 
ii grounds for suspicion are diminished. 
adiologists may alter their recall threshold according to the type of tissue present 
given mammogram. A feature in a mammogram that has a lot of asymmetrically 

ributed ('patchy') tissue might be treated with less suspicion than a similar feature 
earing in a mammogram that has more evenly distributed tissue. 
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riito'ri'ng and articulation of work 
aspects of screening work are closely monitored to reduce mistakes, particularly false 
atives. Clinic staff monitor their own, and each others' performance through formal 
edures for quality assurance and work documentation. Clinic staff hold regular meet-
and these may take several forms, for example: 

multi-disciplinary pathology meetings where radiological appearance and pathology 
data are compared; 

. review of interval cancers, i.e., cancers appearing during the three year period 
between screening rounds, and which may be evidence of false negatives, and 

informal (and at some clinics, formal) discussion about differences in recall opinions 

ucli meetings provide an opportunity for radiologists to articulate - i.e., make pub-
__ aspects of their work which they perform as individuals, such as their reasons for 
ng a 'recall' or 'no recall' opinion. This emphasises the fact that despite its appar-
individualised character, reading work is performed within a specific "community of 
tice" (Jordan, 1996). Review meetings, for example, serve to establish, reinforce and 
ew where radiologists should be setting the recall threshold. It is important, for ex-
)le, that differences between radiologists' recalls are maintained within a manageable 
e: the 'virtuous' difference which accounts for the improved detection rates observed 

ouble reading. If the difference is too large, however, clinic specificity targets may be 
)ardised, and changes in procedure may follow, like changing from a 'worst case' to a 
rd reader arbitration' recall decision-making policy. 
n manly workplaces, a more informal kind of work articulation is achieved through the 
lic character of documents (Hughes et al., 1996). In the screening clinic, the reporting 
n provides a particularly noteworthy example of this. Its design, together with the work 
tices in which it is embedded, mean that second readers see the first reader's opinion 
n they record their own. This provides second readers with the opportunity to compare 
r performance with that of their colleagues, within the context of their own reading 
k. We found no evidence that the availability of the first reader's opinion directly 
iences the second reader's opinion: on the contrary, we believe that radiologists do 
h their decisions independently. Instead, we suggest that it serves to maintain a more 
eral awareness of each others work. 
Ve observed that in some clinics this informal articulation of work has evolved further: 
readers sometimes annotate the reporting form. In a significant number of instances 

found that these annotations related to features that the first reader had interpreted 
e in category C2 (benign), i.e., cases which the first reader had decided not to recall. 
ire 1 (1) shows one example of such an annotation. The first reader has marked on 
breast schematic printed on the reporting form the site of a feature with an 
written "NRC" (no real change) beside it. In Figure 1 (2), the first radiologist has 
ked the site of a feature with "?" and written "BT" (breast tissue). Discussions with 
Lologists revealed that these annotations serve several purposes. First, in the event 
he second reader deciding to recall, the first reader's annotations will provide useful 
rmation should the case go to third reader arbitration. Of particular interest, however, 
that the radiologists emphasised how this practice of annotating benign features plays 
ss overt, but important role of keeping each other informed about their work. One 
ologist remarked: 
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Figure 1: Examples of first readers' benign feature annotations. 

"It's good to know that someone else is seeing the same thing (.. .) for ex-
ample, that something hasn't changed ( ... ) the second reader gets confirma-
tion that they are thinking along the same lines." 

ftc annotations in Figure 1 show the first reader making available to the second the 
;oninlg behind her 'no recall' opinion. The first example (1) suggests little doubt in the 

reader's mind that her opinion is correct: the annotation seems intended merely to 
force it. In contrast, the second example (2) seems, through the use of "?" ("I think 

also appears quite frequently in this category of annotation), to express 	and to 
w attention to 	the first reader's uncertainty. 
ftc fact that these informal work articulation practices should focus on features that 
on the benign side of the recall threshold may seem surprising. However, the region 
md the recall threshold is where most false positive and false negative decisions are 
ft to occur, and where the impact of differences in radiologists' opinions will be most 
dficant. In choosing to document this aspect of their work, radiologists display an 
ntation to the collective monitoring and management of their recall decision-making 
community of practice. 

Previous investigations of prompting 
)erimental evidence suggests that prompting can improve radiologists' performance by 
cting their attention towards suspicious features, but it was also found that if the false 
itive (FP) prompt rate is more than 1.5 times the True Positive (TP) prompt rate, 
m prompting ceased to be effective (Hutt, 1996). Since, in screening mammography, 
underlying cancer rate is approximately 0.5%, then for a 90% sensitivity target, we 
i conclude that a prompting system may only be allowed 0.68 FP prompts per 100 
s. This represents a combination of specificity and sensitivity which is far superior 
hat achieved by any existing image analysis techniques, and, indeed, to that of any 
iologist. 
rliougli this conclusion is pessimistic of the value of current CAM techniques, it is 
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Figure 2: Example prompt sheet. 

n to question. The studies employed heavily biased test sets in order to obtain a 
istically significant measure of sensitivity improvement, and so the results may not 
directly applicable to the circumstances in which reading is performed in the clinic. 
investigate this further, we decided to explore how radiologists assessed the value of 
mpts under conditions more typical of reading in the clinic. 

Investigating radiologists' assessment of prompting 
series of experimental sessions, realistic reading conditions were simulated, including 
of standard reporting forms and attaching reporting forms and prompt sheets to a 
bag (Hartswood et al., 1997). Outputs from two of the CAM system's feature de-

;ion algorithms were used to generate prompts for micro calcification clusters (Hume 
ti., 1996) and ill-defined lesions (Miller and Ramsay, 1996). Representative film sets 
e selected at random from four average days' screening at one clinic and balanced with 
)ect to number of recalled cases, density of breast tissue and nodularity. There were 
pathology-proven malignancies in the set. 
rompt sheets consisted of a hard-copy, low resolution image of the mammogram pair 

h prompt information superimposed (Procter et al., 1994). Prompts for ill-defined 
ons consisted of an ellipse surrounding the suspect region, and for micro calcifications, 
irregular outline of the potential cluster (see Figure 2). Prompt sheets were attached 
:eporting forms via a paper clip in such a way that a subject would have to lift the 
orting form to examine the prompt sheet. A prompt sheet was produced for each case 
spective of whether that case was actually prompted or not. Before the experiment, 
jects were given an overview of how the CAM system worked, including the types of 
ure it was capable of detecting. 

[he experiment consisted of four conditions. In three, subjects were prompted at dif-
nt rates (High, Medium or Low; see Table 1) and one condition was an unprompted 
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Table 1: Average number of prompted cases in the prompted conditions. 

Sensitivity Ill-defined lesions Microcalcifications 
Condition Prompt rate Sensitivity Prompt rate I Sensitivity 

High 55.7 62 % 35.5 94% 
Medium 28.25 37 % 18.75 86% 
Low 14 22 % 9.25 76% 

trol. The data recorded included recall rate and time taken to read each condition. 
jects were recorded on video, and their actions subsequently transcribed. Question-
es were administered before and after the experiment, and after each condition. Sub-
s' attitudes to the system were assessed after each condition using a 20 point Likert 

with the higher the total score, the more favourable the assessment. 

ruts and discussion 
jects were asked to rate each prompt on a scale of one (useful) to five (distracting). 

-test of the results showed that subjects were significantly more likely to believe that 
mpting for benign features would be less distracting after the experiment than they 

before it (p<0.05) (I-Iartswood, et al., 1997). 
or the cases they recalled, subjects were asked to indicate whether the relevant feature 
been correctly prompted. For the majority of subjects, a monotonically increasing 
rt score was apparent as the number of prompts they judged to be correct increased. 

s suggests that subjects were more favourably disposed towards the system when the 
mpts corresponded with their expectations: i.e., when the 'opinion' of the system and 
t of the subject broadly coincided. 
rIme protocol for the experiment instructed subjects to examine the films, examine 
prompt sheets, and then record their opinion. The video transcripts revealed that 
jects sometimes failed to follow instructions correctly. Table 2 shows the number of 
sions when the subjects either failed completely to examine the prompt sheet (Type 
ror), and when they recorded their opinion before examining the prompt sheet (Type 
rror). In the latter case, subjects may have turned the reporting form over after 
)rding their opinion, and then gone back to it realising that they had forgotten to 
mine the prompt sheet. Taking radiologists' differences into account, there remained a 
istically significant variation in the frequency of errors between conditions (p < 0.0001 
p < 0.0111), with a marked trend for subjects to make an error at the Low, rather 

n at the High, prompt rate. These results suggest that at lower prompting rates 
me was insufficient information to hold the subjects' attention, either because of the 
[uency, or quality, (or both) of the prompts. 
n eliciting post-condition comments, we sought to explore how use of the CAM system 
tributed to subjects' understanding of its behaviour. The results were mixed: for 
mple, since there were so few pathology-proven cancers in the test set, we had expected 
t subjects would not he able to assess the system's sensitivity accurately. In fact, their 
nimous opinion that the sensitivity of the system for ill-defined lesions (62% maximum) 
too low showed their grasp of this aspect of system behaviour was good. In contrast, 
ral subjects expressed the belief that the system was detecting asymmetries, even 
ugh it could not. 
)verall, the results of this experiment indicated that under more realistic conditions, 
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)le 2: Number of occasions subjects did not examine prompt at all (Type 1 error), or 
y examined prompt sheet after making a decision (Type 2 error). 

Number of errors 
Prompt rate Type 1 Type 2_  

Low 10 26 
Medium 2 18 
High 1 8 

Table 3: Comparison of radiologists' recall opinions. 

Recall by Radiologist A 
No F Yes 

Recall by 
Radiologist B 

No 109 9 
Yes 25 12 

Recall by Radiologist (J 
No 	I 	Yes 

Recall by 
Radiologist B 

I 	No 1 	107 11 
Yes 14 23 

Recall by Radiologist A 

	

No 	 Yes 

Recall by 	No 113 	 8 

	

Radiologist C Yes 21 	 13 

iologists' tolerance level for FP prompts was appreciably higher than the upper limit 
viously established for improved radiologist performance. Of course, positive assess-
it by radiologists may not necessarily coincide with improvement in performance, but 
e results raised the possibility that, perhaps because of its artificiality, earlier work 
underestimated the FP prompt upper limit. One explanation is that subjects' toler-

I FP prompts in the new experiment because they provided useful information about 
CAM system's behaviour. To test this, a follow-up study was devised to examine in 

re detail how radiologists might use prompts to construct and confirm a model of the 
tern's behaviour. 

Classification of prompts 
ee experienced radiologists were asked to examine the prompts produced at the highest 
sitivity in the earlier experiment, and to decide whether they would recommend a recall 
he basis of the prompted feature. They were also asked to asked to classify each of the 
ures prompted according to their own confidence scale: Cl (normal), C2 (benign), C3 
uivocal), C4 (suspicious) and C5 (malignant), and whether they thought prompting 
these features would be acceptable in routine screening. In addition, radiologists were 
ouraged to vocalise their thoughts, and these were recorded and transcribed. 

iluati'ng the system 
)le 3 compares how different pairs of radiologists classified the same set of prompted 
;ures as a 'recall' or 'no recall'. The interesting cases are those where the radiologists 
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Figure 3: Percentage of acceptable prompts by prompt classification. 

igreed (the highlighted cells). As noted earlier, radiologists do not always agree on 
ch cases to recall. It is not surprising therefore that radiologists' classification of 
rnpted features also shows some marked differences of opinion. 
igure 3 shows radiologists' ratings of prompt acceptability broken down by prompt 
sification (C1:C4). It is clear from these results that the boundary between 'not ac-
table' and 'acceptable' lies within the C2 category, i.e., prompts for benign features. 
s leads us to suggest that the effect of FP prompts will depend on their classifica- 

When reading unaided, radiologists perceive and interpret candidate features which 
ude members of the C2 (probably benign) category: i.e., features that have some 
perties in common with those they interpret as suspicious (i.e., C3:C5). We argue 

prompts for candidate features may be acceptable to radiologists in the clinical set-

;, whereas prompts for other features (i.e., Cl) would be distracting. This may explain 
results seen in earlier work. We conclude therefore that the appropriate place to 
v the line between perception and interpretation is so that the system can distinguish 
veen Cl and C2 features. 
Yhat is also interesting about these results is the parallel between radiologists' appar-
tolerance of C2 prompts and their ad-hoc practice of annotating C2 features. There 
always be cases where the absence of a prompt may give ambiguous evidence of the 
em's performance. It could mean that the system found no feature (a possible 'error' 
erception), or that it found a feature and then determined it to be benign (a possible 
or' of interpretation). We suggest that radiologists may find this ambiguity a source 
:onfusion when attempting to understand where the system draws the line between 
eption and interpretation. In this critical region of performance, they prefer to have 
less unambiguous evidence of a prompt because of its capacity to document the CAM 
em's behaviour. 
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Ve argue that radiologists find some of the CAM system's FP prompts useful in much 
same way as they find each others annotations of benign features useful. To reiterate, 
iologists annotate these features as a way of documenting a particularly critical region 
heir reading performance. It is not so surprising therefore that radiologists should 
show an interest in this same region of the system's performance. We conclude that 

rnpts for candidate features afford learning about 	and confirmation of 	the sys- 
's behaviour. 

;ing sense of the system 
following extracts of session verbal protocols illustrate how radiologists tried to make 
e of the CAM system's behaviour from the evidence of the features it had prompted. 
. number of instances, the transcripts show examples of misunderstanding of the ex-
of the system's capabilities, and confusion because of apparent inconsistencies in its 

aviour. 
ii this first set of extracts, the comments suggest radiologists were unable to accurately 
e the CAM system's operational scope: i.e., the types of feature it is capable of 
cting: 

"Now what's been prompted for is the vascular calcification and this kind of 
asymmetry on the right." 

"I think that it's interesting that they've riot prompted for this area of asym-
metry, as I was saying earlier oil there are certain review areas, the so-called 
milky way areas that Tabar teaches you of (... ) and there is marked asym-
metry there which has not been picked up there so I'll call that 1 (... ) and 
1, I think, should have been prompted." 

ii the first extract, the radiologist interpreted as an asymmetry a feature which the 
ern prompted as an ill-defined lesion. In fact, the system does not prompt asyrnmnet- 
but it was evident from the transcript as a whole that radiologists explained the 

aviour of the system by assuming that it was capable of detecting asymmetry. This 
to expectations that were difficult to fulfil. In the second extract, the radiologist 
ressed disappointment with the system precisely because it had failed to prompt an 
i of asymmetry. 
[he next set of extracts focuses on radiologists' problems with understanding how the 
;em interprets micro calcification clusters: 

"It's interesting that there's some clusters of calcification elsewhere that it has 
not picked up." 

"It's interesting it's prompted the vascular calcification on the one side and 
not on the other. So that gives me (...) I'm thinking the whole thing's 
inconsistent you know." 

"Again, extensive vascular calcification ( ... ) There's actually some calcifica-
tion associated with the breast parenchyma which I think is more obvious on 
the left side as probably benign lobular. Now let's go to the prompts. First 
thing I'm looking at when I look at that is what did they think about the 
lobular caics or things I think are lobular it's not prompted. So I'm a bit 
disappointed." 
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n the first extract, the radiologist did not interpret the particles of microcalcification 
forming a series of discrete clusters: her interpretation was that there was simply a 
espreacl random distribution. The system prompts a region of microcalcifications if 
lentifies five or more particles in the neighbouring area. In this instance, by chance, 
e of the randomly distributed particles met the system's criteria, and so a prompt 
produced. The system only examines the image locally to determine if the cluster 

erion is met. In contrast, the radiologist is able to make a global appraisal, and can 
over larger scale trends that are not apparent to the CAM system. In this case, the 
iologist concluded there were no rnicrocalcification clusters, and was perplexed as to 

one part of the "random distribution" should be prompted over any other. 
ii the second extract, confusion arose because the radiologist automatically classified 
calcification present as being vascular, then posed the question: "why some vascular 
:ification and not others'?" Again, the system has a much simplified interpretation: 
L of the vascular calcification had fragmented into number of particles which were 
iciently close together for the system to interpret them as a cluster. The remainder 
hese vascular calcifications maintained their characteristic train line appearance, and 
e not prompted. 
rue third extract is particularly interesting. Once more, the radiologist was perplexed 
ause the system's interpretation of a cluster was less sophisticated than her own. 
ially, the radiologist decided that there was a single cluster of lobular calcification, 
several clusters of vascular calcification present. The radiologist was more interested 

lie former than the latter, and so was disappointed when only the vascular clusters were 
mnpted. The lobular calcifications were very subtle, and so would have needed to form 
ght cluster in order to be prompted. On the other hand, some vascular calcifications 
lified as clusters according to the system's interpretation. The radiologist made a 
litative distinction between the vascular and lobular clusters, but the system has no 
i interpretative capacity, and so fell short of the radiologist's expectations. 
n the final set of extracts, the radiologists indicated that they had not see anything 
ignificance in the areas prompted: 

"What's been prompted is (presumably)? a cluster of calcifications posterially 
( ... ) I'm struggling to see it ( ... ) I think there might be a vessel in that 
area (...) I think that probably has been quite distracting. I wouldn't expect 
that to be prompted and I wouldn't recall. I think it's probably vascular 
calcification (... ) there (... ) a tiny cluster (... ) if it's present at all." 

"There's some calcification on the right which I think is probably benign, and 
in fact she's got a cluster on the left as well. So we've picked that up 
and we've picked up a third cluster which I obviously haven't (...) what's 
that? ( ... ) struggling (... ) I don't see it." 

)n closer examination of these cases, we found that there was a small number of very 
tle calcifications present. Radiologists do make a point of looking for subtle clusters, 
ever, very subtle clusters occur relatively frequently, are mostly benign, and present 
ifficient information in terms of size, shape and distribution for a radiologist to identify 
ignant ones. Furthermore, if there is disease present, at this stage it is likely to develop 
tively slowly, and so there is a reduced risk in waiting until the subsequent screening 
d when there might be more evidence. In these examples the system is too percep-
ly acute, producing prompts for features that are difficult for radiologists to locate, 
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that also have little diagnostic relevance. 

Conclusions and future work 
iiputer-aided mammography raises allocation of function issues with regard to scope, 
and work practice. Taking the issue of role first, our investigations indicate that a 

M system should have sufficient interpretative capability to distinguish between cart-
cite and other features. Our evidence suggests that from the radiologists' point of view, 
would rican drawing the line between perception and interpretation at the Cl (nor-

1) : C2 (benign) boundary. We acknowledge that these are subjective effects, and that 
ar we have no evidence that radiologists' actual reading performance will be unproved. 
ge  scale trials are being planned to obtain statistically reliable measures of the latter. 
)in,  investigations also show that radiologists may have problems in understanding 
operational scope of CAM systems, particularly at their boundaries. This points to 
importance not only of determining where to draw the line between perception and 
rpretation, but also of radiologists knowing where it is. Our evidence suggests that 
mpts not only serve as a cue to examine particular features, but also as an aid to 
development of radiologists' understanding of how the system works, and what its 

abilities are. 
[raining sessions and manuals are useful resources for explanation, and we have used 
results of our investigation to inform the content of such materials. However, for 

:ainable understanding, systems need to provide accounts of their behaviour which 
both relevant to, available, and understandable within the actual doing of the work 
y support. The problem is that CAM systems are complex, and that prompts only 
vide a very limited account of their behaviour. We are currently exploring ways in 
ch these accounts can be enriched. Our approach is informed not only by the way 
vidual radiologists' make decisions, but also by the ways in which they sustain their 
ader community of practice. 
[his brings us to the final issue of work practice. Through the public character of the 
rting form, double reading provides a means by which radiologists can make their 

k available to each other as they do it, i.e., where this information is most likely to 
relevant, and understandable. Double reading therefore contributes to the collective 
.ntenaiice of clinics' screening performance in ways, which though they are informal 
sometimes ad-hoc, may be just as important as its nominal effect. Double reading 
evolved practices through which radiologists' work can simultaneously both be expli-

y distributed and implicitly collective. The adoption of computer-aided single reading 
ild inevitably mean the disruption of these practices. We conclude, therefore, that the 
ective dimension of reading work must be better understood if the potential benefits 
omputer-aided mammography are to be fully realised. Further investigation of this 
e is also planned. 
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Abstract. This paper addresses radiologists' use of Computer-Aided Detection systems in screening mam-
mography. Our focus is on how radiologists interpret prompting information and how this interpretation sub-
seqLlently effects their decision making. Generally a distinction is made between systems designed to assist 
radiologists make a more complete examination of a mammogram (detection aids) and those that assist a ra-
diologist to distinguish between benign and malignant lesions (diagnostic aids). We present evidence to show 
that it is difficult for radiologists to maintain this distinction in practice. We suggest that radiologists are in-
clined to use prompts as evidence to support diagnostic decisions in cases where they are uncertain about the 
interpretation of a lesion. It is possible that this mode of use may have a detrimental effect on performance. 

1 Introduction 

The goal of a computer-aided detection system like PROMAM (PROmpting for MAMmography) is to reduce 
errors by drawing radiologists' attention to possible abnormalities. PROMAM is not intended to be used as a 
computer-aided diagnosis tool: the decision as to whether a feature is of clinical significance remains with the 
radiologist [1,21. 

In practice, however, the distinction between detection and diagnosis may be blurred. One study has indicated that, 
for subtle microcalcification clusters, subjects' confidence that a cluster was present was increased if the cluster 
was prompted, and decreased if the cluster was unprompted [3]. Another study reported that prompting can entail 
an increase in False Positive (FP) decisions without necessarily having an overall effect on confidence levels [4]. 
The first study would seem to indicate that radiologists' confidence with respect to the detection task is affected 
by prompting, but that their diagnostic decision making remains largely unaffected. The second study, however, 
raises doubts regarding the latter conclusion. 

We have recently completed a small-scale trial of PROMAM and have used this opportunity to explore further the 
effect of prompting on radiologists' recall decisions under clinical, rather than laboratory conditions. Our results 
suggest that radiologists are inclined to use the information supplied by a detection system as evidence to support 
diagnostic decisions in cases where there is some ambiguity about the interpretation of a lesion. 

2 Procedure 

Five subjects were recruited from radiologists at a Scottish breast screening centre. Two thousand archive cases 
(including 102 pathology proven cancers) were digitised and analysed by the PROMAM system. The system 
performance was as follows: microcalcification sensitivity 93.8%, FP rate of 0.54 cases prompted; mass sensitivity 
72.9%, FP rate of 0.66 cases prompted [5]. The films were then divided into twenty sets of approximately one 
hundred films each and double read, once by a subject in a prompted condition and once by a subject unprompted. 
Constraints on subject availability meant that it was impossible to ensure that subjects read the same number of 
prompted as unprompted conditions. In the prompted conditions, subjects were asked to first examine the films, 
then examine the prompt sheet, and then to record their decision i.e. recall or normal. 

Subjects were trained in the use of PROMAM prior to participating in the trial [6].  In particular, they were 

instructed that they should not use prompts as contributory evidence in their recall/normal decisions. 

In addition to subjects' recall/normal decisions, data was also collected through post-session interviews to explore 
how subjects used the prompts, and pre- and post-trial questionnaires. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

In each of the post-prompted session interviews, subjects were asked if the prompts had some influence on their 
recall decisions. Out of a total of sixteen interviews held after prompted sessions, subjects indicated that their 
recall decisions had been affected one or more times in a total of eleven of those sessions. 

	

3.1 	Aiding detection 

In ten interviews subjects reported that on one or more occasions during that session their attention had been drawn 
to features that they had overlooked. These events fall into two subcategories: (1) features that subjects had failed 
to detect, which they then decided were normal, and (2) features that subjects had failed to detect, which they then 
decided to recall. There were several reported occurrences of category (1) events. For example: 

"Yes, there were a couple of cases, I think they were caics and they were unaltered from previous." 
(Subject A) 

The incidence of category (I) events might seem low given that the majority of missed features brought to the 
radiologists' attention are likely to be of this type. However, these events might be under-represented as they are 
possibly 'less interesting' to subjects than missed features that resulted in a recall. There were also several reported 
occurrences of events in category (2). For example: 

"Yeah, one, on micro-calcifications . . . that I didn't see and then I brought back." (Subject E) 

Apart from drawing attention to features that may have been missed, prompts may influence radiologists' visual 
search patterns by encouraging them to take another look at prompted features. In the post-session interviews, 
several instances of this were noted by subjects. For example: 

"There were cases where it made me look again, I don't think it actually made me change my mind. 
But it did make me look back again." (Subject B) 

	

3.2 	Aiding diagnosis 

Despite the instructions given in pre-trial training, both questionnaire data and responses given in post-session 
interviews indicate that subjects were inclined to use prompts to aid diagnosis. Subjects referred to occasions 
where they had found the absence of a prompt 'reassuring'. For example: 

"Yes, yes, I think that that is reassuring. It might just be falsely reassuring sometimes." (Subject B) 

The quotes above indicate that the absence of a prompt is viewed as 'reassuring' only, merely confirming a decision 
that has already been made. However, subjects also reported cases where the presence of a prompt had seemingly 
made them more inclined to recall. For example: 

"There was one where I was undecided, and it was prompted... 'I will bring it back, yes' . . . otherwise 
I probably would have said 'oh, forget it', whether that's right or not I don't know." (Subject B) 

Overall, subjects' comments suggest that the presence or absence of a prompt is most likely to influence a decision 
when the evidence available from the image alone is ambiguous. It is possible that in these situations radiologists 
will attempt to use whatever evidence that is to hand, including prompts, to resolve any ambiguity: 

"Maybe it was highlighting something that I wasn't seeing in a dense breast, so that's why it needed 
confirmed. Erm . . . I (.. .'?) with it you go with the prompt." (Subject E) 

One subject drew an analogy between heightened suspicion when another radiologist asks her to examine a case, 
and when a case is prompted by a computer system: 

it's like when someone shows sets of mammogram and they'll say, you know, it's always nice for 
someone not to say, point out what they are worried about, because if you do, then immediately you 
heightened suspicion because someone else is suspicious about it." (Subject E) 

In pre- and post-trial questionnaires subjects were asked to rate their agreement with the following statements: (a) 
the presence of a prompt will make me more likely to recommend recall; (b) the absence of a prompt makes me 
less likely to recommend recall on a five point scale ('Strongly agree', 'Agree', 'Uncertain', 'Disagree', 'Strongly 
disagree'). The results are shown in Figure 1(a) and (b) respectively. 
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Figure 1. (a) the presence of a prompt will make me more inclined to recommend recall (b) the absence of a 
prompt will make me less likely to recommend recall. 

Responses to the first statement show little difference between subjects' pre- and post-trial opinions, with only 
one subject changing their opinion from 'Uncertain' to 'Agree'. This is perhaps not very remarkable 	if there is 
uncertainty in diagnosis, it might be expected that the default position would be to recall. Responses to the second 
statement indicates that there is a change of opinion post-trial, with subjects being more likely to believe that the 
absence of a prompt might influence their recall decisions. This is not consistent with the assumption that, under 
uncertainty, a recall decision is likely by default. However, responses to both statements are consistent with the 
conclusion that prompts are being used to aid diagnosis. 

The reliability of data based upon self-reporting assumes that subjects are aware of their thought processes. This 
is most likely in instances where the prompts had caused - or had been used to inform - conscious deliberation 
about the status of some feature. The most obvious examples of this would be if a subject had overlooked a 
feature that the prompt subsequently brought to their attention, or if the presence (or absence) of a prompt had 
otherwise made some significant contribution to their decision to recall. However, it is also possible that the 
prompts may affect decision making in ways that are not available to introspection, and therefore in ways that 
might go unreported in response to questions posed during interviews. In addition, the accuracy of subjects' 
responses to interview questions will depend on their ability to take a dispassionate and objective view of their 
own behaviour. Subjects might be inclined to underrate the effect of the prompts if they believe that any effect is 
at odds with the integrity of the objective application of their skill. Conversely, they might be inclined to overate 
the effects of the prompts if they believe that this outcome is of particular interest to the person conducting the 
interview. 

By comparing unprompted and prompted recalls, it is possible to gain a more objective view of the influence of 
prompts on subjects' recalls. In prompted conditions in the trial, subjects had been asked to record if a correct 
prompt was given for the significant feature in each case they recalled. This information was not available for 
those cases recalled by the unprompted reader alone, so a follow-up exercise was devised to determine which of 
these recalls had actually been correctly prompted. 

Prompt sheets for unprompted reader alone recalls were initially examined by a member of the PROMAM team, 
and 43 cases that clearly had not been correctly prompted were eliminated. Eliminations included cases where 
there was no prompt on the side the recall had been made for, or where the prompt was quite obviously for a 
different feature, or in a completely different region of the breast. The remaining 53 cases were examined by a 
radiologist to determine the accuracy of the prompts. 

Recalled by: 	 Correctly Prompted Total J I 	 Yes 	No 

Prompted reader only (PU) 1 	35 34 69 
Unprompted reader only (P— U -1 ) 1 	31 65 96 

Table 1. Correctly prompted recalls made by prompted and unprompted readers. 

Table 1 shows that for the case P+jJ'_  50.7% of recalls were correctly prompted, whereas only 32.3% of recalls 
were correctly prompted for the case JJ_LJ+. A Chi-squared test indicates that this result would not be expected 



if exposure to the system and the proportion of correctly prompted recalls were independent (p=0.017). Thus 
there is a greater level of agreement between subjects and PROMAM after the subjects were exposed to prompting 
information - implying that the prompts have had an influence on decision making. This influence could be 
due to the prompted condition leading to the detection of a greater number of significant features that would have 
otherwise been overlooked. However, it is also consistent with our earlier conclusion that radiologists' diagnostic 
decisions are being influenced by the presence or absence of prompts. 

4 Summary and Conclusions 

The aim of prompting systems is to draw attention to evidence that an observer may have overlooked. From our 
results, however, we conclude that prompts also influence radiologists' recall decisions. Though only two subjects 
stated explicitly that they were using prompts to aid diagnosis, others hinted that this might be the case in answer to 
specific questions in the post-session questionnaires, and analysis of the correlation between prompts and recalls 
provided further corroboration for our conclusion. We argue that this is because the presence or absence of a 
prompt has a subtle effect on a radiologist's confidence threshold when making a diagnosis, and that radiologists 
are not necessarily always aware of this influence. 

The prevailing view is that systems that aid detection are designed to address a different problem than those that 
aid diagnosis [7]. However, our data suggests that it is difficult to draw such a clear distinction between detection 
and diagnosis aids: when radiologists are faced with a difficult diagnosis, they can be influenced by, or may make 
use of, whatever evidence is available. If radiologists are being influenced involuntarily this would make the task 
of correcting their behaviour more difficult. As this study demonstrates, simply instructing radiologists that they 
should not use prompting information to aid diagnosis is not in itself sufficient. 

One way of reducing dependance on prompts for diagnosis would be to change reading practice so that decision 
to recall made before examining the prompts will automatically stand. This should effectively prevent the absence 
of a prompt from influencing a radiologist's recall decision, thus mitigating the worst effects of using a detection 
aid to aid diagnosis. While seeming a relatively simple solution, problems of administration and compliance 
should not, however, be underestimated. Another approach would involve training to ensure that radiologists 
develop the best strategy for interpreting the prompts. Since it is possible that radiologists may be involuntary 
users of prompting information for diagnosis, a systematic approach to training is required. This would possibly 
involve evaluated reading sessions so they might be assisted in recognising the particular circumstances where the 
diagnostic influence of prompts is likely. 

It is possible that the effects observed in our study may have only transient significance. Though our study was 
performed in realistic clinical conditions, its duration still falls far short of the time periods that would probably 
be necessary to observe user learning effects. For example, with access to pathology and interval data, radiologists 
may be able to adapt their behaviour over time to maximise the value of prompting systems. 
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1. Introduction 

PROMAM is a prompting system for mammography which ainis to improve radi-
ologists' detection performance by drawing their attention to possible ill-defined 
lesions and micro-calcification clusters. 

Various approaches such as ROC methodology or McNemar's test (a paired 
binary response statistic) have been used to quantify the performance gains that 
might be achieved through the radiologist's use of such a prompting system [5, 
6]. However, they tell us little about radiologists' understanding of the system, 
nor about how radiologists use the prompts to inform their decision-making. Our 
earlier studies of PROMAM's use have demonstrated that these factors may be 
critical to its effectiveness [2, 3]. In particular, we believe that it is important to: 

ensure that the radiologists develop a correct understanding of the system's 
scope and function, 
ensure that prompting information is being used appropriately, and 
understand how radiologists' use of the system changes over time as they learn 
about its behaviour and adapt their reading procedures. 

The goal of computer-aided detection systems like PROMAM is to reduce er-
rors by drawing radiologists' attention to possible abnormalities. In operation, a 
prompting system delivers locational information for features it considers to be 
suspicious to be used as attention cues by radiologists. This view of what informa-
tion is available to a radiologist from a prompting system - and how, in practice, 
radiologists use that information 	may be overly simplistic. For example, in ex- 
tended use radiologists are able to make an assessment of the system's abilities 
based on an appraisal of its performance [3]. 

In a recent small scale clinical evaluation of PROMAM's performance we col-
lected interview and questionnaire data to address these issues further [4]. The 
results suggest that radiologists use prompting information not only as atten-
tion cues, but also to inform their decision-making where there is uncertainty in 



the interpretation of a lesion. Furthermore, we found that radiologists developed 
strategies to economise on the effort required to dismiss false positive prompts: 
(a) by anticipating where prompts were likely to appear, and (b) by making a 
judgement on the value of a prompt based on information in the prompt itself, 
rather than on the image content of the prompted region. 

Methods 

Five subjects were recruited from radiologists at a Scottish breast screening centre. 
Two thousand and two archive cases (including 102 pathology proven cancers) were 
digitised and analysed by the PROMAM system. The system performance was as 
follows: micro calcification sensitivity 93.8%, with 54% of cases falsely prompted; 
mass sensitivity 72.9%, with 66% of cases falsely prompted [6]. The films were then 
divided into twenty sets of approximately one hundred films and double read, 
once by a subject in a prompted condition and once by a subject unprompted. 
Constraints on subject availability meant that it was impossible to ensure that 
subjects read time same number of prompted as unprompted conditions. In the 
prompted conditions, subjects were asked to first examine the films, then examine 
the prompt sheet, and then to record their decision. 

Data collection methods included observation of all the experimental sessions. 
Subjects were interviewed and asked to complete a questionnaire immediately fol-
lowing the prompted sessions; the interviews were tape recorded and subsequently 
transcribed. Further questionnaires were administered prior to starting the exper-
iment, and after each subject had completed all their allocated sessions. 

Training 

Our previous studies revealed that users of a prompting system assumed a level 
of interpretive sophistication similar to their own, and thus either misjudged the 
operational scope of the system, or were confused by apparent inconsistencies in 
the system's performance [3]. For example, one radiologist found it confusing that 
the system would only prompt one or two locations in cases where there was 
widespread benign calcification 	a confusion that could have easily been avoided 
with a little knowledge of the clustering rules used by time algorithm. 

In preparation for this trial we devised a prototype training package that in-
cluded a description of algorithm function. The aim was to give radiologists an 
understanding of situations where the algorithm would produce true positive (TP) 
and false positive (FP) prompts. An explanation was also given of categories of le- 
sion that the system might fail to detect 	e.g., because of lesion size, appearance 
or location. The explanations were illustrated with a series of example cases. 

As part of the training we also presented a model of best practice' for using 
the prompt information. In particular, we emphasised that prompts should be 
used only as cues to examine the prompted region, and that any decision as to a 
feature's clinical significance should be made solely on the evidence available from 
the film itself. 



4. Impact on decision-making 

In each of the post-pronipted session interviews, subjects were asked if the prompts 
had had some influence on their recall decision. Out of a total of sixteen interviews 
held after prompted sessions, subjects indicated that their recall decisions had been 
affected one or more times in a total of eleven of those sessions. Subjects reported 
a number of occasions where the prompts had drawn significant features to their 
attention which they had overlooked, sometimes resulting in a recall decision. 

Despite the instructions given in pre-trial training, both questionnaire data 
and responses given in post-session interviews indicate that subjects were inclined 
to use prompts to give assistance with classification decisions. Subjects referred to 
occasions where they had found the absence of a prompt 'reassuring'. For example: 

"Yes, yes, I think that that is reassuring. It might just be falsely reassuring 
sometimes." (Subject B) 

The quote above indicates that the absence of a prompt is viewed as 'reassuring' 
only, merely confirming a decision that has already been made. However, subjects 
also reported cases where the presence of a prompt had seemingly made them 
more inclined to recall. For example: 

"There was one where I was undecided, and it was prompted . . 'I will bring 
it back, yes' . . . otherwise I probably would have said 'oh, forget it', whether 
that's right or not I don't know." (Subject B) 

Overall, subjects' comments suggest that the presence or absence of a prompt is 
most likely to influence a decision when the evidence available from the image alone 
is ambiguous. It is possible that in these situations radiologists will attempt to use 
whatever evidence that is to hand, including prompts, to resolve any uncertainty: 

"Maybe it was highlighting something that I wasn't seeing in a dense breast, 
so that's why it needed confirmed. Erin . . . I (...?) with it you go with the 
prompt." (Subject E) 

One subject drew an analogy between heightened suspicion when another radi-
ologist asks her to examine a case, and when a case is prompted by a computer 
system: 

it's like when someone shows sets of mammogram and they'll say, you 
know, it's always nice for someone not to say, point out what they are worried 
about, because if you do, then immediately you heightened suspicion because 
someone else is suspicious about it." (Subject E) 

In pre- and post-trial questionnaires subjects were asked to rate their agreement 
with the following questions: (a) the presence of a prompt will make you more 
likely to recommend recall? (b) the absence of a prompt makes you less likely 
to recommend recall? on a five point scale ('Strongly agree', 'Agree', 'Uncertain', 
'Disagree', 'Strongly disagree'). The results are shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) 
respectively. 

Both Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) show that subjects' belief that the presence 
or absence of a prompt influenced their decisions to recall or not recall respectively, 
and is consistent with their interview comments. 
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Figure 1. (a) the presence of a prompt will make inc more inclined to recommend recall; 
(b) the absence of a prompt will make me less likely to recommend recall. 

Data based upon self-reporting may he subject to various unconscious biases. 
By comparing unprompted and prompted recalls, it is possible to gain a more 
objective view of the influence of prompts on subjects' recalls. In the prompted 
conditions, subjects had been asked to record if a correct prompt was given for the 
significant feature in each case they recalled. This information was not available for 
cases recalled only by the unprompted reader, so a follow-up exercise was devised 
to determine which of these recalls had been correctly prompted. 

Prompt sheets for cases recalled only by the unprompted reader were initially 
examined by a member of the PROMAM team, and 43 cases that clearly had not 
been correctly prompted were eliminated. These included cases where there was 
no prompt, or where the prompt was quite obviously for a different feature, or in 
a completely different region of the breast. The remaining 53 cases were examined 
by a radiologist to determine the accuracy of the prompts. 

Recalled By 	 Correctly Prompted? 

Prompted Reader Unprompted Reader 	Yes 	No 	
Total 

Yes 	 No 	 35 	34 	69 

No 	 Yes 	 31 	65 	96 

TABLE 1. Correctly prompted recalls made by prompted and unprompted readers. 

Table 1 shows that 50.7% of recalls in the prompted condition were correctly 
prompted, system, where as only 32.3% of the unprompted recalls had correct 
prompts. A Chi-squared test indicates that this result would not be expected 
if exposure to the system and the proportion of correctly prompted recalls were 
independent (p=0.017). Thus there is a greater level of agreement between subjects 
and PROMAM when the subjects were exposed to prompting information, which 
implies that the prompts did have an influence on decision-making. This influence 



could he clue to the detection of a greater number of significant features that would 
have otherwise been overlooked, but it is also consistent with the interview data 
showing that prompts influence classification decisions. 

5. Dismissing prompts 

Prompting systems typically have a poor specificity when compared with that 
of radiologists: effective system use depends on a radiologist's ability to easily 
recognise and dismiss FP prompts. The majority of the effort required to use a 
prompting system will be accounted for by this type of activity. Ideally, radiologists 
should give all prompts equal consideration, and only dismiss prompts after careful 
examination of the prompted region on the rriammogram. However, interview data 
indicates that subjects develop strategies to determine the significance of system 
information based on an a priori assessment of the prompt sheet. 

For example, subject D indicated that 	under certain circumstances 	the 
shape of prompts for vascular calcifications, and the location of prompts for ill-
defined lesions, give a clue as to their cause: 

"I think now you'll start dismissing masses at the back, you're dismissing the 
calcification at the back and maybe you don't look as ( ... ?) carefully as maybe 

you do look carefully but maybe not to the same degree when you clearly 
see that it is vascular calcification it's prompting on." (Subject D) 

When asked if she was able to recognise what the prompts are for from her exam-
ination of the prompt sheet alone, subject B gave a similar response: 

"Yes, I mean, if it's the one particularly along the edge of the pectoral and 
the bottom, lower, inner aspects, yes . . . then the vascular calcification is one 

?) those are very obvious, yes." 

Subject E was also able to identify prompts for film artifacts in this way: 

the ones that happen so frequently at the bottom at the edge of the film, I 
was thinking that it would be awful if there was a lesion there one day because 
sometimes it's crying wolf at that point all the time . - . Because sometimes you 
don't even bother looking 	you have a quick glance down 

These comments indicate that subjects learnt to recognise patterns in shape, fre-
quency and location that characterise FP prompts, and used this to determine how 
much effort they invest in further scrutiny of the mammogram. In such cases, con-
sideration of possible explanations is not deferred until all the evidence has been 
gathered [1]. Subjects D and E, for example, indicated that they might not look 
back as carefully 	or at all 	depending on their initial assessment. While this 
lessens the overall burden of assessing FP prompts, there is a danger (as subject 
E remarked) of 'premature closure' 	i.e., that TPs might go unnoticed if they 
happen to correspond with regions or prompt types that radiologists might learn 
to habitually dismiss. 



6. Anticipating prompts 

Subjects reported that they were often able to anticipate which features in the 
rnamrnograin would be prompted, and that these predictions could be used to 
reduce the number of occasions that the mainniograrn had to be re-examined for 
FP prompts. Subjects seemed able to develop this skill relatively quickly, even 
after just one prompted session: 

"I think that I'm beginning to get so that I can guess what's going to be 
prompted for." (Subject C) 

"I sometimes look at the films and say 'I bet it's going to prompt for that'. 
(Subject B) 

In a later session, subject E volunteered an explanation of how this predictability 
is of use: 

"At times I'm definitely anticipating that that's going to be prompted. And sort 
of already decide I'm not going to look at it again almost, you know, you're 
kind of expecting prompts on certain things so I think you sort of, . . . very 
quickly dismiss it as (harmless?) without looking again." 

Although the degree of predictability exhibited by the system was found to be use-
ful, subjects stated that prompts were surprising as often as they were predictable. 
For example, subject D stated: 

"Sometimes you will actually he surprised what it is prompting, sometimes 
then actually you're surprised that it hasn't prompted something. There were 
one or two bits where I thought that it would have several prompts, (for?) 
masses, and it didn't actually, . . . getting zero, zero . . . But overall actually I 
think that you can anticipate some of the prompts, yes." 

Subject B believed her predictions to be correct approximately 50% of the time: 

"I find myself sometimes thinking'well, I bet it's going to prompt for that'. 
Errn, and that actually makes it easier, if the prompt is there then I can forget 
about that straight away. But sometimes, when it prompts something out of 
the blue, then there is nothing you can do . . . [I think I know what it's going 
to prompt for] about 50% of the time." 

There is a cognitive cost associated with this strategy as it requires that radiolo-
gists must form a more accurate model of system behaviour. However, checking 
whether system output meets with expectations appears to be an intuitive reaction 
for radiologists, and probably essential for establishing and maintaining trust in 
system performance. We would argue also that anticipation is the better strategy 
because it implies that the radiologist has actually made an assessment based on 
the evidence in the mammogram. 

The success of anticipation is dependent upon consistency of the prompting 
system as perceived by the radiologist. Image analysis algorithms can be sensitive 
to variations in appearance which are too subtle for the radiologist to appreciate 
without close examination 	if at all. Though system behaviour may be strictly 



deterministic, it may not he observably deterministic if it doesn't respond in the 
same way to features that radiologists would classify as being similar. 

7. Summary and conclusions 

The goal of the training package developed for this experiment was to provide 
a useful account of how system function relates to rnanimographic appearance, 
and in particular to highlight circumstances where system behaviour might he 
counter-intuitive to radiologists. In this respect we believe that we were relatively 
successful. Our evidence suggests that subjects were able to use the training ma-
terial to explain some of the prompts. There were also some unexpected outcomes, 
however, which suggest that training could be enhanced in a number of respects. 

Subjects discovered categories of FP prompts that were not accounted for in 
training. This suggests that the training package be redesigned to provide not only 
a resource for initial familiarisation, but also to support the continued learning 
of clinicians and evolving practices. For instance, computer-based tools could be 
provided to enable radiologists to update and extend the training package with 
relevant cases drawn from their experience of using PROMAM. 

Our investigations also show that radiologists used prompts in ways which 
were partly informed by training 	and partly improvised 	to economise on the 
effort required to deal with FP prompts. Future training must address this issue. 
In particular, an appropriate balance needs to be sought between making an a 

priori assessment of prompt significance, and carefully examining each prompted 
region. Our results indicate that analysis of a prompted area may sometimes begin 
with an interpretation suggested by some property of the prompts, rather than one 
suggested by some property of the image. In the training material we highlighted 
the value of attributes (e.g., location) for identifying some FP types (e.g., film 
artifacts). Our intention was to orientate radiologists to the task of interpretation 
by cueing candidate explanations. We did not anticipate that radiologists would 
use these properties to make a priori assessments. 

In contrast, we believe that training should encourage the use of anticipation 
as a means of reducing effort since it motivates radiologists' to learn about sys-
tem behaviour. In turn, these recommendations for use suggest goals for system 
enhancement: (a) FP types with regular characteristics should be targeted for 
elimination, and (b) more attention should be paid to the issue of observably de- 
terministic behaviour 	e.g., sensitivity to subtle variations in image properties. 
The latter would help radiologists to develop a more consistent model of system 
behaviour, and so enhance their ability to anticipate FP prompts. 

The training package attempted to reflect our current understanding of best 
practice for prompted mammography: i.e., prompts should be used solely to aid 
detection, and not as evidence for interpretation. In this, it was less successful. 
Our results show that simply asking radiologists not to use prompts to assist 
with classification decisions is insufficient. One observed effect was the absence of 
a prompt being used to confirm a decision not to recall. It is possible that this 
use of prompts is involuntary, which suggests that a more systematic approach 
to training is required. This might take the form of evaluated reading sessions 



designed to encourage radiologists to recognise the circumstances in which this 
particular bias is likely to occur. 

A much more rarely observed effect was the presence of a prompt alone being 
used as sufficient evidence to recall. This indicates that the scope of the sys-
tem relative to radiologists' own abilities should be made clearer. The value of a 
prompting system is its perceptual thoroughness, rather than perceptual acuity 
-- i.e., we have no evidence that it has the capacity to detect features that are 
beyond the perceptual capabilities of the radiologist. 

The conclusions we have drawn from this small scale clinical evaluation are 
necessarily very provisional. Much has yet to be learnt about what constitutes best 
practice in using systems like PROMAM. So far, it has been system developers who 
have been cast in the role of experts, and instructing radiologists in PROMAM 
behaviour and use. Over time, however, as radiologists acquire greater observation-
based knowledge of PROMAM behaviour, however, this balance of expertise will 
shift. As a result, radiologists may feel justified in departing from present notions 
of best practice: in clinical use, it is the radiologist community which must assume 
responsibility for its definition. We believe, however, that it is important that 
radiologists' observations should continue to be grounded in functional accounts of 
system behaviour. Continued close collaboration between radiologists and system 
developers is therefore essential to ensure that training materials evolve in line 
with practical experience. 
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coping with fallibility in a skilled decision-making task 
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Abstract/key words 
Breast screening requires radiologists to exercise keen perceptual skills to find what 

may be faint and small features, and sophisticated interpretative skills to classify them 
correctly. Understandably, radiologists sometimes make errors, and evidence suggests that 
these can be reduced by employing a computer prompting aid. To investigate prompting aid 
requirements, we have studied both current reading practices and radiologists reading with 
prompts. These studies have enabled us to understand better how radiologists manage errors 
in current practice, and how they deal with prompting aid errors. They also show that such 
aids may get used in ways quite different from those originally envisaged. 

Breast screening, computer-aided mammography, prompting, error management, 
ethnographic studies 

Tntrndiictiern 

We have been working as members of a team which is developing PROMAM 
(PROmpting for MAMmography), a computer prompting aid intended for use in the UK 
breast screening programme.' PROMAM provides an interesting case study of error 
management issues raised by applying computer aids to a skilled decision-making task. 
Prompting aids are designed to improve observer performance by using image analysis 
techniques to cue areas that the observer should examine. In principle, errors arising from 
inattention, fatigue, etc. can be reduced. However, the practical realisation of this goal is not 
straightforward. Prompting aids are not infallible, so observers must be able to recognise 
prompting errors if their performance is not to be adversely affected by them. Further, the 
introduction of such aids may involve changes in work practices which actually reduce the 
effectiveness of existing error management procedures. In this paper we present the results of 
a series of investigations into these issues. 

We begin with an overview of breast screening, followed by a summary of the role of 
prompting in improving observer performance. Next, we present a field study of breast 
screening work. The results show how, formally and informally, individually and 
collectively, radiologists seek to manage their performance so as to minimise errors. We then 
present studies of radiologists using PROMAM, focusing on how they deal with prompting 
errors. The results reveal the role that making sense of PROMAM's behaviour has in the 
management of its errors. They also suggest that prompting aids may actually be used in a 
way which may be quite different from that originally envisaged. We conclude with a 
discussion of the implications of our investigations for the successful adoption of prompting 
aids in breast screening. 

Screening mammography 
In breast screening the initial test is by mammography: one or more X-ray films 

(mammograms) are taken of each breast by a radiographer and examined for evidence of 
abnormality by at least one radiologist. Several types of mammogram feature are early 
indicators of breast cancer: micro-calcification clusters are small deposits of calcium visible 



as tiny bright specks; ill-defined lesions are areas of radiographically-dense tissue appearing 
as a bright patch that might indicate a developing tumour; stellate lesions are visible as a 
radiating structure with ill-defined borders; architectural distortion may be visible when 
tissue around the site of a developing tumour contracts; asymmetry between left and right 
mammograms may be the only visible sign of some features. 

Two performance parameters are particularly important in screening: specificity and 
sensitivity. A high specificity (low false positive (FP) rate) means that few women will be 
recalled for further tests unnecessarily; a high sensitivity (high true positive (TP) rate) means 
that few cancers are missed. Achieving high specificity with high sensitivity is difficult, not 
least because the small number of cancers is hidden amongst a large number of normal cases. 
Reading demands a high level of perceptual and interpretative skill: in some circumstances 
normal tissue can have an abnormal appearance, and vice versa. 

Figures from the UK Breast Screening Program (UKBSP) show that in the prevalent 
(first screening) round 6.4% of women are recalled for further tests, falling to 3.0% in 
incident (later screening) rounds. More cancers are detected in the former (6.3 per thousand), 
than in the latter (3.4 per thousand).-' FPs are not life-threatening errors, but they do cause 
stress and anxiety for those women who are recalled unnecessarily, and they waste resources. 
In contrast, false negative (FN) errors, are life-threatening. 

The UKBSP is continually investigating ways of reducing FP and FN errors. For 
example, current practice typically involves mammograms being 'double read' (i.e., 
examined independently by two radiologists). Interest has grown in the possibility of using 
computer prompting aids to enable a single reader (radiologist) to achieve performance equal 
to that of double reading. 

Computer-aided mammography 
The goal of computer-aided mammography is to reduce radiologists' errors. Kundel 

et al. have classified three types of error that can result in a FN decision for radiological 
search tasks .3  These are search errors, detection errors and classification errors. Search errors 
occur if the lesion does not enter the radiologist's 'useful field of view'. Detection errors are 
said to occur if the visual dwell time for an unreported lesion falls below an empirically 
determined threshold; classification errors occur if visual dwell time exceeds it. Savage et al. 
define search and detection errors as failure to report a lesion's presence, and classification 
errors as a lesion reported, but inappropriately acted upon .4 

Computer-aided detection aims to improve sensitivity by reducing search or detection 
errors. Promptimg aids such as PROMAM work by drawing attention to features that may 
otherwise be overlooked. It is not intended that radiologists should attach any clinical 
significance to the presence (or absence) of a prompt. In contrast, classification aids aim to 
improve specificity by providing an interpretation (either in terms of a probability value, or 
some explicit reasoning), and thus support a radiologist's judgement about the significance of 
a lesion already detected.5  

Prompting aids are not 100% sensitive, but this is not important as long as the 
correlation between prompting aid and radiologists' FNs is low. The principle of prompting 
rests on achieving a complementary synthesis of computer and radiologists' strengths: the 
former has more consistent visual search performance; the latter have superior interpretative 
skills. If prompt aid specificity is too low, however, radiologists will have to attend to many 



FP prompts, and the effort of using the prompting aid may be perceived as outweighing its 
benefits. Worse, the overall effect could be to lower radiologists' specificity. Finally, 
prompting assumes that radiologists' assessment of non-prompted features is unaffected by 
attending to prompts. 

PROMAM. PROMAM detects micro-calcification clusters and ill-defined lesions."' 
Prompts for the former consist of an irregular outline of the cluster, prompts for the latter 
consist of an ellipse surrounding the suspect region. PROMAM's prompt user interface 
consists of a hard copy, low resolution image of the mammogram pair with prompt 
information superimposed.' This 'low tech' approach was chosen after an initial requirements 
investigation. Radiologists liked the simplicity of paper prompting interfaces which have, in 
addition, the virtue of fitting in easily with current reading practices; paper is handled 
routinely during the reading session. 

Methodology 
The techniques we employed in our investigations ranged from ethnographically-

styled studies of clinic work and reading practices to controlled studies of the effects of 
prompting on radiologists' performance. Ethnography is acknowledged as a valuable 
technique for requirements investigation because of its capacity to bring out the social 
organisation of activities in the workplace, the practical participation of individuals in the 
collaborative achievement of work.9  Gaining an understanding of breast screening work in 
this way was important for two reasons. First, introducing a computer prompting aid into 
breast screening would not only affect the work of radiologists, but of other clinic staff.'°  
Second, though it has been customary to study the impact of prompting aids at the level of 
individual cognition, there is an obvious collaborative aspect to reading practice at many UK 
breast screening clinics. 

Data collection methods in our investigations included participant observation, formal 
and informal interviews and documentary sources. The findings were used to suggest issues 
that could be followed up in controlled studies of the effects of prompting on radiologists. 
More than this, however, these studies were designed with the same underlying goal as the 
ethnography: to observe experts at work and to listen to them talk about it. 

Data analysis followed a common pattern throughout. A series of reviews of notes, 
transcripts, etc. were conducted in which findings and evidence were used to elaborate one 
another.1 ' The presentation of our findings makes use of extracts of people's commentaries 
about their own and each other's behaviour. This does not mean, however, that we have 
taken what people say they do at face value. To do so would be to risk treating the anecdotal 
as fact. To avoid this, our findings were corroborated by systematically triangulating data 
collected from different sources, settings, and people. 

An overview of breast screening work 
Six UK breast screening centres were investigated over a six month period. The 

centres are referred to here by the letters A through to F. Both observational and interview 
data were collected during a two month period of investigation at centre F, and during a one 
week period in each of the other five. Observations of reading sessions were conducted by 
asking readers to indicate and explain their reasoning when they encountered something 
'interesting'. Where data is presented, the mode of collection is indicated (e.g., interview, 
field notes). Where a quote is attributed to a reader (R), the reader is identified by a number 
and the screening centre by a letter (A-F). Thus RI-C refers to Reader 1 in centre C. 



Reading practices. Each mammogram is examined by at least one qualified person, 
typically a trained radiologist. With appropriate training, other medical specialists may also 
assume this role, so here the generic term 'reader' is used. On average, between 50 and 150 
mammograms are read in a single session. Readers work through the cases on the viewer and 
mark their opinions on the screening form. If the reader decides that the case is normal, the 
woman will be screened again in three years' time. This is know as 'routine recall'. If a 
suspicious feature is found the reader recommends follow up tests at an assessment clinic. 
This is referred to as 'recall for assessment' (or simply 'recall'). If the reader decides that an 
opinion is impossible because of imperfect mammography then repeat mammograms may be 
requested. This is a 'technical recall'. 

The degree of certainty of malignancy can vary considerably. Some features are 
unequivocally malignant, whereas others might be only mildly suspicious. There are various 
natural processes in the breast that can give the appearance of malignancy to varying degrees, 
and some malignancies mammographically 'occult'. It is common practice to classify 
features found according to probability of malignancy. For instance, at one clinic readers use 
a five point scale: Cl (normal), C2 (benign), C3 (equivocal), C4 (suspicious), and CS 
(malignant), and set the recall threshold at C3. 

In double reading, two readers give their opinions separately. If there is a difference 
of opinion, a final decision must be reached. Centres B, D, E and F use a 'worst opinion' 
rule, centre A uses third reader arbitration. In centre C, disagreements are resolved by 
discussion between the readers. Double reading is often done without any formal blinding of 
second readers to first readers' opinions. This is because the paper form on which readers 
record their opinions is routinely used as a source of additional evidence, (e.g., HRT status). 
In centre E reading is formally blinded by using a computer to record opinions. In the 
absence of formal blinding procedures, readers may avoid bias by employing tactics that 
decrease the accessibility of the first reader's opinion. The simplest involves "trying not to 
look" at the first reader's opinion before making their own. Comments made by readers 
confirm awareness of the possibility of bias: 

"Sometimes the second reader suppresses a potential recall on the basis that the first 
reader thought it was nothing. Therefore recalls go up with blinding." (Comment 
made while reading: field notes R1-D) 

One double reading study found a strong relationship between readers' sensitivity and 
the percentage of time they read second. 12  One interpretation is that second readers are 
'prompted' by first readers and so pick up cancers that they might otherwise overlook. Two 
readers in centre A (R1-6 and R4-A) maintain an informal arrangement whereby they 
contrive to be first and second reader an equal number of times. Furthermore, when second 
reading one reader (R4-A) reads the batch in reverse order. This is done under the 
assumption that readers are likely to be more fatigued, and so more likely to make errors, 
towards the end of the batch. 

Readers remarked on the logistical difficulties of making recall decisions by 
discussion, and expressed concerns that this too could bias results. When asked if they ever 
discussed cases, a reader in centre E replied that this was only done at review sessions and 
interdisciplinary meetings, stating that they were "worried about the effects of dominant 



personalities" (field notes R3-E). A reader in centre B expressed similar concerns. In clinic 
D, a system of discussing recall decisions had been in place, but was discontinued: 

"[Discussion meetings] rapidly became a waste of time as each reader has a particular 
feature that they are able to detect well (patchy asymmetry, distortion, micro-caics are 
my own) and would hold out for recalls that they are convinced are something 
(usually falling into these categories)." (Comment made while reading: field notes 
RI-D) 

Studies of double reading are typically concerned with its effects on sensitivity and 
specificity (e.g., Warren and Duffy '3). However, by facilitating informal collaboration, 
double reading as typically practiced at the centres studied appears to serve a number of 
objectives that are arguably as important as any direct performance effects. We will now 
discuss these in detail. 

Training. In clinic C double reading is used primarily as a mechanism for training. 
Typically a trainee will be paired with an experienced reader and disagreements about recall 
decisions are decided by discussion. For the purposes of training the potential for 'bias' 
inherent in a system that relies on discussion is actually desirable -- here the aim is to 
influence the decision of the trainee. Use of discussion enables the novice reader's autonomy 
to be actively managed: 

"With the locum reading, the recall rate has gone up ... [I feel] that is important not to 
always override the decisions of junior readers as this can be a learning experience." 
(Comment made while reading: field notes RI-C) 

In centre C, an experienced reader (RI-C) was observed reading second following a 
trainee. The trainee had flagged a case for recall, but had left a comment stating that the case 
was 'probably OK'. After examining the case the senior reader scribbled the request out, and 
it was returned to routine recall. Centres B and E were also involved in training at the time of 
study. Both centres employ the worst opinion rule and have a policy of incrementally 
introducing novices to reading. Having attended a recognised training course, trainees then 
spend a period of time reading in the screening centre and discussing their opinions with 
experienced readers. Trainees are introduced into reading proper as a first reader. 

In summary, training is organised to take advantage of the structure of double reading 
to provide a safe, supportive environment where trainees can be encouraged to make 
independent decisions. At the same time, the second reader is able to monitor and manage 
trainee errors. 

Monitoring and feedback. The work of clinic staff is formally monitored through 
procedures for quality assurance and work documentation. Clinic staff hold regular meetings, 
for example to: compare radiological appearance and pathology data; review of interval 
cancers which may be evidence of FNs; and to discuss informally (and at some clinics, 
formally) differences in recall opinions. 

Such meetings provide an opportunity for sharing experiences, such as reasons for 
reaching an opinion. Readers are concerned, however, to ensure their performance is 
consistent on a day by day basis and our studies suggest that they use double reading as an 
informal mechanism for achieving this. After returning from maternity leave, a reader from 



centre E asked for all her cases to be double read so that she could check her performance. 
Another reader at centre E uses a similar mechanism to monitor his day to day performance. 
When reading second, he compares his opinions with the first reader's to see if he has missed 
a lesion, or classified one differently. He estimated that in cases differences of opinion, 3/4 of 
the time he has seen the lesion and has dismissed it, and in the remaining 1/4 he has 
overlooked it. Even in centre C, where double reading is seen primarily as having a training 
function, one experienced reader commented: 

"... the two consultants like to read against each other as well as against the 
inexperienced radiologists." (Comment made while reading: field notes RI-C) 

First readers effectively provide a standard for second readers. Feedback gained in 
this way may fulfil a number of functions. Readers can monitor their performance session by 
session and gain reassurance that intra-observer variations are compensated for. It may also 
play a role in maintaining readers' FP errors within a manageable range by reinforcing 
normative interpretations. In two clinics it was evident that informal feedback has evolved 
further: first readers sometimes annotate the breast schematic on the reporting form in 
routine recall cases: 

"Leaving messages for the second reader is useful -- to let them know that you've 
seen it -- the second reader might want to know whether you've seen it and what your 
opinion is." (Comment made while reading: field notes R2-A) 

Annotating implies that some characteristic of a feature warrants particular attention 
so that suspicion it arouses may be discharged. It enables first readers to demonstrate 
accountability to the decision-making process and second readers to assess their specificity. 

14 

A common annotation is to label a feature by writing "Benign" or simply "B". No reason is 
offered, indicating a tacit assumption that this will be readily apparent to other readers. 
Another common annotation is "BT" (Breast Tissue). Here some interpretation is offered, but 
no reason given. Both types suggest little doubt in the reader's mind that his or her opinion is 
correct; the annotation seems intended to reinforce it and to show vigilance. On occasions, 
however, "I think" and "?" is added. More complex annotations are also used which make 
explicit a reader's reasoning by referring to evidence used to mitigate the initial suspicion. 
Examples include "NRC" (no real change) -- the feature has not changed over time, so is less 
suspicious. 

Double reading's reported sensitivity gains are due its capacity to turn inter-observer 
differences into an advantage.'5  However, if inter-observer differences become too great, then 
specificity may fall and changes in procedure, such as replacing a worst case recall policy 
with third reader arbitration, may be necessary. Feedback is the tool used to maintain reader 
differences within acceptable limits. Assessment clinics and annotations both serve to 
communicate and establish norms about the significance of particular kinds of features and 
their presentation. In this light, it is not surprising that readers annotate features falling either 
side of the recall threshold: this is precisely the region where reader differences are most 
likely to occur. 

Summary. Readers are conscious of the extent and limitations of their expertise and 
apply these insights routinely in their work, particularly in respect to the management of 
errors. Readers show awareness of their sensitivity and specificity in respect of particular 
feature types and circumstances, and a more general understanding of the psychology of the 



decision-making process. This understanding relates how particular conclusions are drawn 
from particular types of evidence, and helps alert them to the biases and errors to which they 
may be subject. 

The study also shows how, through an informal, and still evolving extension of 
reading procedures, readers may use each other to help maintain errors within acceptable 
limits. There is a tension between the decision-making and monitoring aspects of reading, 
however. Access to a first reader's opinion is recognised as useful as a barometer of 
performance, but also as potentially harmful if it serves then to bias decision-making. 

Studies of the effects of prompting 
The key test for prompting is its effect on readers' performance. Owing to the low 

incidence rate of breast cancer, it is impossible to measure this quantitatively without a large 
scale clinical trial.' However, our initial investigation raised several issues that could be 
addressed using small scale studies. These included whether there is an upper limit to FP 
prompt errors before a prompting aid becomes useless, and whether some kinds of FP 
prompt errors are more tolerable than others. In turn, this raised the question of how readers 
make sense of prompting aid behaviour and what bearing this has on how they use it. Finally, 
it was important to examine the possibility that prompts may bias decision-making and to 
explore how access and interpretation might be managed to reduce any such effects. 

In contrast to a human observer, computer-based image analysis will typically make 
use of only a subset of the available evidence, and will be limited in the ways in which it can 
combine evidence from different sources. Consequently, a prompting aid is unlikely to match 
the performance of trained human observers in terms of both sensitivity and specificity, and 
will exhibit behaviours that might be considered naive. 

We conducted three studies of readers using PROMAM under pseudo-clinical 
conditions. The first was designed to elicit readers' subjective responses to prompting. 
Earlier work had suggested that prompting can improve performance only if the FP prompt 
rate is no more than 1.5 times the TP rate. 16  However, there are problems with extrapolating 
from such studies to the clinical setting as heavily biased test sets were employed and so the 
results may not be directly applicable to the circumstances in which reading is performed in 
the clinic. 

The results of the first study indicated that, under realistic reading conditions, 
readers' subjective tolerance for FP prompts was significantly higher than suggested by 
earlier studies. 17  One explanation is that FPs are not equally distracting. Readers attend to, 
and account for, a larger set of features within an image than they actually recall. FP prompts 
for accountable, 'candidate' features may provide readers with reassurance that they have 
made a thorough inspection of the image. Second, earlier studies simulated a prompting aid 
by randomly placing FP prompts and it was unclear whether they were representative of the 
types of FP that a prompting aid might actually produce. In contrast, 'real' FP prompts 
should be more consistent and will reveal something about the prompting aid's behaviour. 
Thus attending to FP prompts may also afford an understanding of how a prompting aid 
works, and what its capabilities are. 14 

 

To examine in greater detail readers' use of prompts, we devised a second study. 
Three radiologists from a Scottish breast screening centre were asked to comment on 
prompted features in the following ways: 



Indicate whether the prompt would be acceptable in a screening environment. 
Rate the prompt as 'useful' to 'distracting' on a five point scale. 
State whether they would recommend recall on the basis of the prompted feature. 
Classify each prompted feature. 
Rate the significance of each feature on a five point confidence scale. 

Subjects were also asked to annotate and describe any additional features for which 
they felt prompting would be useful and to rate such prompts in the same way as the actual 
ones. Finally, they were encouraged to give a verbal commentary on their interpretation of 
the mammograms and of PROMAM's behaviour using a 'think aloud' protocol. Subjects' 
commentary was tape recorded and transcribed. The results we present here focus on the 
question of how subjects used prompts as an error management tool, and on how they made 
sense of system behaviour. Transcript extracts are labelled according to the subject (H, J or 
R), the session (I or 2) and the case. E.g., (H-1.23) identifies the extract as belonging to 
subject H reading case 23 in the first session. 

Accountability. Given the reading workload, it would be impossible for readers to 
exhaustively examine and analyse each part of each mammogram. Moreover, attention is a 
limited resource, and readers are prone to fatigue. Studies show that visual search in 
radiology is often incomplete" and that experienced readers are able to quickly 'zero in' on 
significant features."' Mammograms can be more or less difficult to interpret for a number of 
reasons, including variations in tissue type, and tissue distribution. Similarly, there can be 
variation in the difficulty of interpreting individual features. Some may be obviously benign 
or malignant, others may be ambiguous because they are in the early stages of development, 
or because they are imperfectly imaged. It is not necessary to attend equally to every feature 
within the mammogram: some can be cursorily dismissed, others require more protracted 
examination. 

The approach taken by readers involves selectivity in the application of effort to 
produce an acceptable level of performance under particular resource constraints. Selectivity 
is mediated by heuristics for deciding what is worthy of examination and in what detail. 
Readers may expend greater effort in examining dense breasts, examine closely features that 
'catch their eye' (perhaps with a magnifying glass or a bright light source), use other 
evidence such as additional views or previous mammograms, or apply particular techniques, 
such as 'undressing' lesions. They may also pay greater attention to regions of the breast 
known to be sites of missed cancers -- the so-called 'review areas'. In short, readers 
demonstrate an array of tactics to render the reading task tractable. 

Readers do not have to account for every feature within an image, but they do try to 
account for those that satisfy generally accepted heuristics for significance and to do so in a 
particular way. Accountability is bound by what an experienced reader might reasonably be 
expected to notice, the lengths that they might be reasonably expected to go to establish the 
status of some feature, and by the analytic tactics most appropriate given the type of 
presentation. Accountability demonstrates an approach to the management of selective 
attention by driving a continual series of reflections about courses of actions available and 
the certainty of any conclusions. The end results include both a decision and its rationale. 

On several occasions subjects appeared to be using PROMAM to maintain their 
accountability to specific presentations: 



"So I think that is useful to prompt ... if we then analyse and say well that's benign 
that's fair enough. But that's useful to have brought to your attention." (H-2.33) 

In this, as in other cases, the prompted feature was judged to be benign and had no 
influence on the final opinion. However, subjects believed the prompt had served a useful 
function by encouraging a closer inspection. In so doing, prompting may have a 
psychological benefit by reducing anxiety about the thoroughness of the visual search. It may 
also improve readers' self-awareness and capacity for reflection. It is natural for readers to 
reflect on whether they saw the prompted feature, how much attention they gave it, and the 
interpretation they reached. 

Context. One of the ways readers orientate themselves to their task involves attending 
to recognised problems. Subject H was keen for PROMAM to prompt features in the review 
areas: 

"What I think it would be useful to prompt is this asymmetry up here in the left. Erm, 
I'll circle this area up here -- the reason I think that's useful is although you get a lot 
of normal asymmetries up there, it's also a relatively common site of cancers." (H-
1.3) 

Here subject R observes that features that present in a particular region may be 
missed: 

"Well sometimes we see wee cancers down there ... I'm not saying you don't look, 
it's the kind of thing you can miss, because it's just at the edge of your field of vision 
as it were, and I've seen a few missed there ... at the infra-mammary fold. And that's 
not one, but I mean it's perfectly reasonable to be prompted to have a second look at 
it." (R-2.7) 

Subject R's reaction to the prompt is interesting because it is clear that there are no 
micro-calcifications present. He finds the prompt acceptable because of the effect it has in 
drawing him to a region of the breast that deserves attention. Dense breast tissue complicates 
the task of interpretation and readers are aware that their judgements may be less reliable: 

"These are a nightmare ... because I think you could hide Moby Dick in there and not 
know. These are the ones where we have a high error in that there can be opacities 
and some micro-caic in there which you don't really appreciate." (J-2.23) 

Subjects commented that a prompting aid might be useful in addressing this problem. 

In the next case, subject H attends to mammograms rich with features that have 
suspicious characteristics, and is thus faced with the problem of differentiating between 
many confusing, attention grabbing, benign presentations and any actual malignancies. In the 
case of multiple presentations, additional effort is required to organise how the lesions might 
be considered: 

"Now that has been quite useful because ... in a breast like that they are difficult to 
assess because it's so patchy and you can imagine asymmetries all over the place --
what the prompt has made me do is go back and look particularly at that one -- I think 



that's actually quite useful -- I don't think it's worrying, but out of all the patches that 
are in front of me it's said look again at these two -- and that's quite useful, I think." 
(H-1.9) 

In using the prompt to focus her analysis, subject H makes a tacit assumption that 
prompted features are more likely to be significant than unprompted ones. In the following 
extract, the presence of suspicious clusters heightens subject J's alertness towards micro-
calcifications more generally. She is happy to have her attention drawn to other instances of 
micro-calcification so that they might be accounted for: 

"This lady's got a cluster, a cluster of micro-calc on the left -- which is A, and on the 
right -- that's B. And let's see what C is ... Now, I think C is, I'm looking at the 
diagram, I think C is actually vascular but B is definitely not and none of it is ... or 
it's not definitely not, it's probably not. And neither is it on the right. So A and B are 
micro-caic, which actually look ... and I would be recalling. C I think -- probably 
vascular. And I wouldn't recall for that. Definitely helpful ... In the situation where 
they've got other clusters, then of course this could be another cluster of the same." 
(J-2.43) 

Accounting for prompts. Using a prompting aid is not a simple matter of examining 
prompted regions for signs of cancer: prompt themselves demand interpretation. 

"Now, there's one prompt that's been put all the round the left breast. And there's 
nothing there ... Deciding that I should look again and make sure there's not a mass, 
but very slightly different projection from the right ... it's breast tissue, and I would 
not be bringing this lady back." (J-1.40) 

In this extract, subject J makes a point of re-examining prompted regions to confirm 
her initial analysis. She takes reasonable steps to ensure that PROMAM has not detected 
something that the she did not initially apprehend and finally identifies a characteristic of the 
mammogram as a possible reason for the prompts. Readers are aware that minimal signs of 
cancer can be overlooked or misinterpreted, so a plausible explanation for prompts, in terms 
of both image properties and prompting aid behaviour, is sought. If a reason for a prompt is 
not readily apparent, then this can pose problems. The following extracts demonstrate how 
the interpretation of FP prompts for 'subtle' features can be problematic: 

"Right, so A -- I can't really see -- so well should I be saying, 'Oh, there's calcium 
there -- recall the patient' -- and obviously I'm overriding this (thing) -- can't see it --
you know, it can't be that worrying." (H-1.65) 

Here subject H has a dilemma: has PROMAM detected something significant that she 
cannot see? There is no obvious cause for the prompt that can be used to account for its 
presence; there is no good reason for discounting it other than that she cannot see what it is 
for. A prompt does not explain itself, other than in the broadest sense of being produced by 
either the micro-calcification or ill-defined lesion algorithm. It simply highlights a region for 
examination. The onus is on the reader to discover a rationale for the prompt. This process 
can be time consuming and inconclusive without an understanding of how feature detection 
algorithms work if a rationale is not obvious from the examination of the prompted region 
alone. 



Influencing interpretation. A prompt should not increase a reader's suspicion of a 
feature simply because of its presence, but there were a number of occasions where subjects 
reported that their interpretation of a feature was affected by the presence of a prompt: 

"So it wouldn't be unreasonable at all to bring this woman back and ... with the 
prompt I probably ... it would make me think 'yeah maybe we should get reviews on 
this'. That's probably nothing though. So I think that's acceptable and useful." (J-
1.36) 

The prompt makes subject J think about recalling for features that in all probability 
are 'nothing'. Subject R also reports heightened suspicion due to the presence of a prompt: 

"That's fair enough to make you look more closely at that particular area, maybe 
that's quite useful actually. Would you recall having been prompted to it? I think that 
once I had been prompted to it I probably would recall it, it's a bit like seeing it as a 
second reader. If you saw it the first time you might let it go, but if someone has seen 
it before you wouldn't let it go, so I think we would recall it." (R-2.40) 

Readers face a dilemma in making borderline recall decisions because they know that 
some cancers present minimal signs, but recalling all border features would overwhelm 
assessment clinics. By way of a resolution, subject R formulates a heuristic by drawing an 
analogy between prompts and the effect of seeing a first reader's opinion when reading 
second. In a similar vein, subject H suggests that the lack of a prompt can be significant: 

"It hasn't really picked up on the asymmetries but they're not worrying in any way 
would I rather it prompted or didn't? ... On the one hand you've got the comfort 
factor -- oh it's seen it and dismissed it. I think they're not in anyway worrying, if 
they were more striking then perhaps I would want it -- in that case I think I would let 
them go." (H-1.33) 

Here the lack of a prompt is seen as 'comforting', precisely because subject H equates 
the lack of a prompt as indicating that PROMAM has assessed a region and found it to be 
benign. 

Making sense of PROMAM. In subjects' repeated attempts to understand what 
prompts 'mean' and how they should be 'interpreted', we find evidence of their active 
engagement in making sense of PROMAM's behaviour. In this way, subjects develop the 
capacity to assess PROMAM's capabilities -- what it might reliably detect, and what might 
be overlooked -- and so explain its responses. Strategies for making sense of PROMAM 
included: 

1.Comparing PROMAM's responses for similar types of feature. 
2.Comparing their ideas of significance with PROMAM's. 
3.Assuming purposeful behaviour. 
4.Considering what might be indicated by the shape, size and location of prompts. 

Subjects expected consistency and were puzzled when PROMAM didn't prompt for 
features that were to them (diagnostically) similar to those it did prompt: 



"I'm surprised that it hasn't, that it hasn't picked up on the vascular calcification on 
the right. (...?) really quite surprised about that, since it's gone for things on the left." 
(J-1.39) 

Subject J expresses confusion because of inconsistent prompting of seemingly similar 
regions of benign vascular calcification. This is due to lack of familiarity with PROMAM's 
behaviour and the effect of variations in image properties that may seem insignificant, or are 
difficult for a reader to perceive. The criteria for prompting micro-calcifications is base on a 
simple clustering rule. In its early stages, vascular calcification can be discontinuous or 
fragmented, and it is this type of presentation that satisfies the rule. 

In the next case there are two ill-defined lesion prompts, A and B: A circles a large 
region of dense tissue in the upper part of the right breast; B circles a smaller region wholly 
within A. 

"... so A, an increase in density and it does merit ... that's fine, it's suspicious. Now 
looking at the other bit, that's what caught my eye to start with, it's gone for another 
area here, sort of ... oblique linear. I think that's breast tissue ... B is in the middle of 
this bit ... I don't quite know whether it thinks there is a separate mass, because if I 
was drawing a line I would draw it round here ... So I'm not quite sure what it's 
getting at." (J-1.61) 

Subject J feels that prompt A is relevant, but has difficulty finding an adequate 
explanation for B because it both misses the focal region of significance, and occurs within 
the region of prompt A, which is seen as significant. This poses several questions 
simultaneously: if a small focal area such as B can be prompted, why is A not more focal? If 
the entire region prompted by A is significant, then why bother prompting smaller regions 
within A at all? Such questions can be settled by an understanding of the ill-defined lesion 
algorithm. Processing is done in two stages. First, features within the mammogram are 
extracted and segmented according to four different scale sizes. This is a sieving operation 
which allows features falling into broad categories of size to be treated separately. Features 
within each category are then classified according to known properties of malignant lesions. 
The regions highlighted by prompts A and B belong to different scale sizes and their 
significances are unrelated. 

Perceived inconsistencies in prompting may sometimes stimulate a search for more 
sophisticated explanations of behaviour: 

"There's a vessel running down there -- and isn't that strange? Well this is it again 
because we've got other bits of vascular calcification which it hasn't prompted on the 
same vessel with it coming down here, and that's the bit it's gone and highlighted, I 
don't know why. So that it is a cause for concern I think. Just why has it gone for that 
bit, is it because it's in the bit of black breast ... you know, fat, that's standing out a 
wee bit more." (J-1.59) 

In this case subject J is able to identify subtle differences between prompted and 
unprompted features, i.e., improved contrast between calcifications and background tissue. In 
another case, subject J was able to account for the tendency of the ill-defined lesion detection 
algorithm to produce FP prompts for a "linear increase in density": 



"Now this is another area, it seems to pick up areas like this of linear increase in 
density which it is calling a mass, I'm sure it's not. It's just the way the breast tissue 
has involuted. We're left with fibrous strands and just vaguely increased density." (J-
1.24) 

Much of subjects' sense-making is informed by the assumption that not only is there 
some reason for the presence of a prompt, but also that it is diagnostically relevant: 

"Why has it prompted that lymph node, and not others, I wonder? ...if there's some 
particular reason it's because if it's margins or something like that, and that's fair 
enough, just to make sure that it is a lymph node, but if it's going to pick up every 
lymph node ... it would prompt every second film just about. But it hasn't been doing 
that, so there must be a reason why it's prompted that, so I'll say that's Ok." (R-2.25) 

However, an assumption of purposeful behaviour can be misleading. A striking 
example of this is where subjects associate ill-defined lesion prompts with asymmetries: 

"... an elliptical prompt there round something that I'm sure is breast tissue ... But I 
mean, I suppose, looking at it, there isn't an equivalent area over here, so it's 
reasonable enough to have prompted that. But I wouldn't have recalled it for that." (J-
2.31) 

In fact, prompts for asymmetry are chance occurrences. Breasts are naturally 
asymmetric, and the ill-defined lesion algorithm will tend to produce FPs on denser patches 
of tissue, which may just happen to correspond to regions of differential brightness or 
distribution. 

The form of the prompts, and their relationship to the prompted feature, were chosen 
to provide certain types of information. Prompts for the micro-calcifications and ill-defined 
lesions are easily distinguished. Those produced by the former delineate the shape of the 
cluster detected, while the latter consist of an ellipse that circumscribes the lesion. However, 
subjects suggested that they learnt to recover additional information from prompt 
characteristics: 

"Multiple prompts ... They're all micro-calc. I'm not dismissing them out of hand, 
but just even looking at the prompt, at the way it's outlined on here, it looks like 
vascular calcification, and indeed that's what it looks like on first looking at the 
film." (J-2.11) 

Summary. The results of this study confirm readers' tolerance of FP prompts and 
provide interesting pointers to how they may use prompts as an error management tool in the 
clinical setting. Overall, subjects' views on prompts appear to be highly contingent and 
dependent on interrelated factors. In addition to the importance of a feature's character as an 
indicator of suspicion, the context of its presentation also plays a role in determining how 
much effort should be invested in its investigation. Thus prompts may be judged reasonable 
because they attend to contextual considerations, sometimes even where the feature prompted 
has little or no significance. 

The results also show that readers began to develop quite a detailed understanding of 
PROMAM as evidence of its behaviour accumulated. Memory of previous prompts 



contribute to a biography of behaviour that may be used to account for new prompts. This 
working understanding of PROMAM is subject to incremental -- or sometimes radical --
revision as evidence accumulates. In principle, the user of a prompting aid does not need to 
know how it works, merely to attend to those areas in the image that it prompts. However, 
these results suggest that readers benefit from investing effort in making sense of 
PROMAM's behaviour because this facilitates more efficient and effective use, especially in 
managing the impact of FP prompts. 

PROMAM is designed for use as an attention cue. The presence of a prompt simply 
implies that attention is required (because PROMAM is sensitive), but not that a recall is 
appropriate (because PROMAM is not very specific). The responsibility for assessing the 
significance of a prompted feature, and for making a recall decision, should rest with the 
reader. However, the results show that readers sometimes used PROMAM in ways that are 
contrary to this principle. 

Pilot clinical evaluation of PROMAM 
The first two clinical studies were followed up by a pilot clinical trial. Although 

providing less detail about individual prompted cases, the results pertain more directly to the 
interpretation of prompts in a screening context. In particular, we were able to examine more 
closely how, in the course of prolonged exposure to PROMAM, readers learned to both 
manage its errors, and to use PROMAM to manage their own. 

Five subjects were recruited from radiologists at a Scottish breast screening centre 
and trained to use PROMAM. They were given a functional overview of how the image 
analysis algorithms work, including the types of FN and FP errors they make, and instructed 
to use prompts simply as attention cues. Data collection methods included observation of all 
the experimental sessions. Subjects were interviewed and completed a questionnaire 
immediately following prompted sessions; the interviews were tape recorded and 
subsequently transcribed. Further questionnaires were administered pre- and post-trial. A full 
account of methodology and results can be found in Hartswood et al 
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Dealing with FP prompts. Ideally, readers should give all prompts equal 
consideration, and only dismiss them after careful examination of the prompted region. 
However, interview data suggests that subjects developed other ways of determining the 
significance of prompts. For example, one subject indicated that the shape of prompts for 
vascular calcifications, and the location of prompts for ill-defined lesions, could give a clue 
as to their cause: 

"I think now you'll start dismissing masses at the back, you're dismissing the 
calcification at the back and maybe you don't look ... you do look carefully but 
maybe not to the same degree when you clearly see that it is vascular calcification it's 
prompting on." 

Another subject indicated that some prompts could be assessed from examination of 
the prompt sheet alone. Evidently, subjects learnt from experience to recognise patterns in 
shape, frequency and location that characterise FP prompts and used this knowledge to 
determine how much effort to invest in further scrutiny of the mammogram. In such cases, 
consideration of possible explanations is not deferred until all the evidence has been 
gathered.21  Two subjects commented that they might not look back as carefully -- or at all -- 
depending on their initial assessment. 



Predicting prompts. Subjects reported that they were able to develop quite quickly a 
capacity to predict which features in the mammogram would be prompted: 

"At times I'm definitely anticipating that that's going to be prompted. And sort of 
already decide I'm not going to look at it again ... you're kind of expecting prompts 
on certain things so you sort of ... very quickly dismiss it as (harmless?) without 
looking again." 

There is a cost associated with this approach as it requires that readers form a more 
accurate model of prompting aid behaviour. However, checking whether prompts meet with 
expectations appears to be intuitive, and is perhaps essential for maintaining trust in aid 
performance. Also, playing the "prediction game" may be valuable because it reinforces the 
practice of making an initial assessment on mammogram evidence alone. Its success is 
dependent upon prompting aid consistency as perceived by the reader. Image analysis 
algorithms can be sensitive to variations in appearance which are too subtle for the reader to 
appreciate without close examination, if at all. PROMAM's behaviour is strictly 
deterministic, but as noted earlier, it may not seem observably so if it doesn't respond in the 
same way to features that readers would classify as similar. 

Impact on decision-making. Despite the instructions given in training, both 
questionnaire data and post-session interviews indicate that subjects sometimes used prompts 
as classification aids. Subjects referred to occasions where they had found the absence of a 
prompt reassuring. However, they also reported cases where a prompt had made them more 
inclined to recall: 

"There was one where I was undecided, and it was prompted... 'I will bring it back, 
yes'... otherwise I probably would have said 'oh, forget it', whether that's right or not 
I don't know." 

Comments suggested that the presence or absence of a prompt was most likely to 
influence subjects when the evidence of the mammogram alone was ambiguous. In these 
situations, they seemed prepared to use whatever evidence was to hand, including prompts, to 
resolve uncertainty: 

"Maybe it was highlighting something that I wasn't seeing in a dense breast, so that's 
why it needed confirmed. Erm ... I ( ... ?) with it you go with the prompt." 

A comparison was made of subjects' recalls in the prompted and unprompted 
conditions. The results show that significantly more recalled cases were correctly prompted 
by PROMAM in prompted sessions, despite there being no significant difference in overall 
recall rates between conditions .20  This corroborates findings from the interview data, that 
readers use the prompts to inform their classification decisions. 

Summary. The results of the pilot clinical trial reveal how readers adapted to using 
PROMAM in the clinical setting. They show that subjects spontaneously improvised their 
use of prompts in a number of ways which helped them economise on the effort required to 
deal with PROMAM errors. First, they began to apply strategies for determining the 
significance of prompts based on prompt -- rather than image -- features. Second, they began 
to actively predict where prompts were likely to appear. The study also confirmed that not 



only did subjects use prompts as attention cues, but as decision-making aids when other 
evidence was ambiguous. However, there was no evidence that the use of PROMAM 
increased readers' FP decisions. Readers' recall rate in when using PROMAM was no higher 
than in an unprompted control condition .211 

Summary and conclusions 
The use of prompting aids in breast screening is intended to improve performance by 

helping readers avoid errors of attention. The problem lies in the fact that prompting aids 
themselves are not infallible. In the extreme case, low prompting aid specificity might negate 
their value altogether. Equally problematic is the danger is that while they may reduce some 
types of reader error, prompting aids could induce others. Our studies set out to investigate 
the relationship between reader errors and prompting aid errors, focusing on two main issues: 
how readers orientate themselves in current practice to the problem of managing errors in 
their own performance, and how they learn to cope with prompting aid errors. 

While reliable quantitative evidence of performance improvement must necessarily 
await the outcome of large scale clinical trials, our studies provide some support for the 
achievement of the prompting aid goal. They also show that readers can learn to manage the 
undesirable effects of prompting aid errors on their specificity, and can tolerate a higher FP 
rate than previous work had suggested. However, we also find that presumptions of prompts 
being used purely and simply as attention cues may be misplaced. 

The design rationale for prompting aids assumes generic difficulties -- i.e., that 
readers sometimes have difficulty ensuring that the entire mammogram is examined. 
However, our findings show that the uses to which prompts are put are often highly 
contingent. The problems readers face are actually very specific and contextualised. For 
example, reading dense, or feature rich, breasts poses demands very different from those of 
lucent, or uncomplicated, breasts. Furthermore, although readers have general concerns that 
they might overlook a malignancy, they also have a more specific understanding of particular 
deficiencies in their expertise. For example, readers perceive themselves to be more or less 
able to detect and correctly classify particular feature types. 

It would be a mistake to believe that error-free and effective use of a prompting aid in 
breast screening can be achieved if readers are expected to treat it as a mere 'black box', with 
no understanding of how it behaves. On the contrary, our studies show that efficient and 
accurate use of prompting aids depends on their behaviour being accountable to readers. For 
example, as they became more experienced, readers were able to develop heuristics that 
enabled them to predict FP prompts. On the other hand, readers often came up with ad-hoc 
and mistaken explanations for prompts, even occasionally falsely analogising PROMAM 
with reader behaviour. We have attempted to address this issue through reader training using 
worked examples of common TP, FP and FN prompts. In the pilot trial, however, we still 
found examples of prompts that readers were unable to account for, suggesting that the 
training materials need further work. 

Training will always have its shortcomings, however, if no attention is paid to 
supporting learning in use. To this end, we plan to investigate ways in which the design of 
the prompt user interface can be enhanced so that how PROMAM works becomes more 
observable to its users. The basic approach would be to extend PROMAM's outputs (i.e., the 
prompts) by adding a causal account of the processing leading to each prompt. This would be 



presented so that it was available for inspection, but without interfering with the essential 
simplicity of prompt use. 

To address the issue of how prompting aids should be used, we may learn from the 
preparation and use of evidence in current reading practice. For example, readers often 
organise the ordering of attending to evidence to minimise bias. Though we enforced a 
protocol in the pilot clinical trial whereby subjects examined each mammogram before 
examining the prompts, our evidence suggests PROMAM still influenced classification 
decisions. Further innovations in reading protocol might be appropriate, such as requiring 
readers to reach a decision before examining prompts, and only allowing routine recalls to be 
amended. 

Finally, the goal of replacing double reading with a single, prompt assisted reader 
raises wider problems. Our studies show that there is an informal, collaborative dimension to 
double reading, and to readers' management of errors, which has so far been ignored. 
Though readers may evolve ways of compensating for the move to single, prompted reading, 
we argue that its implications deserve careful consideration. At the least, we suggest that 
provisions be made for a transitional period where readers double read with prompts. This 
would enable them both to gain experience of a prompting aid under more familiar reading 
conditions and, by exploiting double reading's collaborative affordances, to enhance their 
understanding of its behaviour by learning from one another as they use it. 
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